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Preface

It is a great pleasure for me to have been given the

oppo rtunity by the University of Edinburgh of discussing the

early history of the minaret which is one of the most inter¬

esting features of Islamic religious architecture, and I hope

I shall here be able to reveal some of its qualities.

The aim of this study is to discuss the minaret in early

Islam from three stand points: functional, philological

and architectural. The mosque is discussed from the function¬

al stand point only in so far as it has any relation with the

minaret.

Except for a very few examples, nearly all the early

minarets have either vanished or have been replaced by new

ones. I have experienced a great difficulty in collecting

material about those that have perished, for particulars about

them in the sources were rare in comparison with remarks re¬

garding the mosques. Nevertheless, I have attemped to ex¬

amine all the existing records regarding the early minarets

in the western parts of the Islamic world though it has not

been possible to deal exhaustively with those of Persia and

India.

The present study falls into five chapters:

In Chapter I, I have tried to show why and how the mosques

and minarets were built; then I gave accounts of their rel¬

igious as well as secular roles. In this discussion, I hove

confined myself primarily to the function of the minaret,

but as the mosque and the minaret were virtually a single

unit closely affecting one another, I have thought it nec-



essary to discuss the role of the mosque too.

Although I have been mainly concerned with the early

period, certain functions of the minaret in later dates, pro¬

bably having their roots in the early times, have also been

considered. Owing to the limited knowledge as to the pos¬

itive function of the minaret my work here was confronted with

numerous difficulties, and it was necessary to spend much time

in hunting out statements from a mass of text books. The

results achieved have however been classified and presented in

this chapter.

Owing to the important relationship between the adhan,

the muezzin, and the minaret, I found it desirable to denote a

special part of the discussion to each of these, studying

their development through the ages. This is the aim of Chap¬

ter II.

In Chapter III, I hove dealt with the origins of the min¬

aret philologically as well as architecturally. On the phil¬

ological side, I have consulted the works of many scholars

such as Schwally, Fraenkel, Noeldeke, Hartmann and others.

They mostly had little to say on the linguistic side, nor has

the question hitherto been studied at all carefully in the

light of the mass of material belonging to the sources of the

Mediaeval period of history. Concerning the architectural

side, I have investigated the evidence regarding the early

mosques established by the Muslims with a view to considering

whether they had any tower built for the purpose of adhan. I

have also dealt with various pre-Islamic towers which the



Muslims might have used as models for their minarets. Books

and articles dealing with pre-Islamic architecture such as

those of de "Vogue, Butler, Briinnow and Domaszewiski, Tchalenko,

Watzinger and others have been thoroughly studied. In addi¬

tion, the literary works I have gone through have provided
much material concerning my problem.

In Chapter XV, A, I have studied the early Umayyad min¬

arets in the last - in Iraq, Egypt, and Palestine. Since

none of the original minarets is in existence at the present

day, I had to depend mainly on text books. Towers of pre-

Islamic times which may perhaps have influenced some of those

minarets have also been investigated. In section B of this

Chapter, I have studied a1-',7alid fs architectural activities

concerning the minarets of Syria and Hijaz. In section C,

I have shown how far al-Walid's successors influenced the

minarets of Syria and in Iraq. In addition to the various

original texts, I have also consulted more recent books and

articles on the subject. Among them, Creswell's books and

articles were most important. Others such as those of Sarre

and Herzfeld, Marcais, Diez, and Thiersch have also been con¬

sulted, and I have also had the opportunity of discussing

certain points with Professor Creswell himself.

In Chapter V, A, I have discussed separately the Umayyad

minaret in the West - N. Africa and Spain, both with regard

to the way in which it started and to the way in which the

new soil affected it. I have also dealt with the minarets

of N. Africa until Andalusian influence started to affect
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them. In Spain, my study has mainly been confined to the

Cordova minaret. Mediaeval sources such as those of al-Bakri

and al-Idrisi are of great importance for this area. Then

the works of Thiersch, Marcais, Saladin, Kiihnel, Basset and

Terrasse, Lambert, and many others have also been of assistance.

In section B, I have discussed the influence of the Abbasids,

and the extent to which the spiral form of minaret was intro¬

duced. Three minarets of this kind: those at Samarra and

Abu Dulaf, and in the mosque of Ibn Tulun at Cairo have been

carefully examined, and here I was able to investigate the

monuments on the spot in addition to consulting recent pub¬

lications such as those of Sarre and Herzfeld, Creswell,

Marcais, Hautecoeur and Wiet as well as many others mentioned

throu^iout the discussion.

The final section of this thesis consists of a brief

Chapter summarising some of the implications of this study.
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CHAPTER I

THE PLACE OP THE MOSQUE AND THE MINARET IN THE
ISLAMIC STATE



Religious buildings played an important role in regulat¬

ing the way of life of the Muslim people, and in the develop¬

ment of their culture. It was natural, therefore, that Muslim

societies should pay great attention to such buildings.

I will venture now to discuss the part played by the mosque

and the minaret in the life of the Muslim people, paying

particular attention to their religious, political, and social
significances as well as their role in education.

A. Why and How the mosques and minarets were built.

1. The attitude of Islam towards building places of worship.

At the very beginning of Islam, it was regarded as a

pious work and an obligation to God to build a mosque. This

is referred to in many traditions of the Prophet's sayings,

e.g. ''For him who built a mosque, God will build a home in

Paradise1' (l) as well as in verses of the Q,ur an, e.g.

"It is not for the polytheist to manage God's places of
worship, giving evidence of unbelief against themselves;
the works of such are not of avail, and in the fire they
abide. They only shall manage God's places of worship
who have believed in God and the Last Day, have establish¬
ed the prayer, and have feared nothing but God; possibly
such will be among those who are rightly guided". (2)

(1) Bukhari, al-Jami< al-SahJh., I, p. 124; Muslim, Sahih, V,
I .1 ... I ■ .1 I - — » o m

p.14; Tirmidhi, Sahih, II, pp.H5f. Ibn Majah, Sunan al-
mm, * * * ■

Mustafa, I, pp.l29,249f; of. Ibn sAsakir, Tarikh Madinat
• • 1 L 1 ' 1 i ■

Dimashq. Il/l, pp.54f.
(2) IX, 17-18, Beil's_translation. See, also^X^IVj, 36-37;

cf. Ibn <Abd al-Hadi, Thimar al-maqasid fi tarikh al¬
ma s a .i id , p. ]66 • ——
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Such verses encouraged people to undertake pious benefactions,

and such words were often engraved on mosques and minarets (1).

Since this act was a religious obligation, people shared and

co-operated in building, and undertook the work as a labour of

love. They did so following the example of the Prophet when
—' / \

he built the Quba mosque and his mosque at Medina (2). The

same was the case with regard to the building of minarets (3).
Motives for building mosques and minarets.

It is evident that tribal mosques were established in very

early times, and grew to greater importance as time went on (4).

After the Prophet's death, his memory became very precious to

his followers and they endeavoured to go to all places which the

Prophet had visited or prayed in (5), and very soon mosques began

to be built in all those places (6). Many mosques were also

"i1 111 11 ■ ' 1 " "i ■ i 1 ■"» '■ i' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ " "» '■

(1) Cf. C.I.A.. H, Syrie du nord, I, 1-2, pp.130, 179, 223,
374.

(2) Ihn Sa<d K.al-tabaqat al-Ka'oir, IIl/l, p.180; Bukh. , I,
pp,123f; Samhudt, Wafa> al-wafa bi-akhbar dar al-Mustafa,
II, p.24. 3 ^ ~

(3) Ibn <Abd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr wa akhbaraha, p.131; Ibn
• * *

Duqmaq, al-Intisar li-wasitat <iqd al-amsar, TV, p.62;
Maqrizi, Khita£, I, p.301.

(4) I.S., i/l, p.6; Maor. , II, p.264; Baladhuri, Futuh al-
buldan, pp.3,285; Tabari, Tarikh al-umam wa al-multlk. I,
p. 1704,II,PP91,532,670,734,918,1687,III,P.2509.

(5) Samh, II, pp.31ff.
(6) Ibn Hisham, Sirah. p.872; Bakri, Mu<.jam ma ista < .jam.

pp.170, 191, 282 etc.; Bukh., I, pp.l32ff; Samh., II,
pp.162ff , 177f.
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established along the roads on which the Prophet had passed

during his military expeditions (1). Later on minarets were

attached to several of them (2). Even parts of mosques in which

the Prophet used to perform his prayers were accorded particular

sanctity (3). Just as these places were associated with the

Prophet, many others had reference to his family or his compan¬

ions (4). Other mosques were even associated with Prophets who

had existed before Islam (5).

Individuals also wanted to leave memorials to themselves,

and they thought that the construction of mosques and other

religious buildings would be best moans of glorifying themselves,

and their reign (6). When Sulayman b. <Abd a1-Malik found that

magnificent building such as the Dome of the Rock which commem-
#

orated the name of «Abd al-Malik, or the Damascus Mosque praised

that of al-WalTd I, he wanted something similar for himself, and

therefore he built his famous mosque at Ramla (7). Similar

(1) I.H. , p.907; Bak. , p.559, Samh., II, pp.lSOff; Wiistenfeld,
Die von Medina auslaufenden Hauptstrassen. pp.3-48.

(2) See chapter IV, Sec. B. of this thesis.
(3) Samh., II, p.24.
(4) Bak., p.681; Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-taqasim fi ma<rifat

al-aqalim, p. 102; Abu al-Fida, "K.taqwim al-buldan, p. 191.
(5) I.D. , IV, pp.92, 128, 129; Masrndi, Muru.i al-dhahab wa

ma<adin al-.iawhar. IV, p.77; I.As. , II/l, pp.80, 85.
(6) Maqr., II, p.62, cf. <Umari, Masalik al-absar, I, p.192.

•

(7) Yaqut, Muo'am al-buldan. II, p. 818.
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ambitions led the caliphs to look outside their capitals, and to

build mosques in remote parts of the empire, and to record their

names on those buildings (l)« -Such buildings in distant places

also implied a recognition of the central governments* author¬

ities (2). In spite of the fact that the names of founders

were recorded on the buildings, people, sometimes, did not recog¬

nise those new patrons, but continued to call the buildings by

the names of their original builders (3).
It was thus for reasons of religion as well as for secular

reasons that rulers and individuals built mosques in widely

separated places.

The money of the Khums (the fifth of the spoils) was regard¬

ed as the purest money that could be used in building mosques;

and prayers said in those mosques were considered particularly affect¬

ive (4). When the governors of al-Walid I informed him that the

state treasuries were filled by these funds,he ordered that

mosques should be built with the excess of the money (5).

(1) Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kamil fl al-tarikh. Ill, p.107.

(2) Cf. Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtasar K. al-buldan, p.269; Yaq.,
IH, p.213; I.A., Vll7~pt6T.

(3) Muqad. , p.411.

(4) Al-Marrakushi, al-Mufjib fi talkhis akhbar al-¥aghrib,
pp. 372f. " ~~~

(5) I.A. Hak., p.132.
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Building mosques was considered as fard kifayah(l)(communal
•

obligation), but in spite of that, each family, or sometimes

each member of the family wanted to build a mosque individually (2)

and considerable numbers of mosques were erected in most cities

and villages (3). Despite the exaggeration of some of the

estimates, they serve to give an idea, as to the great number of

the mosques which were built.

The assembly prayer (salat al-jama<ah), which expressed

support of the community, was much encouraged by Islam. The

daily prayer which was performed individually became especially

meritorious when it was performed in the assembly (4). The

common people considered the most important mosque in their area

to be that with the largest congregation, followed in import¬

ance by that established at an early date (5).

In the early days of Islam people held their Friday prayers

in one mosque in the city called the mosque of congregation

(mas.iid al-.iama <ah). Muslims were indeed recommended to gather

there for that purpose (6). When new towns were founded

during <Umar I's reign, the caliph ordered his governors in

Kufa, Basra, and Fustah to build a congregational mosque in each

(1) I.A. Had., p.179; cf. Watt, Muslim Intellectual, p.113.
(2) Yaq. , I, jo.719, III, pp.409, 410; Ibn Hawqal, al-Masalik

wa a1-mamalik, p.84.
(3) I.D. , IF, p. 92 ;~A.F. , p.175.
(4) Bukh., I, pp.131, 171, 225, 230, 236,JEI, p.21; Mis., V,

pp. 151ff; Tir., II, p.15; Bahshal, Terikh Wasit, pp,165f.
5) Cf. I.A., p.184.
6) qur'an, LXII, 9.



city, as well as mosques for the tribes, but they had to gather

in the assembly mosque for Friday prayers (1). <Amr b.al-<As

forbade holding Friday prayers in the villages of Egypt except

in that of al-Fustat (2). When the Muslims became more numer-
o •

ous so that a single assembly mosque in each city was inadequate,

additional mosques were built (3). These Friday's mosques had

great importance and were known by different names which changed

through the ages (4). The name of the minaret was derived from

that of the mosque to which it was attached (5). On account

of the importance of the congregational mosque, its name over¬

came the name of the market (suq j5mi<ah) (6), the village

(qaryah jamisah) (7), and the city (madinah .iami<ah) (8). Since

the Friday's mosque was a place of assembly, it tended to be¬

come large in size, the streets which led to it were widened,

(1) I.As., II/1, pp.94f.

(2) Maqr., II, pp.244, 247, 270; of. Tab., II, p.532.

(3) Istakhri, Masaiik al-mamalik. pp.49,82; Ibn Rustah,
alAAtlaq al-naftsah. p.187; A.F., p.133; Muqad., p.117.

(4) Pedersen, art. "Masdjid", E.l/l. p.327.

(5) Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimah. p.21.

(6) Bakri, K.al-mughrib fi dhikr bilad IfriqXyah wa al-Maghrib.
pp. 3, 7, 54, 87. ~

(7) Op.oit.. p.2; Bukh., I, p.229.

(8) I. Haw., P.321.
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especially those which were used by the retinues of the caliph

who attended prayers in the mosque (l). Such mosques had to

start the adhan first, and the others had to follow suit when

it had finished in the first (2). Special mosques were allotted

to the schools of each rite of Islam (3), and it sometimes

happened that more than one group shared each mosque (4).
When the minaret was introduced, the main mosque of some

cities had more than one as was the case in «Amr's mosque in

Fustat which had four (5). Several other mosques had four (6)
e •

or even more (7), but in general, most of the mosques had

single ones. In cases where a mosque had more than one minaret,

each was assigned for special religious duty, such as adhan,

tas'hir, tawg.it (8). The caliphs also set out to build tall

minarets in the conquered countries (9) for propagating their

pious qualities to the common people, no doubt. The founders

(1) Ma<ruf and Duri, Mujaz tarikh al-hadarah al-«Arabiyah,

p.118; Yaqut, Muciam al-udaba>. II, p.349; cf. Mas.,
VIII, p.2.

(2) Kindi, al-Wulat wa al-qudat, p.39; Maqr., II, p.270.
(3) Gf. I.A. Had.,' p. 159; Muqad. , pp.l82,358f; I.As. , II/l,

p. 68.
(4) I.Haw., pp.65f; Muqad., p.102.
(5) Maqr., II, p.248. __ _ _

(6) I.R. , p.70; Ibn al-Najjar, al-Durrah al-thamTnah fi
tarikh al-Madinah. p.373; Ibn <Abd Rabbih, al-<Iqd al-
farid, VII, p.298.

(7) Fasi, Shifa' al-gharam bi-akhbar al-Balad al-Haram,
I, pp.840,' 241f"

(8) Samh., I, £p.374,J575, 455; Fas., I, p.241.
(9) Ibn al-Mujawir, Tarikh al-mustabsir, p.257; al-Isfahani ,

, 4

Aghani, XIII, p.25.
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of mosques paid a great attention to the construction of the

minarets. They were lavishly decorated and admirably designed.

The care lavished on them was greater than that given to the

mosque itself, and a proverb recorded by Ibn al-Mujawir, "Do not

look at the tallness of the minaret, but look at the mosque" (1),

may express that position. Constant references to the height

of the minarets are to be found in the mediaeval sources: a

tall minaret, a minaret in the extreme of height, lofty minaret,

a tall graceful minaret and other expressions (2). The founders

were also described as the builders of the "tall minarets" (3).

The tall minaret often gave an identity to the mosque which dis¬

tinguished it from others which also had minarets (4), or the

presence of a minaret served to identify a mosque from one which

did not have any (5). Their height was expressed by poets as

resembling the height of the stars (6), and the position of the

minaret was expressed in concise statements (7). The question

of the height of the minaret was also important for those who

lived far from the mosques so that they could hear the adhan or

(1) Op.oit., p.98. _

(2) Muqad., pp.425,437; A.F. , p.281; Ibn Battutah, Tuhfat al-
, • • « ||>[||

nuzzar fi ghara ib al-amsar wa <aja>ib al-asfar, I, p.231.
• p

l • ___________ .

(3) Yaqut, Mu<.jam. III, p;249.
(4) Ya<qubi, K.al-buldan. (BGA) p.15.
(5) I.A. Hak., pp.119, 120. _ _ _

(5) Yaq., II, p.313; Ibn Shaddad, al-i\<laq al-khatirah, l/l,p,37.
(7) Cf. A.F. , p. 359; Muoad., pp4 327463";~*Bak. , pp. 5,28V
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see the muezzin's signal.

2• Inscriptions and embellishments :

The founders of mosques and minarets were anxious to have

their names recorded on the monuments they built. The first

to inscribe his name on a minaret was Mas lamah b. Mukhallad

when he built the minarets of <Amr's mosque at Cairo (1). The

statement "the blessed minaret", in addition to other blessings

were often recorded on later minarets (2). Many minarets hove

suffered from the effects of bad weather, earthquakes and fires (3);
and such events were recorded on the buildings after their

restoration (4).

A favourite form of inscriptions was: It was built with the

aid of the founder's own money (5); by the favour of God (6),
and with the grace of God (7), or from what God had given (8),
and other expressions. Many expressions were used to glorify

the mosque such as: The blessed mosque (9), the happy the bless¬

ed (10), the inhabitation of the blessed (11), the holy (12),

(1) I.D. , IV, p.62; Abu al-Mahasin, al-Nu.jum al-zahirah, I,
p.60; Samh. , I, p.374.

(2) O.I.-A. . I, Egypte, i/l, pp.47,48,188, 1/2, p. 598; II,
Syrie du sud, l/l-2, p.l73._ _ _

(3) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Mj.nj;azam fl ta^ikhLaa1 -mn 1 nk we al-iimnm,
IX, pp.14,15; Maqrizi.'K.al-suluk fi ma<rifat duwal al-
muluk. 1/3, p. 944; Khltat. II.P.278: I.Sh. ,"T7T,p. 35.

(4) 0'1-A. . I, Egypte, TJl, pp.131,132.
(5) Ob.cit., p.172.
(6) Op.cit., p.172, 1/2, pp.424,510.511.
(?) Op. cit. . i/l, p.198. __

(8) Op.cit. . p.172; cf. Q,ur an, LIX, 6-7; Masalik, I, p.198.
(9) Op.cit.. I/l, pp.121,172,195.

(3.0) Op.cit. . 1/2, p. 510.
(41) C. I.A. . Syrie du nord, 1/1-2, pp.44, 192.
(12) Op.cit. ,p.365.
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and so on. It was often recorded on monuments that the purpose

of building the mosque was to gain the approval a£ God, and to

manifest the strength of religion, or as a thanks" giving for the

gift of God. Verses from the Q,ur an, the traditions of the

Prophet cm religious proverbs and poetry were inscribed on the

walls of the mosque and on the minarets (1).
The names of the architects and carpenters were also recorded

on some of the buildings (2). It was however not the usual

practice for the architect's name to be inscribed on a religious

building. Some of the reasons which may explain why the names

of architects were not inscribed on mosques and minarets may be

that the execution of the work was generally entrusted to fore¬

men, that the founder preferred to hove his own nemo inscribed

rather than that of the architect, that the recording of names

on religious buildings was not universally approved of, for

those who had their names inscribed were not regarded as truly

pious (3), and probably because some of the architects were

Christians, and it was not permitted to inscribe Christian

names on Muslim religious buildings (4).

Caliphs and rulers vied with one another in enlarging, re¬

storing, or adding new buildings in the three sacred Mosques in

(1) Cf. I.F., p.161.

(2) Al-Kha^ib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad. I, p.108; cf. Maqr.,
II, p.250.

(3) Cf. Qasim, al-Mazarat al-Islamiyah. I, p.193.
(4) Lane, Modern Egyptians, p.578, n.1., Hautecoeur and Wiet,

Le Mosauees "flu" Caire. I, p. 120.
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Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem. Their names were recorded on

the buildings for which they were responsible (l). In spite

of the fact that the Prophet's mosque became a model for the

mosques built after it, it was not permissible to imitate the

Sacred Mosque in Mecca (2). Other mosques were imitated in

their decorations only (3). Minarets, however, were also taken

as models for others built in other countries such as those of

Samarra and Tabriz(4).

The early mosques were architecturally simple, and had

little decoration. The Prophet's mosque was of this type,

simple and lacking all ornaments. Other early mosques simi¬

larly followed the example of the Prophet's. Any attempt to

bring about a change was not encourage^ by either Abu Bakr or

tUmar (5). In <Uthmah's reign, the situation was completely

different. The military expansion was not of the same extent

as before. Most of the Muslims who were forbidden by *Umar I

to settle in the conquered countries, had adopted a settled

life, and lived luxuriously (6). The mosques, however, always

received their great attention. <Uthman himself enlarged and

decorated the Prophet's mosque at Medina (7). The most import¬

ant changes in that mosque were however made in the time of

(1) I.D., IV,pp.68f; Fas., I,p.220; Masalik. I,pp,125f; Samh..
I, pp.374, 379, 382.

(2) Cf. Tab., I, p.2489.
(3) Maqr., II, p.267.
(4) Op.cit. . II, p.267 , 307.
(5) Cf. Tab., I, pp.2487ff.
(6) Maqr., II, p.259.
(7) Bal., p.6; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad. IX, p.10; Bukh., I,p.123;

Yaq. , IV, p.465', I.A., Ill, p.79.



«Umar II (706/707 A.D.) during his rule of Medina in a 1-Wolid

1*8 reign (l). Other mosques were richly decorated such as

tAm.r*s mosque in Fustat or the mosque of al-Qayrawan. The
• ••

Dome of tho Rock, and the Great Mosque of Damascus, as well as

others were also richly ornamented. The minarets, however,

were another field on which exquisite ornamentation could be

set. The northern minaret in the Damascus Mosque was grace¬

fully ornamented, and for this reason, it was called the Minaret

of the Bride (2).

Traditions attributed to the Prophet forbade the decoration

of mosques (1), but the"anourcTo^ of these traditions is doubt¬

ful. If we look at the examples of texts dating from the early

days of Islam, two important oases are to be found regarding

the Prophet's mosque. Tho first is its enlargement and decor¬

ation by <Uthman b. <A.ffan, and the second is that of <Umar b.

<Abd al-iAsiz. (4). Both of the two caliphs were known for

their piety, and their religious qualities, and if there were

such traditions, they would surely not havedone what they did.

In addition, there is nothing in the Qur^an. that can be inter¬

preted as discouraging or forbidding decoration. On the con-
(5)

trary, some of its verses would seem to oncourage that practice,

(1) Samh., I,p.371; I.R.,pp.69,71; Bal.,pp.6f.
(2) Maqr, II.pp,248,316,379f., MasHlik.. I,p.94; I.Sh.,1,p.322.
13) Bukfc ., I,p.123; I.M., I,p.250.
(4) See Chapter III,B.l., and Chapter IV, B.2.
(5) Qur'prn, VII,32.



while other verses referring to the houses and trees of Para¬

dise (1) might he interpreted as encouraging the processes of

architecture and decoration (2). However, it seems that such

traditions grow up in the Umayyad period in order to halt the

extravagent life of the Umayyads which had till then been un¬

usual to the Arabs. When al-Walid I finished his mosque at

Damascus , people did not approve of the large sums which had

been spent on it, though they eventually acknowledged the qual¬

ity of its decoration. Till that time, no objections had

been raised with regard to the decoration, but rather with

regard to expenditure on the building (3). Abu Hanifah did not

forbid the decoration of the mosque (4), and Malik disapproved

only of the decoration of the qiblah. (5)

Nevertheless, in spite of the rich decorations in the

mosque, any representation of human beings and animals was

vigorously banned (6). The interesting thing is that even

records of endowments of the mosques, curses were called upon

those who executed drawings of creatures near the mosque, or

showed them there or even if they produced drawings for sale (7)
rare exceptions however occurred (8). This hatred of represent

ing live creatures in religious buildings, or even in books,

(1) Qur'an, XXIX, 58; XXXIX, 20.
(2) Some of those who made the mosaic designs in tho Prophet's

mosque said that they made them after the models of Pradise
trees and palaces. I.N., pp.372f.; Samh, I,pp.484f.

(3) QazwinI, K._ athar al-bilad ,p. 127 ; Dhahabi, Tarikh al-Islam.
Ill,p.238. ~

(4) QPsim, op,cit. . I,p.26f.
(5} As quoted by ■ . Ibn al-gajj, Madkhal. II,p.214.
6) I.R.,p.69; Samh, I,p.368; Yaq. , II,p.590f.
(?) C. I.A. . II, Syrie clu nord 1/1-2, p. 361,
(8) Q,az. , pp. 123f.
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(1)
was associated with many traditions attributed to the Prophet.

This might have been done as an Islamic reaction against wor¬

shipping idols - Heathenism.

As a result of those traditions, the artist was compelled

to concentrate his skill on abstract designs . but that did not

prevent those designs from being subsequently damaged in many

mosques (2), The same happened to pictures in manuscripts (3).
When a fire broke out in the Prophet's mosque, al-Q,asta1lani

insisted that the cause of the fire was the ornamentation of

which the Prophet did not approve (4).

The expenses (5) lavished on building and decorating

mosques, which were of no great use for the people gave rise to

some opposition. In many cases, the caliphs invented legends

in order to disguise the sources from which money had been drawn

to build the mosque. For example, when Ibn Tulun finished his

mosque, the people wore suspicious as to the source from which

the money had come for the building, and they refused to pray in

it. Ibn Tulun, therefore, ascended the minbar, and assured

them that tho mosque was built thanks to a treasure which had

been found on the hill of Yashkur and he reported that tho

'tishari on the minaret had been found in that treasure too (6).

(1) About the question of the lawfulness of painting in Islam,
See Oreswell, IMA, I, pp.269ff, and tho references he
referred to.

(2) I.A. Had., p.182.
(3) Arnold, Painting in Islam, pp. 46,47, ill. 7.
(4) As quoted by Haykal, Ft Manzil al-Wahi, pp.461f.

(5) I. As., Il/l,p.35; I.Sh. , l/l,p.65; Q,az. ,p. 258 ; Maqqari,
Nafh al-ttb min ghusn al-Andalus al-ratib,I,p.309,II,

1. :— p.83;Bak. ,p. 24.
(6) I.D., IV,p.123; cf. Maqr., II,pp.265,455.
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The truth possibly is that Ibn Tulun retained sufficient funds

for tha work as a result of his refusal to send tho revenue to

the Caliphate at Baghdad in 259/873. Many similar legends are

recorded (1).

4. Non-Muslim religious places:

Many of the sacred places sanctified by other religions

were recognized and used by the Muslims especially those assoc-?

iated with the Biblical personalities who had been accepted by

Islam (2). In the conquered cities, the Christians often agreed

to convert a quarter (3), a half (4), or the whole (5) of certain

churches into a mosque. Ruined churches wore transformed into

mosques (6), and synagogues were also altered (7). In some

places, mosques were set up next to the church of the city (8).
Ibn <Abbas used to pray in the churches except in those of them

in which there were images (9). <Amr b. al. «As did the same

in a church in Egypt (10). Building materials, especially

(lj Maqr., I,p.380, II,p.406; I.Mujaw.,p.120; Creswell,
op.cit., II,p.336.

(2) Cf. Mas. , I,p.91.

(3) Kurd^li, K. khitat a 1-Sham, VT,p.45; cf. K.al-Istlbsar,o. 142,
(4) Bal. ,pp. l25f77Muqad. ,p. 156 ;I.Haw. ,p.244;Maqq. ,11,pp.*961. ,

156;Yaq.,11,p.59.
(5) Yaq. , I,p.719; I..A.Had., p.109.
(6) I. As., II/1, p.69.
(7) I. A Had. , p.73.
(8) 1st., p.188; A.F., p.397; I.A. Had., p.71.
(9) Bukh,, I, p.120; cf. p.183.
(10) Maqr., II,p.247.
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columns, taken from the churches were used in the construction

of mosques (1). Legends were associated with some of the most

precious columns, which were believed to be related to the throne

of Bilqis, the Queen of Sheba (2). Some cf the Muslims pro¬

tested against this practice, and refrained from attending

prayers in mosques where such materials had been used (3).
Church-towers were also used as minarets when the Muslims con¬

quered Damascus (14/635) (4).

Many of the ancient sites were attributed to Solomon (5),

and were thus regarded as holy, and were used by the Muslims.

At Istakhr, a mosque was built on the site of one of the fire-
• •

temples, which was supposed to have been the temple of Solomon

(6). The mosque at Delhi had also been a temple (7). But

although the habit of converting such places into mosques was

wide spread, a muezzin and an imam were punished in the reign

(1) Muqad., p.165; Tab., Ill, p.2492; I.Sh., i/l, pp.31f.
(2) I.Sh., I/l, pp.38, 64; I.K., IX, p.148; K.al-Istibsar, p.114
(3) I.D., IV, £.127. _ "
(4) Hasan, Funun, al-Islam. p.144; Creswell, art. "The evolution

of the minaret with special reference to Egypt". B.M. ,

XLVII, (1926), p.297. ~
(5) I.R. , p.117; Q,az. , pp.97, 99; Idrisi, Sifat al-Maghrib wa

ard al-Sudan wa Misr wa al-Andalus, ppTliUfT
• •

-

(6) Mas., TV, pp.77; Yaq., I, p.99., Stein, Old routes of
Western Iran. pp,161f; Hass, Iran. p.207, Frye, The
Heritage of Persia. p.84.

(7) T.B., III, p.151.



of al-Mu«tasim (862 A.D. ) because they converted a "house of

idols" into a mosque (1). Similarly, minarets were also

built either on a heathen site (2), or with heathen materials

(5). Such action was considered to have achieved the sati¬

sfaction of God (4).

B. The religious significance of the mosque and minaret:

1• The impact of the three Sacred Mosques:

The history of the mosque showed an increasing tendency

towards sanctity as time progressed. The expression "Bayt

Allah" (the House of God) which was at first only used for the

Ka*bah, became applied to any mosque (5).
Before Islam, the Ka«bah was a very important religious

centre in Arabia. It was there that the idols wore collected

and the pilgrimage thither become the most important religious

rite of the Arab. The sanctuary retained its religious position

till it became the holiest place in Islam. It is the "House

(1) Ibn Kathir, al-Bidayah wa al-nlbayah, X, p.292; cf. YunTni,
Dhayl mirat al-zaman. I, p.553; I.A., VI, p.365.

(2) Q,az. , p.65; Yaq. , IV, p^337. _ _ _

(3) I.Sh. , i/l, p.34; Ibn V/asil, Mufarri.i ul-kurub fT akhbar
Bani Ayyub. I, p.20. *

(4) YuninT, op. cit. . I, p. 553; I.Sh. , 1/lj. £. 34. ,

(5) Qur'an, IX, 17-18, XXIV, 36-37; Nisaburi, Tafsir ghsra ib
al-Qur»an. I, pp.369.
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of God" (l), also called the "Old House" (2), and Mecca and the
Ka«bah were both associated with the story of Abraham (3).
Towards it, the Muslims direct their faces while praying (4),
and there they performed their pilgrimage (5). This sanctuary
was referred to in the Q ur'an in many places, on account of its

sanctity and its position among the Muslims (6).
For the religious place of the Ka«bah, attempts to suppl¬

ant its importance were made before Islam (7). At on early

stage in the Islamic history, it was also recorded that
«Abd al-Malik b. Marwan built the Dome of the Rock as a sub¬

stitute for the Ka«bah, when Mecca was held by his rival Ibn

al-Zubayr (8). It may however be questioned whether this was

true or not, since from the beginning, the Muslims sanctified
the Kabbah, and many traditions related that rituals performed
in the Kabbah were many times more blessed than those done out¬

side it. Even to look at a part of the building was regarded

as meritorious (9). For this reason, people were not encouraged

(1) Our an, XXII, 26.
(2) Qp» cit., XXII, 33.
(2) OP*olt.. II, 125-127.
(4) Op.cit.. II, 144.
(5) Op.cit.. II, 196.
(0) OP.cit.. II, 191, 217, V, 12, VIII, 34-35, IX, 7, 18-19,

28, XVII, 1, XLVIII, 27.
(7) Bak. , Mu<,jam, p.367; Q,az. , pp.34, 77, 221, Batanuni,

al-Rihlah al-Hiiazivah, pp.l28ff; Scott, The High Yemen,
pp. 213f.

(8) Ya«qubi, Tarikh, II, p.311.
(9) Q,az. , p.74.



to build sanctuaries similar to the Ka<bah, or to attempt to

improve on it (1). If any ono desired to build a similar san¬

ctuary, or to decorate a mosque with materials used in the

Ka«bah, ho would be suspected of seeking to imitate the Ka<bah.

It is also recorded that when <Umar b. tAbd al-tAziz wanted to

cover the decoration of the Damascus mosque with tiles - a

material used in the Kabbah, he was told that that action would

be an imitation of the Ka<bah (2). It was suspected of al-

Mansur, who hallowed the three sanctuaries at Mecca, Medina,

and Jerusalem (2), that ho wanted to depreciato the Ka<bah when

he built his Green Dome at Baghdad (4). Thereforo, for

<Abd al-Malik to build such, a magnificent building as the Dome

of the Bock, the condition of which was very similar to the

Ka<bah, would undoubtedly arouse the suspicion that it was dono

in imitation of the Ka«bah. It is improbable ,that <Abd al-

Malik introduced this alteration and changed ono of the princ¬

ipal rites of Islam. That suspicion might well have been put

forward by the opponents of the Umayyads.

Gifts were dedicated to the Ka«bah from the time of the

Prophet onward (5). Caliphs and rulers competed in sending

presents to the Sacred Places, and in looking after them (6)

(1) Of. Tab., I, 2489.
(B) I.As., Il/l, p.44.
(3) Tab., III, p.129.
(4) I.A., 7, p.404.
(5) I.F., p.20; Tab. II, p.1234; Batanuni, op.cit.. pp,133f.

(6) Tab., II, 1234; Pasha, Mirat al-Haramayn, I, p.452.
, ,1 „.
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Additional buildings were erected and renovations were

executed. Many rulers built minarets especially at Mecca (1).
The Sacred Mosque in Mecca, the Prophet's Mosque in Medina,

and the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem were considered to be the

holiest places of Islam (2). The polythiests were not allow¬

ed to enter the Ka«bah (3). To learn or to teach in the

Prophet's Mosque was considered as equivalent to jihad (4).

Merits were also associated with certain sites in the mosque (5),
and Medina itself became as holy as Mecca (6). The Aqsa

Mosque was always considered the third among the three sant-

uaries (7).

2• The sanctity of mosques, and Reactions against
additional constructions:

Another mosque in Medina namely Q.uba , was highly re¬

commended (8), and was believed that a prayer in it was worth

a *Uflirah (9) (visit to Mecca). The mosque of Kufa was also

elevated to the level of those mosques at a later date, and it

was also regarded as of exceptional merit (10). Many other

(1) Pas., I, p.241; Samh., I, pp.374, 375.
(2) Bukh., I, p.466; Mus., IX, pp,167f.
(3) Q,ur'an, EC, 28; Mus., IX, pp.H5f.
(4) Samh., I, p.301.
(5) Ob.oit.. I, pp.302f; I.S., l/2 ; pp.10,12; Mus. lX,pp.l61ff.
(6) Mus.J. IX, p. 134.
(7) Qur'an, XVIII, 1; Samh., I, p.295, II, p.19; I.A. Had.,p.183.
(8) Mus., EC, pp.169ff.
(9) I.N., p.379.
(10) I.F., p.173f; Yao., IV, p.325.
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mosques in different places such as that of al-Qayrawan (l), that

of Damascus (2), al-Mansur's mosque (3) at Baghdad, and others

(4) acquired great holiness and sanctity.

Religious buildings had their influence on the people, and

it was held that an oath taken in them must be kept, and that

breaking it would lead to catastrophe (5). Of one particular

minaret in Basra^Hamd Allah Mustawfi records that if a person
• »

went there, and conjured it with an oath in the name of the

Caliph <Ali, and shall cry out, "Let the minaret tremble (if
this be the truth, and if not) let it be still", (6), it would

act accordingly. Trembling minarets were also to be found in

Bgypt (7) and in Al-Andalus (8).

The dedication of children to serve in a mosque was pract¬

iced in Islam. The custom was usual in other religions, and

it might have been introduced to Islam through Christian pu-

influence (9).

In some mosques relics were preserved which were said to

belong to companions of the Prophet and because of those relics,

miracles were associated with those mosques (10). The use of

(1) Cf. Anthony, About Tunisia, pp.155, 156; Hammerton, Tunisia
unveiled. p.98.
I.K., IX, p.157; I.A. Had., p.183.
i.k., x, p.ioa.
I.P., p.174; I.B., II, p.141.
Cf. Tab., II, £.88; Watt, Muhammad at Medina, p.314.
Nuz»hat al-Q.ulub. p. 38; cf. I.B. 7 II, pp.lOff.
War., I, pp.203f. , 226.
I.B.j. II, p.13.
Q,ur>on, III, 35-36; Bukh. , I, p. 126.
Qaz., p.342; I. Mujaw., p.92; cf. Tab., I, p.2408; Pope,
art, "Islamic Architecture", in 3.P.A.. II, p.908.



some of the mosque's property or the drinking soma of its water

was believed to be a means cf curing a patient (l). Certain

mosques were used for invocations on a certain day of the year,

such as that of «hrafah, when the people stood in the court of

the mosques of Jerusalem, Damascus and others, bare-headed,

praying with their imams (2). Such practice was also re¬

sorted to in times of drought or of misfortune of any kind (3).
Some parts of the mosque which were introduced after the

Prophet's death were rejected by the people and jurists. Some

Islamic states rejected building minarets in their mosques say¬

ing that it was not the practice of the Prophet (4). Despite

the fact that many minarets were pulled down owing to the mis¬

behaviour of muezzins (5), there is no evidence that such action

was done for its being not the practice of the Prophet. This

would indicate that the minaret was generally accepted by the

Muslims, and becoming an important part in the mosque. Other

ports faced similar criticism. The maqsurah which, according

(1) I.D., IV, pp.74f.
(2) I.B., I, pp.243f.
(3) Cf. Tab., Ill, p.2163; I.K. , XIII, p.13; Ibn <Idhari,

a 1-Bay an a 1 -mughrib. I, p.237.
(4) T. Haw., p.321; cf. Balgrave, Central and eastern Arabia.

I, pp.256f. *
(5) See the social importance of this chapter.



to reliable sources (l), was introduced in the Umayyad period,

was removed from the mosque by order of the caliphs (2) , because

it was not used in the Prophet's time. So it was with the

mihrab (3) and with any minbar (4) whose stairs exceeded the

stairs of the Prophet's minbar. All those measures recall

the Wahhabi practice.

3. The importance of the giblah:

The giblah. which was first indicated by a block of stone

(5) or by a sign on the qiblah wall (6), was accorded utmost

sanctity. A great attention was paid to the oiblah, and a

special committee supervised its direction. When the Prophet's

mosque was rebuilt by <Umar II, an assembly was gathered to

make sure that the qiblah was situated in the right direction (7).

(1) Maqr., II, p.250; I.D., IV, p,68; Samh., I, pp.362f; Ibn
Jubayr, Rihlah, p.265; Le Strange, Palestine under the
Moslems, p.244; Creswell, B.M.A.. I, p.33. It_has also
been recorded that it was built first by <Uthman, cf.
Diez, Die Kunst der islamischen Volker, pjo.36f.

(2) Maqr^, II, p.251; Tab., Ill, p.486; Balkhi, K.al-Bad'wa
al-tarikh, VI, pp.96, 114.

(3) Hasan, op.cit.. p.36.
(4) feqr., II, p7251; Tab., Ill, p.486; l.A., VI, p.37.
(5) Burton, Personal Narrative of Pilgrimage to 31-Medinah and

Meccah. II, p,72.
(6) Corbet, art. "The histoiy of the mosaue of <Amr", J.R.A.S. .

(1890) pp.757-800, cf. Diez. art. "Mihrab", E.l./l. Ill,
pp. 485f.

(7) Samh., I, p.368.



Eighty companions wore related to have directed the qiblah of

^Amr's mosque at FustSt (1). Legends were also invented to
• •

account for the special sanctity of certain mosques. Tho

mosque of al-Qayrawan enjoyed a special sacrod position. It

was said that its qiblah and minaret were built as a result of

a vision seen by <Uqbah b. Nafi<(2). Similar visions are re¬

corded with regard to the qiblah of Ibn Tulun's mosque (3).
Another legend claimed that a prophet (4) or hundreds of pro¬

phets (5) were.buried in the qiblahs of certain mosques. Such

legends express the reverence in which the aiblah was held by

the people. The Malikites gave evidence that tho qiblahs of

the Prophet's Mosque, the Damascus Mosque, the Q,ayrawan Mosque,

at that at Fustat wore exactly directed towards Mecca, and
• •

that no one should doubt the truth of this (6).

Q.iblahs wore lavishly decorated, and wore furnished with

precious mihrabs (7), some of them having more than one fact

which could be rotated around a spindle (8). Those mihrabs

(1) I.D. ,IV,p. 62 ; Maqr. ,11,p. 246f; Ibn Mammati , Q.awanin
al-dawHwIn, p.77.

_ -
(2) Bal. , pp.229f. , K.al-Istibsar ,p. 114; Abu <Abd Allah

al-Maliki, R.iyad al-nufus, I,p. 7.

(3) I.D., IV, pp.123f.
(4) I.R. , p. 110.
(5) I.B., I,p. 128.
(6) Waznrat al-Awqaf, K. al-Fiqh <A la al - me, dhnhib a 1 -a rba t ah.

I, p.145, n,1. " ~
(7) Muqad., p.158; 1st., P.314; I.B., I,pp.202f.
(8) Muqad., p.93.



which wore introduced after tho Prophet's time were considered

as innovations (1). Malik, in particular, hatod the decor¬

ations of the qiblah, because, in his opinion, that it might

attract the attention of the people while performing their "

prayer (2). Owing to its great importance, the qiblah be¬

came a term signifying the Muslim community, -ahl al-qiblah (3).

Regulations were made forbidding the hanging of anything what¬

soever on its wall, or placing any object in front of the wor¬

shippers (4).

4• Customs and regulations :

A special form of prayer had to bo said when entering and

when leaving the mosque (5). Praying two rak <ahs in honour

of the mosque (tahiyat al-masjid) had to be said also when
•

_____

entering the mosque (6), After a journey, one had to perform

two rak <ahs in tho mosque (7). Tho custom of taking off one's

shoes when entering a mosque was also unusual in Islam, and it

arose in spite of the fact that the Prophet did not order such

practice; indeed he even allowed people to pray with their

shoes on (8). This practice prevailed in sanctuaries of other

religions. In Islam it was first mentioned in the Qur'an with

(1) Horovitz, op.cit.. p.260; Hasan, op.cit.. d.36.
(2) I. Haj., lT7^72l4. * "
(3) I.A., Ill,p.309.
(4) I.A.Had.,pp.170,180f; cf.I.A.,111,p.410; Other regulations

are recorded by Wonsinck, art. "Kibla", JS, 1,/l.II.p.686.
(5) Mus.,I,p.224; Nisabur, I,p.370. *
(6) Bukh. ,I,p. 123; Mus . ,7,p. 225; Nisabur., I,p. 370.
(7) Bukh.,I,p.122; Mus.,7,p.227; I.A. Had., p.20.
(8) Mus., V, pp.42f; I.A.Had., pp.176,177.



reference to Moses, when G-od spoke to him on the sacred valley

Tuwa (1). When ,Umar I wanted to build his mosque on the
•

sacred rock at Jerusalem, one of his companions took off his

sandals there, and* Umar suspected him of resembling the Jews

in that action (2). However, it seems very likely that this

practice might have been influenced by Judaism, but it was not

universal (3), and in some Islamic countries, it is maintained

even to-day. It is recommended that people should adorn them

selves, and wear their best clothes when attending prayers in

the mosque, especially on Fridays or feast days (4). It was

desirable that the interior of the mosque should bo kept quiet

and it was not peimitted to speak aloud except to praise G-od

or to discuss theological matters (5); anyone who spoke loud¬

ly would recoivo a punishment which a responsible body would

decree as suitable (6). To keep the mosque clean of dirt was

a roligious obligation (7), and the people were recommendod to

clean it as a labour of love (8). Sweet smells wero used in

(1) XX, 12.
(2) Tab., I, p.2408.

(3) Yagut, lidaba*. V, p.272.
(4) Qur'an, VIi:, 51-32.
(5) I.A.Had., p.172; Bukh.,I,pp.129f; Mus.,V,p.54.
(6) Bakri , Mughrib , p. 170; I.A.Had. 173; Nisabur., I,pp. 370,371
(7) Bukh., I,pp.114,126; Mus.,V,pp.38ff; I.A.Had..no,169,175.
(8) Bukh., I,p.126; I.S.,VII/l,p.147; I.A.Had.,pp.176,177.
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the mosoue. The maimer (l) (close-wood) and the khnluq (2)

(compound safforn) were mostly used. Ma.imar was especially

used in the month of Ramadan and Fridays (3). Incense was

also used in perfuming mosques, and that who burnt it was called

bukhuri (also bukhari) (4).

The Prophet did not prevent women from attending general

prayers in the mosque, and disapproved of any hindrance being

put in the way of those who wished to (5). Until the third

century of the Hijrah (9 A.D.), women indeed enjoyed the same

right as men to pray in the mosque (6). Later on conditions

were imposed on the women who attended public prayers (7), and

a place was set apart in the mosque for the women to pray in (8).
In the Prophet's time and that of his successors, and dur¬

ing most of the Umayyad period Christians and Jews could freely

enter the mosque (9). Many of them were employed in building

mosques and minarets (10), or were in charge of the expenses of

(1) I.N., p.364; I.F., p.80, Fas. II, pp.236f.
(8) Samh. I, p.376; I.N., p.364.
(3) IJ^, p. 66.
(4) Yaqut, Mu«jam. I, p.528.
(5) Mus., XVIII, pp. 80^ 84; Tir. , III, pp..53f; cf. Tab., I,

p.2649; al-G-hazali, Ihya> «ulum al-din, II, p.295.
(6) Levy, The social structure "of Islam, o. 126; cf. Tab., II,

p.734.
(7) Mus., IV, pp.161f.
(8) I.J. , pp.222f., Levy, op. cit. , p. 131; Stevens, The la nd s

of the great sophv. p.51.
(9) Cf. Pedersen, op.cit.. p.326.
(10) I.N., pp.372f; Qaz. 71; Samh., I, p.367.
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others (l). In the later days of the Umayyads (120-127/737-744),
there are reports that Christians came before the Muslim judges,

were not allowed to enter the mosque and were judged at the door¬

steps (2), This practice was not followed regularly, however,

and the architect of Ibn Tuluns mosque was a Christian (3).

Occasionally, conditions were recorded in endowment records of

mosques that dhimmis should not enter the mosque (4), and the

same points were sometimes made in truces drawn up after wars (5).
The purity of the person who entered the mosque was also re¬

quisite, and those who were not, were not permitted to enter it

(6). Others, such as drunken person or mad, were also for¬

bidden (7),

5* Al-I<tikaf (prayer in Seclusion)

The mosque was also used for a kind of devotion called

i <tikaf, which occurs in the Qur»an in different contest (8).

It is preferrable that this practice should be done in the

month of Ramadan especially in its last ten days (9); it was

regularly performed by the Prophet (10) with certain exceptions

(11). Noturnal vigils were practiced by the Prophet ana his

(1) I.F. , p.102.
(2) Kind., p.351.
(3) Maqr. , II, p.265.
(4) 0»i»A.. II, Syrie du sud, 1/1-2, p.53.
(5) I.A., VIII, p.357.
(6) Mus., IV, pp.llof; I.M. , I, p.222; Abu Dawud, Sunan, I,

p. 101, Cf. Qur'an, II, 22. _

(7) I.A. , Had., pp,167f; al-Ghazali, op.cit.. II, p.296.
(8) Qur'an, II, 125,187, XXII, 25-26, XXVI, 71.
(9) 0p« cit. . XLIV, 3, XCVII, 1-5; Juynboll, art. stI<tifaf»,

3.1771. II, p.564.
(10) Bukh, I, pp.50If., 503ff; Mus., VIII, pp.66ff.
(11) Bukh., I, p.507; Mus., VIII, pp.69f.



followers when he was in Mecca (1). They continued in Medina,

and the Prophet himself did not seek to prevent believers doing

the same (2). I<tikaf was known in the Jahiliyah (3), and it

was associated with the ascetism of the monks (4). Despite

the fact that Islam disapproved of ascetism as a religious cult,

and discouraged people from practicing it (5), many individ¬

uals or groups, adopted ascetic life, and a number of monast-

ries are known which served as places where people could live

such life (6).

Christian history tells us that towers and pillars had

their attractions for ascetics and devotees. Many of them

lived on pillars, a way of living which was introduced in the

fifth century by St. Simeon Sty lit es who first took up his

abode on a column, where he passed thirty-seven years of his

life (7). Monks used the church-towers as an abode for their

solitary life (8). This was token up by Muslims who took their

abode in minarets.

Muslhmah b. Mukhallad (53/672) was the first to worship

in a minaret (9). Al-Azraqi (858) records that one of the

minarets of Mecca was used for worship by Abu al-Hajjaj al-
o

Khurasani (10). The outstanding Muslim theologian, al-G-hazali,

(1) Qur an, LXX, 20.
(2) Bukh, I, pp.235, 286; cf. Watt, Muhammad at Medina, p.305.
(3) Bukh., I, pp.504, 508, III, p.148.•" . dSQAS(\]6V
(4) Cf. Momigliano, The conflict between Paganism and Christian¬

ity in the IV century, pp.llf.
(5) Tab., Tafsir. VII, pp.6ff; Nisabur., VII, p.18; cf. Q,ur an,

VII, 267 31, XVI, 5-8, XVIII, 7, XCIII, 11.
(6) Muqad. , pp.179, 182, 202 etc.; Bak., p.7; I.R., p.118;

I.J., pp.243, 271, 284; I.B., II, p.4; A.F. , p,503.
(7) Art. "Sty lit e", fhB. , 3rd ed. XVIII, pp.47f.
(8) I.A3., II/1, p.20; Masalik, I, p.181; I.K., IX, p.146.
(9) Maqr., II, p.273.

Op.cit. , p.332.
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shut himself in isolated places for study and for devotion.

The western minaret in the Damascus Mosque was one of the

places in which he used to retire (1): Ibn Tumart, also wor¬

shipped in this minaret (2). This way of living, however,

continued, and many other people resided perpetually in

minarets (3).

6• The mosques and minarets on occasions:

The mosques were of special significance to the Muslims

on feast days. Illuminations were regarded as essential,
9 —

/

especially from the reign of al-Ma mun (813-833) onwards.

New mats, candles, oil-lamps, chandliers, and torches were

presented (4), and incense was burnt on those occasions (5).
On particular events, special attention was paid to the three

sanctuaries at Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem (6).
The miaaret was illuminated with the aid of the new candles,

and lamps that had been presented (7). In '!Layali al-waqud

(1) Al-Harawi, al-Isharat ila ma<rifat al-ziyarat. P.15; Yaq. ,

II, p. 596, III, 561; Subki, TabaqETt al-Shaf i <Tyah, IV,
p. 104; Cragg, The call of the"~miha?etp. 124^

(2) Yaq., II, p.,596. w

(3) Yaq., Udaba > . IV, p.,274; Sibt b.al-Jawzi, Mirat al-zaman,
VIII, p.159; Ibn Abi Usaybi«ah, «Uyun al-anba' fl tabaqHt
al-atibba', II, pp.192,204; al-KutublT"~Pa~^at' c.l-wa faynt"
II, 318; Ibn cAsakir, Tabyin. p.215; Fergusson, History of
Indian and Eastern architecture, p. 550.

(4) I.J., pp.141,143,149f,152 etc,; Lane-Poole, Moors in Spain.
pp.l38f; Maqq., II, p.90, IV, p.203.

(5) Tab., Ann.. II, p.1234; I.F., p.20.
(6) I.F. , pp.lOOff; I.N. , p.494; Samh. , I, p.417; K.al-Istibsar,

pp.28, 41. "
(7) Maqq., II, p. 90; Kind., p.2 55.
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al-arba< ah" (The four nights of kindling), tho nights of the

first and middle of Rajah, and those of Bhacban, the mosques of

Egypt received particular attention (1). The night of tho
fifteenth of 3ha<ban (2) was one of the most important to be

commemorated in the la timid period. Lights were suspended in

tho mosque, and from the minarets, and religious recitations
were' road (3)„

In Ramadan, other events were associated with the minaret

and the mosque. Judges, in the Fatimid period, used to tour

tho religious places of Cairo and Fustat three days before the

beginning of Ramadan to know what they required in the way of

mats, and lamps, and co know whether these places needed re¬

storation (4). It was the duty of tho imam and tho muozzin to

watch the now moon of the month from the summit of the minaret

(5). In a late date, the watching of the moon was well organ¬

ized by appointed and trustworthy people. A report had to be

made as to whether the moon had been observed or not (6).

During the nights of this month, tho people wore informed

(1) Maqr. ,Khitat, I,pp.465ff; Qalqashandi, Subh al-a <asha ,111,

p.501, Mubarak, al-Khitat al-Tawflqiyah,II,pp.llf.
(2) Of .Wens i nek-,art. "Oha <ban", E. 1. f\, IV, p. 239.
(3) Maqr, ,T,p.465f. ,11,p.268;Kutub. ,II,p.436 ;I.Ha j. ,11,p. 226 ;

I. J^, p. 27 1.
(4) Mubarak,op.cit., I,p.11. _

(5) Ibn^hbd al-Ra>uf, RisSTlah fi adab al-hisbah wa al-Muhtasib,

P«77-
(6) Ibn Zaydan, al-Durar al-Fakhihah. pp.31,32.



by a special call as to the time of eating and fasting. The
muezzin proclaimed religious recitations (tas hir) during the

second half of the night to encourage people to have their

sahur (3,). In mosques having more than one minaret, a special

one was assigned for that purpose, and sometimes, all of them

wore used (2). In addition to the tas hir , Ibn Jubayr (1184)

and Ibn BattutaK inform that kindled lamps were hung on a long
« o a

post on the minarets of Mecca to convoy the information to
those who could not hear the adhan. At day_broak, the lamps

were put out to indicate that the time of fasting had bogun (5)
In Morocco, flags were used for this purpose (4). In this

month, special lamps were hung in the mosque which were taken

away at the end of the month (5); and a special door was used

in iAmr's Mosque for bringing tho lamps up to the minaret (6).
Instruments were also sounded on the minaret for tho adhan 5n

tho morning, evening, and at nigb-t (dsha') (7). On the night

of tho 27th of Ramadan, particular attention was given to the
o

illumination of tho mosques, and the people spent their night

worshipping (8).

(1) The last meal shortly before day-break.
(2) Fas., I, p.241.
(3) Meakin, The Moors, p_;_265. _ _

I#) Ibn al~Ulchuwwah, Ma<alim al-aurba fi ahkam al-hisbah, p. 17

(At) I.J. , p. 145; IcB. , I, pp.390f.
(5) Maqr.. II,p.275; of. I.Id., II,pp.287f.
(6) I.D., IV, p.60.
(7) Vestermark, Ritual and belief in Morocco. II,p.91; Rohlfs,

Adventures in Morocco, p.70.
(8) I.J. , p. 271.
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On tho first night of Shawwal month, tho same praotico was

repeated, and tho muezzins spent tho night roading religious

recitations (1). In the morning, a special prayer was hold on

the occasion of <Id al-Fitr (the Feast of breaking Fast), wh£ch
_ •

the caliph attended followed by a procession of followers (2).
In Sicily, drums were beaten, and instruments sounded at tho

finishing of the prayer of tho <Id. (2)
In Egypt, the minaret used to play a part when the rising

of the Nile was oelebrated. A special performance was'held on

tho minaret of Ibn Tulun (4). At a late date, robes of honour
a

were distributed and celebrations wore hold at the completion of

tho building or reconstruction of a minaret (5). Lamps wero

hung all along the minaret, and the Q,ur an was recited (6). On

other occasions, drums wero beaten, and lights were kindled on

tho minaret (7).
Certain places were said to be particularly famous in con¬

nection with special religious occasions. Ramadan was thus

especially important in Mecca, the Khatmah in the Aqsa Mosque

at Jerusalem, and the Two Feasts in Sicily, <Arafah Day in

Shiraz, and the Jumu<ah in Baghdad (q).

(1) Op.cit. , p.^156; IE , I,p.392; Maqr. , II,0.467; Wensinck,
'art."Shawwal", S.l./l. IV, pp.342f,

(2) Benjamin of Tudela, Itinirary. pp.36f., Samadi, art. 'Social
and economical aspects of life under the Abhasid hegemony
at Baghdad", I^C., XXIX (1955), pp.244f.

(3) I» J. , p,340.
(4) Maqr., I,n.477.
(5 Oo.cit.. II,p.307.

Ob. oit. . II,p.276; Semh. , I, pp.374,375.
(7) Gf., I.Jaw., X, d.60; Muqad. p.|T7
(8) Muqad., p.183. "
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C• Politioal and Administrativo role of the mosque and minaret:

1. The importance of tho principal mosque:

From the early days of Islam, tho Prophet's m.osoue was used

as a religious centre and a place of administration. Tha role

of government thus came to be associated with tho mosque, and

thereafter, this association between the mosquo and the admini¬

stration continued in popular understanding, and the mosquo was

always considered as the centre of authority, and each new

government cemented this idoa by selecting one special mosque as

its official centre, and tho symbol of its authority.

The principal mosquo of the city was paid great attention,

and indeed, that mosque was regarded as the home of the parliamoiqtj
tho forum, the head quarters of administration, and the place of

arms (1). That mosque was tho natural centre to which tho

travellers and envoys repaired on arrival, and it was there that

the government showed its wealth and strength. When tho

Byzantine representatives visited tho Umayyad mosquo at Damascus

in the time of «Umar b. <Abd al-<iiziz, they glorified tho builder

and gave expression to their expectation that the Umayyad state

would be long lived although thoy assumed its speedy decline

before visiting the mosque (?,). This incident serves to indicate

how the greatness and richness of the mosquo reflected the great¬

ness and stability of the state, and how the political import¬

ance of the mosquo led to its beautification and splendour.

(1) Cf. Creswell, op.cit. . I,p.34.
_

(2) I.iis., II/1,pp.43,44; Yaq. , Mu * jam . II,p..595; Mnsalik,
I, pp,190f. ~
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However, the wealth of the government, and religious enthusiasm

together helped to bring forth this aspect of life (l). More¬

over, the liturgical system (2) increased this activity (3).
The political and administrative role of the mosque was

indicated by its position adjacent to the governor's house,

and the other government buildings (4). In <Umar I's reign,

and in Umayyad times, it was usual to build the mosque first,

then the governor's house and other buildings (5). This custom,

however, was not adopted by the Abbasids or the Fatimids. The

arrangement of the various constructions were regulated by

orders of the central government. Minarets were added to

<Amr's mosque in Fustat by order from Mtuawiyah (6). The
• •

government even demanded that the raaqsurah should be either
■

placed in or removed from the mosque (7), that the minbars

should be constructed or the steps of the minbars be decreased.

(8). Most of the mosques had endowments for their regular

(1) I.A., Hak., p.132, Landau, Islam and the Arabs, p.216.
(2) Cf. Creswell, M.A.jil.. I, pp.l63f, and n.4.
(3) Cf. Maqr., SulGk, H/2, p.320.
(4) Bal. , £.346; Tab., I, p.2491; 1st., p.184; I.Haw. , p.24-1.
(5) Sulayman b. <Abd al-Malik built his abode first in Ramla,

cf. Bal., p.143.
(6) Maqr.j, II, p.248.
(7) Balkhi, op.cit., VI, pp.96, 114.
(8) I.D., IV, p.64; I.A., VI, p.37; S.I.Jaw., VIII, pp.253f.
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maintenance (1). Special officials looked after the mosque,

and as a rule, the caliph recognised them.

2. The Mosque as a plaoe of political assembly:

Most of the assembly mosques had a minbar (2) from which

the speeches were delivered. Until the reign of Marwan b.

Muhammad, the Friday Khutbah was delivered in the villages of
• - * - - - - -

Egypt beside a pole set in the ground as was the case in the

Prophet's mosque before the introduction of the minbar. In

the year 132/749 minbars were ordered to be used in those places

by the governor of Marwan in Egypt (3).
The pulpit indeed played an important role in the religious

as well as in the political life of the Muslims. From the early

times, it became the custom to pay homage to the caliph, Abu Bakr,

from the pulpit (4), and this custom was followed more often (6).
The caliph repaired thither on his accession, and the governor

on his appointment. The discourses which they pronounced on

those occasions were as much political in character as they were

religious (7). In the time of pilgrimage, the caliph and his

representative used to deliver their speeches on the minbars at

(1) I.As., Il/l, pp.60,62,63 etc., I.B., I, p.201; Pedersen,
op.cit. . pp.368f.

(2) Maqr., II, p.293; About the mosque's personels see Podersen,
op.oit. , pp.272-276.

(3) For the derivation and use of this term see Horovitz,
oivcit. , pp.257-60; Noeldeke, Neue Beitrage, p.49;
Pedersen, op.cit., pp,339ff.

(4) I.D. , IV, p. 64; Cf. Becker, artVZur Geschichte der islam-
ischen Kultus", Der Islam, III (1912), p.396.

(5) I.H., p.1017; Tab7, I, p.1828; I.A., II, p.251.
(6) Mas., Tanbih, p.333; Tab., Ill, p.2131, cf. I.A., III,

p.61, IV, p.415; V, pp.182,183, VI, p.152.
(7) Maqr., II, p.260; I.A., Ill, pp.61,374ff,393ff, IV, pp.309f.
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Mecca and Medina (l). To establish full authority, the name of

the caliph had to be mentioned in the Khutbah, (2). In a late

date, when the name of the new caliph was mentioned in the main

mosque, money was showered on the people (3). The minbar, how¬

ever became the principal symbol of authority (4), and it was

the duty of the caliph to see that it was set up in the mosques.

(5). It was important for the pretenders to authority to put

their flags on the right side cf the minbar at Mecca (6). In

time of war, the minbar was sometimes transferred to another

mosque to keep it safe (7). Rulers were sometimes stoned on

the minbar (8). Rulers speaking from the minbar were guarded

by special guards, and clothed in full armour (9). Snemies

were cursed from it (10), and some curses were recorded on the

doors of some mosques by order of the caliphs (11). The shirt

of fUthman was hung on the minbar by Mu<awiyah who used it as

Tab., II, pp.l233f; I.A., IV, p.439, VI, p.371.
Tab., Ill, p.1714; I.A., X, p.6. _

Cf. Ibn al-Fuwati, al-Hawadith al-jami<ah, p.164.
Cf. Yaq., Udaba', VII, p.196; I.A., V, pp.5,238.
Cf. , I.A., V, p.5.
Tab., Ill, pp.2008f; Cf. Abu Shamah, Tara.iim ri.jal
al-qarnayn al-sadis wa al-sabi<, p.76.
1.A., III, p.303.
Tab. , II, p.88.
Tab. , II, pp.254, 1233f.
Tab., II, p.12; III, pp.2048, 2164f; I.A., V, p.31, VII,
p.336; I.B., II, pp.58f.

(11) Maq., II, p.358; I.A., VIII, p.403.
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avenger of blood (1). News and orders wore announced to the

people from the minbafc (2). Because of the significance and

importance of the minbar, the caliphs were always advised to

entrust the task of delivering messages andspoeches from the

minbar to members of their own families (3), or to trusted mem¬

bers of their party (4). Those who were not loyal, or not

suited to this task had to be dismissed (5).

The minaret like the minbar was of vital importance to the

rulers and to the caliph. They were praised from the minarets,

and prayers were said for them on special occasions (6). The

flags of the authority were also put on the minaret (7).

Chanting adhan from the minaret before its proper time was taken

as a means of regulating affairs in the city. If the adhan was

chanted before the correct hour, it served to convey a secret

message to the caliph of disorder in the city, and was at once

able to take necessary action (8). Because of the minaret's

height, it was used by the rulers as a place from where they

could choose sites for their buildings (9), or watch the people

in the city (10).

(1) Tab. , I, p.3255.
(2) Tab., II,pp.40,238; III,p.2224; Kind., pp.589,599,604.
(3) I.A., VI, p.11, X, p.6.
(4) Of., Yaq. , VII, pp. 174, 179.
(5) I. A. , IV, p. 170 ,VI,p. 254 ,X,p. 6 ;Tab. II,p. 592;cf .Maqr. ,11,p. 267 .

(6) Maqr., Ouluk, 1/3, p.825; I.J., p,146._
(7) I.A.,V,p.418;Maqq.,11,p.90;Ibn al-Khatib,al- Ihatah fT

akhbar GrharnHta&,pp. 541,f. * 4~"4,

( 8) Tanukhi,sl-Far«.i ba «d al-shiddah,II,pp 18f ;I. Jaw. ,V/2,pp. 132f ,
I.K.,XI,pp.895f. ~ * ' ' '

(9) I.A. , XI, p.239.
(10) KhazrajT, op.oit.. II,p.154.



The mosques were places where people could meet and pass

the time of the day and keep abreast of events (1). When

questions of importance had to bo discussed or weighty tidings
to bo communicated, the people would gather in the mosque (2).

People were exposed or denounced at the mosque's door (3), and
rulers were presented before the public in the mosque in order

to bo asked about their behaviour. When the people of Kufa

complained of their Amir 3a<d b.Abi Waqqas, the caliph «Umar I

sent a messenger who burnt his palace door and presented 8a <d

in the mosque asking the people about his personality (4).
The mosque was also a centre where the people might bo incited

to rebellion against the caliph or the governors (5).

3. How its political importance affected its condition.
and construction:

Becauso of its religious, and political importance, no

mosque could be demolished unless it was requested by the

people that this should be done. Thon the qadT had to send
| •

trusted people to make sure that a mosque was in need of repair

or that it should be pulled down, and a report had to be

written by that committeo. If the qacTi agreed, another report

had to be written after the reconstruction, and had to bo signed

by a number of eye-witnesses (6). The minaret was the concern

of the caliph himself. If a ruined or decayod minaret needed

pulling down, a committee formed of architects and others had

(1) Tab., I,p.3177.
(2) Tab.,111, p.2224; Becker, op.cit.. p.394.
(3) Tab., Ill, p.1255; I.A., IV, p.457.
(4) Mas., MurHj, IV, p.256; cf. I.A., II, p.444.
(5) A.M., I, p.301.
(6) Kind., pp.407ff;cf.3.I.Jaw.,VIII,pp.253f;Heffoning,art.

:;8hahid" , E.l./l, IV,pp.261 ;Tyan,art. " <Adl" .E. 1. /2,I.pp.20f.



to make a report on that matter. Then the caliph made decision

after reading the report (l).

Indeed, the people regarded the mosque as though it were the

government itself. In order to express their feeling towards

the policy of the government, those who opposed it sometimes

invaded and on occasions damaged the mosque. The minbars of

many mosques were wrecked and the mihrabs were blackened (2).
The mosques also suffered from secret movements in opposition to

the government's policy (3). In time of rebellion, the mosques

were affected by the authority itself (4).

The minaret was considered as a symbol of the government.

Its height and firmness were linked with the strength of the

caliphate, and it was something of which the people were proud (5).
If any harm touched the minaret, the people would prophecy that

the government would collapse. When the minaret of Sultan

Hasan's mosque in Cairo fell down, the majority of the people

expected that the government would also collapse. In fact, the

Sultan was killed thirty days after the collapse (6). Even the

things seen in a vision about minarets had their special

(1) Maqr., II, p.328, cf. II, p.290; Masalik. I, p.200; Samh.,
I, p.437. __

(2) I.A., VIII, p.108; <Arib, Silat Tarikh al-Tabari, pp.l73f;
cf. Diez, art." Minbar", eTT77i7~IIT,"" p75Uo:

(3) Tab., Ill, p.2219; I.A. , VII, p.353, X, p.420; I.Jaw., IX,
p.224.

(4) Pedersen.
(5) I.Jaw., VIII, p.137.
(6) Maqr., II, p.316; Suyuti, Husn al-muhadarah, II, p.193.



explanation in the mind of the people (1).
The victorious party in the country always tried to pull

down the buildings of the previous government, and to replace

them with ones of their own (2). Mosques were demolished and

rebuilt in order to perpetuate a victorious government (3).

Sometimes, however, instead of demolishing a building, its

name :ias changed. A 1-Mahdi removed the name of al-W&lid I

from the Prophet's Mosque when ho made a little renovation there.

(4). Tho same practice was followed by al-Ma mun when he

changed the name of <Ab<3 al-Malik in the Dome of the Rook (5).
The object of this was to remove all reminiscence of the pre¬

vious dynasty especially from the sacred places.

4. Tho mosque and the minaret in time of war.

In time of war, mosques played a vital role. In them the

people gathered and wore instructed in time of danger (6).

Councils of war were held in the mosque (7), and the soldiers

(1) I. Jaw., VIII, pp.69f.
(а) I.Sh,, 1/1, p. 31.
(3) I.Jaw., VI,pp.195,317; I,A., X,p.413,cf.IV, p.454.
(4) Tab., Ill,p. 535; I.i\. , VI, p. 57,
(5) ^asan, op. cit. , p. 39; I. Id., I, p. 158.
(б) Tab., II, p. 670; Mas., XII, p.90~
(7) Tab., I, p.3415, II, pp.284f., 1921, Yaq. , Mu«jam.

I, p. 647. ~
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gathered in them (l). From the mosques the armies were directed

and in it the flags were blessed (2). Armies tried to be in

the neighbourhood of the mosque (3). Many battles were centred

either round (4) the mosques or even in them (5).

The minaret of the mosque too often played an important

role in winning battles. In the reign of al-Mansur, the second

Abbasid caliph, Muhammad Dhu al-Nafs al-Zakiyah revolted in Medina

in 145/762. 'Then »Tsa b. Musa was trying to subdue the revolt,

a black flag was raised on the minaret by his supporters. So

the rebels escaped thinking that the mosque had been captured by

the Abbasid army (6). This, however, shows the place which the

mosque had in times of fighting. Its capture meant the capture

of the city itself. Swords were also suspended on the main

minaret of the city as a sign of victory (7). The raising of a

flag, or sometimes even a cross (8), on the minaret was practiced

many times by the Crusaders in the cities they had captured (9).

(1) Kind., p.89.
(2) I.A. , II, pp.85f; I.As.j. II/1, pp.H7f; Tab., I, £Pi3178,

3415, III, p.1761; Murrakushi, op.cit., p.10, Idrisi,
Sifat al-Maghrib ... , p.177.

(3) feb., III,_pp.1806, cf. 1010, 1745.
(4) Mas., Tanbih, op.314, 385; Tab., II, pp.960f; Mubarrad, Kamil.

Ill, p.257; I.A., V, p.183. ~
(5) Tab.,__II, p.1701, III, p.200; I.A. , VI, p.132; Q,az. , p.198;

Balkhi^ op.cit.. IV, p.26.
(6) Ya<qubi, KrTkh, (Beirut, 1956), III, pp.93f; I.A., V,

p.418, cf. Maqq. , II, p.90. _

(7) Muoaddimah, p.21; Ibn Abi Zar«, Rawd al-Q.artas, pp.2f.
(8) S.I. Jaw.^ VIII, p.200^ _ "
(9) Ibn Shaddad, Sirat Salah al-Din, p.161; I.K., XII, p.344;

S.I.Jaw., VIII, p.408.
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The minarets since they were high places in the city, were used

for declaring proclamations in times of danger (1). This was

practiced since the early days of the minaret's introduction.

They were also used by invadors to shout from to demand (2).
By centering the battles round or near the mosques some of them

were seriously damaged. Although mosques suffered from the

invadors (3), sometimes the minarets were left intact (4). More¬

over, minarets were used by some rulers to protect themselves

from enemies (5).

In some countries, mosques were used as citadels where the

people could take shelter in time of war, and it was for this

reason, a fortified place surrounded by thick walls, and a ditch.

A spring of water was preserved in its centre as a security mea¬

sure (6). On a few occasions, guards were appointed to en¬

sure its defence (7). In the mosque of Damascus a special share

of the revenue was allocated for the makers of bows and arrows

which were to be used in times of emergency (8). Churches were

also used to protect their followers in times of danger (9).

Muslim rulers /oncluded treaties with non-Muslim rulers regarding

the religious freedom of Muslim who lived in dar al-shirk

(1) Dhah._, II, p.263^ Azdi, Tarikh al-Musul, year 133j, Maqrizi,
Itti«az al-Hunafa bi-akhbar al-a'immah al-Fatimiyin ai-
Khulafl. pd.175fl

(2) YuninT, op,cit.. I, p.375.
(3) I.A., VII, p.58, VIII, p.375, XI, p.119; Yunini. op.cit..

II, p.471.
(4) Cf. I.B., III, p.26.
(5) Maqr., Suluk, 1/3, p.827; Maqq. , IV, p.33.
(6) I.Haw., p.240; I.A., V, p.183. _

(7) I.A., Ill, p.377; Ibn Durayd , al-Ishtiqaq, p.253.
(8) Qqz., p.127.
(9) Op. oit.. p.371.
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(sphere of war) (1). Bven the emperor of the Byzantines made

himself responsible for the damage to the mosque at Constantin¬

ople after the truce with the Muslims (2). Tho wounded (3) and

the sick (4) were treated in the mosque. The boefcyof the war

was also distributed there (5). The captives of war were kept

in the mosque (6), and in some mosques, there was a raised plat¬

form on which the captives were made to stand, to be seen by

others (7). Some were imprisoned in the mosque (8), and people

were locked in it in time of war or troubles (9).

5• The mosque and the mine,ret as tho treasury:

.Another indication of the close connection between the

administration and the mosque was the fact that tho state-

treasury (ba.yt-al-mal) was situated in the latter. In tho

time of cUmar I, this treJury used to be kopt in the governor's

house, which was separated from the mosque by a street (10).
To safeguard against the treasuries' theft, <Umar I orderod

Sa«d, governor of Basra to join the two buildings together, so

that the people who wore to be found day andnight in tho mosque

(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10

I,p. 1142; Q,uerry, Driot Musulman, I,pp. 178, 3377

I.A., VII, p.357.
Op.cit.. X,p.18.
Tab., I,p.1491.
Bukh., I,p.127.
Tab., I,p.3223; Bukh.,I,pp.116f; Tir., II,p.119.
Bukh., I,pp.126f.; I.A., VIII, p.357; Mus. , XII,pp.87f.
Balkhi, op.cit. , p.12,
Tab., II,p.130; I.A., V.n,80.
Tab., II, p. 1702; I.A ., V",p.208.
Tab., I,p.2489; of. Coulson, art. :;Bayt a 1-Ma lT(r ,E. 1./2.



would act as guards for their treasury (1). In time of war, the

treasury was transferred from one mosque to another as a security

measure (2). This custom of keeping the treasury in the mosque

became a general practice in the Umayyad period in ,Syria (3),

Egypt (4), and many other places in Persia (5). A special

place was built as a secure home for the treasury, usually was

a domed room resting on columns in the court of the mosque free

on all sides but joined when in use to the roof of the mosque by

a speoial bridge. This dome was secured by a metal door and

locks (6). A running fountain was set up below the treasury of

<iimrTs mosque at Fustat (7), and the treasury at Damascus was
• •

decorated with mosaics (8). Despite the great security, these

treasuries were robbed like that of the Damascus Mosque (9).

That of tAcar's was robbed twice (10), and for that reason, the

mosque was closed except at the time of prayer in order to

assure the safety of the treasury (11). The private property of

each mosque used to be kept in the mosque in a private place

(1
(3
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10
(11

Tab., I, p.2491.
Tab., I,pp.3414f
Muqad ,pp. 157 ,182
I.D. , 17,p.64; Y'
1st.,p.184;I.Haw.,p.a^fci.
I.R.,p.116.
I.D. , 17,p. 68; Yaq. ,111,pp. 898f.
Muqad. , p. 157 ; I.J., p. 267.
I.A., 7,p.214.
I.D., 17,p.65; Kind.,pp.112ff.; Maqr.
Kind., p. 266; I.R. , p. 116.

TT . n . 2,49.
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consecrated to that purpose (1). Men also deposited their

money in the mosque (2), or kept their documents and money in

the minaret (3). Likewise, church-towers seem to havo been

used for the safeguarding of treasury (4).
5• The mosque is the court of .justice:

The mosque was also used as a court of justice. Many

answers to legal questions were given in the mosque by the

Prophet (5). In the time of Abu Bakr, *Umar I had the duty

of the Supreme Judge (6). Judges were appointed in different

places (7) and the sentences were passed either in the mosque

or in other places (8). The"judge was not the only one who

passed the sentence, but others shored the task with him (9).

Special days of the week were appointed for various cases.

In Nishapur, the days of judging were Sunday and Wednesday; in

another mosque, they were Monday and Thursday. The hours of

judging were also limited (10). In the Abbasid period, the

judge had to wear the sawad when he was appointed to that

office (11). The first who preached in this costume was «Abd

Allah b. eAbd al-Rahman b.Hudayj (12). The judges had a special

(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10

IjJB. , I, p. 201.
Nasir-i Kb&srau, op.pit,. p.27.
S.I. Jaw., VIII, p. 77*3'.
Of♦ QP«oit. . p. 773 ; Tristram Land of Moab. pp.l46f.
Bukh., IV,pp.392,395.
Tab.. I,pp.2135f,
Tab., III,pp.2477,2505.
Bukh., IV, p.387.
Muqad., p. 323; of. Kind., p. 590.
Tab.,111,p.2161;Muqad.,p.328;al-Rafi«i,Hadurat al-«Arab,
p.146, * "

til) Kind.,pp.469,488;cf.Akhbar majmu<ah fi fath al-Andalus,p.127
(I-2) Op. oit. .p. 118. :



place assigned to them either in the mosque or beside it(l).
Particular places wore also determined according to the Season

(2). Even the four ritual schools, wore accommodated in the

mosque (3). Christians were Judged by Muslim judges, but they

were not permitted to enter mosques, so judges dealt with them

at the door (4).

In spite of the fact that punishment was not allowed in

the mosque (5), cases happened that people were thrown down from

the top of minarets. In Qazwin, in 316/928, order was given

that the muezzin should be thrown from the minaret on which he

was chanting the adhan (6). When Syria was under the control

of Nur al-Din Zangi, orders were issued to the judges to throw

the muezzins down from the minarets if they shout., the phrase

;iCome to the bust of i^Ke work" from the adhan. (7). In later

times, the minaret of Bukhara was a place from which many crim¬

inals were executed, and for that reason, it was called the

Tower of the Dead (8). People commited suicide by throwing

themselves down the minaret (9), and others fell down by

accident (10).

(1) Bukh., IV, p.391.
(2) Kind., pp.443f.
(3) I,D., IV,pp.61,64.
(4) Kind . , p. 351.
(5) Bukh., IV,p. 393 ;I.A.Had. ,pp. 168,173 ;Nisabur.,I,p. 371.
(6) I.A.,VIII,p.142.
(7) Ibn al-<Adim,Zubdat al-halb,II,pp.293f;Maqr.II,p.271,of.

Nuwayri. NihayalVar^hraoav .pp. 57ff.
(8) This practice was stopped after the last execution which

took place in the year 1888. See Olufson, The Emir of
Bukhara ,p. 548 ;Schuyler.Turkistan.il,p. 92 ;Van Borchen "in
Diez, Churasanische BaudenkmSler,p.116,n.1,

(9) I.A. , X,p. 445. " ~ "
(10) Yaq., Udaba'. IV,p.274.
L^ ) S-tA, • "75



D • Tho 500 ial imports no o of tho mosque and minarot

3.. Tho role of tho mosque In the oity :

Tho position of tho mosque in relation to tho governor's

house, and the surrounding inhabited area, makes it a vital

place in the history of the city. Mosques have never been

built far away from urbanized places.

Although the mosque was primarily a place of devotion, the

people could also find a shelter in it. Since the beginning

of Islam, the mosque of the Prophet was inhabited by Ahi al-

Suffah who had no abode, and who were occasionally provided

with food (1). Other people used to sleep in it at the

Prophet's time (2). The Sacred Mosque at Mecca was also used

for this purpose (5). Many of the mosques in the Islamic

world were used as hostels where strangers could get a free

bed, sometimes with board (4). Special apartments were built

in the mosque (5) or near it (6). Some mosques were put en¬

tirely at tho disposal of strangers, and livelihood was pro¬

vided (7). An eating-place (bayt~ta<am) joined the mosque

of Jabbul in Iraq (8). In addition to the apartments which

were built for this purpose, people also lived in other parts

(1) I.S. , l/2,p. 15 pSsmh. ,1,pp.52Iff ;Feyer,in Der Islam,
XXXVIII(1962),pp.85f. ™

(2) I.S. ,111/1,p^41; Tir. ,II,p.117.
(3) Azraqi. Akhbar Makka, p.506.
(4) Maqr.,II,p» 277;Q,az. ,p. 561; I.A. .VIII,p. 518.
(5) I.I., pp. 2 5 6,272; La ne-Poole,The Moors in Spain,p.136.
(6) Ibn al-Fuwati, op, cit. ,p. 2547"" " [
(7) I. J. ,p. 50;Yaq. ,III,p. 109 ;Ke al-Ir,tibsar .p. 140;Idrisi,

on,cit..p.145. ~
(8) I.R., pp.186fc
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of the mosque. For centuries, people used to live in the huge

minarets of the Mosque of Damascus. The Eastern and Western

minarets (1) contained many apartments where foreigners could

stay. The muezzin's qubbah. (3) and room (3) were also used for

accommodation.

However, the jurists disagreed as to whether the mosque

could be used as a residence. 3ome of them absolutely con¬

demned it (4). Certain groups of residents such as parson in

retreat (mmtakif) . guests,the sick traveller, and the tourist

were excluded by other jurists (5). People brought food into

the mosque since the earliest times (6). Malik however did

not permit food to be eaten in tha mosque except light refresh¬

ments (7), but in spite of that, mosques were often used for

foreigner (9). The tall minarets which could be seen from

remote distances were interpreted as a symbol of hospitality

(10). The travellers were anxious to find them before they

entered the city in order to make sure that they would obtain

(1) I.-As. jTabyin, p. 215 ;I.K. ,XIII ,p.44. Other references in
-Ili.ikaf_

(2) Ibn* aT-FuwatT, oo.olt. . p.408.
(3) Suy., II,p.178.
(4) I,A.,Had.,pp.172f.
(5) On* cit.,p.173;I.Haj.,II,p.216;Bukh.,I,p.122.
(6) I.M. ,11,pp.310,312; I.A.,IV,o.454.
(7) I.Haj.,II,pp.229ff.
( 8) Maqr, ,I,p..S41.
(9) Tab., I,p.3415; I.A., Ill,p.303.
(10) Muqad., p.358.

eating in (8), and others provided
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the accommodation which the mosques offered (1). To some ex¬

tent, mosques were also used as clubs where people spent their

leisure time (2).

2• The Mosque as a place for business transaction:

In the mosque many business transactions were settled.

The mosque, the governor's house, the prison, and the market

were all treated as a group in most of the Islamic cities (3).

At first, the markets were open places where people could sell

their wares (4). Later on, markets were built, and msny of

them were associated with the mosque (5). The position of the

mosque in the city gave it a commercial importance. Commercial

matters were discussed in it from the very beginning (6), but

to prevent the confused noises in the mosque, which such act¬

ivities caused, a special place was put aside or near the mosque

for such purposes (7). Goods were also sold in the mosques.

In the sanctuary at Mecca, many kinds of wares were sold (8).
In Baghdad, sellers sat in the two mosques, and orders were

issued to forbid this, because cf the disturbances caused

by them and by the story-tellers (qussas) (9). In

(1) Bak., p.17; Yaq., I, pp.626f., III, pp.17,18,733,898;
Muqad., p.205.

(2) Maqr., II, p.277; Mubarrad, op.cit., III, p. 11.
(3) Tab., I, p.2491; I.Haw., pp.298f., 314f., 317,378,386f.,

1st., pp.239ff.,254f.,258f.etc; Muoad.,pp.316,317f,396 etc.
I.A., II, d.412; Yaq., Ill, p.113.

(4) I.A., II, p.412.
(5) 1st, pp. 239ff; I.Haw., pp.298f.
(6) Bukh., I, pp,125ff.
(7) I.D. , IV", p.66; Yaq., I, p.668.
(8) I. Haj., II, p.226.
(9) Tab., Ill, pp.2164.
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Cordova, the mosque was thronged with vi'ndors who hawked their

wares in it: a practice which Tbn «Abdun viewed with dis¬

favour though he hod no hope of preventing it (l). The same

was true of «Amr's mosque at Fustat (2). Cheques were ox-
9 •

changed in the mosque (2), and bills of exchange and contracts

were drawn up (4). Cases of surety were contracted in the

mosque too (5). The use of mosques for such purposes showed

that in Islam there was no gulf between material and spiritual

things. Although all kinds of crafts were forbidden to be

practiced in the mosque (6), sewing was permitted by some

jurists (7).

The minaret as a part of the mosque, played an important

role in organising the work of the people. The coll to prayer

from the minaret became an indicator for the starting and end-

ing of official or public work (8). Lately, clocks wore in¬

stalled on the minarets to determine the time of prayer and to

assist in people's business (9). The mosques built dn the

sea-shore were places where merchants from different parts of

(1) P>s quoted by Hole, Spain under the Muslims, p.258.
(2) Nosir-i Khusrau. op.cit.. pp,72ff.. Mac.. II. p.341.
(3) Bufeh., I, p.25.
(4) Nasir-i Khusrau, op,cit. . pp.72ff.
(5) Tab., II, p.1119.
(6) Mus., V, p.55; I.A., Had., p.171.
(7) Qaz., pp.68f; I.Jaw., V/2, pp.132. For the view cf the rit

schools about this_activity in the mosque, see I.A.Had.,
pp.l70f; al-Ghazali, op.cit. . II, p.295.

(8) Tanukhi, op.cit.. II, pp.l8f; I.law., V/2, pp,132f.
(9) Abu Shamah, op.cit.. p.64; Ibn Abi Usaybi«ah, op.cit. .

II, p. 1$0; Brockelmann, The History of the Islamic peoples
p. 87. " *



the world could meet (l), and near which ships could land (2),
In such instances, the minarets were certainly used as light

houses to guide the ships to the shore (3).
3• The bohavious of the muezzin on the minaret:

Owing to misbehaviour of some muezzins (4), minarets were

sometimes demolished or closed by rulers. One of the four

minarets of the Prophet's Mosque was in the neighbourhood of Mar

wan's house was ordered to be pulled down, because the muezzin

looked down at the house while chanting the adhan (5). During

his governorship in KQfa (723-737), Khalid al-Qasri demol¬

ished other minarets for the same reason (6). In a satirical

verse, al-Farazdaq accused Khalid that ho did this because of

his hatred of religion (7), but this is to be doubted. He

must surely have assumed this attitude because of the reasons

mentioned earlier and not as a result of any lack of religious

feeling. The accusation might well have been made by his

(1) Ya<qubi, Buldan (BGA), pp.150f.
(2) Bak., pp.40, 87, 103.
(3) Q,asim, op.oit. . I, p. 95; Marcais, Manuel, I, p.39;

Oreswell, E.M.A. . II, p.170.'
(4) *Sa$ti, Adab al-foisbah, p.8; Ibn <A§im al-G-harnati,

Hada'q al-az>har. asTVioted by Gomez; Antologia Arabe.
pp.52f., cf. al-Jumahi.Fuhul al-shu<nr~>, p.93,n.3.

(5) I.R. , p.70, Samh. , I', £. 373, I.N. , p. 373; Fas., I, p.240.
(6) It is recorded that Khalid heard a man saying poetry,

desired to be a muezzin so that he could look at the
harim on the roofs. Aghani. XVIII, pp.267f. Saqti,
op.cit.. p.8; I.A., V, £.210.

(7) Naqa>id, II, p.989; Aghani. XIX, pp.59, 61.
f to 4m~ O^tctcd JUjtAX- C>0*AU>1 •



opponents in that province (l). Soon after, we find that

Jarir disapproved the accusations made by al-Farazdaq in an¬

other verse, and he praised Khalid for building the manor (2).
A similar accusation was made against al-Fadl b. Yahya al-

Barmaki (3). Instead of pulling the minarets down, some of

the rulers ordered that they should be closed, and that no one

should ascend them at any time (4). In that case adhan was

called either from the mosque door or from its roof. Trouble

arose in some districts because of the muezzin who misinter¬

preted things from the minaret (5). For those reasons, the

muhtasib imposed strict conditions on the muezzin insisting,
©

for instance, that they should veil their eyes.' when pro¬

claiming the adhan. He also ordered that no one should ascend

the minaret except the muezzin, and he only at the time of

adhan (6). Ibn al-Hajj was of the opinion not to build high

minarets firstly because it was not the practice of the Prophet,

and secondly because it enabled the muezzin to penetrate the

(1) I.A., IV, pp.424f; Zetterst'een, art. "Khalid b. <Abd Allah
al-Kasri" E.1./l. II, p.878.
Nana * id. II, pp.987,989; Horovitz, op.cit.. p.254.

(3) Yaq. , IV, pp.819f; Jahiz, op, cit. . Ill, p. 209.
(4) Aghani, XVIII, pp.67f.
(5) Sa c$ti, op. cit. . pp.7f. _ _ _

(6) Op.cit.. p.7; I.Ukh., pp.l76f. cf. Tanukhi, Nashwar al-
muhadarah, p.163.



privacy of the people(1).

4. Funeral-praver in the mosque:

After the death of a citizen, his corpse was brought into

the mosque so that salat al-janazah. might be recited upon it.

Prayers had been similarly said upon the corpses of the Prophet,

Abu Bakr, and «Umar in the mosque (2). Despite the fact that

there was no evidence that the Prophet forbade praying over a

corpse in the mosque (3), a dispute arose among the jurists as

to whether it was permissible (4). Guardians were appointed

to prevent people from taking corpses into the Prophet's mosque

(5), and a special place outside the mosque was set aside for

the purpose (6), but the place was not regularly used (7).
Gome of the mosques received the name al-jana>iz (the funerals)

according to its usage for that purpose (8). In much later

times, minarets were used for announcing the names of those who

had died. This was not approved of by the jurists except in

the case of collective burials (9). In Porisa, the mosques

were used to receive visits of condolence on certain days after

(1) I.Haj. ,11,p.241.Also see Q,adr Nu<man, Da<a'im al-Islam.
I,p.178. * "

(2) I.-S.,IIl/l,p.147,cf.p.302; Samh., I,p.376.
(3) Bukh., I,pp.331,334; Tir.,IV,pp.250f,
(4) I. Ha j. , II,pp.219f. ,281; Tir. ",IV,pp.250f.
(5) Samh., I,p.376.
<6) OP.oit.. I,p.378.
(7) Tab..III.p.2436: Samh., I,p.377.
(8) I.as. ,Il/l,jDp.80,81; I.A^Had. ,p. 105.
(9) Art. "Fatawa", in al-Manar. XII (1909) pp.272f; cf.

Kind. , p.26 6.



death (1). The Q,ur an was also recited in the mosque on those

occasions (2).

5. Legends associated with mosques and minarets:

Talismans were believed to be associated with certain

mosques such as that of al-Q,ayrawan(2), at Damascus (4), and
>

al-Az har (5) in Cairo. As a matter of fact, the belief that

a magical power lay in pictures prevailing among many different

nations, and was not restricted to the Semitic or the eastern

peoples, but was known among western people as well (6). The

Muslims did not adhere to this belief more than did other

peoples. Those who mentioned the statue on the Green Dome of

al-Mansur's palace at Baghdad ;!that there might be a revolt in

the direction to which the spear, in its hand, pointed55, should

not forget the comment of Yaqut that "it is impossible and a

sheer lie " (7).

Legends also developed regarding the minaret of the Damascus

Mosque. It was believed that the Eastern minaret was the place

(1) Muqad., p.440.
(2) A.M., I,p.308.
3} I.A., Ill,p.386.
(4) I♦As. , II/1,pp. 47 ,48 ; I.E., IX,pp.l57f.
(5) Maqr., II,p.273.
(6) Croswell, E. M.A. I,p.271, art."The lawfulness of painting

in early Islam", in A.I.. XI-XII (1946) pp.l65f.
(7) Yaq. , Mu < jam, II,p.235; Hasan, in Ahmad Taymur, al-

Taswir <ind al-<Arab, p.235.
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where the Messiah Jesus would descend and enter the mosque to

judge the Muslims, Christians, and Jews alike (l). It was also

believed that in it was preserved a piece of the rock which was

struck by Moses with his rod to cause the twelve springs to

spring up (2).
6. Symbolic figures installed on minarets:

Agreat deal of care was paid to the top of the minaret,

and symbols representing different beliefs were installed upon

it. The crescent was the first among such symbols (5). In

Islam, the moon was of great importance. The Muslims adopted

the lunar calender (4), and on the moon depended their religious

rites such as pilgrimage and fasting (5). In the time of

<Umar I, two crescents, probably made of metal, were sent to the

Ka<bah, and hung there (6). The moon, especially during Ramadan

was watched from the minaret since the earliest times. This

motif exercised an increasing influence on Islamic life, and

even became the principal symbol of Islam. Together with the

minaret, it served to identify the Muslim community (7).

(1) I.As. , I, pp.213,214,215,217; Mus., XVIII, p.67; al-Harawi,
op.cit.. p.15; Yaq., II, pp.589,593,596; Horovitz, op.cit..
p.256. _ ,_

(2) Al-Harawi, op. cit. . p.15; Yaq., II, p.596; cf. Q,ur an, II,
60, VII, 160.

(3) Masalik. I, p.198; I.Sh., i/l, p.35; Sarah., I, p.374; Abu
Shamah, op.oit.. I, p.374.

(4) Our'an, II, 189, X, 5.
(5) Oursan, II, 189.
(6) I.F., p.20.
(7) Yaq., Ill, p.625, IV, p.339; C.I.A.. I, Egypte, I/l, p.121;

Anthony, op.cit. . p. 164.



After the Crusader's invasion, the crescent was replaced by the

cross on buildings at Jerusalem (l). Various parts of the

mosque including the minaret were decorated with the symbol of

the crescent (2).

Religious events were also represented by symbols on the

minaret. It was recorded that Ibn Tulun put a mshari (3)

(boat) on his minaret instead of the crescent (4). In case

this change would cause rise to some opposition, Ibn Tulun

claimed that he found the boat in the treasury he discovered on

the Muqattam hills (5). The legends associated with that boat
» •

were disapproved of by al-Maqrizi (6). The Mausoleum of al-

•ShafT<T has a similar boat on its dome (7). The practice of

setting boats on religious buildings is perhaps to be associated

with the ark of Noah which is mentioned in the Q,ur an (8).

When Ibn Tulun built his mosque on the Muqattam hills he might

(1) I.A.j, XI, £.364.
(2) «Akkush, Tarikh wa wasf al-jami* al-Tuluni, p.67, n.1. ,

Van Bercham, art. "The mosaics of the Dome of the Rock
at Jerusalem", in Creswell, E.M.A., I, pp,195f.

(3) It is a small boat especially; used in the, Nils and the
gulfs. See «Abd al-Wahhab, Tarikh al-masa.iid al-athari.yah,
I, p.112.

(4) Maar., II, pp.266,267; I.D., XV, p.123; Qalq., III, p.344.
(5) I.D.,_IV, p.123; Corbet, art. "The life and works of Ahmad

Ibn Tulun", J.R.A.S. (1891), p.545, n.2.
(6) Khita|;, II, p.268.

0p« oit.. II, pp.262f.
(8) Qur'an, XI, 38-51, XXIII, 27-29, cf. Maqr., II, p.463;

Yaq., IV, pp.325,326.



have been influenced by the story of Noah's ark landing on Judi

mountain, and thereby representing it by installing a boat on

the minaret of the mosque.

In the Sacred Mosque at Mecca, a statue of a pigeon was

found on the Nome of Drink. This might have been installed

by the Fatimids who presented three such birds to the Az'har

mosque in Cairo (l). Metal doves were also installed on the

minaret. They symbolised the Hi.jrah. (Flight) when the

Prophet hid in a cave which his pursuers did not search when

thqy saw a pair of doves on its rocky walls and concluded that

no one could possibly have entered it (2). Other types of

figures were installed. In Sayrojan, <Adud al-Dawlah had

installed on its minaret very skilfully objects worked of wooden

handicraft (3). A copper figure resembling a man standing

on a fish, adorned the Dome of Horns mosque (4). It was poss¬

ible that this figure was taken from the church of which the

mosque formed a part.

7. Designation of Names:

Although mosques were very often called after their

founders, or in memory of other persons, they were also named

for other reasons. Some of them were thus colled after the

salient features of their construction (5), others after the

outstanding colour they had (6). Some derived their name from

(1) Cf. Maqr., II, p.273; Wensinck, A Handbook of early
MUhammadan traditions, p.120.

(2) Qutub al-Din, K.ol-I<lam . p.448; Scott, op. c it. . p.125.
(3) Muqad., p.464.
(4) Op«cit.. p.156.
(5) I.D., IV, p.81, V, p.42; I.A.Hod., pp.119,120,121.
(6) I.D., IV, p. 56.



the names of the mosque personnel (l), or the names of tribes

(2). The names of other mosques were associated with certain

events (3). The plants which grow inside or around the mosque

sometimes gave their names to it (4).

Minarets were generally called after the names of their

founders, persons (5) or tribes (6). Many of them were called

after their building materials (7), the colour of the tiles

that adorned them (8), or after the colour of the gold on their

surface (9). In a mosque with more than one minaret, the one

which was used by the chief of the muezzins given the name of

his rank and was called "the chief minaret" (10). In addition

to identification of the minaret because of its situation, they

were also named because of their size or condition (11).

Others were called after their decoration (12), or their shape (

(1) I,A.Had., p.73; I.D., IV, po.81,83; I.A., 71, pp.50ff;
Yaq., tUdaba, VII, p.438.

(2) Bukh., I, p.116; Tab., II, pp.91,670, III, p.2509; Bal.,
p.285.

(5) I.As., Il/l, p.88; Idrisi, op.cit.. p.177.
(4) I.Dj., IV, p.80; I.As., Il/l, pp.56,93.
(5) Qudamah b. Ja«far, a1-Kharai. p.240; I.D., IV, p.75;

Bak., p.34; Bal., p.293.
(6) Bal., p.355.
(7) I.F.^ p.250, Qaz.A 2.195; Yaq., Mu< jam. IV, p.646;

al-Katib al-Isfahani, Tawarikh Al Sal.iuq. pp.69f.
(8) Ya<qubi, Buldan, p.l9.~
(9) Muqad. , pp.305, 324; cf. I.A.R.j, VIII, p.j.298.

(10) Samh., I, p.455; Fas., p.241; Pasha, Wirat al-Haramayn
I, p.449.

(11) I.D. , IV, p. 61; Qalq. , III, p. 342fj.
(12) I.Ih, IV, p.61; Muqad., p.159; Masalik. I, p.94.
(13) Masalik . I, p.181; I. As. , Il/l,"~p.20.
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Some of the later minarets had clocks, and for that reason they

were called the "minarets of the clocks" (1).

In the section on the muezzin we shall see how the word

muezzin was used as a proper name. The same was true in the

religious buildings. The word Jamit (2) as well as the word

Manarah (3) were also used as proper names. Places, such as

mountains (4), valleys (5), districts (6), and streets (7) were

also called after the names of the religious buildings.

E. The role of the mosque and the minaret in education

1 • The sub.jeots taught:
9_

The teaching of the Q,ur an as well as the Sunna of the

Prophet encouraged people to learn and teach. The Prophet was

asked many times about Islam either inside (8) the mosque or

outside (9) it, and the answers were thrice repeated to the

listeners who sat around him (10). Many of those who were

1) I.As., Il/l, p.20; I.K., IX, p.146.
2) 1.3., IIl/l, p.197, VI, pp.222,228; Ibn Al-Faradi, Tarikh

<UlamaJ al-Andalus . I, p. 145.
(3) Ibn Abi Ya<la, Tabaqat a1-Hanabilah, II, p.195; cf. Yaq. ,

IV, p.648. " ~
(4) Bak., p.105.
(5) Yaq. , IV, p.72.
(6) Op.cit.. IV, p.648; cf. Tab., Ill, p.2140.
(7) TTlaw., VI, p.124.
(8) Bukh., I, pp.47,128.

Op.cit.. I, 33ff, 44f.
(t°) Op.oit. . I, p.36.
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instructed in the principles of the now religion were sent

abroad to teach Islam (1). Indeed the rulers who wero app-

ointed by the caliphs wore ordered to teach the Q,ur an to their

subj octs.

The Q,ur'an and the Hadith were the principal subjects

taught, language was introduced later (2). Tafsir had the

priority among the subjects. This was due to the extantion

of the Empire, and the increased need of the people to derive

from the Q,ur an the solutions for the problems which they

faced. These subjects were taught to groups of students who

sat round their tutors. Each group formed a class for a

special stage of study. In Qazwin, Muhammad al-Rafi<i had a

majlis in the mosque in which ho taught about two hundred

students daily after Afternoon Prayer (3). In Tunis tafsir

was taught after morning prayer (4). Lectures on tafsir wero

also delivered in the principal mosque of Baghdad in about

200/815 (5). Hadith was also studied in the mosque and

special cirlces were devoted to it (6). Circles were numerous,

and amounted in <Amrfs mosquo to one hundred and ten (7). In

those circles general news was announced to the people by

officials who went to each circle informing them of the news (8).

(1
2
(3
(4
(5

(6
(7
(8

Op. cit. , Ijjp.27.
ifaq. , Udaba> . 71, p.318, XII, pp.90,91.
iaz. , pp.293, cf.30,1.
r "r ~nr n zap.B., 17, p.342.
aq., 711,p.105;of.Suy.,I,p.183;Yaq.,17,pp.24
I.E.,¥17,p.321.
uqad.,p.415;Yaq.,17,pp.243f.,71,pp.318,383.
uqad. , p. 205.

if
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Mosques were assigned to special schools according to the rite

they followed (1), and oven some of the rites which disappeared

later had thoir ciralos in the mosque in early times (2). The

practice of teaching in the mosque continued for a long time.

In the time of al-Shafi<i (d.819), lectures wore continually

delivered in the mosque, starting after morning prayer, and

ending by noon. The lecture on the Q,ur an was delivered first

then one on the Hadith followed by "mudhakarah. wa nazar (3),
• »| r. i . i .■ .1 .. ... ■■ ..II I i n MM ■■■.'■! .. I. ..

and finally literature, prosody, grammar, and poetry were

studied (4).

Although the Q,ur an did not encourage reciting poetry (5),

this subject seems to have been taught in the mosques from the

earliest times (6). The Prophet had his laurieat-poot,

Hassan b. Thabit, who read poems in his presence on different
*

occasions, and the Prophet himself even encouraged the reading

of poetry (7). Poetry was recited or taught in many mosquos

(8), and was also composed or sung on the minaret (9).

Religious poems were naturally always preferred in the mosque (

. I.A., 11,-Syric du nord, 1/1-2, pp.354, 368.
uqad., pp.179, 439.
.K., XII, p.125.
aq. , VI,p.383.
WT pp. 224-227.

TT ^ 1 OA A
VI, pp.224-227.

p.1266, Yaq. , VI, p.432.
;hani. XIIi, p. 67; Bukh., I, p. 125.
Hani, III, p.148, XIV, p.98, XVIII, pp.42f; Kind

1Y, P. 125, VI, pp.215, 318.
salik, I,pp.209f., 240.
A TTnS k. IIIO



Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi road his book, tho history of Baghdad

in the mosque of al-Mansur (1). History books wore also read

in tho Eastern minaret of the Damascus Mosque either by the

authors or by their students (2). Some of tho teachers could

deliver lectures on their specialized subjects in more than one

mosque on an appointed hour of a certain day (3).
In spite of the fact that philosophy disappeared from tho

mosque in the early days, and those who studied it wore banded

as ZindTq's» yat lectures on the subject were delivered later

(4). Special lectures wore also delivered on medicine by

<Abd al-Latif al-Baghdadi (1162-1231) in al-Az'har mosque in

Cairo (5).

The minaret as a part of the mosque was also used for

delivering lectures on different subjects, both religious and

secular. The Western minaret of the Damascus Mosque had many

apartments, some of which were used for scientific studies.

Al-GhazalX', ana many others stayed in it for purposes of study

and devotion (6). Books wore read in it, and assemblies for

discussions of various matters were held (7). <Abd Allah b.

Tatli delivered lectures in the Western minaret on chemistry and

(1) Yaq., I,pp.246f.
(2) I.As. , I, p. 58.
(3) Yaq., V,pp.209,210,; VII, p.174.
(4) Abn Abi Usaybi<ah, op,oit.. II,p.204.
(5) Op.cit..It.p.207: cf. Mnqr., Wuluk, 1/3, p.827.
(6) See I♦tikaf in Sect.B^S. of this chapter,
(7) I.As., I,p.58; Ibn Abi Usaybi«ah, op.cit. , II,pp.204f.
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philosophy as well (l). The minarets were also used as pulpits

to proclaim regulations concerning religious teachings. Thus

when Sal ah al-Din adopted the Ash<ariTs creed, he ordered that
• «

the <aqidah, which was known al-murshidah. should be proclaimed

from the minarets of Cairo each day in the time of the tasbih.

This custom was still in use in Cairo and Fustat in the time of
• •

al-Maqrizi (1427) (2). Other teachings were also proclaimed in

the same way (3).

Despite the fact that higher studios were pursued in the

mosque, children were also taught such subjects as reciting the
>— . .

Q,ur an and writing (4). Teaching children in the mosque was

opposed by some of the jurists because of the undisciplined

behaviour of the children (5).

^• The recitation of the Qur'an:
The Q,ur an was also read in the mosque, and from the min¬

aret (6). Reading the Q,ur an was considered as a kind of dev¬

otion for which the mosque was originally founded (7). It was

said that sUthman, who first gathered the Q,ur an together ordered

that the Qur an be read every morning in the mosque (8). Malik

(1) Ibn Abi Usaybi«ah, op.cit.. II, p.205.
(2) Maqr., Khitat, II, pp.273, 358, cf. Watt, Islamic

philosophy and theology, pp.82-90.
(3) Ibn al-JawzT, TalbTs iblis. p.137; MuOoddimah, p.535.
(4) I.R., p.216; I.B., I, p.213.
(5) I.A. Had., £.171.
(6) Ibn al-Jawzi, op.cit.. p.137.
(7) Mus., VI, pp.75f., XVII, pp.21f.
(8) Samh., I, p.481.
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claimed that al-Hajjaj was the first to introduce this practice

(1). It was more likely, however, that it was «Uthman who

started this practice since there were few copies of the Qur an,

and few people who knew it at his time. Al-HajjaJ, however,
0

9 mm

ordered that many copies of the Qur an be written and sent to

the main cities. a large one was sent to the ProphetTs mosque

from which people read after the morning prayers of Thursday,

and Friday (S). hl-Mahdi followed the practice of al-Hajjaj,
a

9mm

and sent many Qur an manuscripts together with their stands to

the Prophet's mosque (3). Many of the manuscripts which were

presented to the Prophet's mosque were written in beautiful

script, some of them in gold and were kept on good shelves (4).

hl-Hakim presented to «.Amr's mosque numerous copies of com-
9mm 9 mm

plete Qur an or of parts of the Qur an (5). Some of the

mosques possessed manuscripts belonging to the Companions, and

the I'ollowers from which people read weekly, each Friday (6).
In Cordova, there was a manuscript which contained four folios

of eUthman's manuscript (7). Special Qur an manuscripts were

(!) Q'P. cit. , I, p.480; I.Haj., II, pp.206f., 224f.
(2) I.N., p.376; Samh., I, p.481.
(3) Op.cit..
(4) Samh., I, p.481.
(5) Corbet, in J.R.A.S. (1890), 780f.
(6) I.D^JEV", p.73.
(7) Idrisi, op.cit., pp.2l0f; cf. I.Id., II, pp.287f.
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preserved for teaching people (1), and even in the endowments,

a special allowance was made to pay for manuscripts so that poor

could read (2). The Qur an manuscripts were so many (3) that

special places were provided for them (4), and even an amin

(keeper) was appointed to look after them (5). Althou^i read-

ing the Qur an in a loud voice in the mosque was considered an

innovation (6), this practice spread in most mosques in which

the Qur an had been read melodiously every morning and evening

(7). Appointed readers of the Qur an had their allowance from

endowments or from the money which the caliphs sent from time

to time (8). In sAmr's mosque, an allowance of three dinars
a month was assigned for the man who read the Qur an manu¬

script of Asma , the daughter of «Abd al-«Aziz, the governor

of Egypt in 76/695 (9). In Nlshapur, the readers of the
9mm

Qur an used to assemble and read it from after morning prayer

till afternoon (10). After morning prayer, the people in

(1) I.N. , p.376.
'2) C. I.-A. . II,_Syrie du nord , 1/2, p. 351.
(3) Ibn al-Iawzi, Wuntazam, IX, p.224.
(4) I.D., IV, p. 79: ~
(5) Kind., p.469.
(6) I.Haj., II, pp.206f., 224 f.
(7) Kind., p.469; I.B., I, p.212. _ _

(8) I.K. , IX, p.162; I.A.Had. , p.232; Pasha, op. cit. .

I, pp.346f., 351f.
(9) I.D. , IV, p.73; cf. Corbet, op.oit.. po.786f.
(10) Muqad.,p 328.
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Egypt assembled round the imam who used to recite a chapter of the

Q,ur an at that time (1). In the Damascus Mosque, the Q,ur an

used to be read twice a day, after morning, and afternoon prayers

(2). Mausoleums as a rule, had regularly appointed readers of

the Q,ur an (5).

Whenever any person died, the Q,ur an was read in the mosque

(4). Special readings of the Q,ur an associated with individ¬

uals - such as Abu «Amr, Ibn <Amr, and al-Ka^ssa i, prevailed in

Syria (5), and the seven readings of the Q,ur an were also

taught (6). A particular reading of the Qur an called

al-Kawthariyah was recited in the Damascus Mosque after after-

noon prayer; the Q,ur an was read in it from al-kawthar
9 mmm

chapter of the Q,ur an to the very end, and those who did not

know the Q,ur an assembled in the mosque at that time (7). The

Hadith books, especially the sahih of Bukhari, as well as
• 0 * •

other religious books were recited in the mosque (8). A

special religious class called "al-mi^ad*, used to be held in

some of the mosques; among the subjects taught were the Hadith

as well as Our an verses (9).

Teaching in the mosque was continued even after the intro¬

duction of schools. Schools had originally been founded in the

(!) Op*oit*. p.205.(2) I.J., p.271.
(S) I.D., IV, pp.102,103.
(4) A.M., I, p.308.
(5) Muqad., p.180.
(6) I.D., TV, p.83; Muqad., p.180.
(7) I.J., pp.271f.
(8) Muqad., pp. 182,202 ,325,365 ; Pasha, op, c it. . I, pp. 364f. ,351f.
(9) I.D. , IV, p. 15; Maqr., Suluk, T/3, p.827, n. 3.
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mosques or naar thorn (1), and some of tho schools had special

mosque in thorn (S). Tho Larger mosques to which schools wore

attached ware administered by the caliph (3).
^o\T

2• Their use to astronomy:

Astronomy received great attention from the Muslims (4).

By it, they could ascertain tho time of the religious rites

(5), and direct the qiblah accurately towards Mecca (6).

Astronomy advanced under tho patronage of the caliphs whose

interest is said to have boon in part due to tho desire for

horoscopes and other astrological information. Muslims made

important contributions to what might be called practical

astronomy and to astronomical instruments, especially in the

Abbasid period (7). Al-Ma mun was very much interested in

astronomical observations, and for this purpose, he construct¬

ed at different places several important observatorios (8).
The important cities of the Islamic state, such as Baghdad,

Cairo, Cordova, and Bamurqu-a'd had famous one (9). Some of

the observatories were situated above the mosque (10).

(1) I.B., I,p.212, II4pp.83,110, III,p.80.
(2) Op.cit..II.p.59; I.A.Had.,pp.90ff.
(3) I.A., VIII,p.518. Levy, op.cit. , p.298.
(4) Astronomy was the fundimental and the highest science of

the Sumorians and Babylonians, Dioz, Tho ancient words of
Asia . p. 70. ~

• (5) Mu.qbddimah. pp.408ff.
(6) Maqr., Khitat, II,p.262.
(7) Landau,"opt cTt. .p. 170.
(8) Samadi , op.cit.,p.243; al-Findi, art."al-Falak". in D.M.S..

1959, p.152.
(9) Bamat,_art. "Kayf as*ham_al-Muslimun fi al-hadarah

al-insaniyah," :al-MUslimun. No.7-8 (1962) pp.58ff.;
Findi op. cit. nop. 152f.

(10) Maqr., I, pp,125ff.
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Such mosques were called the "mosoues of observations;r (1).

However, the installation of these observatories arose various

rumours which were circulated at the time among people (2).

In the eleventh century, the Great Mosque at Sava had a good

collection of astronomical instruments such as astrolabes for

the study of astronomy (3).
The minaret had an important role in astronomy (4). From

it, the moon was observed every month (5), and the muezzin who

summoned the worshipper from the minaret had to be well ac¬

quainted with astronomy to ascertain the time of prayers (6).

Astronomical tables (Aziaj sing, Zi.i) (7) were made, some of

which were placed in the minaret to be used in time of need.

It was a special occasion to install a zi.i on the minaret.

7/hen a zi.i was installed on the minaret of al-<Arus in the

Damascus Mosque, all the city was illuminated (8). The

Pharos of Alexandria was also used in al-Mutawakkil's reign

for the observation of the sun to ascertain its setting during

Ramadan (9).

(!) Op.oit.. II, p.445.
(2) Cf. Maqr. , I, pp.l25£f.
(3) Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, pp.211f.
(4) Of. I.A., 1X7 Pj.150.
(5) Ibn *Abd al-Ra»uf, op.cit.. p.77.
(6) See Chapter II B. of this thesis.
(7) Cf. Taj,, II, p. 55; Findi, op. cit. . p. 153.
(8) Ibn al-slmad al-Hanbali, Shadharat al-dhahab fi akhbar

man dhahab, VI, £.252.
(9) Mas., TanbTh, p.46.



CHAPTER II

THE ADHlN AMD THE MPADHEHIH
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A. The adhan:

Adhan (1) in general terms means "proclamation". Toch-

nichally, the term is used to denote a special call to Friday
and five daily prayers, with fixed words at certain times of

the day.

The term adhan as a call to prayer is not montioned in

tho Q,ur an, but the call to prayer and particularly to Friday
_ } .

prayer, is mentioned, and the verb nida (2) is used for it.

Ir literature, the words nida' and adhah are also used quite

indiscriminately. Adhan which was used to indicate prayer

time (3) was also used in a profane sense (4). Nida * on the

other hand was used both in a religious and in a secular con-

toxt (5).

1. The idea and form of tho standard adhan:

When the prayer was prescribed in Mecca, they prayed with¬

out any preliminary call or adhan,(6), and similarly when they

first came to Medina (7). It was difficult for the faithful

(1) It is also pronounced adhin and ta dhin. See Ibn Manzur,
Lisan al-<Arab. XIV, p.150.

2) LXII, 9.
3) Waqa'd, I,p.365; I.S.,IV/l,p.85;Tab.,I,pp.210,2291,3105;

, "* I.A . ,V,p.214 ; Kutub. ,1 ,p. 365,n. 1.
(4) Qur an, VII,44,XXII,27; Bukh.,I,pp.104f,498;Mus.II,pp.9,

115f; I.S^,IV/l,p.21; Tab.,I,pp.1427,3411; I.A.,I,p.106;
Yaq.,Udaba>IV,p.116;Nuway.,XVI,p.439,XVII,p.338.

(5) Q,ur >Un,LXII,9;Bukh. ,I,p. 160 jMosnad,V,pp. l8,34;Tab. ,1,861
uses the verb yasih (to cry); Aghtlnl,VT,p. 168 uses tho
verb asat; Becker , op. oit. .pp.386f.

(6) Yatqubi, Tarikh (Beirut),11,p.13;Tab.I,p.1164;
(7) I.H.,p.3477 Musnad, IX,p.169; Tir.,1,p.306.



to know the exact hour of prayer, and therefore needed gome way

to indicate it. They deliberated with the Prophet on that

matter, and many suggestions were put forward: a fire to be

kindled (l) at each time; a horn (shofar) to be blown, as with

the Jews (2), a naqus (clapper) to be struck as among the

Christians (3). Among the other suggestions made was the

lifting up of a flag (4) at prayer times or the beating of a

(1) Bukh., I, pp.160,161; Mus., IV, p.79; This practice was
used by the Jews as a sign of announcing the appearance of
the new moon. See Hartmann, art. "Zum Theme : Minaret
und Leuchturm", Per Islam. 1(1910), p.390; 'yensinok, art.
"Feuer als Signal",""Der Islam. 1,(1910), pp.lOOf.

(2) I.Hj_, p.347; Bukh., I, p.160; Musnad. XI, p.65; I.A. ,
Nihayah. Ill, p. 116; Doutt§, art. "Le minarets et lTappel
a la piere", R.A., (1899) p.345; Tir., I, p.309.

(3) In the early days, the Christians had no signal for their
prayer meetings. Subsequently, various means were used.
Trumpets seem to have been used in Egypt and Palestine,
and were used in Palestine till the sixth century A.D. In
some monastries, a person used to go to every monk's cell
calling him to prayer by the knock of a hammer. The word
"Hallelujah" was also_sung in other places as a call to
church, while the nagus was mostly used in Syria. The use
of bells was not known until the year 865 A.D. Bingham,
Origins Eoclesiastica. or The antiquities of the Christian
church. Ill, pp.233ff. See also its abridgement, I,
P£.247f; Hughes, Dictionary of Islam. pp.28f. The word
naqus which is still in use among the Nestorians, in the
form naqusha. has often been mentioned in the_Arabic poetry.
See Yasu<i, op.cit.. II, pp.207,208; Shabushti, al-Diyarat.
pp. 147,187; Yaq. , Mu< jam. IV, p. 339; Bak. , Mu*s jam, p. 376;
°az. , p.172; Sameh (in B.F.3.C.U. . 1954/5,p. 155) has wrongly
translated naqus. as a bell. Fraenkel (op.cit.,p.276) was
not right when he stated the Prophet adopted the naqus for
sometimes; See I.h., p.347; Bukh., I, p.160; I.aT, IV,
p.181.

(4) A.D. , I, p.194.



drum (l), but none of these proposals was accepted at that time.

During this period, according to Ibn Said, the phrase "a 1-
_ u — .

salat jami <ah!* (Prayer assembles) was used by the herald of

the Prophet as a signal for collecting the believer for the

prayers (S). It seems very likely that the above phrase was

used after the meeting held between the Prophet and the believer,

and remained in use till the introduction of the standard form

of adhan later on.

According to Ibn Hisham, the Muslims still hod no agreed

form of call to prayer when they first came to Medina, and

assembled at the supposed time without any notification (3).
The date of introducing adhan as a call to prayer is not

certain. According to one reference, it was first introduced

in Mecca before Hijrah (4). According to another, it was

introduced in the first year cf Ej.jrah (622) in Medina (5),
while a third reference assorts that it was introduced in the

second year of Hi.irah. (623) (6). It seems that the latter

is the most probable, and its adoption after the battle of Badr

seems very likely. Tabari records that the Prophet on the
0

day of the battle, when the morning prayer approached, called

(1) K.al-Figh. I, p.226; Meakin, The Moors, p.267.
(2) Op.cit., 1/2, p.7.
(3) Op«c11., p.347; cf. Musnad, IX, pp.169, 171; Bukh., I,

p.160; Mus., IV, pp.75f7
(4) Qastalani, Irshad sl-sari. II, p.2.
(5) Mas., Muru.i. IV, p. 155. __

(6) 1.3. , I727 p.7; Mas., Tanbih. p.237.



"aiyuha al-nas al-salat (l) (0' people Prayer), and did not

use the form of adhan which became known afterwards.

Agreeably to some traditions, the idea of adhan in its

standard form was revealed in the mi<ra,i (2), according to

another, it was revealed in a dream to «Umar b.al-Khattab,
• O

who found that, when he went to inform the Prophet, he had

been anticipated by Jibril (3), and a third tradition had

it that the idea was vouchsafed to *Abd Allah b. Ziyad in a

vision and was approved by the Prophet, and supported by

<Umar (4). To the effect of the third version, Ibn Hisham

records:

"On his arrival, God's messenger had the people gather¬
ing to him for prayer at its times without invitation.
God's messenger intended using a horn like that used by
the Jews for calling their prayers but he dismissed the
idea. Then he ordered for a naqus which was made to
be struck calling the Muslims to prayer. While they were
thus, <Abd Allah b. Zayd ... saw the calling and went
to God's messenger and told him: "0, God's messenger,
a ta' if came to me this night, wearing two green clothes
and carrying a clapper in his hand. I told him: "0'
God's servant, would you sell this clapper?" He said:
"And what will you do with it?" I answered: "To call
prayers with it". He said: "Shall I tell you of some¬
thing better?" I asked, "What is it?" He answered:
"say

Allahuakbar. (4 times) (God is the greatest)
2. Ashhaduan la ilaha ilia > llah (twice) (I bear witness

that there is no god but God.)
3. Ashhaduanna Muhammad3nrasulU'llah. (twice) (I bear

witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of God).

(1) Op.cit.. I, p.1289; cf.I.A..Kamil. II, p.104.
(2) Nuway., XVI, p.291; Q .N. , I, p. 172.
(3) I.H., pp.347f; Qast., II, p.4.
(4) I.H., p.347; I.S., 1/2, pp.7f; Bukh., I, p.160.



4. Hayya <ala as-salat. (twice) (Come to prayer).
• » »

5. Hayya <ala *1-falah. (twice) (Come to salvation).
•

. O

AllahU akbar. (twice) (God is the greatest).

7« La ilaha ilia >llah. (once) (There is no god but God)

And when he told this to God's messenger he saidj. '''It
is a true vision, if God wills. So go with Bilal
and tell it to him so that he would call the adhan with,
for he has a louder voice than you have". When Bilal
called the adhan with it , «Umar b. al-Khattab heard it
while he was in his house. He went to Godts messenger
dragging his coat and saying: !'0' God's Prophet, by He
who sent you with truth, I hove seen what he saw". And
God's messenger said: "Praise be to God", (l).

Bilal used to announce it from the highest roof in the neigh¬

bourhood of the mosque.

According to a tradition concerning the formulas of the

adhan, it is recorded that Abu Mahdhurah, who was the Prophet'

muezzin in Mecca, was taught by the Prophet to repeat the

first formula twice only, and to chant the second and the third

each one twice in a low voice and then to repeat each of the

two twice in a loud voice. This repetition is called tar.ji«

(2). The Hanafites and the Hanbalites follow Bilal's form,
• •

while the Malikites follow Abu Mahdhurah's. The Shafi«ites,

however, follow Bilal's in addition to what is known as

tar.jit (3). After the fifth formula, another one "al-salatu

khayrUn min'an-nawm" (prayer is better than sleeping) was

(1) I.H., pp.347f; See Musnad, VII, pp.312f; Bukh., I, p.160.
(2) Mus., IV, pp.80f; Qast., II, p.4; Shawkani, Nayl al-awatar

o

II, p.37.
(3) K.al-Fiqh, I, pp.226f., n.1.2.
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added to the morning adhan by Bilal, and approved by tho Pro¬

phet (1). This formula is called "tathwib". (2)

The above foim of adhan is the usual practice of tho

sunnites, authority for it is furnished by tho dream of <Abd

Allah b. Zayd, and the formula added by Bilal. The Shidtcs

however add another formula, "hayya <ala khayr al-<amal",

(come to the best of work), between tho fifth and tho sixth

formulae of tho above form (3).

From a historical point of view, we do not have a record

of the dote in which the formula "come to the best of work"

was introduced. The earliest evidence for "como to salvation"

(4) in tho literature occurs in the reign of «Abd al-Malik b.

Morwan (684-704), in a poetical verso composod by al-Akhtal (5),

In the year 307/968, a muezzin was killed in Qayrawan

sinco he refused to add "come to the best of work" to the

adhan (6). When PJbayd Allah ol-Mahdi died in 322/934, his

son Abu al-Q,asim replaced the phrase "prayer is better than

sleeping" with tho phrase "come to tho best of work". (7).

Maqrizi records that the first person ordered to mention "come

to the best of work"in Egypt was Jawhar, the army leader of

(1) I.S.,1/2,p.8; I.M., I,p.244.
(2) Tathwib has dif ferent ly_been explained by the jurists, see

Tir. ,I,pp.313f ; Ibn QudaWh, a 1 -Hughni . I. pp. 407f : I.Haj.,11,
p. 262 ; Mann,Per Islam einst und .ietzt,p. 73.

(3) Q.N. ,I,pp. 172ff ;Shawk-,II,p. 39 ;al-<SmilI.A «yan alrShLtoh.
II,pp.l45f; Maqr. ,11,p. 27 1.

(4) Cf. Shabushti, op.cit..p.186.
(5) As quoted by Horovitz., op.cit.,p.254.
(6) I.Id., I,ppi182f.

al-Istibsar. p.205.



al-Muiizz the Fatimid, in 359/969 in Ibn Tulun's mosque,

which was still in use until 567/1171 when it was abandon¬

ed by Salah al-Din (1). In 360/970, this formula was
e •

proclaimed in Damascus and all the mosques of al-Sham,
then the same formula was added to the iqamah as well (e).

Al-Malik al-Mu«azzam, however, who released this country

from the Fatimids discarded this formula (3). In Aleppo,

Sa<d al-Dawlah added this formula in the year 367/979 (4).

It remained in use until 543/1148 when it was discarded by

Nur al-Din Zangi (5).

2• Various forms of calling to prayer:

Though the adhan is the established rule for colling

people to prayer, various forms were in common use. The

phrase "prayor assembles", for example, was used before and

after the introduction of the standard adhan. The same

words were used to coll people for voluntary prayors, such

as those of the two feasts*of the eclipse of the moon and

the sun, the prayer for rainfall, and so on. It was also

used to announce news to people such as those of the con¬

quests, or to procode the orders of the' ruler (6). In the

(1) Maqr.,11,p.270,cf.I.A.,VIII,p.455;A1-Dawadari,al-Durrah
.-1-mudiyah fi akhbar al-dawlah al-Fatimiyah. £.125;
Abu al-Fadajil al-Hamawl, al-Tsrrikh al-Manstrri, p. 60,
and Suy.,tl,p,15 record thq~Yq'Sv~15T inrroauccion as 358H.

(2) I.K.,XI,p.270.
(3) Op. cit. . XII,p. 113.
(4) The year has also been recorded as 358H., and 369H., see

Ibn al-<Adim, op.cit..I.p,172;of.Maar..II.p.271.
(5) Ibn al-<Adim, op. cit. . II,pp.293f.
(6) I.S., 1/2,p.7; Mas., Muru.j, V,p. 292 ;Bukh,I,p. 266;

Mus. ,XVIII,pp. 80,84,Tab. ,111,p. 8,61;Dhah.JtII,p. 373 ;
Goldziher,art."Van den Berg 'sFabhial-Karib" .Z.D.M. G. ,

XLIX (1895)n.515;Musnad,VIII.p.65VAzr5qi.op.pit.,p.340.



time of the caliph <Ali, the call "ayyuha al-nas al-salat

al-salat" (1) (0• people, Prayer, Prayer.') was used by him for
in 'I - 'iff" ——i

the morning prayer. Later on "Prayer assembles" was used as

a call to noon prayer (2). In Khwarizm, the muezzin had to

collect the people, and those refusing to come to the mosque

ware whipped and fined (3). This strictness in carrying out

the rules of Islam may be considered one of the reasons why

there was strong opposition to building minarets in that part

of the country (4).

When orders wore issued to build minarets for calling the

adhan, these minarets wore soon also used for chanting religious

recitations which ore known as tasbih (glorification of G-od

by exclaiming subhan Allah). This was not in practice at the

birth of Islam. Adhan was the only coll to prayer. It is

recorded that this practice was first introduced in Egypt dur¬

ing the rule of Maslamah.b. Mukhallad as a reaction to the

Christian clappers. The <Arif of the muezzins in <Amr's

mosque started reciting daily tasbih from the second half of
if.

the night until dawn (5). This custom developed through the

centuries. In the Tulunid period, Ahmad b. Tulun preserved

a room for special muezzins, twelve in number, called

mukabbirun. Every night, it was the duty of four of them to

(1) I.S.,III/1,p.24;Tab.,I,p.3460;Mas.,IV,p.429;I.A .,111,p.328.
(2) Dhah.,11,p.267.
(3) I.B.,III,pp.4f.,alsoIV,pp.15If;cf.Bak. .Mughrib.p.169.
(4) I.Haw.,p.321;Pedersen,op.cit.,p.374.
(5) Maqr.,11,p.270.



proclaim religious recitations and to read the Q,ur an in turn.

The same practice was followed in the time of Khumarawayh, his

successor (l). Reciting tasbib with the adhan rapidly became

a custom (S). In addition to the morning adhan decreed by the

law two other calls were subsequently introduced in Egypt dur¬

ing the night to arouse those who desired to perform super¬

erogatory acts of devotion. The first was called "the first"

(al-Ula) and the second "the everlasting" (al-abad ) (5) ♦ In

Morocco, a special phrase, "Arise and Praise bo to God" was
>

added, in the reign of <Abd al-Mu min (.1150), at the end of

morning adhan. This was cut off in about 1227 A.D. (4).

Such religious recitations which were sometimes recited in poetry

had a striking impression on the people (5).

On Thursday nights, a special recitation called "al-salam"

(peace) consisted of a salutation to the Prophet, not always

expressed in the same words, had to be uttered after the

adhan. This was introduced by the muhtasib of Cairo in 760/
«

.

1358. Later on, in 791/1388, it became the practice to in¬

clude it after each adhan (6). On Fridays, a different kind

f1) 0o.oit..II.P275.(2) Cf.I.D.,IV,pp.62f ;Manini, al-I>lam bi-fada il al-Sham.p.86.
(5) Lane.op.cit.,pp.73ff;Msakin,Tbe Moors.p.267.
(4) Meakin, op.pit., n.268.
(5) Dhah, IV,p.249; I.E., XIII,p.31; S.I.Jaw.,VIII,p.508.
(6) Maqr., II,p.272.
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°f dhikr had to be recited on the minarets before noon

adhan as an information to those/vvho desired to attend the

prayer. This practice came into use after 700/1300 (1).
These additions to the adhan encountered opposition part¬

icularly when melody was involved. They were regarded as

innovation (2). At a late period, flags or lamps at night

were sometimes used to coll people to prayer (3).
3• Different procedures for summoning rulers to prayer:

After the public adhan had been said, a special call

was delivered to the ruler by the same muezzin. In the

days of the Prophet, Bilal had to coll at the Prophet's door

saying:

"al-Salom <alayka ya rasul^ Allah wa rahmatuhu wa
| o

barakatuhu, hayyaola al-salat, hayya <al£T al-falah,
— J — „T *

al-salatuya rosulaAllah!t
9

(Peace be upon you, 0' Messenger of G-od and His mercy,
and blessings. Gome to Prayer, come to salvation.
Prayer 0' Messenger of G-od ( (4).

In the reign of Abu Bakr, the same words were addressed to

him except that the phrase i?0' messenger of G-od" was replaced

(D Qp.cit. . II, p.273.
(2) I.Ha j . , II, pp.248ff; Ibn al-Jawzi, Ta Ibis . p. 137;

Maqr., II, p.272.
(3) Rohlfs, Adventures in Morocco, p.65; Meakin, The Moors,

p.265; Pedersen, op.cit.. p.373,
(4) Maqr., II, p.271; Ya«qubi, Tarikh, (Beirut) II, p.25.



by "The successor of the Messenger of God" (khalifat rasul Allah).
In the time of dJmar, the latter title was changed into "Prince

of the Believer" (Amir a1-Mu'minin). and the call was ended by

an additional phrase "God have mercy upon you" (yarhamuka Allah).

(1). By the time of <Ali, the special call was not used

regularly, and was shortened to as few words as "0f Prayer

Prayer!" (al-salat al-salat) (2).

During the rule of the Umayyads, they returned to the early

form of calling the ruler (3), with the replacement of "Amir

a 1-Mu*minin" with Amir only, yet, sometimes they also reduced it

to "Prayer, 0' Prince" (al-salat ayyuha al-amTr)(4). In the
•

_________

J
early Abbasid period, the same formula was in use, but later one,

and under the Eatimids, the muezzins ended the morning adhan,

from the minaret only, with "Peace be upon the caliph". This

was changed in the time of Salah al-Din into "Peace be upon the
• O

Prophet11, which had to be said every day in Egypt, Syria, and

Hijaz before the morning adhan. In the year 761/1359, the

word "Prayer" (al-salat) was added to it by the muhtasib, but it
• •

was included only on Thursday night after the night adhan. In

(1) It is said that this phrase was added by 'Uthman not by
«Umar. Maqr., II, p.271.

(2) I.S., III/1, p.24; VI, p.166; Tab., I, cp.3059f.
(3) IJS. , V, pp.2 46 , 264f.
(4) Jahiz, op.cit.. II, p.93.



the year 791/1388, the above form became the rule In all prayer

times (1).

In rare case, a complete adhan was chanted at the door of

the caliph in order to indicate to him the displeasure of the

people as was the case in the time of al-Malik al-<Adil, the

Ayyubid ruler of Syria and Egypt. This was in the year 626/1228
when he signed the truce with the Crusaders (2).

Normally, the human voice was used to call the ruler at the

time of prayer, but trumpets and drums were sometimes used (3).

By order of the caliph al-Ta i«, drums were beaten in 368/978
o

at the door of <Adud al-Dawlah three times a day. This is the

first such occasion to be practiced in Islam. The same was

done for Samsam al-Dawlah, Sharaf al-Dawlah, and Baha al-Dawlah

(4). Drums were beaten five times a day for caliphs only, but

in spite of this, they were also beaten for Sultans (5). The

vizier Eakhr al-Dawlah (1083) hod the two qualifications: the

drums were beaten for him five times a day on one occasion,

while only three times on the other (6). The drum-beaters

seem to have had special allowances (7).

(1) Maqr., II,_pp.271,272; cf. Muqaddimah, 183.
(2) Maqr., Suluk, i/l, p.231.
(3) Cf. Muqaddimah. pp.216f; Dormer, art. "Buq", E.I ,/l.supp. .

pp.42ff, art. "Tabl", op.cit. , p.216.
(4) Ibn Miskawayh, 1*3 ,j a rib al-umam, VI, p.396; I.A. , X, p.215.

Ibn al-Tawzi, Muntazam. VIII, pp.30,119, cf. VIII, pp.300f,
IX, p.3, X, p.5; I.K., XII, p.123, XIII, p.43;

(5) I.Jaw., VIII, pp.30, 119.
(6) Op.cit.. IX, p.6.
(?) QP.cit. . VIII, pp. 57 , 64.



4. Tb.o ways of calling adhan:

In the early days, adhan was only recited in the chiof

mosque of the city, hut when the mosques were incroased in

number, each mosque had its adhan and muezzin, but the main

mosque was still the first from which the adhan was chantod,
and all the other mosques followed simultaneously (1).

The adhan was recited from different places until the

minaret made its appearance. When the adhan was first intro¬

duced, it was Bhanted on an open place on the ground (2) or

from the roof of the highest house in the neighbourhood of the

mosque (3). It was also called from the fortifications of

Medina (4). In the year of the conquest of Mecca, 8/630,
Bilal was ordered to chant the adhan from tho top of the Ka<bah

(5). It is said that ho also chanted tho adhan from a high

rock in a place to the north of Mecca (6). In tho Friday prayer

tho muezzin used to chant one adhan within the mosque whon the

imam was about to deliver his speech from the pulpit. In tho

days of <Uthmait. (7), an additional adhan, chanted on the Zawra',
(8) was introduced, which had to be rocited before tho establ-

(1) Maqr. ,II,p.270;I.8. ,IIl/l,p. 121 ;Q.N. ,I,p.177;Ibn 'Abd
al-Roiuf, op.cit. , p.73.

(2) Bukh. , I,p.166."
(3) I.H., p.347; A.D., I,p.206; I.Haj., II,p.241; Samh.,I,p.141.
(4) 1.8., 1/2, p.7.
(5) I. S. jll./ljj). 99,111/1^^167 ;Azraqi, op. cit. 192 ; I.A.,II,

p.193; Abu al-Fida,Tarikh,I,p.154; Ibn Hisham says that
the Prophet ordered Bilttl to recite tho adhan only.

(6) Nasir-i Khusrau, op. cit. .p. 114.
_

(7) It is also said Mu«awiyah. cf. al-Shaf i<i .al-Umm.I.p. 175.
(8) It is a high place in the market of Medina, see Yaq. ,

Mu e .jam.II.p. 955.



ishod ono (1).

The introduction of the minaret (665) did not cause the

disappearance of other methods for calling people to prayer.

Before the construction of the Q,uba mosque by al-Walid I, the

Farazdaq (c. 96/714) mentioned that the walls of the towns wore

used for the recitation of the adhan,(5). After the intro¬

duction of the maqsurah (4), the muezzin used to call the

Friday 's adhan from within, but it was forbidden in Egypt in

219/834 (5).

On the roof of the Sacred Mosque at Mecca, there was a

zullah on which the muezzin used to call the adhan at Friday

prayer while tho imam was in the pulpit. It was built

during the caliphate of Harun al-Rashid, and was demolished

and rebuilt with additions during tho caliphate of al-

Mutawakkil (240/854) (6).

In the eastern part of tho Islamic world, the muezzins

had to recite tho Friday adhan on a raised platform (dakkah)

facing the pulpit (7). Although Ibn Tulun's mosquo had a

(1) Bukh., I,pp.23If; al-Uram,I,pL73; I.A,, III,p.90.
(2) Sarah., ±I,p.24.
(3) Naqa'id, l/s,p. 565; Tab., II,p.1302.
(4) Ttr~ts~T3-place set apart in the mosque whore the caliph

used to pray. They assumed that it was introduced by
<Uthman, but it is most certain that Mu«awiyah intro¬
duced it after tho attempt to assasinate him. See
Hasan,op.cit..o.36; Muqaddimuh,dp.225f.

(5) Rind.^p.195; Lane,op.cit..p.584:I.D..IV.p.68.
(6) Azraqi, op.cit.,pp.332f.
(7) Muqad., p.327; cf.I.Haj.,11,pp.207f.

adhan used to be called from a domed
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minaret, the muezzin called the adhan from the dome (1). It

was also called from a staircase (sullam)(2), or a chamber (3)

in <Amr's mosque. On the Day of <Arafah, the adhan used to

bo called from a dukkun at the rear of <Arafah 's mosque (4).
5. Iqamah:

When the congregation assembles, and the imam attends the

prayer, the muezzin starts reciting a second adhan which is

called iqamah. It is a prelude to the prayer requiring those

who assembled to get ready (5). Its formulae are:

A llah^kbar. (twice)

2• Ashhad11 i,n la ilaha ilia ' Hah. (once)

3. Ashhadu anna Muhammad011 rasulU llah. (onee )

4. Hayya <aln as-salat. (once)
p:
«-> • Hayya <ela '1-falah. (once)

-•
, „ .*

6. Q,ad qamat as-salat. (twice)
, " o

Allahu akbar. (twice)

8. La ilaha ilia 'llah (one)

(1) Maqr., II, pp.268f._
(2) I.D., IV, p.66; Mubarak, op.cit.. IV,p.47.
(3) I.D.,_IV, pp.67f.
(4) Azraqi,op.oit.. p.413.

_

(5) Tir., I,p. 314; Art. "Ikama", 5.3.1. , p. 161.
(6) The Hanafitcs say: it is as the adhan with tho addition

of the sixth formula. The Malikites say that the
sixth formula to be mentioned once only.
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Iqamah is vary important for tho prayor, and regarded as

tho original adhan, so it is called adhan too (1). It indi-

oatos tho imminent beginning of the prayer. In a few casos,

iqamah was tho only call to prayer as was tho case in the time

of Ibn Ziyad in 60/679, when ho ordered his herald to recite

iqamah (2). Again, in 120/737, Yusuf al-Thaqafi ordered

the muezzin to rocite iqamah without adhan (3). To forbid tho

long interval between the adhan and tho iqamah, and to give a

considerable time for the poople to attend, the period betwoon

tho two calls was limited by tho forco of law by tho time in
/ — >,

which a person could perform the ritual abolution (wudu ) and

pray two rak'ahs (4) , except in the caso of evening prayer in

which the iqamah must follow tho adhan after a very short inter¬

val (5). Butwoen adhan and iqamah. a short call was somotimes

recited at the door of the mosque to inform those who did not

hoar the adhan (6). Tho latter was considered by Ibn al-Hajj

as an innovation (7). The iqamah was recited inside the mosquo

and not, like the adhan, from outside it, and thoreforo called

in a lower tune (8). It is not recommended'that iqamah bo

(1) Bukh., I,pp.231f; Qast., II,p.178.
(2) Tab., II,p.260.
(3) Tab., II,pp. 1648f. r ,,
(4) Bukh., I,pp. 164,165; I,Qud. ,I,p. 413. R.ak <ah means a bonding

of the torso from an upright position followed by two
prostrations.'

(5) Tho Hanafitos consider it as long as the time of reciting
three short verses of tho Qur'cm.

(6) Tir., I,p.314.
(7 ) I.Haj., II,p.262.
(8) Mus., IV,pp.78f.



called by more than one muezzin except in the case when the

caller's voice is not sufficiently loud to be hoard by the

congregation. The person who recites the iqamah must then bo

the same one who chants the adhan (1). While reciting iqamah,

all the congregation should direct their faces towards the

qiblah (2).

6. The fundamentals of adhan;

.Arabic must bo the langiage of the adhan. except in the

case of non-Arabs when it could be recited in their own Lang¬

uage, although it is also recommended to bo recited in Arabic(3)
Adhan must bo recited at one time without long intervals

or talking between its formulae. In some cases, howevor,

talking is permitted either during (4) or immediately after (5)
the call.

Normally, it is completely chanted by one person, and

should not be chanted by two or more parsons each reciting part

of it* This is different from what is called "adhan al-.jawq;;

(the chorus adhan) or "al-adhan al-3ultani:t (the royal adhan!

which is chanted together in the mosque or on the minaret by

a group of muezzins each of them reciting a complete adhan (6).
This sort of adhan was introduced by the Umayyads (7).

(1) I• ,Vll/g,p. 195;Tir . ,I,pp.315f ;I,Qud. ,I,p.415;Abu
Hanifah and Malik do not make difference between the two.

(2) 1.3. ,7,p.271.
(3) The Hanafites ascertain that the adhan was not ordered at

all without the Arabic. See IC. al-Fjqh. I. p.22.9 .n. 3.
(4) Bukh. ,I,pp. 173f. ,229. The Ha nbh lit es forbid it.
(5) 1.3.,11,p.115,Mvsnad,IV,p.l71;Ibn<Abd al-Ra»uf,op.cit.,p.73
(S) *fAL-Umm.I.p.72)I.Hai. ,11,pp. 207f ,242ff.
(7) Qast. ,11,pp. 16f ;I.Ha,i. ,II,pp.208-211 .K.al-Fiqh.1.p.229.
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The melody of the adhan is not fixed, and each muezzin

recites it at will, provided that he retains the right pro¬

nunciation of its words. Some countries were famous in their

way in -which the adhan was recited. Jerusalem was regarded

as the most perfect (1). In Sgypt, there was a special adhan

which was recited as "al-nuwah" (dirge) at the last third of

each night (S). In the Damascus mosque, thP muezzins used

different tunes in the adhan for each night of the week (3).

This melody for the adhan met with some opposition from the

jurists (4), but in spite of that its art was highly developed

and one could hoar different tunes in one city at the same time

(5). In Khurasan and many other places, the muezzins recited

tho adhan in a melodious way, "tatrib"' (6). There the voice

of the muezzin was very striking to the hearer, especially in

the morning adhan (7). It was said that the tunes of some of
> _

tho singers of secular melodies were inspired by it. Is haq

the singer is reported to have based his tunes on the melody of

tkbd al-Wahhab, the muezzin of al-Mu<tasim (8). As the art of
9

reciting the adhan developed, al-Muqaddasi mentioned many places

in which adhan was chanted without melody (9),

(1) Muqad. , p. 167.
(2) 0p» oit..p.205.

_ ,

(3) Habib, art. :fA1-Adhan wo al-Mu adhdhin fi a 1-Islam™, in
al-Hilal, XXXIX, p. 394.

(4) Cf. I.Haj., II,pp.244f.
(5) Gf. Hurgronje, Mekka, II,p.87.
(6) Muqad.a p.327.
(7) Ibshihi, op.cit. , II,p.200.
(8) Aghani. V,p.69.
(9) Mu aad., pp.129,439,441.



7. Qualities and utilities of adhan:

AOban as a call to prayer was always regarded as re¬

presenting tho main belief of the Muslim. Its words were a

reminder of tho essence of G-od, the unity of God, then tho

Prophecy and tho testimony in tho Prophet's message. Adhan

contained also an invitation to prayer and to salvation (1).

The Prophet recommended people to recite adhan. His com¬

panions and even some of tho caliphs themselves recited it (2).
T7hen the adhan is recited, the hearer must repeat it with the

muezzin, but instead of the fourth and tho fifth formulae, ho

says: ;tLa hawla wa la quwwata ilia bi- Hah." (there is no

strength nor power but in God). Instead of repeating tathwib

formula in the morning adhan. he repeats: "Sadacita wa bararta"
■s

(Y u have spoken truthfully and rightly) (3). In iqamah.

the same procedure is to bo repeated, but instead of the

sixth formula, he repeats: "Aqamaha Allah wa Adamaha" (God

initiated it and porpetuatod it)(4).

In addition to the use of adhan as a call to prayer, it

(1) Mus., IV,pp.77,89; Tir., II,p.13.
(2) I.S,,111/1,p.208,VIl/2,p.117; Musnad.VII.p.22.of.Tab..

Ill,p. 2339 ;Bukh. ,I,p. 162 ;Maqq. ,IV,p. 6 ;Iuynboll,art. "Adhan"
E.1./3.pp.187f.

(3) Thojialikites repeat the first three formulae of the
adhan only. Bukh. ,1,p.232 ;al-U.ma,I.p. 76 :Oast. ,11,p.8;I.

^ Q,ud. ,I,p. 427 ;a1-Ghazali, op.cit. . I,p. 130.(4) Qast.,11,p.8; I.Qpd.I,p.427._In the practice of repeating
what the muezzin says in adhan and laamah.Becker (op.
cit.,pp.386f. ) found a similarity with tho response rites
of the Mass in Christianity.



was used for other purposes. On the birthday of a child, the

father pronounced the adhan in its right ear, and the iqamah

in its left (l). Adhan was also chanted in some countries for

a dead person (2). It was also pronounced in the ears of

those who were supposed to be possessed by a ,iinn or evil

spirit (3). As a protection against misfortunes, adhan was

also chanted for a person who intended to travel (4).
Adhan became the voice of Islam (5), and it was considered

as a decisive medium to distinguish the "dar al-Islam;t (sphere

of Islam) from the "dar al-shirk" (sphere of idolatory) (6).

In time of war, adhan was regarded as a protection against

raid. This was the result of an old practice of the Prophet.

He used to raid at the time of morning adhan. but if he heard

the adhan being recited by the enemy, he would stop the raid

(7). This custom became an example to the Muslims in later

times (8). Adhan was also used as a cipher for the convey¬

ance of secret messages among the Muslim armies in time of war(9).

(1) Dhah., III, p.168; I.A., II, p.85; Khat.Bagh., I, p.163;
Lane, Arabian society in the Middle Ages. p. 186; Vestermark,
op.cit. II, p.378.

(2) Khazraji, op,cit.. I, p.129.
(3) Qaz. , p.254; Maqq., VII, p.223; Lane, op.cit. . p.186;

'Yestermark, op. cit. . II, p.378; cf. Bukh. , I, p.308; Mus. ,

IV, pp.90f.
(4) Westermark. op.cit.. I, pp.95, 206, II, p.30.
(5) Cf. 1.3. , 1/2, p7272 ; Waq^.j. VI, p.239, X,_p.242.
(6) Mawardi, al-Ahkam a 1-Sultani.yah, p. 212. "dar al-shirk" was

also called ;;dar al-harb"' (sphere of war). See Watt,
Islamic philosophy and theology, p.12, 15.

(7) I.S., II/l, p.107; Bukh., I, p.162; Mus., IV, p.84; Qast., II
p. 7.

(8) Tab., I, pp.1883,1924, cf. Ill, pp.l202f; I.S., IIl/l, p.64;
I.A. , II, p.258, cf. Ill, p.98.

(9) Dhah, I, p.344.



B, The muezzin (mu adhdhin) :

The offioo of tho muezzin was introduced at the same time

as a^han, and it may serve to say a word about the nature of

tho herald (munadT) before Islam as a background to a dis¬

cussion of tho muezzin when Islam was established.

1. Heralds boforo Islam:

The office of public crier was well known among the Arabs.

In Mecca and other places, there wero professional heralds

known as munadis or muezzins who announced tho meetings and

tho news. Each chioftain had ono or several heralds (l), not

only to call emergency meotings, but also to announce such

things as tho banishment of some member of a family, pardon

for some of those who had committed crimes (2), or invitations

(3). Emergency meetings could be called by any person. Tho

heralds used to bo completely naked whan they announced their

calls and wore thus known as "a 1-nadhir a 1-mryan" (4) (tho

naked herald).

Before tho time of Qusayy b. Kilab, tho meetings were held

either in an open place or in the tent of tho chieftain, but in

Qusayy's time, a special hall, a few yards to tho north of

Kn<bah,was erected and was known as "dar al-nadwah" (5). In

(1) Ya < qubi , Tarikh, (Leiden) .I.pp.281.391:AghanT.XI.p.65.
Lammens, La Moefquo. pp.64ff.

(2) They cried it in special form which had'to bo answered by
every hearer with certain reply, of.I.Mujaw-,p.99.

(3) I,S.Ill/2,p.142.
(4) Hamidullah,art."City-State of Mecca",in I.e.,XIlO938),

pp. 264f. ~
(5) It v:;as called so beoause Quraysh gathered in it for evil

or for good. Soo I.S.,l/l,p.40.



it all the affairs of Quraysh were discussed (l). It existed

at the time of the Prophet, and was commemorated by Hassan

b. Thabit, his poet-laureate (2). In the Umayyad period, it

was bought by Mtuawiyah and he made it the governor's house

(5). It was used by other caliphs until it was demolished

by al-Mu«tadid in 281/894 (4).
2. The need for muezzins in Islam:

Bilal, the Prophet's herald, was the first muezzin to

call the adhan in Islam (5). His voice was sonorous, and loud

enough to be heard by the mosques that existed in Medina at that

time (6). He joined all battles with the Prophet (7), and on

the day that Mecca was conquered, he brought the keys of the

Ka<bah, and recited the adhan from its roof (8). After the

Prophet's death, he asked Abu Bakr if he could leave to Syria,

but Abu Bakr refused and retained him as his own muezzin (9).

In the time of «Umar I, however, he did leave to Syria where

he died in the year 20/640 (10). Ibn Utnm Maktum, the blind/,
shared with Bilal the task of adhan in Medina , and acted as

the Prophet's representative in the prayer when the Prophet was

away (11). In Mecca Abu Mahdhurah, who had very striking voice

(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10
(11

IJiL, p. 80; I.S., i/l, pp. 39; 51; Masalik, I, p. 113.
Diwan, pp.63, 79. __

I.S. , i/l, p.45; Masalik, I, pp.H3f.
I.J. , p.90; K.al-Istibsar, pp.8, n.l, 26.
I.S. , II/1, p753;"lab. I, pp.1451, 1543.
Maqr., II, p.270; Samh., II, p.62.
I.S., III/l, p.170, VIl/2, p.112.
Op.cit. . II/l, p.99, IIl/l, p.167.
Op.cit., VII/2, pp.ll2f; Maqr., II, p.270.
I.S., VII/2, p.113; I.A., II, p.444.
I.S., IV/1, pp.151f, 153f.
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was tho muozzin of the Prophet and took part in reciting the

adhan with Bilal (1). Sa<d al-Qarz, who was called "jadd
> _ .

al-mu adhdhinin" (the grandfather of the muozzins) recited

the adhan several times to the Prophet in Quba (2), Ho was

recommended by Bilal to bo tho muezzin for the caliph HJmar

(.3). Another muezzin called al-Aqra< recited the adhan to

<Umar (4). Abu Pawud names Mas «ud as another one (5). Ibn

al-Nabbah was <Ali's muezzin (6). It is recorded that tho
a

Prophet himself chanted tho adhan while he was on a journey (7),
and <Uthman b. <Affan chanted it occasionally in front of tho

minbar in tho Prophet's time (8).

In tho early days of Islam, each ruler or army loader,

and sometimes each jurist, had his own muezzin to call the

adhan or other announcements. Khalid b. al-Walid had his own

muezzin who was also his herald (9). The muezzin of 3a<d b.

Abi Waqqas recited tho adhan in tho battle of Qqdisiyah (10).
• " " '* ' J

In tho rule of <Amr b. al-«As, Abu Muslim al-Ghafiqi was the

first muezzin in Fustat (11). Al-Mundhir b. Hassan nl-<Abdi
• • 0

(1) I.S.,V,p.329;Dhah.,11,p.332;A.M.,I,p.153;I.A.,111,p.434.
(2) Maqr.,II,p.270 ;Mus.,IV,p.82;Samh.,I,p.477.
(3) I.S.,111/1,p.168.
(4) Ob.oit.. II/l,p.73.
(5) Op.oit. . I,p.211,
(6) I.S. ,111/1,jo. 24; VI,p. 166.
(7) A 1-Khathiami al-Suhayll, K.al-Rawd al-unuf,11,p.21.
(8) Maqr.,11,p.270. ~ '
(9) Tab.,I,p.2034.

Ob. oit. .1. p. 2291.
(11) I.A.Hak.,p.314.
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was the muezzin of <Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad in the mosque of

Basra (l). Suhamah al-Ghanawi was the muezzin of al-Hajjaj
o •

b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi in Wasit (2). The jurist, Ibrahim

al-Nakha«i, also had his own muezzin, Aktal, who was blind

(3). Adhan was sometimes combined with another duty. *Abd

Allah b. Mas«ud was a muezzin and vizier in Kufa (4).

3. The qualifications of a muezzin:

The muezzins had to be accepted by the community (5)

to whom the adhan was recited. Before appointment, they

had to pass tests given to them by the imam or the muhtasib,

or, sometimes even by the caliph (6). The muezzin had to

be a male, Muslim, adult, worthy of confidence, free from

mental disease, and must have read the chapters of adhan and

iqamah in the books of jurisprudence (7). To know the time

of prayer was important to the muezzin. In the Prophet's

time, the shadow cast by the mosque's wall was used as a

means to ascertain prayer time (8). This was a general

practice among the Arabs, but successively, instruments such

as the mizwalah (sun-dial) was installed in many

(1) Ibn Durayd, op. cit. T p.331.
(2) Bal. , p.352; Tab., II, pp.919,1126, III, pp.lllf.
(3) Dhah., IV", p.233.
(4) I.F. , pp_.164f. _

(5) Al-Farra', al-Ahkam al-3ultaniyah, pp.82, 83.
(6) Maqr., II, pp.212,325; l.Ukh., p.177; al-Farra', op.cit.,

p.80.
(7) Al-Umm.I, pp.72f; I.Q&d., I, pp.413f; al-Ansari, a1-sharh

bi-ghurar al-bahjah fi sharh al-bahjah al-wardiyah, I,ppi
269ff; I.UkhT7"ppri76fT~7HaT7T II. op.M7fT~K7a~Figh,
I, pp.228f.

(8) Samh., I, p.239.
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mosques (l). So the muezzin had to know something about

astronomy (2). Subsequently, water clocks were installed in

some mosques.such as that of Damascus (3). It is not certain

whether those clocks were installed by the Umayyads or later

on (4) . It is very interesting to find that cocks played a

role in the timing and muezzins depended on their crowing to

call the morning adhan (5). Because of this association between

the muezzin and the cock, muezzin in Jerusalem used to be called

"dik al-«arshTt (the cock of the Throne) (6). A special

muwaqqit who ascertained the qiblah, and fixed prayer time used

to be appointed in the larger mosques, and sometimes the ra'is
(chief) of the muezzins fulfilled this task (7), The harmonious

and sonorous voice is recommended. Many of the muezzins had

very beautiful voice which was very effective either in reciting

the adhan or reading the Q,ur an (8). Such muezzins received

government patronage, and from early times, it was the custom to

choose them

(1) Fas.,_I, p.242; Maqr., II, p.269; <Akkush, op.cit.. pp.86f;
Pasha, op.cit.. I, pp.235,259f; Anthony, op.oit.. p.165;
Naqshabandi, art^ "Al-Rub< al-mujayyab wa al—muqantar,
al-mizwalah wa busalat al-qiblah wa kurah falakivahM, Sumer,
XVI (1960), pp.52ff. _ -

(2) I.Ukh., p.177, Tanukhi, Nashwar al-muhadarah, p.250.
(3) I.As., H/l, pp.20,47; I.Sh., i/l. p.52; Masalik. I, pp.181,

198; I.K. , IX, p.158; of ._^aljq. , V, p.16a.
(4) Cf. Al-Muna.j.iid, art."Sacat Jami< Dimasha", M.M.I.A.D.

XXXVIII/1, £p,120f.
(5) K.al-Istibgar, p.199.
(6) Abu-Shamah, op.cit.. p.174.
(7) Gf.^IJIa j. , II, pp.248f_x Fas., I, pp.240f.
(8) Aghani. V, p.69; Ibshihi, op.cit.. II,_Pi200; Yaq., Udaba

II, p.18, 3.I.Jaw., VIII, pp.480f. Yunini, op.cit.. II,
p.490; Shaw., II, pp.39f.



from different places in order to chant the adhan together (1).
In the time of Salah al-DIn (586/1190), a khatib and a group of

• • l* . ri ■

muezzins were sent to Constantinople where there was a mosque

built by the Umayyads (2). The appointment of blind muezzins

was faced by jurisprudential opposition, except in the case of

those who were accompanied by sighted people to inform them of

the time (3). In spite of that, many blinds were chosen and

appointed in this office in order that they might not look down

from above on their neighbours (4). One-eyed mon also occurred

among the muezzins (5). At a later date, it is recorded that

the muezzin should follow the same rite of the mosque's builder

(6). In the great mosques, however, such as the Sacred Mosque

at Mecca, the four schools of thought of Islam could be found

among the muezzins. Each rite had a special muezzin to recite

adhan and iqamah and to do the tabligh (7). Just as each

mosque had its special muezzin or muezzins, so it was with the

zawiyah, khanqah and many of the madrasas (8).

4. The number of muezzins in each mosquo and their
organisation:

With regard to the number of muezzins employed in the

mosquo, it has been mentioned that the Prophet had two in Medina.

(1) A1-Marrbkushi,op,cit.,p.343;K.nl-Figh,I,p.229.
(2) Ibn Wasil, op. cit. .II.pp. 228f.

__

(3) Bukh.,1,p.163jMus.,IV,p.83;al-Safadi,Nakt al-himyan bi
nukat al-sumyQn.pp.46f.

(4) Dhah,IV,p.233;Lane.Modern Egyptians,p.73;Maakin.The Moors.
p.268;Briggs,art. :5Mosques and'minarots" ,in J.R.A.S. LKXIX
(1930),p.252.

(5) Khat., Bagh. ,VIII,p. 216.
0» I.-A. .Il.Syrie du nord , 1/1-2,jqp. 280f.

(7) I.J.,pp.Q8ff;I.B.,I,pp.375f;Masalik.I,p.195;0n tablTgh,
see below.

_

(8) I.B.,11,p.230jal-Khazraji, op.cit., I,pp.120,128.
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«Uthman, however, was the first to have four (l). The jurists

did not define the number of the muezzins in each mosque, but

the preferred number was 2 - 4 - according to the largeness of

the mosque; this number might be increased if there was need

for it (2). The muhtasib limited the number to the number of
9

the mosque's doors with an excess of two muezzins in order to

make the imam's words clear to the congregation (3). In the

eighth century, most of the mosques of Maghrib had four

muezzins, but an additional number were appointed to recite

tasbih and adhan at night before the standard adhan of morning
* ' " "" 1 1

prayer. Those muezzins were called the "companions of the

sick" (4). In spite of this limitation, al-Az'har mosque

had fifteen muezzins in the time of al-Hakam (5). Al-

Idrisi records that sixteen muezzins were alloted to the

minaret of Cordova (6). Qnlawun appointed twenty muezzins

in the Q,al<ah mosque in Egypt (7). Seventy muezzins were

counted by Ibn Battutah (1326) in the Damascus Mosque (8);
0 0 •

(1) Mus., IV", pp.82f; Shaw., H, p. 51; I.Qjud., I, p.429.
(2) Mus., I7+ pp.82f; al-Umm. I, p. 72; I.Qjud. , I, p. 429;

al-Ansari, op.cit.. I, p.276, Shaw., II, p.51.
(3) Ibn <Abdun, Risalah fi al-qada' wa al-hisbah, pp.21f.
(4) I.Haj., II, pp.211f; Meakin, op.cit.T pp.267f,

The Lands of the Moor, p.272.
(5) Maqr., II, p.274.

Op.cit.. p.211.
(7) Maqr., II, p.325.
(8) Op.clt.. I, p.204.
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al-Manini (1678-1758) counted seventy-five muezzins in this

mosque, and it seems that he was exaggerating when he mention¬

ed that they were 120 muezzins in the time of al-Walid I (1).
About 1900 A.D. , an estimated number of about fifty muezzins

and twenty-six assistants were counted in the mosque of

Medina (2), and forty-five muezzins in the Sacred Mosque at

Mecca (3). Even the schools of the Qjur an had many muezzins

such as Dar at-Qur an al-s"abuniyah in Damascus, which had six
e

muezzins (4). In Asia Minor, the number of the muezzins

was defined in some late documentary endowments (5).
It is clear that a sort of organization was founded

among the muezzins since the early days during the reign of

<Umar. We hear of the <arTfs who appeared on the scene. Al-

Maqrizl records:
;!The first car if of the muezzins was Salim b. <Amir__al-
Muradi. He called the adhan for <Umar b. al-Khattab,
and__went to Egypt with «Amr b. al-<As calling the"'
adhan for him until Egypt was ^conquered. He continued
to call adhan. and «Amr b,al-<As joined him with eight
men. The calling adhan remained in his family until
it died out. Then his brother Shurahbil became an
sarif ". (6)

Successively, the term ra is seems to have replaced the

"<arif". and each large mosque which had many muezzins had a

(1) Op.cit. . pp.79, 86.
(2) Batanuni, op.cit.. pi242.
(3) Op. cit. . p. 101; Pasha, ( op. cit. , I, p.260) counted them as

41 muezzins.
(4) Al-Nu<aymi, op.cit.. p.45.
(5) C.I.A., III, Asie Mineure, p.30.
(6) Maqr., II, pp.270, 273.
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head of the muezzins. InMoooa, the hand was identical with

the "al-Zamzami" whose place of ndhan was on the dome of

Zamzam Well (1). The head of the muezzins also fulfilled the

profession of muwaggit who used to call the adhan first, then

was followed by the other muezzins on their minarets (2). In

Medina, it seems that the muezzins had more than one ra is (3),
j —J ;

supervised by shaykh al-ru asa who hod the privilege of

calling the adhan from the ra isiyoh (chief) minaret (4).

More than one ra is is recorded to have been in <A®r's mosque

and treasuries belonged to them were found on the roof of the

mosque (5). The Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem also had its

own special organisation and its ra is^6lmd a similar organ¬

ization existed in the Damascus Mosque (7). Nothing had been

mentioned about the way of selecting the ra is or his qual¬

ifications, but it seems that the long standing familiarity

with this profession might be one of those qualifications.

5• Duties of the muezzin:

Initially, the muezzin's duty was only to recite the adhan,

but later on, other duties were involved. Religious recita¬

tions (tasbTh) was ono of the additional duties. Some of them

occupied more than ono profession at one time, being qayyim

and bawwah, in addition to muezzin (s). Looking after tho

(1) I.J.p.156
(2) Fas.,I,p.241.
(3) Of. Sarah.,I,pp.525,526.
(4) Cf.Burton.op.cit..II.p.159: Samh.,I,pp.329,374,455.
(5) I.D.,IV,p.69; Maqr.,11,p.252.
(6) 1.3., I,p.279.
(7) I.K., XIV, p.57.
(8) Ntuaymi, op.oit.. p.43.
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endowments, became a duty which the muezzin had to fulfill (1).
In the larger mosques, it was difficult for the congregation

to hear the imam *s voice, so muezzins were scattered in
.

different parts of the mosque or stood in front of maqsurah to

repeat the words of the imam. This duty was called tabligh
(2) (information). The muezzin also replaced the imam in many

mosques (3), and even Friday prayerswere led by him but with¬
out speech (4). Most of these duties were watched by the

qadi, the imam, and the muhtasib (5).
On occasions, the muezzins had other duties. When the

Amir of Mecca entered the Ka«bah, the head of the muezzins,

al-zamzami, and his brother had to praise the Amir and his

family, sometimes in poetry (6). In the first night of Shawwal,
the muezzin spent all night reciting religious recitations (7).
In Ramadan, the sphere of his activity was further extended.

He had to invite and encourage people before dawn to have their

food or drink,and to extinguish the lamps as a sign of fast¬

ing (8). The muezzins in this month were asked by the

(1) I.J. , p.279.__
(2) Cf. Ibn <-Abdun, op. cit. . pp.21f; £ast., III, p.511.
(3) K.al-Istibsar, p.220; Ibn al-Jawzi, Muntazam, VIII, p.44;

i, | ° "" ' •

Haskafi, Sharh al-durr al-mukhtar, I, p.70; Westermark,
• °

op,cit.. I, p.175.
(4) Tab., III, pp.1301 f.
(5) Al-Umm, I, p.72; Ibn al-^Adim, op.cit., II, p.310; Maqr.,

3uluk. 1/2, p.231.
(6) I.B., I, pp.80, 81, 94, 379.
(7) I.J., p.156; I.B., I, p.393.
(8) Maqr., Khitat, I, p.451; I.B., I, pp.390f.



muhtasib to increase the religious recitations, and to inform

the people at intervals whether they may oat or drink (1).
At Friday prayer, in Mecca, the khatib was clothed in

the "sawed" (black dress) with black "<amamah" (turban), and

was accompanied by two muezzins each of them holdinga-black

flag (rayah) , and preceded by a third who held the farqa <ah.

(2) to notify the people that the khatib was coming. After

the khatib visited the Black Stone, ho went to tho minbar

with the zamzamT in front holding the sword. Tho two flags

were put on both sides of the minbar. Whon the khatib

asoonded tho first step of the minbar, the sword was given to

him by the zamzamj and when he sat down, the muezzins started

reciting the adhan together in front of the minbar(3). After

preaching and praying, the khatib left in the same manner as

he came (4), The same performance was followed in the Two

leasts, but when the khatib started the speech with takbir.

tho muezzinsjoined him (5).

In India, on occasions of feasts, the khatib mounted on
o

on elephant was preceded by muezzins, also mounted on elephants

and also praised God in front of him (6). The muozzins in

Egypt had another activity especially in "tho four nights of

(1) I.Ukh., p.178.
(2) "A red staff turned on a lathe and having tied to its top

a cord of twisted skin, long and thin with a small thong
on its tip". (I.J. ,94 (text) p. 91 (transl. )).

(3) Ibn^Battutah, (l,pp.375f) records that"this adhan wasrecited on the Dome of Zamzam, which seems to be not
accurate since this adhan of Friday-prayer was recited
in front of the khatib as usual.

(4) I.J. , pp. 94f ; 1.5.VT, pp. 374-79,
(5) I.J., p.157.
(6) I.B., III,p.390.



kindling". On those nights, the qacfi rode from his house after

sunset-prayer, preceded by two rows of people carrying candles,

thirty on each side. Between the two rows were the muezzins

of the mosques praising God and lauding the caliph and his

vizier (1). When a caliph travelled, a muezzin accompanied

him in his journey (2).
While dealing with muezzins it is relevant to record some¬

thing about the duties of the heralds (munadis) in addition to

that of making call to prayer. In Egypt, according to pro-

Islamic custom, the rise of tho Nile was proclaimed in the

streets by several munadTs. each for a special district. In

the time of al-Mu<izz the Fatimid, tho proclamation of the

Nile rise was forbidden in order to prevent people from be¬

coming anxious if the river did not rise to its usual height,

and to ensure that tho merchants did not store up grain in

order to sell it at a higher price later. But it was announced,

when the river reached its usual height (3). The heralds

played an important role in the history of Islam. They wore

used by their chiefs either in tho time of peace (4), or in the

time of war (5) to proclaim orders or issue information. They

(1) Maqr. , I,pp.467 ,491j_ Qc, lq. , III,p. 501.
(2) I.B., II,pp.l27f; Yunini.op.cit.,I.pp.450,542.II.op.104.

36 5.
(3) Maqr. , Ittiiaz. pp. 191,n. 2; NSsir-i Khusra.u.op, cit. .pp. 59f.
(4) Tab. , li7P.H61; Mas., TvrII,p.90; I.Id. ,1,p. 261; Dhah. ,

II,p.355; I..A., V,pp.334f; Maqr., Khitat, II,p.265;
Q,ala., V,p.l46.

(5) Tab., II,pp.1701,1893,III,p.906; Mas.,V,p.136; Dhah.,
III,p.24; I.i\., IV,p. 251,V, pp. 123,232,357.



aged to recite their call in the markets (l) or in the streets

(2) as the heralds did before Islam. The call was sometimes

continued for more than one day (3). In the time of war,

more than one herald was used and a special cipher as

"'Ya Mansur" was proclaimed as tactics of modern times (4).
The heralds were also employed by the judges to call those who

had cases against others to justify it (5). Instead of

people proclaiming news, the rioa < (placards) were scattered

in the mosques and streets (6), which indicated a highly

organized method of propogating news.

6. Payments to the muezzins:

The muezzins used to chant the adhan free, and were en¬

couraged by the sayings of the Prophet and the writings of

many jurists not to accept payments, and to do it as a labour

of love (7), but in spite of that, payments were given.

It is said that «Uthman b. <Affan was the first to pay

(1) Tab. , II, pp.1161.
(2) OP.cit.. Ill, p.2163.
(3) I.1377 I, P.271.
(4) Mas., V, p.136; I.A., V, p.123.
(5) Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, op.cit.. p.401; I.A., VII, p.306; cf.

al-Jahiz, al-Taj fi akhlaq al-muluk. pp.l59f.
(6) Tab., Ill, p.1795; I.law., IX, p.35.
(7) I.S., VII/1, p.27; Tir., II, p.11; I.M. , I, pp.127, 247;

Abu Hanifah and others strictly forbade the acceptance
of payments, while Malik allowed it. Al-Shafi«i
allowed payments to be given from the kfaums only if
there were no muezzins willing to do it free. See al-Umrn
I, p.72; Shaw., II, p.59; I.Qud., I, p.415; al-Farra>,
op.cit.. p.82; Also see I.Ukh., p.178; Tir., II, pp,12f.



the muezzins (1). <Umar b. <i\bd al-^ziz paid thorn from "havt

al-mal" (2). In the early period, we do not know the amount

of this payment, but on the whole, it was little (3). In the

time of Ibn Tulun, however, the muezzins were paid groat sums.
9 —

At al-fiZ har mosque, in the time of al-Hakim, each muezzin

was Daid two dinars a month (4-). Nasir-i Khusrau records

that the agent of the Sultan paid the expenses of the mosque

which were built in places between Syria and Q,ayrawan. Those

expenses wore for the maintenance of the mosques as well as

allowances for employees including the muezzins (5). In the

year 730/1329, in Egypt, the muezzins were paid ten dirhams a

month (6). Ibn Shaddad (d. 1285) mentions that in Syria, the

monthly pay of the muezzin was twenty dirhams whilo tho qay,vim

was paid fiftoen (7). In about 1425 A.D. , al-Fasi recorded

that the muezzins on the surrounding mounds of Mecca had "a

little .jamakiyah which came from Egypt with that of the muozzins

of the Sacred Mosque and the employees in it". (8).

(1) Maqr., II,p.270; Samh., I,p.376.
(2) I.S., V,p.264.
(3) Muqaddimah, p.330.
(4) Maqr., II,p.274.
(5) Op. cit. . Pjj.81.
(6) Maqr., Suluk. II/2, p.317.
(7) As quoted by I.A.Had. , p.l<05, n.4.
(8) Op.oit. . I,p.242.
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The salary was not rogular all tho time, and was stopped

when a mosquo foil into ruins, boing paid again aftor its

repair (1). In a few cases, the muezzins received their

salary weekly as a gift from the ruler. In Taflis, in the

year 1122 A.D. , the ruler used to pay a large amount of gold

to the khatib and the muezzins after each Friday prayer (2).

.Although money was the usual payment for the muezzin, the

salary was often paid in kind, for example by the produce of

certain olive grove (3). Muezzins 'were also paid for teach¬

ing in addition to the salary. Their share of tho endow¬

ments was provided regularly often by special provisions in

the documents establishing the foundations (4). In addition

to the salary, the muezzin sometimes received presents on

special occasions (5).

7. Tho status of the muezzin:

Tho office of the muezzin was hereditary.. Some of tho

families kept it for generations such as Bilal's (6) and

Sa«d al-Q,arz's (7) in Medina (8), Abu Mahdhurah's in Mecca,

and Salim al-Muradi in Fustat (9), Tho office of al-Mundhir
• «

al-<Abdi, the muezzin of /Ubayd .Allah b. Zivad was inherited

(1) I. Misk., VI,p.404; I.A., VIII,p.51.
(2) S.I. law., VIII,p. 102.
(3) Cf.Meakin', The Lands of tho Moors.p.305.
(4) I.J. , p. 277; Mubarak , op. cit. . I, p. 12.
(5) S.I.Jaw., VIII,p.657.
(6) I.J., pp.194,196.
(7) I.S. , IIl/l ,p. 168 ;I.R. ,p. 204 ;Yaq. ,Mu < .jam. IV. p. 467.
(8) By this custom, the <anazah of tho Prophet which might be

the symbol of his office was preserved in Medina for a
long time. See Yaq.,1,p.639;Tab.,1,p.1281;I.A.,11,p^89;
Bukh. ,I,p. 247 ;Miles,art. "<Anaza"J, 1. /2.1.482."Mihrab and
<Anaza",in Archaeologica Orientalia (1952 ) .p. 165;
Arafat,art. "Biltrl b. Rabbrrh" , B, 1. /2.1.p. 1215.

(9) Maqr., II,p.270.



by his family too (1),
In some places, the muezzins wore special uniforms luring

their duties. In Baghdad, thoy had "al-sawad wa al-qiba

(the black dress, and the vest with long sleevos) as an official

costume (2). But when a 1-Bo.sasiri controlled Baghdad in 450/

1058, the khutaba' and the muezzins wore the bayad (The white

costume)(3). In the time of Ibn Jubayr's visit to Mecca,

the muezzins there used to wear the black costume (4).

The muezzin sometimes was known by the title of tho mosque

in which he chanted the adhan as "m.u adhdhin mas.jid Dimashq"

(5), or by the title of the group to whom ho recited the adhan

as "mu adhdhin al-/Urban" (6)or by the name of the person to

whom he recited it as "mu adhdhin Sa<d" (7). The muezzin's

name sometimes, was used for the mosque in which ho called tho

adhan as "mas.jid Mansur al-mu adhdhin" (8). The word

munadi became a proper name or title for many people, such

(1) Ibn Q,utaybah, p,279 as quoted, by_Pedersen.
(2) Khat.Bagh.,1,p.48. cf.al-Dawadari, op.cit.,pp.388f.
(3) I.Jaw., VIII,p.196. The black colour was a sign of the_

Abbasids who were called a 1 -musawwidah. When the <Alid's
struggled against the Abbasids they used whito—as their
colour, and were called al-Mubayyidah. Al-Ma'mun dis¬
carded the two previous coTours, and used green. See
Muqaddimah.pp.216f; I.As.,Il/l,pp.117f; Yaq., I,p.936;
I.A., II,pp.85f.

(4) OP.cit.. p.94; I.B., I,p.375.
(5) Bal.,p.116; cf.I.S.,V,p.301; Bahshal.op.cit.,p,39.
(6) Musnad, VII,p.314.
(7) Tab., I,p.2291; Bal,347.
(8) I.A.Had., p.127; Fas., II,p.242.
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as "... Ibn al-Munadi" (1), or "... al-munadi".(2). Tho

same was true for the word muezzin cither as a name "...

Ibn Mu adhdhin" (3) or as a "title "... al-mu adhdhin" (4).

In the early days, the position of tho muezzin was re¬

garded as important. Many traditions attributed to tho

Prophet were recordod on their behalf, and their rewards in

this day, and the Day After (5). Many of the. muezzins took

part in bottles (6), like <Abd Allah b. Mas«ud who was in

the bottle of Bodr (7). Ibn Umm Makturn was the keeper of

tho flag in the battle of al-Q,adisiyah (8). Some of the

muezzins wero honoured by the invaders, and were excluded

from forced labour (9). In the last days of the Muslims in

Spain, it was noted in the contracts between tho Muslims and

tho Christians that they should perform their religious

duties freely (10). When reaching the cities, tho first aim

of the invader was often to persuade tho muezzins to change

the form of tho adhan .v In Qayrawan, *Arus the muezzin

was killed in 307/919 when he refused to add tho phrase "Come

to tho best of work" to the adhan (11). Jawhar ordered the

(1) Khat.Bagh.,I,pp.50,139,IV,p.69;Ibn Abi Yaila.op.cit.,
I, p. 46,Yaq. ,111, pp. 271, 823.

(2) Tab., II,p.1493; Khat.Bagh.,VII,p.184.
(3) Ibn al-Faradi, op.cit..I.p.58.II.p.202.
(4) l.As. ,1,p.200 ;Ibn al-Faradi.op. oit. ,I,p.4l3;Khat.Bagh.,

I,p.65; Maqr.,Suluk.11/2.p.588;Bahsha 1. o p. o it.,p.39;
Bal.,p.116.

(5) Mus.,IV,p.89;Musnad.XII.p.155;Tir.,II,p.8,I.M.,I,p.128.
(6) Tab. ,111,p. 2339".
(7) I.F,,pp.164f.
(8) I.S.,IV/l,pp.155f;Tab.,111,p.2347;of.I.As.,Il/l,pp.117f;

I.A. ,11,pp.85f;Yaq.,I,p.936.
(9) Q,alq. , IV, p. 311.
(10) Maqq., VI, p.27'8
(ID I.Id., I,pp.182f.
V%) p . "7s"
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muezzins of <Amr's mosque, al-«Askar*s mosque, and those of

Ibn Tulun's mosque to add the above phrase to the adhan. ^
Also of importanoe were those in the mosques which hod minarets.

They were the first to recite the adhan and the other mosques

which had no minarets had to follow them (2). Tho peoplo

generally had great confidence in those muezzins (3). Several

of them were invited to be members of secret movements, but on

refusing were either killed or kidnapped (4). Some of them

wore treated harshly, and were thrown down from their minarets

(5).

Some of the mosques had their special sanctity, and there

was rivalry for the office of the muezzin, as in the mosque

of Banu^Jmir b. <Awf (6), or those of Jerusalem, Mecca, and

Medina (7).

The corpses of tho: muezzins received special honour. In

Damascus, when a person died, tho poople walked in front of

the funeral procession, and readers of tho Qur an rood it in

a solemn voice, chanted to a sad melody, until they reached

the mosque door at which they stoppod reading, and took tho

corpse to its prayer place. If the person wasa muezzin, an

imam or one of the servants of tho mosque, he would bo honour¬

ed by the readers enterihg with him until the place of prayer

is reached (8). Ibn al-Hhjj recommended that muezzins should

U) Maqr., Khitct, II,p.270; Suy., II,p.15.
(2) Ibn <Abd al-Rn »uf ,op. cit. . p. 73.
(3) Cf. 1.8., V,p,329.
(4) I.A., VIII,pp.213,214.
(5) Yaq., II,pp.439f; I.A.,VIII,p.142.
(6) I.S^jIV/2,£.86.
(7) Mu.jir al-Din.op. cit. .I.p.208.
(8) I.J., p.297f; I.B., I,pp.244ff.



not walk with the corpses of the dead muezzin in the court¬

yard of the mosque, and not to shout the takbir and tahlil

while they did this (1).

8. The role of the muezzins :

From the scientific point of view, the muezzins ployed

an important role, especially in that of the religious sciences

A number of them studied the Hadith and explained it to the

people (2), most of them were trustworthy (3). For studying

and collecting the Hadith, they started journeys to distant

places for years in order to meet authorative teachers, and

to establish contact with scholarly personalities in this

subject. Muhammad b. Musa b. Misbah, a muezzin in Cordova,
« ° •

travelled to the east, and heard the Hadith in Mecca, Medina,

Egypt and Qayrawan. Many people studied with him and re¬

ceived his ijazah (4) (permission to teach). Such long

journeys were called "al-rihlah fi talab al-silm:' (the journey

for seeking knowledge) which sometimes lasted for a long

period, as in the case of Ibn al-Najjar, a scholar in the

1) I.Haj . , II, po.247f., cf. p.263.
2) Khat. , Bagh. , VI, p. 394; IX, p.405, X, p. 178, XIV, p.27;

Kind., p.418; Ibn Abi Ya<la, op.cit.. I, pp.285, 418; Yaq.
IV, pp.340, 419; I.law., X, p.149; A.M., I, p.336.

(3) Khat., Bagh., IV"., p. 387; VII, pp.276, 277; About some of
untrustworthy, muezzins see VIII, pp.355f.

(4) Ibn al-Faradi, op.cit.. II, pp.97f; About others see
p. 192, and S.I. Jaw., VII, p. "117.



Hadith, which took about twenty-eight years (1). Tho law of
•

Inheritance received great attention by the muezzins, and some

of them were authorities 011 this subject, such as <Abd al-

Rahman b. Tubayr al-Misri who was one of the famous scholars

(2). Other muezzins accompanied scholars for a long time

and learnt different subjects from them. Al-Rabi* al-Muradi

accompanied al-Shafi<i for a long time, and taught about his

books. The founders of tho four rite schools taught many of

his sayings (3). Also Muhammad b. Q,asum al-FahmX accompanied

<Abd Allah b. al-Mujahid and studied the Muwatta' of Malik,
» •»

the Musnad of Abu Shaybah, and the Risalah of Ibn Abu Zayd;

he wasa theologian and a grammarian as well (4). The

muezzins were also famous for their knowledge of the Q,ur an,

and some of thorn studied it with scholars such as Ibn al-

«Ijl, who studied it with al-Antaki and perfected it (5). The

teachers in the mosques were frequently imams and muezzins and

had the reputation for both learning and religion (6). Owing

to their religious reputation, the muezzins participated with

the scholars in attending ceremonies to lay the foundations of

mosques and Madrasas (7).

(1) Ma <ruf and al-Duri, op.cit.,p.168; Muqaddimah,pp.361f.
(2) Dhah. , IV, p. 25. """ ~ """"" —
(3) Mas., VIIIjjpp. 65f; Suy.,I,p.196._
(4) Ibn al-Abbar, al-Takmilah li-kitab al-silah,I,p.293.

(5) Ibn al-Faradi, op.cit.. II,pp.222f; SeoI.S.,VI,pp.276f.
(6) I.S., VI,p.£76; I.Id., I,p.126. /
(7) I.A.Had., p.227.
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A. Derivation and usg of the term:

When the mimret came into use throughout the Islamic

countries, different designations were associated with its

structure. The words manarah (l), sawma«ah and midhanah
' " "

•—

are all synonymous with minaret. Sometimes, in very rare

cases, the minaret was also called fAsa§. In this section

each of these terms will he discussed, with special attention

being given to the most common term manarah♦

1. Manarah:

The most frequent term applied to the minaret is either

manor or manorah. Its original meaning does not contain the

idea of tower. It means a "place where fire burns" (S).

Grnmatically, the two terms manar and manarah ore derived

from the Arabic verb nara not anara; thus they should be

associated with nar (fire) not with nur (light), although

both of them mean shining. In spite of the sole origin of

manar and munarah, Fraenkel (3), followed by Van Berchem (4),
believes that they are not synonyms, and that manor means a

stone or a building provided with fire, while manorah is one

provided with light. R. Hartmann has emphasized the latter

interpretation and stated that the light-towers had an

important role to play in this connection (5). Because of

(1) The English term "minaret", so written in imitation of the
Turkish pronunciation. See Lane.An Arabic-Srglish lexicon.
VIII,p.2866. _

(2) Yaqut ,Mu < .jam al-buldan.IV.p,644:Gottheil.art. "The origin
and history of the mimret:f,in J.A. O.S. .XXXR ( 3.909-1910)
p.132;Creswell,Early Muslim architecture.I.p.39;Reuther,
art. "S^sanion architecture" ,in Pope .Survey of Persian
art. I,p.56 6.

() Die aramaische Fremdworter dm Arebischen, p. £71.
(4) Quoted in Diez Ohurasanische Baud'enkmaior. p. 113,
(5) Quoted in Diez, op.cit..p.113.
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the frequent use of the word ma no, rah. Van Berchem has con¬

cluded that the minaret stands nearer to the light-tower than

to a place of fire of any type (1). He also confirms that

manor for minaret is a specifically Egyptian term and must

certainly have been borrowed from the Pharos of Alexandria (2).

Although the word manarah seems very likely to have been

derived from the above Arabic root, nevertheless Guidi (3)
and Fraenkel (4) tried to find its origin in the Styriac form

menarta saying that the formation is perfectly regular (5),
To give a clear idea as to the two words, the literary

works must be discussed in detail.

Nor (fire) from which the word was certainly derived, was

used for signal purposes both before and after Islam and

different names wero given to it according to the purpose for
- (6)

which it was used . That of "al-qira" became the object

of competition; tho fire which was put on a higher place

gained a proud distinction. The fire of ;ia 1-indhar" (7)

(1) Diez., op.cit. , p.113.
(2) Quoted in Thiersch, Pharos, Antike, Islam and Occident,

p.172; Hartmann, art. J?ManEra;s, Memnon,III .p.220. Pharos
is also oalled fanax, a Turkish word derived from Greek
"Phanarion". see A.M. ,VIII, p. 201,n. 3; Par Gross a
Brookhause, VI,p.54.

(2) PaHa soda primitiva dei popli semetici.p.38 as quoted
by Gottheil, op,cit. . p.132.

(4) Op.cit., p.270.
(5) Of. NoeIdeke, Neue Beitrage zur semitischon Sprachwissen-

schaft ,n.41. ' ~™ " ~ " ~
(6) This fire was lighted, for those who were seeking hosp¬

itality. See Ma«luf, al-Muh.iid fi al-lughah wa al-ada*b.
wa al-<ulum, pp.925f. " ' ™

(7) It was lighted to call members of the tribe in time of
danger. Ma<luf, op.cit.. p.925.
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was also mode on a place which could be seen by followers and

members of the tribe. Those places were probably the first

to be colled manors because of the fire upon them. The word

Manor seems gradually to have been modified, and the term

eventually became applicable to any tower-like building even

if there was no firo on it. This is not unusual in .Arabic for

the name of the article to be transferred to the place in which

it is used; the opposite is also true. This may explain why

manor became synonymous with the sign-posts, and it is so in

the lamp-holder which is signified as manor too (1).
The two words were used in pre-Islamic times. The

Himyorite prince i?.Abrahah dhu ol-Manar" (Abraha of the sign¬

posts) was called so because he erected manar (sign-posts) on

the way by which he passed when he conquered far countries in

order to secure the safety of his army on the return journey

(2). Al-Dinawari mentioned that those sign-posts were pro¬

vided with fire at night (3) , bub this seems difficult to

accept because it would have been almost impossible to organ-

(1) Ya«qubi, Tarikh, (Leiden) I,p.35; Aghani,V,p.166; Maqrizi,
Khitat, IT,p.453; Kutub,II,p.214; I.B., II,p.263, Brown,

> «- Driver Qn<3 Briggs, Hebrew and Bnglish lexicon of
the Old Testament, p. 633; Jnbiz, BukhalET' .p. 20.

(2) Tab. , Ann. , I, p. 441; Ibn_Durayd ol-Ishtiqaq , p.532; I.A.,
I, p£. 161,194f ; a 1-Himyarij_ Shams al-<Ulum wa dawa>
kalarn al-<Arab min*al-kulumT pp.56f.

(3) Al-Akhbrtr al-tiwtfl, p. 14.
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ize this for such a great number of posts. It would seem that
9

they were somewhat like mile-stones without fire. Imru al¬

ways ("VI cent. A.D. ) however, referred to the word manar as

corresponding to a sign-post in the desert (1), and the word

manorah to an oil-lamp in the cells of Christian monks (2).

The monks lamp is a theme which impressed the Arab people before

and after Islam and can be seen in their poems composed on many

different occasions (3).

The Arab lexicographers explain manar and manarah as a

lamp, a lamp-stand, a thing upon which a lamp is put, boundary-

(1) Nuwayri, Nihayat al-arab fi funun al-adab. VII, p,163;
E.l./l, s.v., ',!Imru> Al-Kais"'.

(2) Sharh diwan Imru> al-Q,ays. by Hasan al-Sandubi, p. 131 and
n.4; Yasu<i, al-Nasraniyah wa adabaha bayna <Arab al-
Jahiliyah. II, p.196; Butler, Ancient architecture in Syria.
II, B., Northern Syria, p.235.~

(3) I.H., p.385; Aghanl. XIV, p.97, XVI, p.7, XIX, p.92; Bak.,
Mu< .jam, pp.251, 376, 572; Yaq. , II, pp.676, 686, 694, 699;
Masalik, I, pp.375, 381, 382; Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorar-
beiten, III, pp.200f; Fraenkel, op.cit., p.270; Creswell,
E.M.A. . I, pp. 6n.4, 39n.9; Lamps were used in decorating
Islamic religious buildings, a practice which_might be
attributed to the surah XXIV, 35, of the Our»an which says
that "God is the light of the heavens and earth, His light
is like a niche in which is a lamp, the lamp in glass and the
glass like a brilliant star ... (Bell's translation, I,
p.340). This motive has been attributed by Herzfeld to a
Christian origin since the lamp was used in Christian art
representing Christ as "the Way, the Truth, and the Life".
(St. John's Gospel, XlV, 6). _For the use of the lamp as a
decorative motive in the mihrab, see Fehervari, The
Development of the MihrSb down to the XlVth century,
II, pp.263, 292.



stone, and a sign-post (l). The term ^Alam also corresponds

to manar. and could be used to designate sign-post, land mark,

or even mountains in general, and high ones in particular.

Manar al-haram (the boundary-marks of the Haram), which were
♦

.

called "a<lam ol-haram", were sign posts fixed round the

sacred area of the Haram in Mecca (2). These manar are like-

ly to have been nothing more than rough high erections which

bore neither fire nor light. The nur (light) which is ex¬

plained as"an object appearing in itself and gives appear¬

ance to other things" (2) could also be applied to those

land marks or any other tower-like buildings or to towers

though they had no fire or light on them, but they could give

appearance to the sacred area. Mil (mile) which is ex¬

plained as having the meaning "as far as the sight extends"

(4) has been transferred to the sign-posts too (5). Accord¬

ing to those lexicographers manar means nothing more than a

mark which could be visible from a distance or could give

appearance to others; neither the fire nor light had any part

(1) Al-Zabidi, Ta.i al-<arus. Ill, pp.388,587; lagan VII, pp.
99f, XV, p.314; of. Lane, op.cit.. V, p.2140, VIII,
p.2866; Tab., Ann., I, pp.864, 878; Dozy, Supplement aux
dictionajre Arabes. II, pp.736f; Bognan, Additions aux
diotionaires Arabes. p.179. In Hebrew, the lamp-stand is
pronounced as menura*. see Brown, Driver, and Briggs,
op.cit.,p.633; Diez., op.cit.. p.113.

(2) Tt is reported that these marks were_jput by Abraham and
were known to the Arabs in the Jahiliyah. and the Prophet
accepted them on b£half of the Arabs. See Ibn al-Athir,
al-Nihayah fi gharib al-Hadith. IV, pp.119,193; Lisan
VII, p.100, Lone, op.cit.. VIII, p.2866.

(3) I.Aj_, IV, p.196.
(4) Lisan, XIV, p.161; al-Azraqi, K.Akhbar Makka. p.414.
(5) Cf. Fraenkel, op,cit.. p.282f.
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to play in connection with than.

Towers for sending fire signals played a significant role

in the Byzantine world- in N.Africa, and in Syria, and they

were built in great numbers. They wore used by the Byzantines

for sending fire signals as part of their military defence

system. A3.so, they wore extensively used in the first half

of the ninth century A.D. during the wars between them and the

Muslims, and it is certain that such towers were used in the

early days of Islam, as well as in the pro-Islamic times.

At the very beginning of the 2nd century of the Hl.jrah,

al-Forazdaq referred to tho minarets as. manor a 1 -masa,jid (1).

In another verse, Jarir referred to the word manor as manor

al-tariq (2) (sign post). Mis kin ol-Darimi, who lived in

the same period, assigned the word manor to i a lam ah (mark),
and he said that the best manor were the high ones (3). Thus

it seems that the word manor was used interchangeably as a

sign-post as well as a minaret.

Al-Muqaddasi (985 A.D.) has recorded that there were

ribats (guard-houses) on the Palestinian coast where the Greek
•

3hips used to bring prisoners of war for ransom. Whenever

those ships appeared, warning was given by lighting the mannrah

(place for fire) of the ribat at night, while a cloud of smoke

was made during the day. Those signals -were-, sent-from one rihat to

(1) Jarir_and Farazdaq, Nago * id,11,p.989 ; al-Zamakhshari.
ol-Asas ,_s. v. nc, 5,wa ha dam fulanr manar al-masa.iid w
(sing.manarah) as quoted by Horovitz7 art. ;IBomerkungen
zur Geschichte und Terminologie das islamischcn Kultus'',
Per Islam,XVI,(1927),pp.255f..and n.l,p,265; Tab., Ann.,
II, 127 ;Aghani ,XIX,pp . 59.61.

(2) Aghani,tit,p.68.
(3) Aghnnt. XVIII,p.68.



another until tho alarm reached the city while arums wore

beaten on the minaret of the mosque (1). Al-Muqaddasi did

not differentiate between tho manarah of the ribat and that

of the mosque, while fire was not used on the latter. The

manarahs of two buildings, certainly had different shapes.

If wo take all the above facts into consideration, it is

not too rash to assort that the word manarah did not only

exist in Egypt, but also in Syria. Tho suggestion of Schwally

(2) that the sawma«ah in Syria might have been called manarah

is also of significance here.

The minarets of «AmrTs mosque at Fustat were designated
• •

by Ibn <Abd al-Hakam (A.D.871)(3) and al-Xindi (961) (4) as

manor a 1 -mas.1 id. Later authorities, such as Ibn Duqmnq
(6)

(before 1399 ii.D. )(5) and Maqrizi (A.D.1427) called these min¬

arets as manar as well as sawami<, but they did not mention

the source of the latter designation. The question here to

be asked is : were they called manors because of the similarity

in shape with that of the Pharos of Alexandria, or because of

the similarity in function? If neither purpose is attained,

then, why were they so-called?

With regard to their shape, Thiersch has suggested that

(!) Op.cit. .p.177.
(2) Art. "Lexikalische Studien" Z.D.M.G. .LIT (1898) ,pp. 145f.
(3) Op.cit. ,p. 131.
(4) 0p« cit.,p.38.
(5) Op.cit..17.p.62.
(6) Maqr.,11,p.248; A.M.,I,pp.68,133;Masalik,I,pp.209f.



the shape of the Pharos of Alexandria played on important fun¬

ction in arriving at a term for the minaret, but it will be

shown later on that the first minarets of tAmr's mosque were

rather like little towers perched at each of the four corners

of the roof of the mosque. So they must in any case have been

of a unique and distinctive form, for we know that they were

reached by a flight of steps from the street. Therefore, it

seems that the shape had a minor part to play in determining

the designation of the minaret at that time, though the shape

did play a significant role later on when the minarets were

well developed.

Concerning their function, the name manorah may suggest

that the minaret had strictly utilitarian origins, being der¬

ived from a watch-tower used for fire signals (1). But in

spite of the fact that the minaret of al-<Arus in the Damascus
■UlA

mosque was used as/place from which fire was signalled, it was

used for this purpose very rarely. This fact makes the said

minaret appear to be unioue in the history of the minaret.

This practice was first referred to by al-<Umari (1345 A.D.)

(2), and we cannot suggest that the word manarah was used for

the minaret because fire (nar) was lighted on it. In addition,
the purpose of the minaret and that of the light-house was

(1) Of. Cragg, The Call of the Tfinaret. p. 124.
(2) Al-Ta<rif, bi-al-mustalah al-sharif, p.200; Hartmann,in

o o o

Z.P.M.07"! IXX (1916) pp.486 and n.9, 505 and n.6: Q,alq. ,

XIV, pp.398ff., cf. I, pp.l27f.



quite different. In this connection, Schwally (1) followed

by Doutte (2), suggests the, t the application of the word manor

to the minaret was duo to the light held by the muezzin as he

recited the adhan at night-time and at daybreak; it must have

given the impression to the onlookers below that the minaret

was a light-tower. This interpretation seems to be far¬

fetched, for it is difficult to judge whether 'the muezzin

could have taken such a lamp at early time while ascending

the minaret; even if he had done so, it is hard to see how

it could have produced such an impression.

If that was the case why then were those minarets called

manor? The true explanation is probably to be found in the

fact that they drew attention to the mosque and "what is out

of sight is too often out of mind" (3). They ore like the

sign-postsx and light-houses could also be seen from a distance
This may be supported by the two designations "monar al-masajid

and "manor al-frariq". When al-Mutawakkil built his mosque

and minaret in Samarra, "he ordered the minaret to be height¬

ened in order to moke the voice of the muezzin louder, and

also that it could be seen from parasangs (4). The use of

some of the minarets in Mecca to mark places in later times (5)

givesahint to the original use of "manor ol-haramw(6). More¬

over, the minarets of al-iindalus were also used as sign-posts

so that people on land or at sea could make use of them (?).

(D OP.oit. . p. 145.
(3) Op.cit., p.339.
(3) Simpson, A history of architectural development, II,p.15.
(4) Bal. , p.298;_Yoq. ,111,p. 17.
(5) K.ol-Istibsar.p.8;Fas.,I,pp.230,240;cf.Muqadpp.43,312.
(6) I. Haw77p". 2o7~~
(7) Maqq.,11,p.90.
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Mediaeval Arabic literature is rich in references made to

the word manar as- a sign-post (1). The word manar or manarah

has also been applied to pillars and columns furnished even

with bird-statues or human figures (2). "Vatch-towers were

also called manarahs (5). The expression manarah was assoc¬

iated too with huge buildings which could be seen from distan¬

ces (4), or anything outstanding that could be seen from afar

(5). The Pharos of Alexandria was referred to as manar as

well as manarah (6). Some towers which were called manarahs

were strangely built with animal hooves and horns embedded in

them. They were to he found in deserted areas. Such a

tower was of i7al-Hawafir" (7) built by Shapur b. Ardashir.

Another was that of 7tal-Q,urun" (8) which was built by Malik

Shah b. Alp Arslan in 480 H. (A.D. 1087).

".Then minarets were established and had become popular,

(1) Aghanl. IV, p.158; VI, p.60, XIII, p.62, XVIII, p.68;
Bak., p.516; Yaq.,_II, p.803.

(2) Ibn Rustah, al-a<laq al-nafisah. pp.78, 117; Qazwini,
<A.ia ib al-makhluqat. p,124j. Nuway-j, XV, pp.4,10,20,
23,47,58,61,68,80; Ibn al-Wardi, Kharidat al-<a.ja'ib.
p. 58. __

(3) Cf. Ibshihi, al-Mustatraf fi kull fann mustazraf, II,
p. 191.

(4) Bal., p.437; Yaq., IV, pp.689f; I.R. pp.l35ff; I.Haw.,
pp.228f. _

(5) Bal., p.286; Bak., p.106; Yaq., Ill, p.733; al-Khazraji,
op.cit.. I, pp.419,420.

(6) I.D., V, p.121; I.R., p.118; I.Id., I, p.89; Maqr., I,
p.157; Q,alq. , III, pp.321f; I.B., I, pp.29f. See other
references cited by Thiersch, op.cit.. pp.39-52.

(?) Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtagar kitab al-buldan, p.250; Qazwini,
Athar al-bilad. p. 195; Yaq. + 1^ £.246, IV,__pp.645-48.(8) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam fi tarikh al-muluk wa al-umam.

p7^48 ; I. J. , p. 210, al-Isfahanl,
Tawarikh Al-Sal.juq. pp.69f; I.A. , Kamil. X, p. 144; al-
Dawadari, al-Durrah al-mudiyah fi akhbar al-dawlah al-

Fatimiyah, p.436.
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they were often used as objects of comparison. Many things

were compared with them in their different aspects. High
h

buildings were compared with minarets, "very high like the min¬

aret" (l), being a phrase quite often used. Sturdy objects

were also compared, "very sturdy like the minarets (2), being

quite common. The some was the case with its shape "similar

to the minaret" (3). The word manor was also used to express

whatever was regarded as outstanding and admirable, such as

Islam (4), prophecy (5), justice (6), caliphate (7), juris¬

prudence (8), and other matters (9). The word was also used

in praise of persons or things (10). Persons (11) and places

(12) were called manarah. but in this case the word was used

as a name, and that who lived in such place was called"manari",

(13) in the sense that they were inhabitants of that place.

(1) Muqad., p.198; Yaq.+ TV", pp.57f, 300; Ibn Shaddad,
K.sirat Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi, p.134; Ibn Wasil,
■ ■■ — '■ ' 'I »— ■ 1 'i ■ I n ■■ n I < in 1 m II ' II ■ ■■ II •

Mufarrij al-kurub, II, pp.343, 366; Ibn al-Mujawir,
Tarikh al-mustabgir, p.256; cf. Akhbar al-Sin wa al-Hind,
p. 1; Bak. , p. 37 2; I. D. , y , p. 12 67

(2) Yaq., IV, p.300.
(3) Tab., Ill, pp. 1307f ;__cf. Qaz. , Athar, p.150; Bakri, K. al-

Mughrib. p.26; Idrisi, op.cit. , p.IIP; I.R., p.169; I.K. ,

X, p. 292.
(4) I.K., IX, p.70; al-Dawadari, op,cit., p.259.
(5) Qalq., XII, p.272.
(6) Qalq., X, p.80-90; al-Jahiz, al-Bayan wa al-tabyin. II,

p.101. * * ~
(7) I.K., XI, p.86.
(8) Qalq.^ XII, pp.43, 54A 56.
(9) Aghani. XIII, q.25; Yaqut, Mu tjam al-udaba , VII,_p.135,

Mu e ,i am a 1 -bu Id an. IV, p. 248; Ibn Sa<d, K.al-Tabaqat al-
kabir, Il/l, p.135; Abu Nu'as, Diwan, p.436, AbH Shamah,
op.cit., p.156.

(10) Yunini^ op.cit.. I, p.267.
(11) Masrndi, Muruj. VIII, p.215; Aghani, XIX, p.121; Ibn Abi

Ya«la, Tabaqat al-Hanabilah, II, p.195; I.A. , VI, p.22.
(12) Hamadani, Sifat lazirat al-<Arab, I, p.79; Yaq., Mu < jam,

IV, p. 648; Shaykh al-Rabwah, K.Nukhba.t al-dahr. p. 245.
(13) Yaq., IV, p.648.
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2. Sawma <aii:
9

As to the word sawma <ah, it generally means a "Christian's

cell or chamber for retirement, or seclusion having a high

slender head" (l).

The Arab lexicographers derive this word from the root

"samara" which means "to be pointed or to be provided with a
©

point "(2). Yhile Ta.j al-*Arus explains that "sawma*ah" is
o

a chamber (bay t) to the Christian, and a cave to the monk

so called because of the sharpness of its summit" (3),

al-Bahr al-Ba iq explains the word sawma<ah as "where origin¬

ally the monk worships" (4). Al-Zamakhshari, however, provides

that as has been reported to him,the sawma«ah is whatever "its
o

middle is lifted, its top is sharpened and refined" (5). To

al-Jawhari , "tharidah musamma<ah"(6) is "what is softened, and

its head is sharpened". He adds that this is the root for the

Christian sawma*ah "because of the sharpness of its head" (7).

Al-Qurtubi (8) defines it as "a high building with a sharpened

summit", and "sammasa al-tharidah means lifting its top".

(1) Lane, op. pit. . IV, p.1728; The place in which the Christian
monks lived were called by other names namely: Q,us.
Manhamah. Sarh, Tirbal, Da.yr, Tamur, Ukavrah. <Umr, Namus .

™ J ° °
9 ' ' ~ ' 1 " ^ J1 ' - * ' '

Kirh, and Q.allayah. See I.H. , p.385; Yaq. , II, 639, III,
pp. 525, 790, 792, Yasu<i, op.cit., II, pp.212ff; Lisan.
V, p.387, VIII, p.130^

(2) Ibn Durayd, a1-Ishtiqaq, p.272; Taj, V, pp.419,424; Lisan,
X, p.76, cf. VII, p.69.

(3) V, p. 411. __
(4) Zayn al-<Abidin al-Bahr al-Ra iq, p.268 as quoted by

m " ' ~~

Gottheil, op.cit. , p.136.
(5) Asas al-balaghgh. s.v.
(6) "Tharidah is a mess crumbled bread with broth"._
(7) Ouoted by Nisaburi, Tafsir, XVII, pp.92f; cf. Jahiz

op.cit. , p.216 _ _ * *'
(8) Al-Jami< li-ahkam al-Qur'an, XII, p.71.



Liaan al-<Arab, howovdr, explains it as follows "it is from

al-asma*" which means the sharpened pointed utmost part ....
rt'

and the sawma<ah of the Christian is from this because it is
•

of pointed extremity"(1).
Fraonkel (2) however confirms the Arabic interpretation

and suggests that sawma«ah is quite clearly an Arabic form¬

ation, and no trace of this expression is to be found in any

Aramaic dialect. Consequently, he has deduced that it seems

originally to have meant nothing else than "a high pointed

building". G-ottheil on the other hand suggests that the

root of this word is one that is very rare in Arabic, and there

is no corresponding word in other Semitic tongues (3).

Although he has found no south Arabian word with which to com¬

pare it, Jeffrey suggests that the idea of the origin of the

word sawma«ah is to be sought in south Arabia in the form of
Jk~. , . .

the Ethiopian word somaet (hermit's cell)(4). This

assumption however seems to bo far-fetched since it has been

suggested that the Ethiopian word somrPt itself is a form,

from the Arabic (5).

(1) X,p.76.
(2) Op.cit.,p.269.
(3) Op.cit.,p.200.The word §awma<ah does not occur in Biblical

Hebrew. In Akkadian, the' wora gamu, zamu corresponds to
the Arabic root gm<. The former means "architectural term
referring to a waTI of a house or a temple". A footnote
in the same page says "An architectural term that seems
to describe a type of wall or the reinforcement of a wall,
perhaps a slope". See Assyrian dictionary of the Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago. XXI(1961)p.41
and note. ,_

(^) Foreign vocabulary of the Q.ur an,pp. 200f.
(5) Cf. Hoelde,'ke .op.cit. .p. 52.and n. 2.
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In view of the above suggestions, it seems quite probable

that the word has its origin in Arabic (1).

Lammens suggests (2) that sawma <ah. originally meant the

pillar (ustuwanah) of the Stylite (2). The South Arabian

poet Dhu Jadan the Himyarite recited a poem on the occasion of

the divastation of the Yemen by Abyssinians in which he said

that even the mutarahhib fi ustuwan was not protected from

death. It was described as an inaccessable place (4).
9 mmm

The word sawma«ah occurs in the Qur an. The text reads:
•

.

"... But for God's warding_off the people some by means
of others, hermitages (sawami*) and churches and
oratories and places of worship in which the name of
God was had in remembrance who would have been des¬
troyed in numbers". (5).

Nothing has been specified about the characteristics of

these sawami*. The commentators disagree as to whether to

ascribe them to the lews, the Christians, the Sabeans or the

Muslims, but on the whole agree on the idea of associating

sawami* with the Christian hermits (6).
o

The word sawma<ah was at times used as a designation for

the minaret (7). Many of the Arab Mediaeval writers, espec¬

ially those of N. Africa and Spain such as Bakri (8) (A.D. 1068),

(1) A1-Khafaji (Shifa al-ghalil. p.141) did not regard sawma<ah
as a borrowed word, as did Jeffery state (fop.cit. . p.200).

(2) Quoted by Jeffrey, op.cit. . p.200, n.3.
(3) Hofmann associated it with zawba«ah., See Z.A., IX (I894)p.334.
(4) I.H., p.26; Goldzieher. art."Saulenmanner im Arabischen",

in Z.D.M.G. . LV, (1901) p. 504.
(5) XXII, 40, Bell's translation, I, p.321.
(6) Tabari, Tafsir, XVII, pp.ll2ff; Nisabur., XVII, pp.92ff,

al-Raghib al-Isfahani.Mufradat. II, p.282 ; ZamakhsharT,
al-Kashshaf, II, p.908; Qurtubi, op.cit.. XII, pp.71f.

(7) Aghani. XX, p.25; I.D., IV,'p.62; Maqr., II, p.248; A.M.,
I, p.68; Dozy, op.cit. . I, p.845.

(8) K.al-Mughrib. pp.2, 26, 28, etc.
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Ibn Jubayr (1) (A. D. 1184), Ibn Battutah ( 2) (A.D. 1326) ,MaqqarI
(3) (1630 A.D. ) and others (4) mostly call the minaret

sawma*ah,i.e. use the two words as synonymous. However, it

is difficult to determine when the designation sawma <ah has

been taken to moan the minaret. The term sawma<ah according
»

M ,

to Maqrizi (5) was mentioned in the order directed by Mu<awiyah

to Maslamah to build minarets in Bgypt. But this use of the

term seems to have been of a later time. It is clear that

Ibn «Abd al-Hakam (871 A.D.) was the earliest source who fur-

nished us with the said order, has reported the word manar

and not sawamii (6). When al-Maqrizi quoted this authority,

he mentioned the same term manarah, but ho did not mention

his source of information when he referred to the word

sawma<ah (7). However, the term gawma <ah is likely to have

been transferred to the minaret at an earlier date and might

have been restricted to N.Africa and Spain in order to diff¬

erentiate between the minaret and the light houseSwhich were

extensively used in that part of the world. Along all the

(1) 0p« oit..pp. 197,275f etc.
2) Qp.oit..I.PP.205f.251.272.525f:590.II.p.13 etc.
(3) Op.cit..II.p.86.
(4) I.Id.,11,pp.68,228,230;Qaz. .Athar.p.179.
(5) Khitat, 11,248.

(6) Op.cit..p.151.
(?) OP.oit..II.P.248.
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coast between Alexandria and Tripoli, towers were built for

the purpose of convoying messages by the use of fire (l).
Many of the Mediaeval authorities such as Idrisi (2) (1154),
Ibn Jubayr (3) (A.D. 1184) and Ibn Battutah (4) (A.D. 1326) who

had called the minarets §awamif referred to the Pharos of

Alexandria as manar (5). Moreover, the use of those terms

might have been interchangeably employed because of the simil¬

arity in structure with that of the church-towers which were

often called sawami*. If the latter suggestion is correct,

it is logical that this term (gawma <ah) should have been used

in Syria, the home of tho minaret and monk's towers. But

the circumstances were different at that time. This is because
— J

the terms manarah and mi dhanah were dominant. It is not

certain whether sawma<ah was used to identify the minaret in

Syriajin its early days, and it seems very doubtful that it was
so since al-Farazdaq (c.105/723) referred to the minarets as

manar al-masajid.

However, the tem sawrna <ah is mostly confined to N.Africa,
and it is still in use at the present day (6). During the

Muslim rule in Spain, the word was carried there, and its mean-

(1) «Abd a1-Wahid al-Marrakushi.op.oit., pp.547f,cf.I.R..p.118;
Thiersch .op, cit. ,pp♦ 173 .174.~

_ __

(2) K.Nuz'hat al-mushtaq fi dhikr al-amsar wa al-aqtar wa
al-buldnn wa al-.iuzur wa al-mada'in wa al-HTSTq (Rome 1592)
p. 109. ' "" " "

(3) Op.cit..pp.38.41.
(4) Op.cit..pp.29f.
(5) I.Id,I,p.99.
(6) Swally, op.cit..p.146: Thiersch, op.cit..p.172 ; Hasan,

Funun al^Islam.p.144.



ing still exists in Spanish as Zoma which means minaret (l).
In view of what has been said, it seems very likely that

this transformation in the use of the term had started in N.

Africa to distinguish it from the light houses. No doubt

the shape of the monk's towers had their role in that trans¬

formation.

There were many such buildings (sawami<), and the monks
•

dwelt in them during Islamic times. In al-Walid's reign,

there was a monk living in a sawma«ah in one of the four towers
9

of the church of St. John the Baptist. The term does not

apply for the whole tower, but to a chamber in it (2). When

al-Mansur the Abbasid caliph, wanted to build al-Rafiqah (154/

770), a monk was living in a sawma «ah at Raqqah (3). Some

of the sawami«, were of particular type such as the one called
o

"sawma<at al-sawari;i (the call of the columns) in Palermo,

which was described as magnificent by Ibn Jubayr (4), and that

of «Abdun the monk near Takrit (5). At the same time, it

should be remembered that Arabic literature is rich in its

reference to the sawami< as a monk's cell in a high or in a

(1) Eguilaz, Glosarlo Etimologioo de las palabras espanolas
de origen oriental. pp.551f. Dozy, op.cit., I, 845;
Gottheil, op.cit., pp.l36f; Creswell, A short account of
early '"Tuslim architecture, p. 14; Salim, art. :'A 1-Qahira
madinat al-ma>adhin:!, Al-Ma.jallah . No. 16, April, 1958,p. 53.

(2) Ibn (Asakir, Tarikh Madinat Dimasha. Il/l, p.20; Ibn
Shaddad, al-A<laq al-Khatirah, i/l, p.52.

(3) Tab., Ann.. Ill, p.372. cf. p.276.
Qp.oit.. p.332.

(5) Masalik, I, p.309.
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deserted place (1), but they were not necessarily built with a

pointed roof (2).
A famous theme in pre-Islamic and Islamic literature is

that of the lamps of the monks in their cells. Relying on

this, schwally (3) deduced that the Arabs might have occasion¬

ally described gawma <ah as manarah. This seems very likely,

although nothing similar has been found in the literature.

Because of the similarity in form, the name sawma<ah

was also given to octagonal high buildings used for purposes

other than religious ones (4); but the word is also found in

several place names (5), and even people's names (6).
3. Mi'dhanah;

The minaret is called by a third term, "mi'dhanah" (7).
It is derived from adhan '"proclamation or announcement" (8).

Both muezzin and adhan are pre-Islamic words, and the Arabs

used to designate the herald who called the meetings or gave

(1) I.S._, I/l, p.99; Tab., Tafsir, VII, p.7; Bukh., I, p.304;
Aghani, XlXj.p.92; Muqad. , pp. 171,209; I.As. , I^p.36;
al-Shabushti, al-Diyarat, pp.70,131; Yaq., Udaba', VII,
p.156; _

(2) See I.As. , ii/i, p.20; I.Sh., i/l, p.52; Abu Bakr al-
Sanhaji, Akhbar al-Mahdi. pp.63f.

(3) Qp« oit.. PP.145f.
(4) K. al-Ist'bsar . p.115; Bak. , Mughrib. p.26; Idrisi, op. clt. .

p.110; cf. Yaq., Mu< jam. I, p.263, III, pp.790,792; Qaz. ,

pp.l50,_285.
(5) Hamadeni, op.cit.. I, p.130; Tab., Ann., III, p.1711.
(6) A.M., Ill, p.117.
(7) Also pronounced ma'dhanah. and sometimes mu'dhanah:

his an. XVI, p. 150; Bustan!, Mu£it, I, p. 15.
(8) Lisan, XVI, pp.l49ff; I.A., Nihajrah, I, p.27; Lane,

op.cit.. I, p.43.
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the news either niunadi or muezzin (l). The use of the latter

two terms continued throughout Islamic times and were often

used interchangeably (2).

The designation mi'dhanah "the place upon which the time

of prayer is made known" (3) was rarely (4) used and appears

to hove been replaced by the more common term manarah.

4. <Asas:

It is strange to find that the minaret was also called

<asas, (a place of watching) by some of the Maghribiens (5).
Such would give an impression that the minaret was used as a

watch-tower as well as a place for the adhan (6).

B. Its occurrence in the early mosques:

At first there was no special place and not even a call to

prayer. In Mecca, prayers were performed secretly in narrow

(1) Bak. , Mu (.jam, p.233; cf. Fraenkel, op, cit. , p.276;
Horovitz, op.cit. , p.253.

(2) Aghani. VII, p.184.
(3) Lisan. XVI, p.150; Taj, IX, p.121; Thiersch, op.cit..

p.172; Dozy, op.cit.. 1, p.16. The term mi>dhanah also
denoted things quite different from the mosque tower. It
was associated with a platform standing on pillars,
although the adhan was not announced from it. See Tab. ,

Ann. , I, p. 795.
(4) And not frequently as J. Pedersen states in art."Masdjid",

E.1./I. Ill, p.334.
(5) Hasan, op.cit., p.144; Sameh, art. "The Birth and evolution

of minarets in Islam", in B.F.E. . O.U. . 1954/5, £^1571.
(6) Cf. Maqq., I, p.204; Lisan, VIII, pp.14-17; Bustani,

op.cit., II, p.1498.
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allays (l) or in private houses either singly or in groups (2).

Prayers wore also held openly near the Ka<bah (3). The

Qiblah seems to have been directed towards Jerusalem (4). Ibn

Hisham records:

".... and His qiblah was towards al-Sham. If he prays,
he stands between the Yamanite corner and the Black-
stone, and ho puts the Ka«bah between him and al-Sham"

(4)

When Islam first developed in Medina, before the Prophet's
e

immigration, people used to worship in a special place ass¬

igned for that purpose. It was called "rnirbed". The qiblah

was directed towards Jerusalem (5).
M 9

In Q,uba , which is situated about three miles from Medina,

a special place was also allotted for prayers before the

Prophet's arrival. The qiblah was also towards Jerusalem

(6). On his arrival in Quba , he prayed in that place, and

thereby laid the foundation of the'first mosque in Islam (7).

(1) I.H.,pp.159,166; Tab., ^nn., I,p.1164.
(2) I.H.,pp.202,203,246; I.5.,IIl/l,p.193;Bukh.,1,p.131,11,

pp.39,103.
(3) I.H.,pp.190,224.
(4) I.H.app.190,228,cf»ppi294f. I.S.,111/2^.146,Samhudi,

Khulasat wafa' al-wafa,p. 107 ; cf .iizraqi .op. cit. ,p, 249.

(5) I.S. ,1/2,p. 2. ,IIl/2jj?p. 53,139f_;L,146f. ,SamhudT, wafa *
al-wafa bi-akhbar Daral-Mus tafa I,p. 233 ;Nuway ,XVT,

p. 344; Mil-bad means a place whore camels and sheep are
kept. It also means a place where date is dried. Lisan.
I7,pp.l50f ;Yaq.IV,p.483.

(6) I.S.,IV/2,p.43;Bal.,p.2;Yaq.,IV,pp.23f;Samh.,Khulasah,
p. 179.

__ 5—
(7) Tab.,hnn..1,p.1260 ;Maqr.II.p.246.Imta< al-asma <,1.pp.45f.
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Later, the direction of the qiblah was changed. This event
y

is recorded in the Q,ur an:

f,We see thee turning thy face about in heaven .

So we shall put thee in possession of a gib la that
satisfy thee; turn thy face in the direction of the
Sacred Mosque, and wherever ye are, turn your faces
in its direction. Those to whom the Book has been
given know that it is the truth from their Lord, and
God is not neglectful of what they do ..." (1).

Consequently, alterations were made in that mosque which

seems to have been merely a vacant space surrounded by a wall

built of uncemented rough stones (2).

On the way to Medina, 16 RabTv I, (1-2 July, 622 A.D.),
he performed the Friday prayer in Banu Salim (3), then ho con¬

tinued his journey to Medina. On arrival, he lodged at Abu

Ayyub's house for at least seven months (4). During all

that time, the Muslims worshipped in the mirbad or in other

places depending on the times where they had to pray (5). On

the authority of al-Zuhri, Ibn Sa«d records that As«ad Ibn

Zurarah enclosed the mirbad by a wall, and that the mirbad was

roofless (6). The qiblah was also towards Jerusalem.

1. The Mosque of the Prophet:

The general idea that is held is that the Prophet did not

intend it to be used as a mosque, but a house for his private

use, "and that afterwards, through adventitious circumstances,

the courtyard gradually assumeda more and more public

(1) Q,ur an, II, 139-145,Bell's trans . I,pp. 20f.
(2) I, S. ,1/2, p. 5 ;Nuway .XVI, pp. 345f ; Oroswoll ,xS.M. L. ,1 ,p. 9.
(3) 1.3.,i/l,p.160;Tab.I,pp.1256f; I.N.,p.355.
(4) I.S.,1/1,p.161;I.H,,£.338;I.B.,I,p.266,
(5) Tab. ,I,p. 1260; Ibn Ma.jah .Sunan .I.p.251.
(6) I.3.,1/2,p.2,111/2,pp.139f;3amh.,wafa*,1.p.235.
(7) I.S.,IlI/2,pp.146f jSamh.,Khulasah,p.106.



character. This evolution continued after his death and it

was not until half a century later that with the evolution of

the religion of Islam, it became a place of worship properly

speaking"(1).
The question as to whether the building was originally

intended as a private house or not, deserves some discussion.

Seven months after the arrival of the Prophet in Medina,

he decided to build the mosque and his buyut at the site of

the mirbad (2). Jill obstructions were removed, the ground

was levelled, and the Prophet laid the foundations (3). The

walls of the mosque were about seven cubits high, the founda¬

tion being of stone while the upper part of sun-dried day

brioks. A part of the mosque was roofed later on to shelter

the worshippers against bad weather. The roof was built of

palm branches covered with mud, and supported by palm trunks

(4). Three doors wore built in the enclosure: the Bab

<Uthman (Bab Jibril) on the eastern side, the Bab sJtikah
on the western and a third was on the southern side. The

latter was closed when the cd blah was changed, and another one

instead of it was opened on the north (5). Its dimensions

(1) Cf. Creswell.E.M.h. .I.p.3. This theory was laid down by
Cattani ,L. dnnali dell' Islam..I.pp. 432.438 as quoted by
Croswell. - — —

(2) I.H.,pp.336f;I.S.,l/2,p.2;Tab.,I,pp.1259,1260.
(3) 1.3.,1/2,p.2;Nuway,XVI,p.344;Samh.,I,p.233;I.N.,p.356.
(4) Musnad ,IX,p. 10;I,F. ,p.24;1.3. ,l/2,p.2; <Umari ,(op. cit. ,

I,pd24, )says_thet its qiblah was of hewn stone. Hamd
.Allah Mustawfi records that theburnt bricks were used,
See Nuz'hat al-Q,ulub .p. 14 ; J.Kis tor. art. booth like the
booth of Moses.in B.3.O.I.S. .XXV/l. (1962 ) pp. 150-155.

(5) Nuway,XVI,p.345;Samh.,1,p.240;I.N.,p.356;I.B.,I,pp.265ff.
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wore 70 x 60 cubits (1).

At first the Prophet's buyut numbered two, that of

siT'ishah whioh was situated at the southern corner of the

east side, and that of Sawdah lying north of it. The number

of the buyut increased as the Prophet's wives increased until

they ultimately became nine (2). They were all on the same

side ranging from south-east to north-east. fill the buyut
— >

had doors which opened into the mosque while (A ishah's

bayt had two doorways, one leading into the mosque and the

other to the exterior (3). These bu.yut were not a part of

the mosque except that their doors opened into it (4). The

change of the qiblah. which took place on 15th 3ha«ban 2 A.H,

(5) (11 Tan. ,624 ii.D. ) , had no effect on the position of the

buyut.

When adhan was introduced, Bilal used to coll it from the

highest roof in the neighbourhood of the mosque (6). No min¬

aret was attached to it. Instead, there was a small platform

slightly raised above the roof level. The column which is

related to have been used by Bilal as a minaret (7) seems to

be very doubtful. Al-Samhudi who reports this information

(1) Masalik.I .p. 12 5;Samh. .1. p.258'.Various versions were re¬
corded about its dimensions, of.Samh.,1,p.242.

(2) .About thoir condition, see, 1.3.1/2,pp. 180f. ,Samh. ,1,
pp. 326 ,397 ;Nuway .XVI,p.345.

(3) 1.3.,VIII,p.119;Samh.,I,p.384.
(4) Samh.,I,p.366; I.N.p.358.
(5) Of. Oreswell, iS.M.-A. I. p. 8. _

(6) I.H. ,pp. 347,348 :See the section of al-adhan.
(7) Samh.,Khulasah,pp.132f.,Wafa'.1,p.575;al-Maraghi.

K.TahqTq al-Nusrah , fo 1.41a;Pasha,Mir'at a 1 -Ha ramayn,

I,p.479;cf.I.N.,pp.365f.
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doubted the authenticity of its relator (1). Moreover, none

of the earliest compilers, such as Ibn Hisham and Ibn 3a<d,

has recorded such a statement; on the contrary they all agree

that Bilal called the adhan from the highest roof in the

neighbourhood of the mosque, and not from a column. The

third adhan which was introduced by <Uthman b. <hffan in the
J

Friday prayer was announced from al-zawra , a place in the

market of Medina (s). The custom of calling the adhan from

a roof or from a flight of stairs running at a right angle to

the roof or alongside the walls of the mosque has survived in

many places in the Islamic word (3).
The mosque remained in this condition for about six years

until it was enlarged to about 100 x 100 cubits in the year

seven of al-Hijrah (4) (628/9 i\.D. ). In the same year, a

minbar made of tamarisk wood was introduced (5).

It is disputed whether the' namo mas,jid al-taqwa (a

place of worship founded upon piety)refers to the mosque of

Medina or to the Q,uba' mosque (6). A s the mas j id al-dirar

(1) Wafa*. 1,376.
(2) A1-Zawra' is explained to have been a_hpu§o belonging to

fUthmHn. It is also explained by alDavmdx as ahigh place
like the minaret. See Bukh.I, p.251;5amh. ,7/afa' .II.pp.
318,319;Yaq.,11,p.955;Pedersen(on.cit.,p.374) refers
wrongly that Ilisham b. <Abd al-Malik ^transferred this
adhan to the minaret. Indeed, al-Walid I was the caliph
who built theminarets of this mosque. See chap.IV,B of
this thesis.

(3) Of .3ameh ,op. cit. .pp. 167f.
_ __

(4) Samh.I,ppJL239,240f ;242:I^R.,p.64;Pasha,op.cit.,I,p.462;
Haykal, Fi Manzil al-*7ahi,p.449.

(5) Tab.I,p.1591;Oreswell.F.M.h.,I,p.9.
(6) 1.3.,1/2,p.6;Tir.,11,p.120~Yaq.IV,pp.23f;3amh.,11,pp.16ff.



(the mosque of dissension} is in Q,uba , and as this has been

built to rival the Q,uba mosque (1), it is more likely to ass-
*—'

ume - when one refers to Chapter IX,108~109 of the Q,ur an -
_ >

that the term is used in connection with the Q,uba mosque and

not that of Medina.

From the afore-said, it seems safe to assume that the

mosque was not a part of the buyut but was intended entirely

for the public, and was used by the public for prayer as well

as secular activities (2).

The following facts support this hypothesis:

1. The fact that the Prophet had already built a mosque in
^ J

Q,uba before his arrival in Medina indicates that the idea of

mosque was not new, and therefore it is very likely that a

mosque would be built in Medina.

2. Why the Prophet started building after seven months after

entering Medina may be explained by the increasing number of

converts and the necessity to set apart a particular place

for worship, and to find a lodging for the immigrants who

wore homeless in addition to his lack of a house of his own.

Caetani emphasized the significance of the fact that

"Muhammad gave As hab al-Suffah a temporary roof only viz:-

because Muhammad considered the building as his own private

house ..."(3). But on the contrary, it seems that ho did

so bocause the place was for devotion and not a living place.

(1) 1.3. ,III/2,p. 96;Tab. ,I,p. 1704;Samh. ,II,pp.28-31;':7att,
Muhammad at tiedina .pp. 190.306.

(2) Cf. Fikri .Mas ,iid al-Q.a.vrawan. pp. 39-50.
(3) Of.Caetani.op.cit..I.p.459 as quoted by Creswell.B.M.A..

I,pp. 5f. " " ~
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2. Had the mosque been a courtyard of tho Prophet's buyut

one door would havo sufficed, for it was customary at tho time

to have only ono door in tho houses of Arabia, Syria and

Mesopotamia (l). Yet the courtyard had three doors.
— >

4. Tho fact that «A ishah's bayt. which was built at the

same time as the mosque had a door leading to tho exterior,

indicates that the buyut were intended to be separated from

the mosque. Otherwise she could have been able to use any

of the mosque's throe doors.

5. Moreover, four of the buyut wore of mud-brick, and had

partioned rooms - each one formed a separate house of its own

(2). When tho Prophet died in 13 Rabi< I, 11 A.H. (8 June

622), he was buried in the bayt of <A ishah which was divided

by a wall into two chambers (3).

6. The enlargements which were executed in the time of the

Prophet and also in that of <Umar, <Uthman and al-Walid I.

7. The changing of the qiblah's direction and its consequenc

in tho courtyard.

8. Celebrating the <Id of Sacrifice, which used to be held

once a year, in tho musalla (4)does not mean that there was

no mosque in Medina for holding tho doily and Friday prayers.

9. Caotani claims that the masjid al-horam and tho mas,jid

(1) Creswell, op.cit..I.p.3.
(2) I.S.,1/2,p.181; Samh.I,p.327.
(3) Samh.,I,p.385.
(4) Caetani, op,cit..1.pp.44If. as quoted by Creswell, op.cit

I,p.6. cf. Watt,op.cit..p.306.
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al-aqsa are the only mas.iIds mentioned in the Q,ur an (1). He

further claims that "there is not a word about a magjid in

Medina" (2), whereas such a reference can be found in the

Q,ur'an, e.g. mas.i id al-taqwa, and that of al-dirar(3). Other

verses encourage people to build mosque (4).

During the Caliphate of Abu Bakr, the mosque remained as

it was in the Prophet's time. In the year 17 Hi.jrah (A, D.

638), <Umar rebuilt the mosque on the same scheme and the same

building materials as used by the Prophet. Ho also enlarged

it from all sides, except the eastern, where the buyut of the

Prophet's wives stood (5). Three more doors wore built, the

number of doors becoming six in all. The new dimensions be¬

came 140 x 120 cubits (6).

It was also enlarged by «Uthman in the year 29 Hi.jrah

(A.D. 646/7) from all the sides except for the eastern one.

N&w buildiri^materials were used. Its walls were built with
cut-stone and mortar, ana the columns were made of cut-stone

fixed with lead. The roof was covered by teak wood. The

dimensions were increased to 160 x 150 cubits (7) (Fig.l.)

1) XVII,It
2) Caotani.op.cit..I.pp.442-4 as quoted by Creswell, op.cit..

, , >1'(3) Q,ur'an, IX, 108-9.
(4) Qur'an, IX,17-18,XXIV,36-7.
(5) Musnad , IX,p. 10;I.S. ,Ill/l,pi203,rv,pp. 13f ;Bal. ,pp. 6f;

Masallk.I.p.124;al-Dhahabi,Tarikh al-Islam.II.p.21;3ukh.,
I,p.123;0ther version says that palm trunks were changed
into mud-brick piers, of.I.R.,p.66; Samh,I,pp.341,351,
I.B.,I,p.268.

(6) Samh.,I,p.349:l.K.pp.369ff.
(7 ) Musnad .IX. p. 10;Bal. ,pp. 6,362 ;1.1\. ,Kami 1,111 ,p. 79 ; Tab. ,1,

p.2833;Masalik.I.pp.124,125;Bukh.ITTSTTMus.,V,pp.11-14;
I.F. ,p. 24 mentions that its Teh gth__bo came 200 cubits.
The dimensions according tu Samhudi (I.p.360)wero 160x130.



Tho rovolts which followed the assaaination of <Uthman,

and tho robollion of the people of Hijaz against Muiawiyah

and his successors distracted the Oaliphs from introducing any

changes in the mosque. Up to this time, the mosque hod no

minaret.

In the years 88-90 H. U.D. 707-9), it was rebuilt by the

•Caliph al-Walid I. In this reconstruction a mihrab was

added as well as four minarets, one at each of its corners (1)
Wherever Islam spread, mosques were founded. The

earliest of those were in Basra, Kufa, and Fustat. Inother
< * •

mosque was also built in Jerusalem. They were rude buildings

exhibiting much diversity of design.,_aa4 consisting of simple

elements. None of them has survived to the present day, but

descriptions of several are known.

2• The Mosque of Basra
»

Basra was the earliest town founded by the Muslims in

Iraq. The year 14/635 is accepted as tho most certain one

for its foundation (2). Mihjan al-^dra<al-Sulami marked out

an open space which was used as a mosque (3). <Uthah b.

G-hazwan surrounded it with a fence of roods (4). In 17/638

this was replaced by a brick wall covered with $eeds by i\bu

Musa al-i\shiiri (5). So far nothing is known about a

(1) I.R.,p.70;3amh.,1,pp.372f;I.N.,p.373.
(2) Bal. ,p.346 ;I,ii» ,11,p.379 ;Yaq. .1. p.640 :Creswell.B.M.I. ,

I,p.15.
(3) Bal.,p.350;Dhah.,11,p.315.
(4) Bal.,p.350;Yaq.,I,pp.640,642;I.A.,11,p.379;I.F.,p.188,
(5) Bal.p.347;I.F.,p.188.
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minaret in it. 'The one that was built is said to have been

added (c.45 H/hD. 665) by Ziyad b. iibihi during the Caliphate

of Mu«awiyah (1).

3. The Mosque of Kufa

Al-Kufa was founded in 17/638 (2). The mosque was built

in the same year. A suitable site was chosen from the centre

of which four arrows were cast, each to mark one corner of the

mosque. The mosque had no walls. The only enclosure was a

ditch dug round it. A sheltered colonnade 200 cubits in

length the columns of which wore brought from Hira, stood in

the qiblah side. There were no other architectural features

(3). lit this stage the mosque, like that in Basra, was a

primitive building. Both the mosque and the house of the

governor, were rebuilt later by a Persian called Ruzbih

Buzurgmihr (4). A statement was made by Tabari that "the

zullah (prayer hall) of the mosque was 200 cubits on marble
•

columns, belonging to the Kosroes sama uha is as the asmiyah(y./J.wee',
. _ >

of the Greek churches" (5). The word sama was translated

by Lammens and Creswell as the roof of the zullah.

Lammens deduced that the roof was covered with fresco

and mosaic (6). This is unlikely as it is difficult to find

such decorations in mosques pertaining to sUmar's reign who

(1) Bal.,p.348.
(2) Bal.,p.275;I,A.,II,p.411;Teb.,I,p.2684.
(3) Tab. ,1,2689 ;I,ii. ,11,p.412.
(4) Ann*. I. p. 2491; I.A. ,11, p. 412 ;cf. Oreswell, op. cit. ,I,pp. 18f.
(5) Ann.,I,p.2489.
(6) TTrtj/'Ziad ibn iibihi, vice-roi de 1 Iraq lieutenant de

Mo<awiyah I". R.D.S.O..IV(1911-12)p.247.



strictly prohibited such decorations. Oreswoil on the other

hand statos that the zullah had a wooden gabled roof (1).

This is also unlikely, since the flat roof made of mud mixed

with straw was the prevailing style in Mesopotamia long

before. 3ama_. in Tabari's extract must have referred to the

upper part of the columns (i.e. capitals). The text might

bo their capitals as the capitals (of the columns) of

the Greek churches". liny similarities which might have ex¬

isted would have been between the capitals of the columns

and not between the roofs (2). The ceiling of the Prophet's

mosque was so low that it could be touched by hand (3); thus

it is also possible that the text of Tabari might hove meant

only the height in the two roofs, and not the shape or de¬

coration.

This mosque was rebuilt and enlarged by al-Mughirah b.

Shu«bah, but nothing was recorded with regard to a minaret

being built in it (4).

4. The Mosque of Eustat:
• •

This was the earliest mosque to be founded in Egypt by

<hmr b. al-«ifs in the year 21 I-Ii.jrah (h.D.642) (5). The

site was originally a garden. The mosque founded on it was

(!) Op.cit.,I,p.18.
(2) Of.Tab.,I,p.2491;I.a. ,p.412.
(3) Samh.,I,p.329.
(4) Bal.,p.276.
(5) I.D. ,IV,p. 62; Maqr. ,II,p. 46 ;Yaq. ,III,p.898;Qalq. ,111,

p. 341.



only oblong simple hall, 50 x 30 cubits (1). (Fig. 2). Tho

walls wero built of baked or possibly unbaked bricks. Tho

mosque seems to have been sheltered by a low roof which could

have been supported by palm trunks (2). It had six doors in

all, two on tho west side, two on the north, and two on the east

opposite <Amr's house (3). The mosque was surrounded by

a road (4). Greswoll claims that tho mosque had a mihrab (5)
but this is unlikely since «Umar objected to having any

additions in a mosque (6). This mosque had no minarets.

The mosque underwent many alterations; that due to

Maslamah b. Mukhallad (53H./A.D.672) was the most important

in the history of the minaret in Egypt.

5. Al-Aqsa Mosque:

The city of lersualem was surrendered to <Umar b. al-

Khattab in. 17 Hi.jrah (A.D.638). None of the Arab authorities
« •

make any mention of the construction of a mosque at that

time, and the first mosque to be built there has been attrib¬

uted either to <Abd al-Malid b. Marwan (7), the fourth Umayyad

Caliph, (72 H/A.D.691) , or to ul-Valid I (87H/70_A.D. ). But

no doubt that a primitive mosque was built before «Abd al¬

ii I, D. IV,p. 62 ;A ,M. ,1, pp. 6 5f ; Yaq. ,111, p. 898.
2) I.D.,IV,p.62; A.M.,I,p.67.
(3) I.D. ,IV,p.62; A.M. ,I,p.67.
(4) I.D.,IV,p.62; cf.p.98;A.M.,I,p.67.
( 5) Op. cit. ,I,p.28.
(6) I.D. ,IV,pp.63f ;A.M. ,1 ,jDp,69f__
(7) Muqad. ,pp. 168 ,169; Mujir a 1 -Din ,K.al-uns al-.jalil bi-

tarilcfc al-Q.uds wa al-KhalTl.II .before p. 379 ,cf. I.F. ,

p.101.
(8) I.A. ,V,p. 5.



Malik's reign, since Arculfus who visited Jerusalem in C.67QA.D.

say s:

:fIn the renounod place where once the temple had
magnificently constructed placed in the neighbour¬
hood of the wall from the east, the Saracens now
frequent a four-sided house of prayer which they
have built rudely, constructing it by raising boards
and great beams on some remains of ruins: this house
can, it is said, hold three thousand men at once.5' (1)

He mentions no minaret as having been associated with it.

C. The early architectural features.

Scholars have considered different types of pre-Islamic

towers as models for the minaret (2). Most of them, however,

agree that its origin is to be found in church-towers.

Thiersch (3), G-ottheil (4), Diez (5), and Oreswell (6), are

among those who support this theoiy, but none has investigated

the matter thoroughly. There are some, on the other hand,

such as Tranz-Pascha (7), and Lano-Poole (8) who see the min¬

aret as an original architectural development.

The minaret was later than the mosque. In a previous

section of this chapter it has been shown that none of the early

mosques possessed a tower, or any such construction used as a

minaret before the Umayyad period. Such early minarets as

(1) The Pilgrimage of Arculfus in the Holy Lc;nd ,pp. 4f,
(2) Hasan,op,cit.,p.144;Kuhnol,Hie islamische Kunstgeschichte

(.Arabic version), p. 4.
(3) Op,cit..pp.99-110,
(4) Op.cit..p.158.
(5) .Art,,rManara", in E. i. /l.III.p. 228.

Op.cit.,I,p.529.II.p.571.
(^) Die Bankunst des Islam, p. 17.
(8) Cairo, p.42.
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there are, were added from time to time after the foundation

of the mosque to which they belonged.

To see how this architectural element became a part of

the mosque, the historical evidences, as well as the archi¬

tectural features will have to be discussed.

The earliest records concerning the minaret have come

down to us from Mu«awiyah. ITs reign. Al-Baladhuri records

that Ziyad b. hbibi (C.45H/.A.D. 665) attached a stone minaret

to the congregational mosque of Basra (l). From Syria, in

53 Hi,irah (A.D.672), Mu<awiyah convoyed an order to Maslamah

b. Mukhallad, his Governor in Egypt, to enlarge <.AmrTs mosque

and to attach four minarets at its corners. The order also

included the building of minarets for all the mosques of

Fustat except those of Khawlan and Tujib (2). In view of
*

• •

these facts, it is generally accepted that the idea of the

minaret arose during the Umayyad regime, and its origin must

be sought in Syria.

Mu<awiyah's order is of great importance for our study

since we have no recorded evidence about minarets built in

Syria before the reign of al-Walid I. It is unbelievable

that Damascus did not possess anything in the nature of a min¬

aret when Mu*awiyah issued his order. It is unlikely too

that Damascus, the Capital remained without minarets until al-

Walid I's time when minarets were attached to mosques else¬

where outside Syria according to orders from the central

1) Op.cit., p.348.
2) Maqr.,11,p.248.
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government in Damascus. Therefore it seems very likely that

towers from which the adhan was called had become common

practice in Syria in view of the fact that the order of

Mu<awiyah was not limited to the main mosque of Eustat,but
o 0

extended to all the mosques of Egypt. An investigation of

all the characteristics of this region at the time of the con¬

quest is therefore of great importance.

Architecture of very varied kinds existed in Syria at the

time of the Arab invasion, and the towers, the square shapes

of which were dominant, offer the closes parallels with which

we may associate the idea of the minaret. They were built to

serve various purposes as: tomb-towers, watch-towers or church

towers, and a number of other towers exist, the exact use of

which is difficult to discover. Wo doubt those towers were

mostly in an excellent state of preservation when the Arabs

first saw them.

1. Tomb-towers:

a. At Petra

At Petra, the monuments almost all belong to the Nabataean

age - the Nabotaeens occupied the country from about 587 B.C.,

but the city reached its zenith when it was under the Romans

in the first and the second century A.D. (1). The important

features there(demand our consideration are the tomb-facades,

(1) Eryo, The heritage of Persia, p.240.
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and the block-towers.

Concerning the tombs, Sir Alexander Kennedy has class¬

ified them into three types: The Assyrian, the Egyptian and

the Classical. In spite of the fact that these tombs are

hewn in the rock, the general appearance of many of thorn gives

the impression of a series of square-towers grouped together.

Hundreds of those rock-cut-frontals are to be found in Petra

(Fg.5. ). Internally, they are mostly alike, but the difference

in their external appearance suggests a number of easily trace¬

able stages of development. In general, they are of one

storey, only a few of them having double storeys. What may

be termed the Assyrian type has a plain facade with a single,

sometimes double row of crows tops. The Egyptian type is

characterized by its heavy cornice and the oavetto which is

surmounted by crowsteps (1). The facades decorated with

single or double rows of crowsteps appears to have been devel¬

oped in the closing years of the first century B.C., they

flourished especially in the first century of the Christian

era. The numbers of the crowsteps varies from fair to eight.

In many tombs, the crowsteps of the upper row stand free and

are not built in relief (2). Some of the tombs hove large-

size crowsteps on the corners of the roof, and only occasionally

(1) Kennedy, Potra, p. 49 ; cf. Erskine, The Vanished cities of
Arabia, pp.36f.

(2) Brunnow and Domasziwiski, Provincia Arabia, I,figs.
135-139.



have spaco for a looulus (l). The classical typo which in

contrast discarded this feature (i.e. crowsteps) appeared at

a time not earlier than the beginning of the Roman occupation

(2).

The detached towers which were called saharij by Musil

existed at Petra from the early days of the Petrean history

(Fg.6). They are huge four-sided block-towers, 20-30ft.

high; twenty-six of them were enumerated by Brunnow. hbout

half of them are solid towers without chambers; the others

have chambers which are entirely plain though some of them

carry the crowstep ramparts. The exact purpose of these

towers is uncertain. It has been suggested that the towers

which had chambers may have been used as burial places, since

they wore too small to serve as dwellings. It has also been

proposed that they might have had some religious significance

representing either the symbol of the deity itself or the altar

for worship. i\n especially important example of these remark¬

able monuments is that at Babal-Siq. It is a solid tower

without a door or internal chamber, and it has no ornamentation.

.Another notable one stood in the southern region of the city

and has an internal chamber. h frieze of crowsteps on one of

its sides is regarded by Kennedy as a later addition (3).

The crowsteps which we have discussed above are of great

(1) Op.cit.,I,pp.138-155 and figs.
(2) Kennedy, op. oit. .p.80.
(3) Op, cit. , p. 41 ;Torder .Petra .Perea .Phoenicia , pp. 21, 55.



importance as they exercised some effect first on towers of the

pre-Islamic period, and later on the minarets themselves where

they wore retained for -their orhamontal value - they were

placed at the fringe of the roof. Walls of the mosques were

also often terminated by this element.

b. At galmyra:

At Palmyra, the most striking features of the architecture

are the square tomb-towers. These towers vary in size but

are very similar in their proportions (Fig. 7 They ore high,

rectangular and stone-built. Those to the west of the

acropolis hove some characteristics which distinguish them

from the rest. They ore primitive but homogeneous in tech¬

nique. Their lateral length varies from five to seven metres,

and they have internal staircase built of stone in the thick¬

ness of the walls. In some tovvers, however, the complete

absence of a staircase suggests the probability of wood having

been used in their construction. Loculi were hewn in rows

one above the other in the interior walls to contain both the

remains and the images of the dead. This group is situated

on the highest points of the western range of hills and might

also have been used to servo as watch-towers in the time of

danger. The primitive character of the towers of this group

suggests two possibilities - either they belonged to less

wealthy families or were built sometimes after the invasion

of Aurolion (1).

(1) Watzinger,art."Zur Geschichle des Grabturmes in
Wiegand, Palmyra. I,p.78.of.Frye.op.pit..pp.21gf.
"The heavy base (of thse towers) is reminiscent of the
dry stone plinth upon which the mud brick towers of sou¬
thern Arabia are built .(Professor Sergeant's comment)
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Tha remainder of tho towers are more or lass similar in

construction and homogenious in appearance. The cores of

their walls ore built of quarried stone and mortar, while the

external faces of the walls are built of fine squared blocks

polygonal in shape. The layers are not always horizontal.

The lateral measurement of these towers ranges between five

and thirteen metres. Their height depends on the number of

storeys which in some cases is as many as five. Each storey

consists of a chamber with loculi hewn in it and a staircase

leading to the floor above. Most of these chambers were de¬

corated with painting or sculptures. The upper terminations

including the roofs of most of these towers, have disappeared,

but it seems probable that they had either flat battlemented

roofs like the ones in the grave facades of Petra, or that they

took the form of low pyramids. There is also a pediment a 1

framed niche on one side which gives a two-storeyed effect to

the front (l). The dated towers mentioned by Watzinger show

that the Palmyrians began to build them before the end of the

first century B.C. and continued doing' so through tho first

throe centuries of tho Christian era (2).

The tomb-tower of Jamlishu is a good example of the towers

of this type (Eg.8.). -according to an inscription on a plaque

above the entrance, this tower was built in -april 82 h.D. It

(1) Watzinger, op.cit..I.pp.79f.
(2) Op.cit..p.77.



has five storeys with a ceiling of stone slabs and staircases

connecting one story with the other. The first storey was

elaborately decorated. Cornthian pilasters, carved friezes,

ceiling of caissons ornamented with figures in high relief

and painting; loculi were also built. The outer appearance

has a certain elegance. On the centre of the facade, there

is a partly disposed niche placed on top of two eagles perch¬

ing on the heads of two lions. The niche is surmounted by a

pediment carried on two Cornthian pillars; in the niche, there

used to bo a figure of JamlTshu lying on a bod, but neither

of the two exists now although similar scenes are to be found

in some of other tombs in Palmyra (1).

One of the most known examples is that of Dlahbel, Manai,

Schokhadji, and Malikhu, the four sons of Yaballath. It is

a massive towerwhich stands on a low ground floor storey above

which rise three other floors lit by arrow-slit windows. Lt

the top is a cornice makes the roof, which no longer exists.

The tower consists of many rooms. Some are decorated with

paintings, and others with richly carved and upholstered couches.

Buts frequently figured below these couches (2).

The reason for building those towers for the dead is to be

found in the desire of the Palmyrians to provide on eternal

(1) De Vogue, Syria centrals.I.pp.73f; pi.26.
(2) Richmond, art. '-'Palmyra under the Legis of Rome", J.R.S. ,

LIII (1962) pp.53f.
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resting place for the dead of their families. Their belief

is attested by an inscription on one of the tomb-towers which

reads "the repose of eternity" (1), One of these towers

contained loculi for as many as 480 bodies (2). Moreover, it

has been suggested that these also probably served an astron¬

omical purpose (3).
0• Tomb-towers built on the pattern of Palmyra:

Tomb-towers built on the pattern of those at Palmyra are

also to be found in Q,anawat (4), and in Rimat al-Luhf (5). I\t

the latter place, there is a handsome tomb of three storeys,

the uppermost of which may have been added after the original

construction had been completed (Fig.9). The exact date of

its building is, however, not known but probably it was either

in the second or third century h.D. (6). Other square tombs

are to be found in al-Juwaysima (7), as well as in Kharibat

al-Suq (8).

2• 'latch-towers :

a• Detached towers:

Distinct from the tomb-towers are the square detached

watch-towers which are very frequent in -Syria, though most of

(1) Vatzinger, op.oit..1.p.84:de Vogue, op.cit.,I.pp.73f:
Robinson.Baalbek.Palmyra.p.84;lddison,Damascus and Palmyra.
II ,pp. 305f. —- - - - - -

(2) Wright. i,n he count of Palmyra and Zonubia , p. 2 79.
(3) Richmond, op. cit. . pp.53f.
(4) Provincia Irabia.III.dp.139f;cf.Will.art."La Tour Funeraire

de la Syr if"'. "Syria .XXVI (1949) ,pp.264ff ,figs,2,4,5.
(5) Butler.ancient architecture in Syria.II.h.Southern Syria,

pp.412ff,ills.353f.
(6) Butler, Il.ii. ,pp, 4l2ff.
(7) Provincia Arabia . II,pp. 208-11,fig. ,807.
(8) Op. cit". ,11,pp. 180f .



than are now in total ruins. They are frequently built of

stone or basalt and vary from two to six storeys in height.

The entrance to many of them is distinguished by an interest¬

ing feature for the lintel is mounted by a relieving arch,

the span of which is closed by a slab of stone (Fig.10-12).
This feature is of considerable importance since it was carried

to Qayrawan where it can still be seen in the minaret of its

great mosque (1).(Fig.13). The entrances of those towers are

almost always to be found on the ground floor, and are often

protected by overhanging projections which were used for throw¬

ing missiles at any attacker. Such projections are tu be

found on other sides of these towers whercthey may have been

used as latrinas. They represent the progenitors of the idea

of machicolation which was subsequently developed for defensive

purposes first by Islamic architects and then in the west.

The lower storeys were often provided with loop-hole windows

while the upper storeys were provided with single or double

ordinary windows on each side. The roofs of these towers were

most probably flat, with crowsteps as the tower of Mashquq with

the remanents of its battlement shows. In some of these towers

there is now no trace of any staircase leading to the upper¬

most storeys which suggests that wood might have been used for

their construction. The earliest examples of those detached-

towers ore the following

(1) This minaret is going to be discussed later on.



1. A tower existed at Q,asr al-Hayr before the establish-
• •

ment of the Umayyad palace there. It was built of fine ashlar

masonry, provided with a projected structure (machicolation)
above the entrance. It dates from the second century A.D.

(1).

2. The tower in Temek was built out of ancient material

upon ancient foundations. It is in ruined state and might

originally have been of four storeys. The faces were built

of well finished stone. The first floor was built of stone

while wood was used in the others; each storey was externally

marked by a slightly projecting belt of masonry, and lighted

by narrow openings. The shape of the portal is similar to

that of the minaret of Q,ayrawan. .According to Butler, it

was built either in the end of the third or the beginning of

the fourth century -A.D. (2).

3. In Mashquq stood a tower built of roughly quaderated

masonry in an almost perfect state of preservation even incl¬

uding two merlons of its battlements. The date assigned to

it by Butler was before the fourth century A.D. (3).

4. A tower also stood in Umm al-Q,usayr (east) which was

built of squared masonry, probably does not date later than

the fourth century A.D. No doubt this tower was used for

defensive purpose and for sending signals to the adjacent

(1) Creswell, op,cit,, I,p.347.
(2) Butler, IITb.,pp,llff.,ills.8f.
(3) Butler, II.B.,p.129.



guard-posts (1).

5. In Melah al-Sarrar, in Southern Syria stood very

old towers. It seems that the upper storey of the higher

one was reconstructed in the Middle /,ges on a lower storey

of earlier date, and it had a window with a pointed arch in

the third storey. The other towers are all of ancient

masonry. There were perhaps watch-towers like those of the

Southern Hawran and the eastern edge of the mountain. They

may date from 372 A.D, (2).
6. The tower of Sira« measures 6.10 x 5.70m. from

inside. It was lighted by loop-hole windows, and the rem¬

ains of its stairs were still visible at the time of Butler's

visit to it. The doorway had a lintel with a relieving arch

above. It has been assigned to the fifth century ii.D. (3).

7. In Kfellusin, a tower dated in 492 (or 522) A,J).

was of 15m. high, perfectly preserved (Fig.14). It was four

storeys high, the two lower ones having been provided with

loop-hole windows, while the upper ones had normal windows.

It was also provided with latrina in the top floor (4).

8. * tower also stands in al-Burj. It is 5.50m.sq.,

about 10m. of which are still preserved. The lower story was

of basalt while the upper two storeys were of limestone, and

(!) Op.oit.. p.143,B.,p.234.
Op.oit. , pp.333f.

(3) Butler, II.B. ,pp. 65f. , ill.65.
(4) Butler, II.B., p.225, ills 227f.
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well finished in the exterior. The portal had a lintel sur¬

mounted by a relieving arch. An inscription on the lintel

gives the date of its construction as 526 i».D. (1)

9. 'The tower of Shaykh tAli Q,asun is about 7 m.sq. The

portal and soma of its walls are still preserved (Fig. 15).
The lintel has a relieving horse-shoe arch, the span of which

is filled by a stone plate. Inscriptions and ornaments are

carved on the lintel. It dates from the sixth century A.J).

(2).

Other dated towers of this type of the sixth century also

exist, such as the tower of Halban (3) (543 A. D. ) (Fig. 16), and

that of Dar Q,ita (551 A.D. ) (4),

b• Towers incorporated in defensive fortifications:

Square towers incorporated in defensive fortifications

ore common in Syria, and those of them which still exist appear

to be similar to the detached towers. Several examples of

this type are known:

1. In Umm al-Jimal, a tower stands at the south eastern

angle of the barracks (Fig. 17). It is six storeys high being

marked by a slightly projecting course of masonry. The

uppermost storey is provided with large openings; there is

one at each side, and 'there are projecting structures before

1) Butler, II.B. ,pp. 103f. ill. 122.
2) Op,cit.,p.7.
(5) Op.cit..p.18.ill.16.
(4) Op.cit..pp.189f.



thorn, the purpose of which is not known. The exterior of the

tower, like the rest of the building, was covered with stucco.

It dates back to about 412 4.D. (1).

2. One of the towers of Jerada forms a part of the town

wall. It is of six storeys, 28m. high, and is 5.50m.sq. at

the base. The first floor is of stone while the others wore

of wood. The uppermost storey which could be reached by a

wooden staircase or by a ladder, is provided with large cruci¬

form openings one on each side. It is also provided with a

projecting structure which might have been used as latrina

(Big.18). No date has been assigned to this tower (2). In

entrance tower is also to be found in Jerada. It is three

storeys high, the third one was in the form of fine opened
i

loggia with coupled windows separated with short Ooriithian

columns (3).

Towers of the same characters were also to be seen in

hndorin (4) (558 i*.D. ), Q,al<at Dayr al-Kahf (5), in al-Habbat
• •

(6), and other places (7).
0• Towers attached to private houses:

Square towers were also attached to private houses. On

eastern and south-eastern slopes of the Jabal Hawran, they have
o

(1) Butler ,11,A. ,p. 170 ;ills. 144f ;Harding .i.ntiquit os of Jordan,
p.148.

(2) Butler.hrohltecturo and other arts.pp.128;Oreswell.op.
cit_. ,I,p.346.

(2) Op.cit.,p.125 and illustration.
(4) Butler,11.B.,pp. 45-52 and plate,VIII.
(5) Butler, II. 1.,p. 145,
(6) Butler, II.B. ,p. 102 ,ill. 120.
(7) Butler,II.ii. ,pp.21,8Sf Jills.18,92f; pi.DC.



distinctive features. The houses in several villages often

had one or two towers incorporated with thorn. These towers

were about 5.m.sq. and of three to five storeys which were

marked by slightly projected belts of masonry. Those built

on the roof is perhaps an indication that they served as

watch-towers (1). Such towers are to be found in Sabha,
• •

Buraq, Sanamayn, Kokaba, and other places.
■Jt

That of Sabha bolorged to a ruined house above which/rose
• •

16m. Three of its storeys are retained, and marked by slight¬

ly projected belts of masonry. There is a door in the ground

floor topped by a lintel of stone and another one on the third

floor (Fig.19). The upper storey must have been reached by

wooden staircase or by a ladder, since no sign of stone stairs

is to be found inside the tower. k flat roof with crenell-

ations is suggested here similar to that of Buraq. No date

has been assigned to this tower (2). In al-Sanamayn one of

the houses possessed two towers (3) (Fig.20).

In Buraq stand two square towers which were connected

with residences. One is built of finished masonry with

moulding and pierced window-plates. The roof is flat with

crenellations at the corners. The other is a late Christian

building, but few signs of Muslim occupation exist here (4)

(1) Butler, Il.is. ,pp. 115,126,141.
(2/ Qp«cit..p.115; ill.95.
(3) On.cit..p.515.
(4) Op.cit..p.127.
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(Fig. 21).

The house-tower i$f Kokaba is still standing. Its walls

are preserved up to three storeys, the first of which is

circled by slabs of stone and provided with loop-holes. The

only door of this tower is to be found in the second storey

(1). Butler suggests no date for this tower.

In the early Islamic times house-towers of this type

were used as minarets when such houses were converted into

mosques (2).
It appears from the above that fortresses and watch-

towers are more common on the eastern and south eastern

frontier than on the centre or western borders of the coun¬

try. This is due to the fact that these parts were more

exposed to raiders than the other frontiers so that it was

very necessary to build such watch-towers in order to look

out for raiders coming from a distance and to warn the vill¬

agers to be prepared before their arrival (3). But instead

of having one public tower on the site, we find that each

village had several houses with their own private towers.

This feature has puzzled investigators. Butler suggests

that "it may have beon that well-to-do citizens built these

towers upon their own house and provided for a watch during

(1) Butler, II.B. ,p.l38.
(2' Op. cit. .pp. 77f ;ill.85.
(3) Cf.Hartmann, art.,;Zum Theme :Minaret und Leuchturm",

Per Islam. I (1910) pp.388f.



stated periods as a public service1®. (1). But such service

could equally well have been conducted on one public tower.

It seems that this practice of building towers on the house

might have had a religious significance, and it may well be

these that are referred to in the Bible where it is written:

"There was a certain house-holder who planted a vineyard,
and hedged it round about, and digged a wine press in
it and built a tower, and let it out to husband-men..."
(2).

These towers were situated so that the private fields and the

fDicks outside the inhabited area could be guarded from them.

^• House-towers:

Numerous examples of house-towers are also to be found

in the Jabal Helaqa in Syria, but they are in ruins. In

Serjiblah(Fig.22) in Northern Syria stands a tower of this

kind which was planned and constructed for residential

purpose. It is about 9 x 6.20 m.sq. at the base, and has

five storeys, over 17m. high. The first floor is built of

stone while the other floors were of wood. The roof is supp¬

osed to have been a low pyramidal one. Butler has assigned

it to the sixth century h.D. (3).

3. Church-towers:

The most important type of towers in Christian Syria wero,

(1) Butler, II.fi. , p. 127.
(2) St. Matthew, XXII,33.
(3) Butler,II.B..pp.213,230f;ill.252.Architecture and

other arts, pp.253 ff.



however, the square church-towers, generally characterized by

the use of stone as its building material. Basalt and sun¬

baked bricks were also used. Such towers are 2-7 storeys

high. The first floor usually built of stone slabs; the

other floors are in most cases missing - which indicates that

they were probably constructed of wood. Some of the towers

hove been found with their stone slobs floors well preserved.

The entrances ore mostly on the ground floor, but in some

towers the entrances are on the first floor. The staircases

are almost always missing which again may suggest that the

upper storeys used to be reachedby wooden staircases or by a

ladder used only in time of need. A wooden staircase is how¬

ever more likely, since we know cases where it was in use till

a later time (1). These towers are mostly lit by narrow loop¬

hole windows in the lower storeys and were provided with large

windows in the upper storeys. The roofs of those towers

were built of slab stone, either flat, occasionally provided

with crenellations at the corners, or of low pyramidal form

(Figs.2S-25). Some of these towers, however, have project¬

ing constructions which served either as machicolations or

latrinas.

The earliest examples of church-towers with which the

Muslims mode acquaintance were those of St. John the Baptist's

church at Damascus. After the capitulation of Damascus

(1) Soe the minarets of the Damascus Mosque in Chapter IV
of this thesis.
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(14H/ii.D. 635-6 ii.D. ), a part of St. John tho Baptist's ohuroh

was converted into a mosque. it oach corner of tho temenos,

there was a high tower, originally belonging to the poribolos

of tha pro-Christian temple (1). Tho part occupied by the

Muslims remained tho only congregational mosque in Damascus

until the construction of the Great Mosque by ol-Walid I (87-

97H/i\. D. 705-15). There con be no doubt that tho towers of

the church or at least one uf thorn, w-ore used for calling

adhan since they were the highest places in the church. The

order of Mu«awiyah to erect four minarets for «hmr's mosque

at Cairo was certainly influenced by the nature of the terrenes

of this church. The towers of the latter were used for the

adhan because they were already there, and the Muslims accepted

their presence in so far as they were not contradictory to

the ideals of Islam (2). In times, the Muslims grew accustom¬

ed to them and found that there was nothing wrong in intro¬

ducing minarets to other mosques.

From the above, it seems very likely that the idea of the

minaret originated in these towers, and it seems most probable

that they were used for the adhan from tho early days of the

occupation of Damascus. But the towers of this church were

only one of tha factors that influenced the development of tho

minaret, and many other churches with towers were on tho spot.

(1) I.K.,IM,p.150;Diez.,Die Kunst dar islamischen Volker.p.58.
(2) Cf. Bukh. ,I,p. 120. ~



Christianity became an established religion in Syria in

313 A.V. , but the great temple of Damascus was probably con¬

verted into a church only in the reign of Theodosius in 379

A. D; it was thus dedicated to St. John the Baptist (1). A

number of other churches ware built at much the same time

especially for the purpose of paying honour to the remains

of the Saihts or to mark some sacred spot. It is true that

we do not know exactly when church-towers were first intro¬

duced or even where they were first used in the Christian

churches of the region. It would however bequite reasonable

to consider those of the said church as the earliest in Syria.

A number of church-towers other than those of St. John

the Baptist's church existed in Syria at the time of the

Muslim conquest. The most important of them are as follows:

1. i,t Q,asr al-Banat, in Northern Syria, a tower was

associated with the church in 390-418 i\.D. (2) (Fig. 26 ). It

had six storeys and was abcut 30m. high. Fach storey was

divided into two small and one big appartment; one of the

small ones seams to have been occupied by a wooden staircase.

Stone was used in the building of the first floor, while wood

was used for the others. The roof of the tower may have been

flat and built of stone slabs. It was provided with loop¬

holes and interior decoration. Butler suggests that it served

(1) Spiers,art. The Great Mosciuc of the Omeiyades,Damascus",
J.R. I.B.h. ,p. 35.

(2) Thiersch,op.cit..p.99 and Gottheil.op.cit.,p.139
allotod it to the fifth century A.t)~. , cf .Tchalenko,
Villages antiques de la syrie du nord,I,pp.173,174.



purpose other than that of watch-tower since its situation

was not suitable for watching. The sound instrument which

Butler proposes was hung in the uppermost storey seems to bo

improbable since this tower had no suitable openings barring

the small loop-holes in the walls (1). It might well have

been used as storage for the valuables of the church.

2. Qasr Iblisu's tower is dated in 431 A.D. It has now

fallen, but it has been suggested that it originally had low

pyramidal roof (2).
3. In Umm al-Surab, Southern Hawran, the church of S.3.

• •

Sergius and Bachus has a tall square tower, all of it still

well preserved except for the roof. Bach face of the top

storey had a wide opening divided into two halves by a slender

colonette (Big. 27). The staircase inside is crudely fitted

and might have been added later. It was perhaps originally

made of wood. Butler has restored the roof of the tower

giving it a low pyramidal shape. It is dated 489 A.D. (3).

4. In the Church of Jorada, there stands a well pre¬

served tower (5th cent.A.D.) of five storeys, adjoining the

narthex on the north. /ill of its floors are of slobs of

stone like those of the tomb-towers of Palmyra (4). (Big.28).
5. In Shacjqa convent there are two towers, one which is

fairly well preserved, seem to have been in existence before

the construction of the convent. Its lower storey is com¬

pletely roofed by slabs of stone, and had no communication with

(1) Butler, II. B. ,pp. 220f. ill. 219 .andPl.XX ,/irchit ecturo and
other arts, pp.140,141,156f.

(2) Butler,1l.B. ,p.207,ills.211,214. He suggests the roof to
have been a low pyramidal one, but he drew it flat, see
ill.24.

(3) Butler, II. A. , p. 96 , ill. 78.
(4) Butler, Architecture and other arts .p. 155 .f ig. 60 :Thiorsch.

op. cit. ,p. 99.



the storey above. The lower storey has a special doorway and

another one opened in the second storey, the two stone leaves

of which were standing at the time of de Vogue's visit. The

staircase was constructed of timber, and in the uppermost

storey, there were two windows. The roof of this tower was

flat and battlemented at its four corners. The pagan origin

of the tower has been proved by the discovery of on epitaph

which belonged to a priest of that age. The two towers were

incorporated in the convent in the fifth centry ii.D. , and a

cross was then engraved on the lentil of the entrance to the

ground floor (l).

6. In Zarzita is a detached tower about 4m. sq. of two

storeys separated by stone slabs. It dates in 500 i».D. (2).
7. In hnderin, the great enclosing wall of the South

church (528 h.D.) had four corner towers as well as gate

towers. A11 were built of stone, but with the exception of

a few fragments none cf them now exists. The four corner

towers might have been a copy of those of St. John the Baptist'

church at Damascus (3).

8. In Dayr al-Nawa (595 A.D.) a tower about 7.50m. sq.

stood at the northwest angle of the second atrium of the con¬

vent. It had two storeys which were lighted by loop-hole

windows. The second storey was provided with laitrina (4).

(1) Cf. de Vogiio, op. cit. .1. p. 58 .PI. 18.
(2) Butler, II. B. ,pp. 247f. , ills. 250ff.
(3) Op.cit..pp.60f..ills.54f.
(4) Op.cit..p.15.



9. Samah, in southern Hawran, which was associated with

the monastry of St. George also had a sqare tower (Fig. 29).
It is well preserved and is certainly coeval with the struc¬

ture of the masonry. It is about 12m. high with an entrance

in its second storey. The stairs, which may be an Islamic

insertion, begin here and wind up to the top which was pro¬

vided with big openings. Its roof was reconstructed as a low

pyramidal one. It was built in 624/5 A.D. (1).
10. The tower of Umm al-Rasas perhaps stood in an open

• •

courtyard of a small monastry (Fig. 50), It is about 10m. sq.

at its base, and about 30-40 ft. high. Wilson suggests it

"it was perhaps a stylite-tower" (2). On the northern -,

eastern -, and western-sides of the tower, there was a cross

sculptured in relief, and contained within a circle. This

emblem is absent on the southern side (3). A rude flight of

steps winds round the inside (4). No date has been given to

it.

11. The monastry of Umm al-Q,ittayn, in Southern Hawran,
V • «

also has a well preserved square tower (Fig.31). The upper

(1) But ler, II.ii., pp. 83f., Creswell refers to the pages as
95-99 cf. ahM.-,. , I, p. 329.

(2) Quoted in ProvTncia Arabia ,11. p. 72.of. pp. 70. 71.
(3) Buckingham, Travels among the Arab tribes.p. 99. Oreswoll

assigned a cross to the eastern and western faces only,
see 3.A.A.M.A. ,p. Ill; cf. Doughty . Arabia Desorta.or
Travels in nrabia Des^rta,I,p. 18."" "

(4) Provinoia ^rabia ,11 .p. 72 ; Tfcistram, The Land of Moab.
p.146.



storey was provided with cruciform-shape d windows ono at eaoh

of its four faces. The roof was flat, covered with slabs

of stone, and crenellations stood at its corners (l). It

bears no date.

12. In Dayr al-Nasrani, on the south-eastern foothills

of the Jabal Hawran, a square tower was incorporated in a
c

monastry there. It was built of unhewn blocks of basalt,

except for the doorway which was mado of cut stone. It seems

that this tower is older than the building itself ; it could

have been a watch-tower sot up on the site, and was incor¬

porated into the convent at the time of its construction.

No date has bean assigned to it (2).

Many other churches in Syria could also bo added to the

list given above on account of their similar characteristics

(2).

In view of the importance of towers in pre-Christian times,

the question arises whether or not these church-towers wore

introduced solely for religious purpose. That there was

some underlying spiritual idea behind the church-tower is

suggested by the nature of the Masopotanian ziqqurot, the

real purpose of which was perhaps to reach nearer to God.

It is however difficult to state whether the church-towers

(1) sutler, op, cit. . p. 139 ,ills. 120f ,P1.IX seems to be in¬
accurate, see ills. 120f.

2) Butler, op, cit. .pp. 354f.
3) Butler, II.B.,pp.275,3l3f.,329,ills.294f.,346f.,373;

de Vogue.op,cit..1.pp.101.155.158ff.Plates: 65f.,
122-129,130-136.
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initially had any similar religious significanc o.

It has been suggested that a.iras (bells) may have play¬

ed a role in the introduction of the church-towers (1), but

this seems unlikely since the instrument used for summoning

people to prayer was not the some in the early days of

Christianity as to-dav. The earliest form was a naqus

(wooden-gong) na thin^ oblong piece of wood which is beaten

with a flexible rod called ;wabilu (2). It is held in the

hand or hung up, but would have quite unsuitable for suspen¬

sion in a tower.

Again, those towers might merely have boon watch-towers

at a time when the church was used as a fortress for pro¬

tection from sudden attack - the south church in Anderin

(A.D.528) had four corner-towers as well as gate-towers,

lbn al-Faqih (903 A.D. ) designated one of the minarets of

the Damascus Mosque as a natur (3) (watch-tower). Yaqut

defined it as a "daydaban"(4) (watch-tower), while Ibn

Kathir associated the four towers with astronomy (5). The

designation mantarah is applied nowadays to watch-towers

lifted in the plain of Damascus which may bear the same rel¬

ation to the permanent structure of the past. Abu Salih
• •

(1) Art. "Tower:l, E.B. .XXII (1962 )_j>.333
(2) Q,alq.XIII,p.284;Zayyat ,al-Diyarat al-Na§raniyah fi

a1-Islam.pp.90-98. The naqus is still in use in some of
the Greek monastries. See Curzon, Visits to the
monestries in the Levant.p.15.

(3) Mukhtapar K.al-buldHn,p.108.
(4) Mu< .jam,II .p. 593.
(5) Op.cit..IX.p.159;



al-Armini, a fourteenth century A.D. authority, gives an in¬

dication of great importance in the study of the problem.

He says:

"This monastry (of Merry) is closed with a surrounding
wall in which there is^a large garden .... in the upper
part is a sawma^ah raqubah (watch-tower) in which a
monk is sttmTjnod "Co warn the other monks of any person
approaching the mom stry while still at a distance
whether they might be soldiers, .Amirs. or '.7alis. The
sentinel strikes the naqus in a different manner accord¬
ing to the commer, so that the monks may know when they
hoar who it is that is approaching the monastry, and
may prepare what is fitting for them before they arrive"

(1).

.Ancient watch-towers were incorporated in more recent

Christian monastlr/'es and churches. The practice of having

detachec^owors beside the churches may also give a clue to
the origin of these towers - that they were old watch-towers

to which the churches were subsequently added (2). .All this

may confirm that the church-towers were originally watch-

towers, and the latter may have been their prototype. This

is confirmed by the projected structures which are attached

either above the entrances (machicolations), or to the other

sides of the towers (latrinas).

Tristram records two traditions pertaining to the purpos

of the tower at Umm al-Resas. According tc one, it was to
• •

imprison two persons, and according to the other that it was

Op» oit. . fols.71b - 72a.
(2) Of. i-ossus , Sancturies Ohrostie.ns do Syrie . p. 235.
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to protect the treasuries of the Christian community (1).
Whatever truth is in these suggestions, they serve to give a

hint as to what they were used for.

4. Towers of rare shape:

Towers other than those of the usual square typo also

existed in certain parts of Syria:

1. The stone-built stepped-towers are of the oldest type

found in the Hawran district, and their characteristics are

of great antiquity. They ore of two storeys having the

shapes of truncated pyramids in the lower stage of which has

staircase. Several such towers have been found in al-

Safiyah and Damit al-<Alya in Leja (2) (Fig.32).
2. Round towers are also found, but in small numbers.

Two ancient towers with sloping sides are to be found between

TChabeb and Zabir. Butler is of the opinion that they used

to be wind-mills (3). These towers may be compared with

those scattered along the road from Q,anawat towards al-Kcfr

to the southwest of Si< and north of the foot of Jabal al-

Qulob. Butler suggests the possibility that they were built

for defence purposes: but this seems improbable as almost

all the customary defence towers in Syria were square (4).
Circular tomb-towers were in existence before the advent of

(!) Op.olt. . pp. 146f.
(2) Butler, II.il. ,pp. 123,125,432f.
(2) Op» cit..pp.457f.
(4) Op.cit., pp.554f.



Islam, such as that to the west of Khirbat al-Khissin (l), and
• «

that near Basra (2).

3. Another typo in the form, of a cube topped by a pyramid

was also found in northern, - as well as in southern Syria,

a good example of this type can be seen in the tomb at Dana (3)

(Fig.33).

However, these sorts of towers were rare and. there were

probably not many examples for the Muslims to see and oopy.

J5. General conclusion

The square tomb-towers of Palmyra doubtless had their

effect on the development of the minaret, but no examples have

been found of a tower of this type being used by the Muslims^)
Single watch-towers were, no doubt, converted into min¬

arets when mosques were attached to them or built in their

neighbourhood (4). Tho habit of adding detached minarets to

the mosques nu-y indeed have originated from the latter

practice. House-towers also fulfilled the function of the

minaret in caseswhere houses wore converted into mosques.

This was done in Kirratayn in the house No.3, dated in 436-7

A.D., which was converted into a mosque in the early Islamic

days (5). But the first towers which the Muslims used for

the purpose of the adhan were very probably those of the

(1) Op.cit..pp.545f.
(2^ °P« oit.,pp.277f.,ill.244;of.Watzinger.op.cit.,p.83.
(3) Butler, II.B.,p.159,ill.163;cf.Buckingham.op.cit.,

pp.495f;de Vogue.op,oit..I.pp.105-197 and Plates.
(4) Thiersch.op.cit..p.101;Provine is Arabia.III.p.181.

fig. 1068. " ' "" "" —
(5) But ler. op. cit. . pp. 77f. , ill. 85.

Professor Sergeant notes that towers were built of un¬
baked brick in the Arabian Peninsula or its borders.
It is however not certain whether there may have
influenced the idea of associating a minaret with the
mosaue.



church of St. John the Baptist at Damascus. They must have

remained in use".until the construction of the Great Mosque on

the site by al-Walid I.

Ls far as it can bo said from the."sources, the minaret

was officially introduced as a part of the mosque in 45H.

(665 n.D.). Before this date, it is very likely that the

church-towers fulfilled the function of the minaret where

churches were converted into mosques or where mosques were

attached to churches. The towers of St. John the Baptist's

church, thus, probably played a vital role in the introduction

of the minaret, and they became a prototype for several

mosques built outside Syria. hmongst them, other churches

converted into mosques (1) muy hove had towers which were also

certainly used as minarets.

The Islamic monuments in Basra are similar in style to

those of the Hawran which had beon developed a long time before

Islam. They were built on the principle of stone beam work

and roofed of stone slabs. For this reason, and for the use

of the ancient building materials, it is difficult to deter¬

mine the age of the building wherever the date is lacking.

In this conservative city, there ore .several remarkable ex¬

amples of minarets still standing to this day, the character¬

istics of which may suggest their prototypes (Fig.34).
1. In the mosque commonly ascribed to «Umar b.al-Khattab.

(S)

(1) K.al-Istibsar,p.142; 1st.,p.188;I^Haw.,p.244;nbu_al-Fida,
h. Ta'qwim al-buldan.p. 397 ;Kurd <^li, Khitat a1-Sham,VT,p,45.

(2' ^Tq'yincia Drabia .Ill. en. 25.28f. —1



It is at the north-eastern angle of the mosque and is of square

shape (Fig. 25). It is tapered, so that the upper stages be¬

come progressively smaller than the lower ones (1)., Bucking¬

ham describes this minaret as follows:

"We ascended on the inside cf the square tower by
16 several stages of steps each containing four in
number making 64 steps in all. The door which closed
the entrance to this tower below was one solid slab
of stone and a similar but smaller door of stone
served to close the apertures for light in different
stages of the building; as we ascended it all of them
being hung by pivots traversing in sockets above and
below ... At the top of this tower was an open space
with a high wall enclosing it each side of which had
a double arched window in its centre divided by a column;
that in the western front spirally fluted and all the
rest plain. The roof of this open space and the ceiling
of it also was solid stone and every part of the tower
strong and perfect, but whether constructed by Romans,
Saracens, or Christian Greek it was not easy to deter¬
mine". (2).

The door of this tower is similar to those of the towers at

Palmyra which were also of stone slabs. Butler (3) alloted

this minaret to the twelfth century A.D., while Brunnow (4)
considered it to be a bell-tower. This minaret was very

probably built following an ancient pattern which long pre¬

vailed in the city.

2. In the mosque of al-Khidr, there is a square tower

slightly detached from the main building (Fig. 36). It has

(1) Buckingham, op.oit. . p.200, cf. p.205.
(2) Op.cit.. p.199; cf. Thiersch, op.cit.. p.101; Diez,

Die Kunst dsr islamishcen Volker. pp.37f,
(3) II.A., p.292; Thiersch, op.cit.. p.101.
(4) Provincia Arabia. Ill, p.38.



a winding flight of stops inside. There is a window 20 ft.
above the ground with a stone shutter; higher up, the stairs

are in ru^nfous state (l). On the door of the mosque is an

inscription which dates the re-establishment of the mosque in
(2)

528 H. (1134 A.D.)

3. A square tower is also associated with the mosque of

Dayr a1-Muslim (3) (Fig. 37). Buckingham reports *•

,:I saw an old building with a high square tower attached
to it, in which was a double arched window near the
top. The arches being divided by a spiral fluted
columns and an open work battlement on the top; this

must have been a Muhammadan work as we noticed many
Arabic inscriptions on different parts of it; some
originally sculptured, and coeval with the building
itself and others let into the masonry at some sub¬
sequent period". (4)

The parapet of the upper storey was partly in ruins in the

time of ButlorTs visit (5). Brunnow considers this tower

like that of <Umar's mosque to have boon a boll-tower (6).
4. In the southern end of Bosra, near the reservoir

stands another mosque with a square minaret at its south¬

western corner (7).

Other minarets in southern Hawran, in al-Umta<iyah (8),
• •

which might originally have been a temple-tower in the second

(1) Op.cit.,111,p.13,ills.886f;Butler.op.cit.,p.292,ill.205;
Porter, Five years in Damascus.II.p.154.

(2) Provincia .arabia .III.pp. 13,210 ;Butlor.op. cit. ,p.292.
(3) It is also called Jami<al-Salat ,and J3fmi<F!Ttimah,s0o

Butler,op.cit..p.292.
(4) Op. cit. ,p. 197 ;Butler, op. cit. ,p. 292 ;ill. 261.
(5) Butler,II.A.,p.293.
(6) Pro vine in Arabia ,111, p. 38.
(7) Butler,op.cit.,p.294;ill.262;Provincia arabia,111,p.42;

ill.926;Thiersch,op. cit. ,p.l01.
(8) But lor,op.cit.,pp.88,90f.
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or the early years of tho third oont. ^.D. (Fig.38), that of

al-Dayr (1), and that of al-Nawa (2) which seems to ho in part

of tho pro-Islamic period - probably the fifth or tho sixth

centry h.D., may all reflect their ancestors.

This examination of tho various typos of tower shows

that the square type was in general favour till the seventh

century. There were thus numerous examples to bo found when

tho Muslims settled in Syria, and it is among towers of this

typo that the oldest minaret is no doubt to bo found.

It may be stated in conclusion that tho idea of tho min¬

aret originated in Syria, and that it was suggested by the

church - and watch-towers which wore so numerous there; it

was pushed into the body of the mosque as a local impulse.

The Umayyads were thefirst to introduce it to the mosques out¬

side Syria.

(1) Op.cit..p.105.
(2) Op,cit.,p.511.



CHAPTER IV

THE UMAYYAD MIHARET IN THE EAST
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li. The minaret In the oarl^Ufflayvadpori^:

It hag been shown earlier that there is no record proving

the existence of the minaret before the Uma.yyad period, and

that it is very likely that,especially in Syria, pre-Islamic

towers were thus used for the purpose of adhan.

The earliest records known cpK) relating to the miharots
— «_(-

of the mosques of Basra, and Fustat, as well as tjane haram
• • • •

al-sharif in Jerusalem. Special attention will be paid to

these minarets so as to expose the earliest pattern of mina¬

rets officially introduced to the mosques.

1. 'The minarets in Iraq:

The minaret of Basra was the first minaret to be assoc-

ioted with a mosque. Ziyad b. .Abrhi, c.45H.U,D.665),
undertook the responsibility of rebuilding and enlarging the

Basra mosque. On the authority of al-Walid b.Hisham al-

Qahdhami, al-Baladhuri records:

"When Ziyed built the mosque ho made the praycr-ha 11 (portico)
(suffatuhu al-muqaddimah) five rows of columns and
built TETs minaroITrom stone1'. (1).

On the completion of this mosque, al-Baladhuri continues:

"When Ziyad built the mosque and dar al-imarah
(governor's house) he asked some of "the notables of
Ba§ra who were watching the building whether they
had seen any defect (in the mosque) to which they
replied, ;TWo do not know of any monument more solid
than this one". He said "Yes, since these columns
carry four arches each, it would have been better if

0p» oit. . p.348.
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they had boon stouter than the other*', (l).
Podorsan suggests that the statement concerning tho min¬

aret may indicate that there we.s another one prior to tho

stone minaret (2). However, this statement is the earliest

we have found. The shape of this minaret is not easy to

conceive since all we know about it is that it was built of

stono.

To understand tho influence which affected tho construction

of this minaret, reference to the architectural environment

of the places where Ziyad served may bo illuminating.

Before becoming the governor of Basra, Ziyad served as
tkt.

a governor of Istakhr (3) where/commonest architectural feature
o •

was its numerous columns - particularly in Porsfpolis.

Ziyad, therefore, must have been struck by tho architectural

beauties of this district. Tho Great Mosquo of Basra which

(1) Op.cit..p.547; cf.Yaq.,I,p.642. This statement seems to
have boon comg.letej.y misunderstood by Creswell who
records: "Baladhuri goes on to say that the Khallf
Mu<awiya one day asked some notables of Basra whether
they know of any defect in tho mosque to which they
rep lied,:'We do not know of any monument more solid than__
it is". Ho then said "Yes, certainly, these colums (asatin)
each of which has for tics (maud) are the largest 2—
in existence". D.Mb. . I,p. 357

(2) Op.oit., p.334.
(3) I.k.,111,p.321; Pope, art. "Islamic architecture",

o.P.a..II,p.214; Creswell, op.cit..1.p.54.



was a great architectural achievement of Ziyad reflects this

influence. It is seen in the lofty columns which wore ad¬

mired by all who visited the mosque. How far the minaret was

qffected by Persia at that time is not clear. However, the

question of why the minaret was built of stone whereas the

rest of the mosque was built of bricks stimulates special

attention since the use of stone as a building material was not

the practice of southern Iraq. Dried-and baked-brick was the

most common. 'fhe source from which the stone of the minaret

was extracted is unknown; doubtless, it was brought from the

mountains of al-Ahwaz (l), particularly from al-Q,u«ayqi<an (2),
where the stone columns were obtained. It is very likely too

that the columns and. the stone of the minaret were first

transported by sea, then carried by road (5).
The question here is whether there was a tower in the sur¬

rounding vicinity which might have served as a prototype for

Ziyad's minaret.

It is a fact that the early churches of Iraq, as well as

those of Iran hod no towers similar to those known in Syria (4).
It is also true that this district was not endowed with watch-

towers which were abundantly distributed throughout Syria. Tho

(1) Bal.,pp.347f; Yaq.,I,p.642.
(2) Yaq., IV,£.146.
(z) £)az. , hthar. p.75.
(4) Reuthor, op.cit..p.566; Rice,art."Tho Oxford excavations

at Hira", h.I..1 (1934) pp.54-58.



buildings common in the East were the fire-temples and those

of the goddess Anahita whose cult was closely associated with

fire-worship (1). Two of those tower-like buildings are to

be found near Istakhr, one of which is in Pasargadae (Fig.39).
• •

It was built by Cyrus (549-529 B.C.), and probably destroyed

by Gaumata (c. 522 B.C.). The other one is near Naqsh-i

Rustam which was probably built by Darius (522-485 B.C.) who

stated in his inscription of Bisiton that he had rebuilt the

temples destroyed by Gaumata (2) (Fig.40). The purpose of

these towers is supposed to be either a tomb or a temple, the

latter explanation being the one gradually accepted (3).

However, the general impression of the shape of these towers

does not conceive the idea of minaret (4).

The tower of Nourabad, was built by a Parthian prince

(c. III-I century B.C.) (Fig.41). It stands on a base of

three courses of big blocks of finished stone, one course cf

which is bevel cut. The other courses above the base are

also of stone blocks but of small dimensions. It has a

(1) Ghirshman, Iran.^Parthians. and Sasanians.. p.121.
(2) Ghirshman. art. "La Tour de Nourabad", Syria. XXIV

(1944-45) p.184; Will, op.cit..p.300; Sarre-Herzfeld,
Iranisohe Felsreliefs. pp.3f., n.1. Wachtsmuth, art.
"Achaemenid architecture", S. P. A. . I, p.311, and n.l;
Fergusson, History of architecture. I, p.212.

(3) Cf. Ghirshman, op.cit.. pp.l78f; Fyre op.cit.. p.93.
(4) On.cit . . Plate, XIV.



plain square shape measuring ahout 3.38m. on each side. Tho

first course being 4.35 m. long in tho north side, and 4.10 m.

wide in the west. .Access to it, is by way of a door some

distance above the ground level in the southern wall of the

tower. This door gives access to a staircase which leads to

the top. The general characteristics of this tower indicate

that it was a fire-temple (l). The reason for the great

similarity between this tower and those of Palmyra, is sugg¬

ested by Will to bo due to Hellenistic influence on tho

former (2). He also proposes that the Palmyrono towers had

no origin in Iran or in Mesopotamia, but he does not excluded

the possibility of relating tho towers of the two regions to

those of Palmyra and the Middle-Euphrates (3).
Near Firuzabad, there stood a stone tower which was in a

bad state of preservation when Dieulafay first studied it

(Figs.42-43). Tho shape as well as relics of its staircaso

were still visible. On the basis of his investigations,

Dieulafay reconstructed it with an external staircase, and on

arched entrance of about 60 cm. wide opening into a vaulted

gallery. Another arch crowned the entrance. The staircase

which Dieulafay suggests to have boon flat (4) started at

tho end towards the loft of the gallery, end wound twelve

(1) Ghirshman, op.cit.. pp.175f.,184,and PI.XII; 7ill,
op.cit.,p.299.

(2) Op.cit..p.300.
(2) Op.oit..P.501.
(4) IDArt antique la Perse, IV,p. 84.



times round the shaft which was about 28m. higft. The tower

was probably built by Ardashir Babakan who also built

Firuzabad.(1).

Dieulafoy's reconstruction was accepted first as authen¬

tic, but later Hcrzfold, who investigated it on the spot, re¬

jected Dieulafoy's suggestion, and in 1924 A.D., stated that

the square shaft was merely the case of a tower with vaulted

staircase, the outside walls of which have disappeared entirely

and only few traces of the romp and the vaults were left (2).

However, it seems difficult to accept Horzfeld's criticism

Diculafoy's observations were made at an earlier date, when

any relics of vaults that may have survived woule have boon

clearer than at the time of Herzfold 's visit. The general

impression of the shape of the shaft also suggests receding

storeys with an external staircase, and Figure 94 in Ghirsh-

man's Iran shows this clearly. Moreover, if this tower had

an external staircase, there would have boon no need for such

a huge core for the staircase, and the tower of Nourbabad had

nothing similar.

Rectangular towers for memorials were also common in

Basanian architecture. In Paikuli stood a massive tower about

29tt ft. square (Fig. 44). It was built of rubble and mortar

faced with masonry. On it was an inscription commemorating

(1) Reuther (op.cit.,p.566) .mentions the height of the tower
as 25m. (82ft. ) Dioulafo.y . op. cit. .pp.79ff .and Plates XIX-XX

(2) Art,"Roiseburicht", Z.D.M.G.,N.F..5(1926) pp.254f ;Routhor
(op. cit. ,p. 567)OreswolKF. M.'h . .II. p. 265) and others follow
Herzfeld's assumption.

(5) Bee also Dioulafo.y . op. cit. .PI.XIX.



tho war of tho builder (h.D. 292-503). Thoro wore also royal

butts in relief built into its faces. It is impossible to

determine whether it had an internal staircase leading to

the roof or not. If such a staircase existed, there must

also havo boon an entrance (1).

Nevertheless, it is hardly probable that any of those

towers could have served to inspire the idea of a minaret -

except perha ps those of Nourabad and Firuzabad, and it would

seem unlikely that Ziyad could have been influenced by them

alone. It is much more likely that Ziyad was influenced by

tho towers of Syria before being appointed to Istakiir. In-
• •

deed, this suggestion is supported by the fact that the idea

of building a minaret can hardly hove come about by chanco;

it must surely have been the product of thought and planning.

Inspiration for such planning may well havo existed in Syria

sinco such towers wore used for tho purpose of the adhen -

particularly those cf the temenos at Damascus. hny Persian

influence that may have existed is to be sought, as has been

stated above, in the use of tho lofty columns which were very

frequently used in Persia. The Persian mosques later on,

were mostly columned ones (S). The minrret which was added

to the mosque of Basra might have boon recommended by Ziyad

to tho architects, in the form of a square stone minaret liko

(1) Herzfold.op.cit.,pp.227,258;Ruuther,op,cit.,p.568.
(2) Cf.Muqad.,p7440.
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the Syrian onus. Nothing has boon reported concerning the

location of this minarot, or whether it was actually attached

to the building of the mosque or not. According to a record

of 53H. (h,D.672/3j(1), it appears very likely to have been
attached to the mosque - very probably, somewhere to its

northern wall

This mosque was enlarged many times (2), and was burnt

by the Zanj in 257H (870/1) (3). Nothing is known about tho

facts of Ziyad's minaret. .After a time this mosque fell

into neglect and al-Muqaddasi (985) spoke of it as a third

mosque in the city of Basra situated towards tho desert (4).
It was in a bad condition in Ibn Battutah's time (1334) and

was only opened for Friday prayers (5). Ho makes no mention

as to whether there was a minaret associated with it.

It appears, therefore, that the nucleus of the Iraqi

minarets was very probably square towers similar to those of

Syria, and it seems that this country remained loyal to this

type during the Umayyad rule. Later, this type was affectod

by other influences, and shapes other than tho square one

started appearing.

2. The minarets in Egypt:

In Egypt, the minarot was introduced in 53H. (672/3A.D. )•
Maslamah b. Mukhallad, the governor of Egypt (667-681/2 A.D.)

(1) Dhah.,11,p.263.
(2) Bal.,pp.348,349;I.A.,71,p.37.
(3) Tab..Inn.,111,p.1851;I.A.,711,p.170.
(4) Op.oit..p.117.
(5) Op.cit.,11.pp.lOff.

An examination of many plans of mosques belonging to
various periods has shown that thereyas no general
rule regarding the position or the number of minarets
in snv nnp mnanue.



undertook tho responsibility of adding minarets to tho mosquo

of <Amr in Fustat. It has boon rocorded that tho Caliph
• •

Mu«awiyah ordered him to enlarge tho mosquo, and build four

minarets for it (l) (Fig.45). In carrying out this ordor,

Maslamah demolished tho original mosque and built a now one

(2). Four minarets wore orocted, ono at each of its four

corners. Maslamah also ordered that minarets should bo er¬

ected in all mosques in Fustat except those of Khawlan and
0 9

Tujib. His name was inscribed on. those minarets (3).

Maslamah was tho first to construct them (4). The shape of

those minarets is difficult to determine, but the historical

records muy help.

Al-Maqrizi records that: "Tho staircase by which tho

muezzin used to ascend tho minarets was in the street until

Khalid b. Sa<id transferred it insida tho mosque" (5).
That thore was only ono staircase leading to tho min¬

arets suggests that all four of tho minarets were erected on

the roof of the mosquo. hl-Maqrizi also roports:-

"Mas lamah retreat in the minprot of tho mosquo, and
hoard the sounds of the nawaqis loudly in the Fustat.
Ho callod Shurahbil b.^mir and told him that this
annoyed him. Shurahbil said: "I shall extend tho
adhan from midnight till before_dawn, so forbid them,
0 Prince, from striking the nawaqia when I call_tho
adhan". Maslamah forbade them to strike the nawaqis

(l) Maqr. ,11 ,p.248;Rlvoira (op, cit. .pp.27f. misunderstood the
text of Maqrizi by thinking that five minarets wore added.

(2/ Othor versions indicate that the structure 'which was built
by <iimr was not demolished; cf .i.M. ,I,p. 68;I.D. ,IV,p. 62.

(3) I.D. ,IV,p.62 ;Maqr. , I, p. 301, II,p. 247f J/T. ,1,pp.68,133;
I./i.Hakj_,p. 131;Yaq. ,111,p. 899 ;al-Suyuti,Husn al-muhadarah
fi_akhbar misr wa al-Q,ahirah ,11 ,pp. 177f.rdTEr:"",'!"'Tt'"i 2
"J ami t~~ ^JTmr^* al-MuqTHtaf" , 67 (1925) ,p. 161.

4) Maqr. , 11, p. 248; 77. m . , ±7b • 12-.
5) Khitat,II,p.248.



during tho adhan timo, and Shurahbil oxtoiidod and
lengthened tho adhan through most of tho night until
ho died in 65H. TO). 684/5)« (1).

However, tho building of thG minarets in this mosque

appears to have boon an afterthought, and Maslamah must havo

known what was meant by Mu«awiyah's order. Boforo being app¬

ointed in Egypt, Maslamah must have spent a lot of timo in

Syria, and the arohitootural environment there must surely

have affected him. He must(havo, at least ,j boon acquainted
with tho four towers of St. John tho Baptist's church part

of which was occupied by tho Muslims for worship. This may

explain the carding out of the order which included tho term

"manor" without its being explained. The number of tho min¬

arets built in <Amr's mosque no doubt originated in the four

towers of this church. The question hero is whether there

was a similarity in shape between the towers in tho one, and

the minarets in the other structure.

Schacht states that th/type of minarets prevailing in the
CX.

country-side of -Egypt, and in centr)l ancl western Anatolia,

namely "a small sentry box or lanternliko structure" was tho

some as that of those built by Maslamah (2.). The form, how-

ovor,. soems tu be an unlikely one when wo knew that one of the

minarets was used for retreat as well as for the adhan.

Nevertheless, a similarity of function may suggest a

(!) Op. cit. .II ,.p .270.
(2) .Art, "Ein archaischer Minr.ret-Typ". A.I.. V (1938),

p. 54.



similarity in structure. The Christian monks used tho towors
os,

of this church as places of retroat as late al-'Talid I's time.

Maslamah also used tho minarot as a placo of retirement, hg

the places of retirement used by tho monks wore mostly square

in shape, it can be assumed that the place of retirement -

the minaret, used by Maslamah was also square. The similarity

in tho number of the minarets with those of St. John the Bap¬

tist's church also suggests the possibility of an influence on

their form. But as we are explicitly told by Maqrizi that

<hmr's minarets had a staircase loading directly from tho

street - unlike tho towers of tho temenos, which had internal

staircases, we can assume that those mine rets wore no more

than little towers similar to tho shape of cubical chambers.

The traces of such tower-like minarets are indood indicated

by the tradition of building chambers on the roof of i/mr's

mosque, which fulfilled the function of tho minarot (1). It

is most likely that the adhan was pronounced inside, in

which case openings must have boon built in the walls while

orenelations probably surrounded the roof.

Therefore, it is quite likely that the minarets of Mas¬

lamah were small towers, square in shape, akin to tho Syrian

towers - especially to those of thu temenos (Fig.46). These

minarets were the nucleus of tho future graceful minarets of

(1) See I.D, , IV, pp.67f. Maqr., II,p.250.
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Egypt.

Tho minarets of Masiamah must have boon pulled down sinco

the whole structure of tho original mosque was completely

altered at different ages starting from tho yoar 79H [L.D.

698/9) (1), and there is no mention of these minarets or

anything concerned with them until 237H. (851/2 A.D.) when

al-H£rith b. Mis kin transferred the ladder of the muezzins

from the Gate of Isra il (al-Nahhasin), to the west of the
• •

mosque (2). Tho absence of a minaret would present no

problem for calling the ndhan. Indeed, cases are known in

which the adhan was called from the top of a ladder (3).

In 336H (d.D. 947/8) Ebu Hafs al-«iibbasi built a chamber
• •

on tho roof of the mosque from which the muezzins used to call

the adhan (4). Erom this,it is clear that the mosque could
hove had no minarets, otherwise there would have been no need

to construct a chamber for tho adhan. In tho year 442H.

(fi.D. 1050/1) this chamber was improved and an opening looking

on to the courtyard of tho mosque was built in it (5). It

was still in existence in 666H (A.D. 1268) (6).

In Sha<ban 445H (Nov.Dec. 1053 A.'O. ), a minaret was built

in the place between the minaret of «/;rafoh and tho Great

(1) Kind. ,pp.51,60,100,184; Il_A. ,Hak. ,pp. I31f ;I. D.IV,pp.
62,66; Maqr. ,11,pp. 248f ; Q,alq. ,111,p. 342.

(2) I.D.,IV,p.66;Maqr.II,p.250;The Gate of Isra il was the
last of the four gates in the eastern side of the mosque.
See Maqr.,11,p.249.

(3) Schacht.art. "Eurther notes on the staircase minaret",
A.O. ,IV(1961) ,pp. 137-141.

(4) iTC.,IV,pp.67f;Meqr.,11,p.250;Suy.,11,p.178.
(5) I.D.,IV,p.69; Maqr.,11,p.251.
(6) Maqr.,11,p.252.



Mint.rot (l). Ibn Muyassor records that the two latter min¬

arets were built in 515H. (1121/2 L.D. ) (2).

In the course of time, the number of minarets was in¬

creased in this mosque; there were five in about 713H.

(L.D. 1313/4) (3). The same number still stood in Ibn

Duqmaa' s time (bofore 1399); he records:

"The number of minarets in it are five; two towards
the southern side and three towards the northern.
One of tho minarets towards the south is a room
(ghurfah) on the south-western side, while tho other,
the larger one, is on the south-eastern side. Tho
third, al-Jadidah, is on thonorth-eastern sido; the
fourth, al-Sa«idah, the middle one between ol-Jodidah
and al-Mustajaddah which will bo mentioned is on tho
northern sido, and the fifth, al-Mustajaddah, is tho
minaret which is above the door of the roof, and tho
staircase lies on the north-eastern (in fact, tho
author must have meant western) side". (4).

It is certain that the sh^po of these minarets must have boon

other than that of Maslamah's minarets. Perhaps the influence

of early Egyptian building forms may hove been responsible for

this change. It may also have been^iue to tho fact that Egypt

was ruled by a different line of kings (5).

(!) 0p» oit.,p.351.
^k^OTj£isr,II,p. 59. ^1-Dawadari ,(op. cit. .p. 261) records
that al-Hokim <cmmor the Great Minaret.

(3) qolq., Ill,pp. 342f.
(4) Op.cit..IV.p.61; cf.Maqr.,11,p.253.
(5) See Commons, art. ''Pharos, Minarets, clochers et

Mosquees", R. Q,. H. .XLVT. (1911) p. 16 : Landau, Islam and
the Lrabs.p.218; Thiersch, op.cit..p.97 ; Lrt"Minaret",
E. B..XV (1962). p.521.



iill those minarets are outside the scopo of our study.

Nevertheless, they have all disappeared from this mosque,

oxcopt for two; one stands on a northern gateway, and the

other stands on the south-westorn corner. Both of them aro

of Turkish stylo.

3. The minarets in Palestine:

In Palestine, minarets are reported to have been built

in the Harem al-Sharif in Jerusalem by the Caliph <i.bd al-

Malik b. Marwan. The early references ore almost silent as

to any minaret in the Haram area of Jerusalem in the Uma.yyad

period. However, Ibn al-Faqih (c. 902 />.D. ) refers accid¬

entally to a minaret at its qiblah side. He says: "....

and the marbat of the Buraq was at tho corner of the qiblah

side minaret". (1). This may indicate that more than one

minaret was in existence at his time. Ibn </ibd Rabbih

(940 /..D. ) counts four elegant minarets in it. Ho reports:

"... and in it_arefour mine,rats for the muezzins, /ill
the roofs (sutuh) of the mosque, the domos, and tho

minarets are covered with gilded plates". (2).
Neither of the two authors have dated them.

Nevertheless, a very late authority, Mujir al-Din

(1496) ascribed four minarets to the reconstruction of <.Abd

al-Malik (c. 72H//,.D. 691). Ho says:

".... In it are four minarets, throe of which are in

(1) Op.cit..p.101.
(2) -Al'Ied al-farid .VTI. p.298.
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one line to the west of the mosque, and one at the Bab
al-Asbat (the Gate of the Tribes). In the present days,
the case is the same, but the minarets now are renewed
after that building (of «Abd al-Malik) and it seems that
they were (rebuilt) oh the old foundation" (1).

Mujir al-Din continues:

11.. .. The first of them is on the front, to the west
of the qiblah-side ... It has no foundation in the,
ground, but it was built on the roof of the Fakhriyah-
Madrasa, and might have been constructed by the latter's
builder ... The second is at the Bab al-Silsilah (the
Gate of the Chain) to the west side of the mosque ...

and I was informed that it was built by Tangaz ... The
third on the hind of the mosque in the north-eastern
side, and it is calle.d the minaret of al-Ghawanimah_...
It was built by the Qadi Sharaf al-Din <Abd_al-Rahman
b. al-Sahib the vizier'Fakhr al-Din al-Khalili ..I and
he might'have renovated the minaret at that time
(S3 Jumada II, 677 H /llth Nov.1278 A.D.), and I was
informed that it was built during the reign of Banu
Q.alawun, and this is possible. The fourth__is on the
north side of the mosque between Bab al-Asbat and Bab
Hittah (the Gate of Remission) ... it was built by al-
SayfiQutlu-Bugha ... in 769 H (A.D. 1357/8)" (2).

Mujir al-Din here asserts that in his days, the minarets

occupied the same position as their predecessors built by <Abd

al-Malik. If these minarets of Mujir al-Din are to be

located on the plan of al-Haram al-Sharif (Fig.47), the first

one should be placed on the south-west side - probably at the

corner of the Haram, the third on the north-western corner,
• '

and the second in between. The fourth one should lie on the

eastern part of the northern side, but certainly not at the

corner (3). This disorderly distribution of the minarets may

(1) Op.cit., II, p.379; cf. Muthir as quoted by Le Strange,
Palestine under the Moslems, pp.144f.

(2) Op, cit., II, pp.379f; Le Strangefs translation of this text
is not accurate, see his Palestine under the Moslems.
p. 170; Clermont - Ganneau alloted the third minaret to the
time when the Muslims re-occupied Jerusalem in 1187 A.D.
see his Archaeological research. I, p.153.

(3) Creswell's classiT ication of these towers with those of
Fustat and Medina does not fit, cf. F.M.A. . I, p.39, n.2.



have boon duo to different dates of building, since it is wholly

out of accord with the Umayyad tradition of erecting one min¬

aret at each corner. Moreover, the one on the front had no

foundation on the ground but was built on the roof of al-

Fakhriyah-Madrasa. Mujir ai-Din suggests the. t it might have

been built at the same time as the Madrasa which suggests that

the minaret did not stand on that spot before. «AbG al-Malik

- if he did build a minaret - might havo built the one in the

place of that at the Gate of the Chain on the western side to

call the adhan for both the Aqsa Mosque, and the "Dome of the
o

Rock". Its situation being nearer to the "Dome of the Rock",

as well as its allocation for the leading muezzins may suggest

its ancient origins. another possibility is that the orig¬

inal position of the three western minarets might have been

accupiecl by strategic fortified points in an ancient enclosing

wall of the temple (l), and those points wore used as places

for calling adhan as was the practice before the introduction

of the minaret (2). The arrangement of three minarets in one

line may support the latter suggestion. Moreover, it has

been suggested that the north-western minaret rises on the

remains of the Antonio tower (3). The minarets which are

mentioned by Ibn al-Faqih, and by Ibn <Abd Rabbih are

(1) Clermont-Gannoau, op.cit..I,pp.144f.
(2) Naqa'id, 1/3,p.365; Tab. , Ann.,II,p.1302.

(3) Kendall, Jeruselom, p.36.



probably to be assigned to the restorations which might have

been carried out by al-Mansur, the second Abbasid Caliph, in

154 H. (A.D.770/1), or by his successor, al-Mahdi, in 163H.

(A.D. 779/80) (1). They might have been built of stone (2).
The minarets which are standing nowadays in the Haram

al-SharTf belong to a time not earlier than the fourteenth

centuiy A.D. (3).

Although Palestine has preserved examples influenced by

old Syrian types, like Arabia it does not seem to have devel¬

oped a type of its own. It was in the main influenced by

Egypt (4).

However, the minarets mentioned above at Basra, and Fustat
• • •

seem all to have been of square shape, in step with the

Syrian type which no doubt inspired them. The number and the

arrangement of those in sAmr's mosque are also of Syrian type.

Those of Jerusalem were very probably strategic points. If

any minaret was built by the Umayyads in Jerusalem, it would

probably have been of square shape.

(1) Cf._ Le Strange, op. cit. . pp.91ff; Fikri, al-Madkhal
ila masa.iid al-Qahira wa madarisaha. pp.209f.

(2) Cf. Muqad., p.166.
(3) Creswell, op.cit. . I, p.39, n.2.
(4) Thiersch, op.oit.. pp.119-122; Diez in E.1./I.

Ill, pp.228f.



B• The influence of al-WalTd I on the minaret:

According to the Mediaeval sources a number of minarets

were built during tho reign of a1-7alid I in Syria and Hijaz

Al-Walid was certainly one of the greatest builders in

the history of tho Umayyads and his architectural manoeuvres

were not confined to Damascus, his capital, but he was also

responsible for work in the holy cities in Medina and Mecca

as well as in othjr places in the Islamic world.

This section will be devoted to a discussion on tho min

arets of the Damascus Mosque as 'well as tbomosque itself

since this complex of building has played such a significant

role in the architecture of the mosques and the minarets

throughout the Islamic world. The minarets-of Medina and

Mecca will be discussed in a later stage of this section.

1. Syria

Tho Damascus Mosque:

This mosque is one of the greatest achievements of al-

Walid b. <Abd al-Malik. A1-Mas«udi records that an in¬

scription on tho wall of tho mosque reads:

"... The servant of God, a1-7alid, the Prince of the
Believer has ordered to build this mosque^ and to
demolish the church which was in it in Dhu
al-Hijjah 87H (Nov.Dec. 705/6 A.D.)".

He continues:

-These words are written in gold in tho Damascus
Mosque to this day. 332H /A.D. 943/4)". (1).

(1) Muru.i . V, pp.362f; Other versions of the date have also
been recorded. See I.Sh., Aslag, 1/1,pp.51,63; Dhah.,
III,p.236; I.K., IX, p.16.
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Al-Walid died without the mosque being completed; it was

finished by his successor Sulayman (96-98H/A .D. 714-716/17)

(1).

Before proceeding to trace the history of its minarets,

it is desirable to preface it with a precise account of the

mosque's history before art! after construction. The former

is important in order to see how much of the ancient building

has been preserved in the present mosque.

Originally, this mosque was a heathen temple (2) con¬

sisting of two sacred enclosures(temenos), the inner of which

had one tower at each of its four corners (Fig.48). The

construction of the temple has been dated in the first cen¬

tury A.D., except for the triple entrance which was consider¬

ed as a later insertion (3). It is not certain, however,

whether thewhole of the temple was converted into a church or

not. The church may have boon built by Theodosius (379

A.D.), and was later on enlarged by his son, Arcadius (395-
408 L.D. ) (4). Aft or the occupation of Damascus, the

Muslims shared the peribolus with the Christians for

(1) I.Sh.,l/l,pp.51,63;I.K.,12,p.16.
(2) Mas. ,TV",p. 9 ;Ist. , p. 60 ;I.Hqw. ,p. 115;Masalik,I,p. 178.
(2) Croswell.S.A.E.M.A. .p0.49f. In 3.M.I.(I.p. 109) he

ascribes it to the third century. Others dated it in
the beginning of the Solucid period . Spiers, Archi¬
tecture iCast and Vest. op . 223f :Diclcie art. :iTho Great"*
Mosque of the Omeiyadas, Damascus.in P.F.F. , Q,.S. .

(1897 )pp. 269f. Thiersch .op. cit. . p. 105 ;Tor other Rat¬
ings see Creswoll, S.M.aT.I.p.109.

(4) Diez. , Die Kunst dor islamis chen Voltcor,p. 34.



worship (1).

In 705 E.D., al-Walid took possession of the churoh and

pulled it down prior to tho construction of his mosque (2).
It is certain that tho demolision did not apply to most of

the external walls, ''but ho built all that was within the

walls of tho mosque (pro-Muslim walls), and added to the

thickness of tho walls" (3). Exports and materials for build

ing and decoration were gathered, particularly from Syria and

Egypt (4), and it is even recorded that al-'lalTd wrote to tho

Emperor of the Byzantines (Rum) askihg him for tho loan of

craftsman and mosaic workers and that his demand was answered

(5). Ebout 5,600,000 dinars were spent on this construction

(6).

The mosque was magnificently built and a new minaret

called "al-<Erus:' (the Bride) was built in the southern wall.

(1) On the question whether the Muslims shared the church
itself see Creswell, op,cit..1.pp.128-155.Elisseof.art.
"Dimashq", E.1,/2. II,pp.279f.

(2) Bal. 125;I'.F. ,pp. 106,107 ;Mas.IV,p. 90,V,pp. 362f ;Tab. ,
II,p.1275;Yaq.,11,p.591.

(3) I.Sh. ,II,p. 59 ;I.TC.n,p.149;Masalik.I.p.180.
(4) Of.Ball, in Per Islam. II,p.374,111,pp.133,373.
(5) Bal.,p,7;Muqad.,p.73;Ibn <Esakir.Tnrikh madinat Dimashq.

Il/l,pp.26f;I.I, ,p. 261;I.B. ,I,pp. 1917f7Sarro.Roise in
Kloinasion . p. 65. Ebout the problem of employing Byzan¬
tine craftsmen see Creswell, art."The Legend that al-
Walid asked for and obtained help from the Byzantine
Emperor, a suggested explanation", J. R.E. 3. , 195 6. pp.
142-45;Gibb,art. "Erab-Byzantine rel:,tions under the
Umayyad caliphate" P.O.P..XIII(1958).pp.219-255.

(6) I.Es.Il/l,p.35; I.Sh.,11,p.65; I.K.IX,pp.148f; Nuwey,
I,p.342;cf.I.E^,p.60; 1st.p.60; I.Haw.,p.115; Muqad.,
p,158;Hamd Ellah_Mustawfi refers to the expenditure
as 6,O0O,OOO dinars of red gold pieces (op.cit..p.250).
The figure 11,200,000 dinars has also boon mentioned.
See I.J.,p.263;Phah.,111,p.238; Qalq.,IV,p.96.



The way of building as well as the embellishment succeeded in

impressing the imagination of people down the centuries. The

following selections would suffice to show the impression that

the beauty of this mosque has made:

"When al-Mohdi passed to Damascus on his way to
Jerusalem, he entered the Mosque of Damascus together
with his clerk Abu. «Ubayd .Allah al-Ash<ari and said.

: "0, Abu
<Ubayd Allah, the Sons of Umny^ah have surpassed us in
three things', Abu «Ubayd Allah asked, "And what are
they, 0, Prince of the Believer?", Al-Mahdl answered:
"This house", meaning the mosque. "I have never seen
anything like it on earth ..." (1).

"When al-Ma mun, Abu Is haq al-Muctasim, and Yahya b.
Aktham entered the Mosque of Damascus', al-Ma'mun*
said: "What is the most wonderful about this mosque?"
Abu Is'haq answered: "Its gold, and its survival. In
our palaces it does not last more than twenty years and
is changed", and al-Ma'mun said'* ""It is not that which
I like in it", while Yahya b. Aktham said: "It is the
construction of its mcrftle for I have seen in it knots
I never saw the like of before". Al-Ma'mun said: "It
is not that which I liked it". And they said to him:
•'•"What is it that you liked it?" He said: "The way it is
built is unique". (2).

In words by al-Shafi«i (767-820 A.D.). "The wonders of
the world are 'five ... the fourth is the Mosque of
Damascus. What has been spent on it is indescribable.
The fifth is the marble and mosaic for no one seems to
know where they are from". (2).

Ibn i^bu al-Layth al-Khatib - who visited Damascus in
432H (A.D. 1040) - said in one of his letters: "I

(1) I.As. ,Il/l,p. 15 ;cf .Masalik.I. p. 192:Mu.iir al-Din.op,cit. .

I, p. 2 51 ;Raba« i, Fa del » il al-Sham wa Dimashci. p. 42.
(2) I.As..,11/1,p. 15Tcr. Itiasflik.1.p. 192 : I.KjIX,p. 152; al-

Rp.ba < i, op« oi t. . p > 45.
_ ,

(-3) I.As. ,11/1, p. 16 iMasalik.I.p. 193:Ibn Zahir , al-Fada il
a 1 -bahirah bi-mahnsin misr wa al-oahira ,fo 1? ' '

48b.,cf.I.F.,p.106; Yaq.,11,p.590.
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entered the mosque and saw what no writer can describe,
and no sightseer can know ... the wonder of its time ...

unique ... The Umayyads have become by it something to
be studied, andhave left in it amemory which cannot be
disguised or disintigratod". (l).
"A man of good ancestry said: "I have spent forty years
without missing any of the five prayers in this mosque;
and I have never entered it without my eyes falling on
work of genius decoration, and skill I have never seen
before'1'. (2).

Benjamin of Todela (12th cent.A.D.) says: "Here is a
mosque of the .Arabs called the Garni of Damascus; there
is no building like it in the whole world". (3).

Hamd Allah Mustawfi (1330 A.D. } says: "Verily, if a
writer of books wrote continually for a month about the'
same, he would not able to describe and explain them
at all". (4)

All Mediaeval literary sources would agree with regard

to the fact that al-',7alid had completely demolished the

church except for the outer wall of the tomenos. which re¬

mained as an enclosing wall of the mosque (5). Despite -this,

however, Vatzinger and 7/ulzinger (6), Dussaud (7), and others

(8) have suggested that tho present mosque is in fact

(1) I.As. ,IT/1,p. 16.
(2) 1.7/.,p.j.33;cf.Manini, op, cit. ,p. 81;a 1 -Maha 1 li, Tulp.fat

al-Muluk.fo1.165a. * ~
(3) ^he*"ltinorarv ,p. 30.
(4) Op.cit.,p.250,cf.I.F.,p.108;Ya q,,II,p.592;Manini,op,

cit . ,p.81.
(5) See statements collected by Ore swell .35. M.A. .I.pp. 126-28.
(6) Damaskus.I.pp.96f.
(7) Art. "Le temple do Jupiter Damascanien", Syria, III

(1922) p.,235.
(8) See Croswell, D.M.A..1.dp. 123-126.
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tho previous ohuroh, and that only the lorn a is confined to the

work of a1-'Valid I.

The investigations which were carried out on tho mosque

by Spiers (l), Dickie (2), and Creswell (3), were all against
a Christian attribution for the sanctuary of the mosque (4).
They also proved that the northern wall was completely pulled

down except for a small part towards the west (5).(Fig.49).
At the north-eastern and the north-western corners there were

two square towers which, according to tho Mediaeval sources

fell down before the building of tho mosque (6). It seems

that the fallen parts wore only those above the wall since Ibn

Jubayr (1184 A.D. ) ascended the roof of the mosque by a

marqa (staircase) in the western corner of the arcade of tho

courtyard. ;;It was a §awma<ah in the ancient days-"5, ho said

(7). In 728H (A.D. 1327/8) building materials wore taken from

this tower, and were used in repairing the western part of tho

qiblah wall which was completed on 26th Safar (30th Dec.1328

(1) .Art. "Tho Groat Mosque of the Omeiyados, Damascus", in
J.R.I.B.A..IV(1896-7)pp.25-41.57-65;art."The Great Mosque
of Damascus" in P.'E.F. ,Q,.S. . 1897 .pp. 282-299.
Op.cit..pp.268-282.

3) P.M. A. ,I.pp.126-135.
(4) C"f. gauvaget.La Moscuee Omoyyade do Medina.p. 95;Fikri ,

op,cit. .pp.271-75.
_

(5) Dickie.op,cit..p.279;Creswell,S.A.H.M.A..p.45;cf.Masalik,
Iy.pp. 194f ;Yaq.AII,p. 591._

(6) Ibn Shakir . <Uyun al-Akhbar .in Quatremere, Sultans Mamloulc,
II,p.273;Abcr al-Baqn" records that they wore demolished,
and the materials were used by 'Valid I in building the
octagonal chamber in the western part of the sahn (do
Sacy translation,p. 576) .According to a Greek inscription
on this tower, it was completed in A.D.264-5; Watxinger
and Wulzingor;op.cit.,I,pp.29f;Dussaud.op.cit.,p.232;
Cro swell. op. cit. .I.e. 109.

(7) Op.cit..p.292.



A.D.) (1). Parts of those towers were found in tho recent

investigations (2). Only the northern part of the eastern

wall remained intact, while the rest was completely rebuilt (3
There is a triple doorway in this wall called Bab Jayrun.

It is believed to have been the chief doorway (4). Tho

western wall of the enclosure is completely preserved with

eighteen pilasters, nine on each side of the triple entrance,

•:Bab ol-Borid'', which is an Islamic insertion (5), The in¬

vestigations also proved that the southern wall is pro-Islamic

except for its western part which was mostly rebuilt in 1328

1-i. D. (6). Dt the corners of this wall stood two towers which

seem to have been completely intact at the time of al-Walid.

When the mosque was completed, it ha. d throe minarets, two

of which stood at the southern corners. The third which is

called the minaret of al-<hrus was alongside the northern

entrance which was called as "al-Faradis" at Muqaddasi's

time (7) (985).

The Minarets of the Mosque :

With regard to the two southern minarets, most of tho

(1) <Ilmawi,pp.214f as quotod by Creswell.op.cit..1,p.108,n.2
(2) Creswell, EPMhh.,1,p.109.
(3) Op.cit.,I,p.104.
(4) Creswell, S.n.B.M.n. ,p.47;cf.Masalik.I.pp.194f;Yaq..II.

p.590.
(5) Dickie, o p. c it. . p.269.
(6) Dickie, od.cit., p.270. cf.Raba<i, op.cit.. pp.34f.,39.
(7) Op.cit.. pp,158f.



.Arabic sources agree that their pro-Islamic condition remain

ed unchanged in the time of al-V/alid and that they served

for calling the adhan.

Ibn al-Faqih (905 A.D. ) mentions one minaret only. He

soy :

!'The—minaret which is in Damascus was a watch-tower
(natur) of the Greek (Rum) in the church of John.
?/hen al-Wolid demolished the churches, it was loft
in its original state" (1).

Al-Mas/udi (943 h.D.) records: "In the pre-Ohristian
era, the Mosque of Damascus was a largo temple ...
the Christianity appeared and it became a churchA
then Islam arose and it became a mosque. Al-Walid
b. <Abd al-Malik built it firmly, and the sawami <
in it are not changed. They servo as the minarets
for the adhan until the present day (3).
Ibn Jubayr (1184 A.D. ) reports^ "The mosque has three
minarets: one on the west side is like a lofty tower
with large apartments and spacious chapels: these
are locked and inhabited by strangers of pious mode
of life ... The second is on the western (should soy
the eastern) side after the same stylo (of the western)
The third is on the north at the goto known as Bab
al-Natifiyin (the Gate of the sweetmeat sellers I"(4).

Yoqut (1225 A.D. ) says: "It has threejninarets,of these
the biggest was a watch-tower (day daban) which was
turned into a minaret ..."(5). ~ Ho continues: "and
the westerh minaret ... was a fire temple, and that

(1) Op. cit. ,p. 108:Le Strange 's translation is not accurate,
see Palestine under the Hos loms .p. 254.

(2) Murnj, IV,p.90.
3) OjDiCit. ,IV,p.90.
(4) Op.oit..p.266; Le Strange.op,cit..p.246; The name of

the gate occurs_in various spelling, see Hu<oymi,
Pur al-Qur'an fi Dl-ffl&hhq'pp. 63ff.

(5) Op.cit..II.p.595.
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the flame of the fire arose from it ..." (1).

There is no other evidence to support tho latter statement

of Yaqut.

Ibn Battutah (1326 A. D. ) reports: "It has throo
minaretsj.'one to the east was originally built by
Greek (Rum) - workmen; ... the second on the west
is also of Greek construction, and the third is on
tho northern side, and this is of Muslim con¬
struction" (2).

Ibn Kathir (1373 A.D. ) also refers to these minarets;
he records: "nl-Walid built the northern minaret which
was called "Mi'dhanat al-<hrus", the eastern and
western ones were there at an early dote. nt each
corner of this temple there was a very high tower,
built by the Greeks for the purpose of astronomical
observation. The northern ones collapsed while the
two on the qiblah side still stand to the present
day" (3).

Many others such as Ibn Shakir (d. 1362), iibu al-Baqa

(1494/5), and Busrawi confirm this fact.

It therefore appears that al-Yalid's work on the min¬

arets of this mosque was confined to the northern one only.

The southern minarets were ancient towers which were in¬

cluded in his building, and served as minarets in his days.

The evidence is clear enough, and it is strange to find

Rivoira stating:

"Walid's mosque had four minarets placed at tho
angles of the outer walls. Two of them ore the

(D Qp. oit. . II, p. 596.
(2) Op. cit., I, pp.203f; cf. Abu Shamoh, op.cit.. p.137;

to Strange, op.cit. . p.269.
(3) Op.cit. . IX, p. 150.



south-west, and south-oast corners of the original
Christian building, the lowest parts of which still
survive and upon which Walid built. The other two
stand at the interior north-east and north-west
angles, and ware built by him". He also suggests
that the minaret of al-<Arus was built after Waiid's
time (1).

The issue here is whether or not that al-Walid had built

superstructures on the two southern ancient towers. To

clarify the problem, it is necessary to examine the subse¬

quent events which effected these minarets after the con¬

struction of the mosque.

The two minarets remained in good condition for a long

time (2), and the fire of 461H (A.D.1068/9) which seriously

damaged the mosque seems to have had no effect whatsoever on

the minarets (3).

The striking earthquake of 598H (A.D. 1202) destroyed a

groat portion of the south-eastern mina rot (4).

(1) Op.oit. , pp.92f.
(2) Kutub. , I,pp.58,116; S.I.Jaw., VIII, p.159; I.As. ,

Tabyin kadhib al-muftari. p. 215j, I. J. ,_p. 266, and others.
(3) MasHlik, I, pp,198f; I.As., Tarikh madinat Dimashq.

Il7l, P.48; I.Sh. , II, p. 74; I.A . , X, p.40.
(4) It is called "the minaret of Jesus", to the effect of

an account that Jesus will descend on it in the Last_
Day (Yaq. II, pp.589,593,596; Qalq., IV, p.96; Roba <1,
o p. ci t. . pp.71-74; Spiers, Arohiteoutre Bast and 'Jest,
p.223; Briggs, Muhammadan architecture, p.42. It is
also known under^thp name dhETt al-adtrlis ,dhat al-
asabii, and al-sa<at. See7 I.K,""lX, p. 146; I.As. ,

11/Ij, p. 20; I.Sh., I, p. 52; Moreover it is called al-
Bayda' and al-sharqiyah. I.As., I, pp.213,214,215,

~—_Musi XVIII, p. 57; Yaq., IIA p. 596; Maqr. ,
al-Suluk fi ma<rifat duwal al-muluk, 11/2, p.495;
I.K. , IX, pp.l55f. MastTlik. I, p. 201.



Salah al-Din who restored the mosque aftor this disaster (1),
• •

may perhaps havo renovated this minaret, as it was used for

dwelling shortly after the earthquake (2). The minaret

caught fire in 25 Rajah 646H (1248/9). i\bu Shamah (1266

ii.D. ) records: that tho fire "burnt its upper parts and all

the chapels it contained. The staircase which was made of

wood was also burnt". (3).

Ibn Shaddad (1265/6) who wrote after nbu Shamah recorded that

the minaret caught fire in 645H (h .D. 1247/8). This seems to

be incorrect since ho added that:

The minaret remained in__ruins for eight months and thir¬
teen days till the Sultan ordered its construction in
the first days of 647H*. (1249/50) (4).

Therefore it is clear that it was his error, and the year

646H. seems to be the correct one.

The statement of iibu Shamah suggests that there was at

the top a sort of superstructure very probably of wood. Ls

the minaret was restored aftor the earth-quake, it is not

clear whether such a superstructure was built by al-Walid I.

It is very probable that it was rebuilt on the same style as

(1) I.Sh. ,_II ,__p. 76 ; Tantawi, a 1 - Jami c a 1 -Uma w i . pp. 52,54.
(2) Cf. 1,bu Shamah, op.cit. . pi1777
(3) Op.oit.. p.182; Maqr., Suluk. Il/l, p.332 also dates

the fire in 646 H.
(4) Ob.cit. , II, p.76.



the old pattern. Notwithstanding , the statement:

;"When al-Walid intended to demolish the Church of John
for the purpose of adding it to the mosque he entered
the church and ascended the minaret of al-adali« which

•

is known as ;sof the clocks''. In it, there was a monk
in a gawma<ah whom al-Walid obliged to leave ..."(1).

may suggest the intention of renovation in it, and a super¬

structure might have been added as well. The extent of the

expenditure on the building makes it quito probable that al-

Walid had repaired the two towers, so that their conditions

should be worthy of the majesty of his mosque which was one

of the world's wonders.

The south-eastern Minaret:

With regard to the present eastern minaret (Fig.50),
Dickie has proved that a part of the original pro-Muslim

western wall is still preserved (2). Concerning the other

walls of this tower, the historical evidence^ must be con¬

sulted.

after the fire of 646H (1248/9), this minaret was rebuilt,

and beoama suitable for use (3). It appears that wood was

used in the rebuilding since it caught fire again in 740H.

(1339/40). Tc the effect of this fire, al-<Umjh?i records:

(1) I.As., Il/l, p.20; I.Sh., II/1, p.51; Masalik. I, p.181.
(2) 0p« cit. . p.270.
(3j abH Shamah, op.cit.. p.218.
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"On the 16th Shawwal 740H. (17. April, 13391,_a fire
spread! in al-Dahshah market, and al-Turayfiyin market ...
and the sparks of tho fire spread and reached the upper
part of the eastern minaret. They started to repair the
damage of the fire caused. They found the upper part
shaken, and itsstone baked and cracked. The judges ex¬
amined it and decided thai t it was necessary to demol¬
ish and rebuild it. Its four walls wore taken down to
the level of tho arches of the southern hall, (and) the
southern and the eastern walls were demolished to the
ground; in the part between than, in the centre of the
minaret, was dug for several statures of man, and it
was built in one part. The minaret was magnificently
built. Nothing had till then been built which could
ooual it in magnificence and stability since the time
of al-Walid (1).

The fire burnt in the minaret for two days and two nights.

It was rebuilt at the expense of the Christians who were acc¬

used of being responsible for the fire (2). Ancient stone

building material was used in this reconstruction (3), and

wood was also employed. x>t the last days of the year 770H.

(1368), another fire broke in tho minaret and at this time,

it was completely rebuilt of stone (4). Owing to a defect

in this minaret, tho upper port was recently demolished and

rebuilt on the previous pattern (5).
It is obvious now that the present eastern minaret -

except for the upper part - should be dated in 770H. (1368

/9) and not to 1272- as Briggs (6) and Rivoira (7) state, or

(!) 0p« cit. . I, pp.200f.
(2) Maqr. .3uluk.Il/2.pp.495.497 ;I.K. ,IX,pp. 150,155f ;Tarikh

c,l-3a latin al-Mamalik.p. 209 ;ql-Muna j jid ,art. "Hariq al-
J3mi< al-UmawTJci-Dimashq, in M.M. I. A. D. ,XXX/l,pp.36,38;
About tho Fatwas given concerning tho fire, soepp.35-47.

(3) Masalik.I.p.189:in this page, he mentions the date of
the fire as 704, which is undoubtedly a slip.

(4) I.K.a IX, p.150.
(5) Tantawi, op.clt., p.55.
(6) Op.cit. , p. 42.
(7) Op.cit., p.93.
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to 1340 as Creswell (l) suggests. Seladin strangely has

dated it in the eleventh century A.D. (2).
The statement of al-<UmarT shows very clearly that the

qiblah and the eastern walls cf this minaret were completely

demolished down to the ground while the other walls were

pulled down as low as the arches of the prayer-hall. But

according to Creswell's plan, it seems that only the internal

port of the qiblah wall was demolished while the external face

still stands with its pilasters (3). Dickie also states

that:

"At the junction of the eastern tower with the western
wall there is a vertical joint where the upper storey
mosque butts against the lower, but the tower pilastored
wall continues in (an) unbroken bona across the tower-
wall" (4).

The original northern wall of this tower is also missing (5);
it seems to have been rebuilt during the reconstruction after

the fire of 770 H. (1368).

The south-western Minaret:

In spite of the disasters which seriously damaged the

mosque, at various dates, the western tower remained intact

for a long time (Dig. 51), and we first hear of damages to it

(1) S.M.A. , I, p.122; S.A. &M.A. . p.58.
(2) Manuel d'art musulman. I, pp.61-77 as quotod_by Rivoira,

op.cit. , p.95; «hbd al-Haqq and Mu«adh, Ma shahid Dimashq
al-athariyah, p.23 also*attribute it to the Xlth cent.

(3) CF. arOHM.A. . pp.48f. , fig. 9.
(4) Op.cit. . p.270, see also Spiers, Architecture East and

"West, p. 224.
(5) Creswell, op,cit.
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in 2 Sha«ban 803H. (18th March 1400) when it ■/;as involved in

the fire before the departure of Taymur (l). The damaged

part must have been reconstructed since in 27 Ha jab 884H.

(13 Oct, 1479) it caught fire again, and the fire continued

until the next day (2). The fire seems to hove damaged the

superstructure in addition to the comportments and the stair¬

case which were undoubtedly made of wood like the eastern

minaret. Qayt Bey took the responsibility of its restorations

in 893H. (1487/8), and used its north-western corner as a

base of his mimret (3). The walls of this tower are al¬

most intact. They are built of fine ashlar decorated with

pillars carrying an architrave and a dentil cornice. Up to

the level of the cornice, the tower might belong to the date

of 176 B.C. as Spiers suggested. He also proposed that the

upper part which was crowned by an egg-and-tongue moulding,

a small fragment of which still existed in his days belonged

to a later date - probably to the time of Ercadius (c.500j\.D.)

(4). The battlements at the top of this tower are unlikely

(1) <41i of Yazd,Zafarnamah.II,p.246 associated the fire with
the Eastern mTnareT7*~but due to the coiifusion in his tejtt,
Creswell (B.M.E. .I.p. 121) has ascertained that «Eli_of
Yazd must have meant the Western minaret. al-Tantawu
ascertained Creswell's view, and the reconstruction date
as 816H.(1413/14),see al-Jami* al-Umawi.p.55; cf.Diez,
Die Kunst der is lamischen VClker,p.34.~

(2) hbtr Shsrmah, op. ci t. . p. 182; Maqr. , Suluk Il/2,p.495.
(3) Briggs, op.cit..p.42; Kurd«hli.op.oit..IV.pp.136f..

Sameh (in 3.F. E. ,C,U. 1954-/5, p.1597 dates it in 1483.
(4) Spiers (in J". B. I. B.-s. ) IV,pp.58f, ^rchitecutre East

and West, p.224; Dickie, op.cit., p.273.
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to bo of as aarly a period as Muqaddisi's (1) (985 A.D. ) es-

pooially whan wo remember the various fir as damaged this min-

arot after that data. The staircase of this tcwor is lit by

loop-hola windows (2).
Tho minaret of al-<Arus *.

As to the minaret of al-<Arus, it was built by al-7slid

who assigned to it special muezzins and lamps which ware daily

lighted (3).

Ooncarning tha data of the present minaret, it is sur¬

prising to find that modorn writers, such as Hartman^(4)
Spiers (5), Henry 0. Kay (6), and Thiersch (7) attribute it

to tha time of al-Walid (8). Rivoira assigns its construction

to Salah al-Din (1180/1) while he suggests that the lowest
• •

courses belong to tho original minaret built shortly before the

Muqaddasi's time (985 A.D. ). This data was suggested on

tho grounds that he was able to distinguish

"two different kinds of masonry. Near the ground, it
consists of big blocks (while) the upper part is built

(1) Spiers (in J.R. I.B.A. ) IV, 59.
(2) Oreswell, op.cit. . I, p,104.__ _

(3) Ibn <Asakir as quoted by Manini, op.cit..p.79; It is
strange that Rivoira (op.cit. .pp. 9If')' should suggest
that this minaret was originally built shortly before
985, and not by al-'.7alid; _the statement made by Gibb
in The travels of Ibn Battutah,. I,n.215,p.127, that
this_minn"ro,t~'TTls' repoTT^J~t'U~hcrve been the first min¬
aret of Muslim construction", is out of date.

(4) In Memnon. Ill,p.222.
*5) -Architecture Last and Test, p. 223.
(6) In a discussion of Spier's paper in J". R. I. B. A. .IV.

(1896-7), pp.62f.
(?) Op.cit..p.103.
(8) Cf.Gluck, art. "Die Bankunst dor Arabischon und Turkischen

Lander" in Die Kunst dos Islam, p.21.
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of dressed stono. Neither resembles tha work of 'Valid's
time in the mosque and quadrangle". (1).
Later investigations proved however that all the masonry

was contemporary as thore was no break in the bond between the

lowest and the upper courses (2). Accordingly it was

attributed wholly to the end of the twelfth century (1187-
1193 A.D. ) (3).

To understand the true situation regarding this minaret,

it is necessary to survey its history since the establishment

of al-Walid's building.

All, except Rivoira, agree that this minaret is the one

which was originally built by al-",Valid. The original features

of the minaret are however unknown.

Al-Muqaddasi who visited Damascus referred to this minaret

as muhdathah. He said:
a,—— ■ ■■ ——

"... and the fourth gate, is tho Gate of a1-Faradis
which consists of two doors set up in tho same axis of
tho mihrab between two wings of cloisters, east and
westT-' u'n it is a modern (mu^dathah) minaret adorned
(mura?ga<ah)(with mosaic)".

(4).

Rivoira dated this minaret shortly before Muqaddasi's coming

to Damascus (985 A.D.) (5). Tho only evidence he had for

this dating is that he was not able to find a minaret so

(1) Op.cit., p.98.
(2) Creswell, E. M.A..1.p.120.
(3) Creswell, 3.A.3.M.A..p.58.
(4) 0p, cit. . pp,158f.
(5) Op.cit. . p. 92 .
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embellished before that built by «Abd al-Rahman III in Cor-
o

dova. Indeed, Creswell has put it well when he says:

"The Umayyad dynasty of Cordova in architectural matters
was profundly influenced by Syria ... and the exist¬
ence of such a minaret at Cordova in 945/6 almost pre¬
supposes the earlier existence of a similar feature at
Damascus. Moreover, gold mosaic was employed by al-
Walid for external decoration on the outer face of the
sanctuary and riwaqs. and had been so employed even
earlier by <Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, on the exterior of
the Dome of the Rock (1).

Moreover, the name "the minaret of the Bride" tends to

suggest that heavy decorations and embellishments were

carried out on the original minaret (2).

The designation "muhdathah" which is mentioned by
t*» — 5 / \

Maqaddasi, has been translated "as recently built" (3).

This seems to be inaccurate. Similar expressions ore in

Tabori" (923 A.D. ) qasr muhdath (4), in Istakhri (951 A.D.)

al-masjid al-jami< al-muhdath (5), in Ibn Hawqal (978 A.D.)
madinah kabirah ... muhdathah Islamiyah (6), ... istihdath

manarah (7) ... and in Ibn Jubayr "qubbah kabirah

muhdathah jadidah (8), ... fi al-maqsurah al-muhdathah (9)

(1) E.M.A. , I, pp. 12Of.
(2) Cf. Spiers, Architecture Bast and West, p.230.
(3) Le Strange, op,cit.. p.230.
(4) Ann., Ill, pp.l485f.
(5) Op , o it. . p.260.
(6) Op.cit., p.260.
(7) Op.cit.. p.321.
(8) Op.cit.. p.194.
(9) Op.cit.. p.265.



and all mean nothing else than "not ha,ving existed before".

In view of this data, and because of the fact that none

of the original sources has mentioned alterations to this

minaret up to Muqaddasi's time, it is logical to consider it

as the original one built by al-'.Valid I. .After Muqaddasi's

time, however, the minaret suffered damages at various dates

and various improvements were carried out upon it.

In Muharram 570 H. (hug.1174 A.D. ) the mosque caught fire,

and this minaret and the kaliasah (lime-kiln) were burnt (l).

Saloh al-Din ordered the renewal of the kallasah in 575 H.

(1179/80) and he may have rebuilt the minaret as well, since

Ibn Jubayr who visited the mosque in 1184 mentions three min¬

arets in it (2).

In 27 3ha<ban 598 H. (21 May 1201 A.D.), a sevore earth¬

quake shook Damascus and other places. A report quoted by

<Abd al-Latif al-Baghdadi says:

"
... 16 of the mosque's crenolla tions, and one of

its minarets (the eastern) had failed; another (Min¬
aret) had split; Qubbat a 1-Rxsas Ithe Dome of the
Head) had failed as well. The* k&llasah sank and
collapsed, and many places in the mosque were split (5).

(1) It was so called because of its provious_us0 as a place
of making lime, see, I.Sh.,11,p.76; Tantnwi, op,cit. .

pp.32,54; Rivoira, op.cit..p.92.
2^ Op. oit. . p.266t _ _

3) Mukhtagar akhbar Migr,p.268, cf.p.266; Abu Shamah (op.
cT^. .p.kuy, and l~5n"*Kathir (op. cit. .XIII.p.28) record
the year as 597H; The part underlined has been omitted
by Creswell, E.M.A..1. pp.121,124.
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The part underlined may refer to the minaret of al-<.Arus since

al-kallasah which was in its neighbourhood was seriously

damaged. The installation of a clock in this minaret in

Rajab 604 H. (Tan.-Fob. 1208)(1) suggests that it was built

by the time of the clock's installation.

Despite of the catastrophes which befell the mosque, the

history of this minaret seems to be firm as compared with the

others. In ol-«Umari's time (1348), fire signals were sent

from it (2), and this practice continued in Qalqashandi's
(3)

time (d.1418 ii.D.). It was in good condition when Ibn al-

Shatir (d. 777H./1376) installed his zi.i (astronomical almanac)

(4). In Dhu al-Qa«dah 814H (Feb.-March, 1412), a parapet

was attached to it (5), and recently about half a centry ago,

the upper half of the minaret was renewed (6).

This analysis of its history may limit the date of the

lower part to the reconstruction which followed the earthquake

of 598 (1201), i.e. 1201-1208. If Rivoira was right in

distinguishing two periods of masonry the lowest might have

belonged to Salah ol-Din's restoration, and not to the min-
• •

aret which was seen by Maqaddasi. The investigations of

Creswoll, however, support that there was actually only one

kind of masonry. (7).

(1) libu Shurnah, op. cit. . p. 64.
(2) /il-'Ta t rif . p. 200."
(3) Op.cit..XIV.pp.398ff.
(4) Tbn al-ilmad al-Hanboli, Shadharat al-dhahob fi akhbar

monn dhahab. . VI', p.252. " ""
(5) TantawT, op.cit., p.54.
(6) 6p. oit. . p.55."~
(7) F.M.A7. I, p. 120.



In accordance with the architectural traditions of Syria,

and following the statement of Muqaddasi which records that

all the minarets of Syria wore square in shape (1), there can

be no doubt that this minaret was originally square. L1-

'.Valid very probably built it with a superstructure at the top

similar to the shape of the two other minarets (Figs.52-53).

Owing to the successive renovations in this minaret, there is

no doubt that new accessories were added to it. It seems,,

however, that the minaret has maintained the original shape -

a main square shaft surrounded by crane nations at the top,

and surmounted by a lantern-tower which seems to have had a

gabled roof like the mosque^ (2). The horse-shoe arches on

the present minaret may also suggest that the original min¬

aret had similar ones. This is probable since the horse¬

shoe arch was known to Syria along time before Islam, and it

was used in this mosque on many occasions. Moreover, tho min¬

aret of Cordova which seems to have boon a miniature of this

minaret had similar arches. Its building material was stone

and mosaic was used for decorating the surface, particularly

that looking onto the court of the mosque. It seams very

likely that the original minaret was built on the roof, and

had no foundation on the ground; this case is similar to those

(1) Op.clt. , p.182.
(2) Of. Marcsis, art. "La Mosquee d 'Sl-VfalTd a Damns", R.h. .

1(1906)'p.44. "



built in Fustat by Mu<awiyah, and thoso built in Mocoa and

Medina by al-'.Yalid himself (l). The present minaret,

therefore, seems to have been built from the ground upwards

after the fire of 570 H., and should be assigned to 598-

604 H. (1201-1207 h.D.,)except for its slight superstructure

which is of recent reconstruction. Each face of this tower

is pierced with couplod light-openings enclosed by one re¬

lieving arch (2).

The above discussion of the minarets of this mosque,

shows that the two northern towers were in ruins at the time

of the mosque's construction, and that al-7/alid I must have

made them level with the mosque's roof. Relics of them can

be traced nowadays (3). The south-eastern tower has mostly

been demolished while the south-western one is mostly pro-

served, except for its interior which was destroyed by the

fires. Superstructures wore very probably added by al-

Walid to the two towers. hs for the minaret of al-<hrus,

it was completely rebuilt and it is unlikely that any relics

of the original one is existed now.

Concerning the building materials of these minarets,

Creswell states".

".As for the materials of the minarets which were burnt,
there can be little doubt that they consisted of a

(1) Thoso minarets will be discussed soon.
(2) Rivoira, op.cit..p.92: Briggs, op.cit. . p.42.
(3} See Creswell, S.h.E.M.h. .fig.9. pp.48f.



timber framework filled in with bricks and plastered
over, like so many of the houses of Damascus_to-day,
and even the present minaret of Bab al-Sharqi ...
This from the expression "on the following day the
fire remained in the minaret" must certainly have
been the case with the south-western minaret burnt
in 884 H. (1479 A.D. )" (1).

The assumption of "a timber framework filled in with

bricks" seems to bo unlikely particularly in the south-western

tower where most of the original structure is preserved, for

there is no trace of such a work in its body. It is strange

to find Oreswell assuming the use of the brick in this frame¬

work when it is clear that stone was used throughout in the

construction of the mosque. Moreover, no trace oan be found

of the use of such building material in any other pro-Islamic

towers in Syria. Many of those towers lack the floors as

well as the staircases which might have been built of wood,

but the.building material - the brick, which Oreswell suggests

is never found. That the fire continued to burn for a long

time in the western minaret was due to the fact that the stair¬

case was entirely made of wood. The walls of these towers,

therefore, wore most probably built of stone, while wood was

used only in the inside.

The building of minarets entirely of wood was at one time

U) E.U.A. , I, p.122.
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the custom in Damascus for Ibn <i\sakir refers to numerous

examples of the kind (l). This practice may perhaps have

originated in the wooden superstructures which were pro¬

bably built on the southern towers of the Damascus Mosque.

Nevertheless, the custom of using wood in building minarets

became very rare, perhaps because of the danger of fire.

(1) Tarikh Madinat Dimashq. Il/l, pp.60, 62, 63, 69, 88,
100, 103, 114.
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2. Hi.iaz

In Arabia nothing he,s boon recorded about minarets in

the early Umayyad period. The first we hear of them is in

connection with the mosques of Medina during the reign of

the Umayyad caliph, al-Walid I. This also applies to Mecca,

and to several other mosques in the country,

a. In Medina:

1. The Mosque of the Prophet:

In Medina, al-Walid paid great attention to the Prophet's

mosque. He instructed fUmar b. «iibd al-<Aziz, his governor

there to demolish the Prophet's Mosque and houses, as well

as many of the surroundihg houses and to replace them by a

new mosque (l). The work was started either in the year

87 H. or 88 H.(706 or 707 ii.D.) (2). The walls were de¬

corated with mosaic and marble (3). A oo-ne-av-e mihrab

and crenellations were installed (4), and four minarets were

placed at the corners of the structure (5).

lifter performing his pilgrimage to Mecca, al-Walid

visited Medina when the construction of the mosque had been

completed. He and hban b.<Uthman inspected the building

(1) 'Tab., II, pp. 1192f; I.S. , 1/2, pp.80, VIII, Pj.119;
I.R. , p.69; Samh, , 7afa>. I, P£.365fj_ Dinawari.op.cit. .

d.329; I.N., p.358; hbH al-Pida, Tarikh, I, p.428.
(2) I.B., 1/2, p.181; Mas^, V, p.361;~Bal., p.7.
(3) I.R. , p. 69; Q,az. , hthar, p.71; Yaq. , IV, p.466.
(4) Samh. , I, p.372; I.N. , p.373. __

(5) I.R. , £.70; Samh., I, p.373j_ I.N. , p. 373; al-Maraghi,
K.Tohqiq al-nusrah bi-talkhis Dor al-Hijrah, fol.28o;

I.B., I.B., I,p.272.



then he proudly asked hban: "How does our building compared

with yours.'" hban's reply was "We built it like a mosque

while you built it like a church" (l). The latter state¬

ment is of great importance. It indicates a great change

which developed in the mosque's architecture. It is not

only the building material that changed, but new elements

were introduced to the mosque in addition to rich embellish¬

ment. In spite of the fact that rUthman changed the mosque

fundamentally, no innovations with regard to its architect¬

ural feature were added. This was not the case in al-Welid's

time. A concave mihrab was introduced for the first time
•

in this mosque in addition to the four minarets. It was

such features as these, together with the rich mosaic deco¬

rations that probably made ^ban liken it to a church.

Regarding the arrangement of four minarets at the corners,

Rivoira speaking of the minarets of Damascus mosque, states

that:

"This arrangement was derived from the, four corner
turrets erected in 673 h.D. under Mu<awiyah's order
in the mosque of <hmr at Fustat. It was also__applied
to the mosque of Medina on t&e* occasion of Walid's
restoration" (3).

It seems, however, very improbable that the minarets of Fustat
« •

can have furnished the prototypes of this arrangement, since

the original source of the formers is probably to be found

(1) hl-Dinawri, op. oit. , p. 33:1; I.N. , pp.373f.
0P« oit. . p.92."



in the four ancient towers of the tomenos of Damascus. Eivoira

himself acknowledged this for he stated:

"The fact that 'the towers at Damascus are older than
the mosque is confined by the very early belief that
the minarets were originally watch-towers or astronomical
observatories of the Greek period, and that they had
belonged to the Church of St. John"(1).

The four minarets of al-Walid were the first to be built

in this mosque (2). They remained intact until the time of

Sulayman b. <fibd al-Malik (714-717/8 ii.D. ) who deliberately

demolished the south-western minaret since it overlooked in

an indiscreet fashion the house of Marwan in which Sulayman

had settled after his pilgrimage to Mecca (3).

hl-Matari (1340 ^.D.) cited by al-Samhudi (1488) says:

"The mosque had three minarets until the fourth one was re¬

built in 706 H. U.D. 1306/7) by Muhammad b. Q,alawun" (4).
.Al-Badr b.Farhun (1397 A.D. ) also states that no trace of the

previous minaret had been found (5). However, this does not

avoid the existence of the previous one since it has been re¬

ported that it stood on the roof of the mosque, and its door

was next to .the house of Marwan (6). Ibn Far-hunfs statement

suggests that the four minarets of al-'Valid were built on the

1) Op.cit. . p.92.
2) Samh., I,p.375. Pedersen (in p.334) has

confus ed_between *Umar b. <nbd al-<Aziz and <Umar b,
al-Khattab when he attributes four towers to the latter.
A Is o see S.E.I., p.341.

(3) I.fh ,pM70;I.B. , I, p. 272 ;Samh. , I, pp. 373 ,374 ,375 ;I.N. ,p.373;
Maraghi,op.cit.,fol.28a.

(4) Samh. , Ia p.374. __

(5) Ibn Farhun attributes this construction to Salar and not
to Baybars. See Samh.,I,pp.374,375;Maraghi,opicit.,fol.44b.

(6) Samh. I, pp.374, 375.



roof without having a foundation on the ground. The latter

may also suggest that they were not of great height, but that

they were high enough for the purpose of adhan. They were

undoubtedly square in shape and the shuraf (pi. of shurafah)
(crenellations) which were first introduced to the mosque at

this time (l), were most probably installed on their top.

iil-Azraqi referred to this element as being used extensively

in the Sacred Mosque in Mecca, and on the top of al-IChif

minaret (2) which reflects al-Valid Ts influence (Fig. 54).

Jairazbhoy who must hove misunderstood the term shuraf has

suggested the presence of galleries on them, so that the view

which he had drawn seems to be inaccurate (3).

The iibbasid caliphs looked after this mosque (4). The

enlargement of al-Mahdl which lasted for about four years

(777-781/2 A.D. ) was significant. The length of the mosque

was extended by 100 cubits on the north side (5), and its

walls embellished 'with mosaic (6). Ibn Zabolah (199H/814

ii.D. ) quoted by Somhudi (7) says that in his days, the mosque

(1) Yaq., IV, p.466.
(2) K.Akhbar Makka, pp. 331, 408.
(3) Art. :,The history of the shrines at Mecca and Medina",

I.R. , L(l381),_p. 29, fig. X.
(4) Bol., p.7; Masalik. I, p.126; Yaq., IV, p.447., Samh.,

I, pp.379, 382f.
(5) Bol., p.7; Tab. Ill, p.535; I.R., pp.72f; Muqad., p.81;

Samh., I, p.380.
(6) Samh., I, p.382.
(7) Op.oit.. I, p.373.



had three minarets; those on the south-east, and the north¬

east were 55 cubits high, while the one to the north-west was

53 cubits. The dimensions of the base were 8x8 cubits (l).

Ibn Rustah (903 A.D. ) agreed with Ibn Zabalah in the location,

and with regard to all the measurements of the minarets ex¬

cept for the height of the north-western one which was 50

cubits (2). Ibn <iibd Rabbih (940 ii.D. ) who refers to them

as three in number mentions nothing about their condition (3).

These minarets seem to hove been built from the ground, and

may perhaps have belonged to the restorations of ol-Mahdi.

Ibn lubayr who visited the mosque in 1184 gave, a vogue

description of its minarets. He said:

'■'The holy mosque had three minarets; one in the eastern
corner which adjoins the qiblah, and two small and
shaped like towers, in the two corners of the northern
side. That first mentioned had the shape character¬
istic of a minaret" (4).

The primitive form of the northern ones which certainly

were square in shape (5), suggest that they should be assigned

to an early date. Rivoira expressed no doubt in assigning

(l) In another version, he says that they were equally J30
oubits high; See Samh.,1,p.373;I.N. quoting Ibn Zabalah
recorded the height as 55 cubits each. See Maraghi,
op.cit.,fol.30o.
Op»oit». p.76, also see p.70.

(3) Op.cit., VII, p.296; he located two at the southern side
and one at the eastern, but this is not right since the
south-eastern one was demolished by Sulayman b.«Abd al-
Malik, and was not rebuilt until 706 E; The same location
was followed in K.al-Istibsar, p.41.
Op.oit.. p.195, cf7~p.105.'

5) 1.1., pp.266f.



them to the time of al-WalidTs construction (l). But this

attribution seems unlikely since we know that al-Mahdi's en¬

largement was towards the north and it is possible that the

original minarets on that side may have been pulled down to make

way for that extention. Remnants of mosaic survived on

the north-western minaret after the severe fire of 654 H

(1256), as well as on the part of the western wall nearest to

it (2). This mosaic may have been a part of al-Mahdi' s

restoration, so that the two minarets under discussion may

very likely to be alloted to al-Mahdi, and he may well have

built them on the pattern of the original construction.

Since the minarets mentioned by Ibn Zabalah and Ibn Rustah

were roughly of similar size, and of similar shape, one could

assume from the context of Ibn Jubayr that the south-eastern

one was changed after 903 ii.D. It might have been similar

in shape to those seen by Ibn Jubayr in the Sacred Mosque in

Mecca before visit:.ng Medina - squares surmounted by a

cylinder. It may also have been the work of Jamal al-Din

al-Isfahani who in 555H (1160 ij.D. ) built a ribat in Medina
£ •

opposite to the Gate of Jibril. The northern minaret seems

to have been altered after the time of Ibn Jubayr's visit,

since al-Samhudi (1488 ii.D.) recorded that they had the same

characteristics as the south-eastern one known as "al-Ra'lsiyah"

(1) 0p» cit. . p.5; Rivoira misunderstood the text of Ibn
Jubayr, and translated the jawf-side as the southern
when the contrary was right.. cf. I. J. ,pp. 190f. ,195.

(2) Samh., I,pp.382,484f., Khulagah, p.134.

(3) ll-Maraghi, op.cit. . fols. 42b., 81a-b, 82a.
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which was 77 cubits hi$i from the ground to the crescent at

its summit (l). The minarets which existed in al-Samhudi's

time were four: al-Ra isiyah, al-Sanjariyah, al-Khashabiyah,

and that at Bab al-Salam. A fifth is said to hove been built

by Q,ayt Bey at the Gate of the Mercy (2), but Samhudi makes

no reference to it. This suggests that it was probably er¬

ected after 1488 (3).

The above survey shows that square mint; rets were con¬

structed by al-Walid, but no relics of them can be traced

in the present still standing minarets.

<Umar b. thbd al-«A.ziz , who assumed the responsibility

of building the Prophet's mosque, was also asked to build

mosques on the sites used by the Prophet for prayers (4).
Cut and squared stone and gypsum were used in erecting them

(5), and minarets were attached (6).
_ ?

2• The mosque of Q.uba :

.

Special attention was paid to the mosque of Q,uba (7),
and a minaret was built in its north-western corner. Before

(l) Samh., Wafa .1.pp. 573f. .457 .460: Khulasah ,pp. 132,159 ,

161j_Q,utub al-Din, K.al-I<lam bi-a7T!IE"Bayt Allah al¬
ga ram,' p. 227. - -•

S) Pasha, Mirat al-Haramayn,I,p.4?F9.
3) Later rec o ns t ruetTons- are excluded.
(4) Samh. '7a fa' . IT,pp.54,56; Maraghi, op.cit. . fol.76b.
(5) Samh., II,pp.54,56.
(6) Samh., II,p.35. Ya«qubi, Tarikh.(Leiden)I..p.15;

Muqad., p.76.
(7) I.P., p.106.



this time, the adhan used to be called from a domed step known

as al-Nasamah (l). Ibn Shubbah reports that the height of

the minaret was 50 cubits, and its sides were 9 cubits, 1 span

x 9 cubits (2). According to Matari cited by Samhudi, the

mosque was renewed by the Atabeks of Mosul in 555H (1160),
and its minaret may well have been restored at this time (3).

In 1184, Ibn Jubayr referred to it as "a tall whito minaret

clearly visible from a distance" (4). Ibn al-Najjar (c.

1196), however, gives further details about it. He says:
— 9

"I measured the mosque of Q,uba ... the height of its
walls is 20 cubits ... the minaret is on the right
side of the prayer hall. It is of square shape, and
its height from the mosque's roof is 22 cubits, and
on its top stands a dome of approximately 10 cubits
high. The minaret's width on the qibloh-side slightly
exceeds 10 cubits, and the western-side is 8 cubits".

(5).

The total height therefore is about 52 cubits. This min¬

aret seems to bo not unlike the original one built by <Umar.

The dome which is mentioned here may well have been a lantern

-tower on the top. The origina 1 mine ret was an elegant one

(6) undoubtedly built of stone since all the mosques con¬

structed by al-Walid at Medina were of cut stone. Mosaics

which were extensively used in this mosque may have existed

on this minaret. At a later date, plain white stone was

(1) Samh., II, p.24.
Op*pit*. II, p.25.(3) Samh., KhulSsah, p.182.

S4) OfiiSlt*,PP.1917199. _,(5) OP.cit..p.580: Samh., Wafa . II, p.26.
(6) Samh., II, p. 25.
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used (1).

3. The mosque of Banu Qurayzah:

In Banu Qurayzah, <Umar constructed another mosque. A

minaret on the seme pattern as Quba fs one was also attached

to it. In the ensuing centuries, both the mosque and the

minaret fell into ruins, and all their stone was taken away

(2). But in 893 H. (1487), the mosque was rebuilt, and a

dakkah (stone-bench) was constructed on the site of the old

minaret (3).

b. Mecca:

1. The Sacred Mosque (al-masjid al-haram):

Concerning the Sacred Mosque, there is no record about

minarets built by al-Walid I. Ll-Lzraqi (d.858 ii.D.), the

oldest authority on the subject says:

;t (/i 1-Walid ) was the first who brought the marble
columns to the mosque, and roofed it with decorated
teak wood ... He covered the lower parts of the inner
walls with marble, and the surface of the upper parts
of the arches with glass mosaic ... and he made
shurrafat for the mosque" (4).

Pedersen tried vainly to translate the word shurrafat as

turrets and minarets (5). Lane in his dictionary defined

(1) 1.1.,pp. 191,199 ;i.B. ,1,p.288;For later history see Sarah.,
p.25,cf.I,pp.442f.,Khula§oh,p.182.

(2) I.N.,cited by Samh.TWara*,II.p«55;Maraghi.op«oit..fo1.76b
(3) Samh., Khulasah, p.185.
(4) Op.cit.. pp.3uyf.} of. Bal., p.47.
(5) Op,cit., p.334; Jairazbhoy.(op.cit..p.19) follow the same

interpretation of Pederson.
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the word shurfah more successively as:

!!$n acroterial ornament, forming a single member
of a cresting of wall or of the crown of a cornice
generally of fanciful form, ond_ pointed ,_or small
at the top; pi. shuraf. shurufat. shurafat. are
only what are built on the top of a wall, distinct
from one another (side by sidlo, like merlons of a
parapet) according to a well known form51 (l).

Elsewhere in Lzraqi's book, the word shurrafah has the same

meaning given by Lane. Azraqi records:

"... and the number of the shur rafat of the mosque's
wall looking outwards, is 272 shurrfffah and a half
one ... their surface was decorated with stucco ...

and the number of the shurrafat inside is 418 ... (2).
... and on the walls of the siqayah (3) (of al-<Abbas
b. <Lbd al-Muttalib) are 46 shurrafah" (4).

Such variations of this architectural element cannot be ex¬

plained, in any case, as turrets or minarets.

Despite the fact that the .Arabic sources have ignored al-

Walid as a builder of minarets in Mecca, the subsequent cir¬

cumstances indicate that he did so in a way similar to what

ha did in Medina and other places in that vicinity. Al-

hzraqi reports:

"In the Sacred Mosque, there ore four minarets from
which the muezzins of the mosque coll the adhan.
They ore on the roof at the four corners of the mosque.
They are reached by steps, and each minaret has a
special entrance with a door opening into the mosque.
Shuraf are on the top_of the minarets. The first
minaret next to the Bab of Banu Sahm, looks over the
house of (Aror b.al-JTs, and in it_the time-watcher
(muwaqqit) of Mecca colls the odhan. The second

(1) Op. clt. , IV,pp. 1537f ;cf. WUstenf eld .G-eschichte der
Stadt Medina.p.75.n.1.

(2) Op.oit.. pp7330f.
(3) "A place for giving to drink or for water",Lane,op.

cit.. IV,p.1386.
(4) Op. cit. , p. 338; for others see pp.408f; I, J". ,pp. 99f.
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minaret next to 4;jyad__Gate ... and from it, the
muezzin calls the su^ur (1) in the month of Ramadan.
The third minaret To ks over the house of Ibn ibbas,
and the house cf the Sufianides ... it is called the
minaret of the Moccans. The fourth_lies between the
east and the north; it looks over dor ol-imarah ...

and libu al-Hajjaj a1-Khurasani worships in it day and
night ..." (£).

He odds nothing about the date, the shape, or the building

materials of these minarets. It seems likely that they were

square of the same pattern as that described by 4zraqi in

the mosque of al-Khif (3), and those of Medina which were

described above (4). St©he must have been used in their

building since it was the main material then used, especially

in the Umayyad epoch. The shuraf which were enormously em¬

ployed in the time of al-Walid crowned these four minarets.

The number and arrangement of these minarets-is similar to

that of (Irar's mosque in Fustat and the Prophet's mosque in

Medina. 1>11 this may suggest their Umayyad origin. There¬

fore, al-Walid who executed notable architectural work in

Mecca may hove added these minarets; but it is difficult to

decide whether they were the original ones or not, since many

alterations were carried out to this mosque after the period

of al-Walid.

1) 4 night meal before start fasting.
2) Op.cit.,pp.331f; cf.pp.319,328,349f.
(3) Op. cit. . p.408^,
(4) Cf. Samh., Wafa . I,p.373.



iil-Mansur (137-140/754-57) the second Abbasid caliph was

responsible for repairs to this mosque (l), and the northern

minaret was renovated (<ummirat) by him (2). This may con¬

firm the idea that the minarets were added to this raosque

earlier than 137-140 H., and very likely by al-Walid since

there ore records of other minarets renovated by ol-Mahdi.

In 160-167 H. U.D. 776-783), he carried out a great work in

the Sacred Mosque (3) , and renovated (iammar) the minarets at

the north-eastern, south-eastern, and south-western corners

(4). Other renovations and enlargements were executed by

Harun al-Rashid 786-809 ii.D.(5), and al-Mu<tasim (840 I\.D.)

(6), but nothing of significance to the minarets of this

mosque. Therefore the minarets mentioned by /izraqi may bo

attributed to al-Walid, renovated by al-Mansur and al-Mahdi,

iil-Mu (tad id added dar al-nadwah to the Sacred Mosque in

894-896 .A.D., and built a minaret as well as shurafat (7).
Ibn Rustah who has written his book in 903-913 A.D.

referred to four minarets in the Sacred Mosque, one at each (8)

corner, but he made no reference to that at dar al-nadwah.

(1) Bal. .p.47;AzraqT.op. cit. ,pp.310ff. ,315;MuqacL_,p. 75^
(2) Fas. ,I,p.240 ;Ibn Zuhay rafya1-Jami< al-latif fi akhbar

Makkah,p. 205.
(3) Bal. ,p.47 pAzraqi, op. cit. ,pp. 312f. ,318f ;Tob. ,111,p. 167 ;

Muqad.p. 73 ;I.I. ,p791.
(4) Fas.,I,p.240,cf.p.225;Ibn Zuhayrah.op.cit..p.205.
(5) Azraqi .op.cit. .p. 535.
(6) Bal. ,_pp.47f.
(7) Azraqi . op,cit. .pp. 542-5; Q,uty(b al-Din.op.cit,.pp. 147f.

425; Ibn Zuhayrah, op,cit,.bp.202,205;Paret. art. w

"Dar al-Nadwah", E, 1, /2TTl.p. 128 has translated shurafat
as galleries which is wrong. *
0p« oit..pp.44.47 . 51.



It seems that either he obtained his information before the

construction of the latter or that he did not refer to it since

ho mentioned the others only as points of limitation to the

boundaries of the mosque.

The addition of Bab Ibrahim was included in the mosque

in the time of al-Muqtadir in 918 A.D. A minaret was er¬

ected at this gate, but it is not certain whether it was er¬

ected with the gate at the same date (1).

As late as 918 .A.D., however, this mosque possessed six

minarets, four of which stood at the four corners, the fifth

was in dar al-nadwah addition, and the sixth was at Bab

Ibrahim (2).

All the minarets of this mosque were renovated by al¬

lowed Tamal al-Din al-Isfahan!, the vizier of the Ataboks of

Mosul. It has been related that his name was inscribed on

the minaret of Bab al-<Umrah (the north-western minaret).

The inscription contained his order of renovation in 1156

A.D. (3). Ibn Jubayr (1183) recorded that the mosque had

(1) Q,ut]/b al-Din.op. cit. .pp. 159f :Ibn Zuhayrah. op.oitl .p.203:
Mujir al-Din.op.cit. .I.p. 2-16. The* latter states the date
of the additions as 376H which is obviously wrong.

(2) Nasir-i Khusrau (1050 A.D. ) appears to have meant, by five
manaras. the sign-posts which indicated the area b£-
tween the hills of the £ af'a and Marwah. See safarnamah.
pp.99,105; cf. Mucjad. ,pp.73,74; Hafawi, al-Ishurrrb iln
ma<rifat al-zlyarat.p.86; This is clear from Ibn
Jubayrfs description to that area.Jayrazbhoy (op.cit..
p. 24) has also confused the minarets with the_grecn
mils (sign-posts) which were built by al-Mahdi.

(3) Fas., I, p.240.



seven minarets including one at the Safa Gate (Fig.55). The
••

latter one was the smallest, and the most difficult to climb

owing to its narrowness (1). The one at Bab Ibrahim con¬

tained decoration oblong in 3hape, pierced into the stucco,

and was similar to that of tho mihrab which were surrounded

by fascinating qarnasah (2). The "canopy*' (fahl) of this min¬

aret rested on stucco supports with openings between them (3)

(Fig. 56b.). The upper part of this minaret was in ruins

in the time of al-Fasi (1425 A.D.) (4). Ibn Jubayr continues

describing the rost of tho minarets, which are different from

tho above (Fig. 56a.); he says:

"The minarets hove innovated forms. Tho angles of
tho lower half are finished off by means of finoly
sculptured stones remarkably set and surrounded by a
wooden lattice of rare workmanship. —Above the lattice,
there rises into tho air a spire (<amud) that appears
to be cylindrical shape (makhrut) wholly dressed with
baked bricks fitting the urid" Into the other in a way
which attracts the gaze on account of its beauty. At
the top of this spire is the canopy also encircled by
a wooden lattice of exactly the same pattern as the
other. All those minarets had a distinct form, not
one resembling the other, but all are of the type des¬
cribed, the lower half being square, and tho upper
circular*"' (5).

The decoration of the square part seems to have been just tho

same as on the minaret of Bab Ibrahim (6). The ornamentation

i3-) Op. cit. . p. 91.(2) Diez, art. "Muqarnas", E.1./l. Supp., p.153.
(3) Op.cit..P.106. "
(4) Op.cit..1. p.240.

Op. cit. .p. 100; The translation is of R.J. C. Broadhurst
with modifications (see p.96).

(6) I.J., p.106.



of tho cylindrical part was entirely executed in brick work;

it was formed by setting some of the bricks horizontally,

and others vertically to form geometrical designs. This kind

of decoration is called hazarbaf (thousand twistings). Tho

first known decoration of this kind in Islamic Architecture

is to be found in the Gate of Baghdad at Raqqa Which was built

either by al-Mansur (1) (772 A.D.) or by Harun al-Rashid (2)

(796 A.D. ). This technique was elaborately developed later

on in Persia (3).

Ibn Jubayr records nothing about the builder of these

minarets. Tho minaret at the Safa Gate might have been

built by al-Mahdi to indicate the Gate, not to serve for the

adhan. His name was found inscribed on the middle of a col¬

umn facing this gate (4). The other minarets at the corners

as well as that of dar al-nadwah are not likely to date from

before the restorations of Jamal al-Din al-Isfahani (1156

A.D.) since al-Azraqi's description of the four minarets at

tho corners is quite different from that made by Ibn Jubayr.

The five minarets are almost of similar style and in good

state of preservation, even the wooden parapets of their

balconies. The brick decoration of tho cylindrical part is

interesting and might have come from Persia.

(1) Creswoll, S.M.A.. II, p.25.
(2) Sarre and Herzfold, Archaologische Roiso 1m Euphrat -

und Tigris - GeMot.""lI. p. 359.
(3) Creswell, op,oit.. II, p.44.
(4) I.J., p.91, cf. pp.108f.



Ibn Battutah. (1377 h.D. ) counts five minarets in this
o • •

Mosque discarding those at al-Safa and Ibraham's Gates (1).
The latter might not have been counted because of their in¬

dependent situation or might have been considered as sign¬

posts, especially that at al-Safa Gate.

i\ 11 the minarets of this mosque were renovated at various

times, others were added later on, but nothing remained of the

original ones built by al-Walid or even of thoso described

by Ibn Jubayr (2).

2. Minarets in the area round the Kaubah:

In the Umayyad and the early hbbasid period, many min¬

arets were built on the mounts surrounding the Sacred Mosque

so that the adhan could be heard over as 'vast an area as

possible around the Ka«bah. A minaret wrongly attributed

to Abu Bakr was erected on the mount of Ajyad to the west

of this Mosque (3). During and after the reign of Harun

al-Rashid many minarets were built on these places. Special

muezzins, paid monthly, wore appointed for those minarets (4).

Nothing has been recorded about their characteristics, but

they seem to have been the same as those described by i\zraqi
(5).

Most probably that the mosques of al-Khif, al-Hulayfah,

(!) Op.oit.. I, pp.323f.
(2) The later history of these minarets has been left to

another opportunity .

(3) K.al-Istibsar, p.8.
(4) Fas., I, pp.241f; Q,utub a 1-Din, op. oit. .p. 427 : M-Fakihi,

TTTrtkh Makka. pp.llf; Ibn Zuhayrah. op. cit. .p.205.206.
(5) Op. oit. .pp. 531f. . 408.



and al-Rayah ware built by <Umar b. <Abd al-«Aziz.

2• Tho mosque af al-Khif.

In the middle of the courtyard of al-Khif's mosquo stood

a square minaret, the condition of which was described by

Azraqf (Fig.57) He says:

"... and in the centre of the mosque stood a square
minaret, six cubits twelve fingers square, and 24 cubits
high in the sky. It has 41 steps two of which aro in
the outside. In it, there ore eight flights and eight
apertures. Its door is arched. Above tho minaret
are eight crenellotions, two on each side. Tho distance
from the minaret to the qiblah of tho mosque is 129
cubits, and from the minaret to the wall beyond {Arafat
110 cubits, and from the minaret to the wall beyond tho
road 91 cubits 12 fingers ... A siqayah lies between
the minaret and tho wall beyond the road" (1).

The above description shows that tho minaret was of plain

quadrangular shapo broken by apertures, and its upper section

crowned by crenellations, but it is not clear whether it hod

a lantern-tower at the top - the most probable that it hod

not, otherwise Azraqi, who recorded tho above detailed des¬

cription should hove mentioned it. The stone may have been

used in building it (2). This minaret may represent the

stylo that had been imitated in tho Umayyad epoch in that

country.

Al-Jawad al-Isfahani renewed this mosque in 1163 A.D.

(3), and tho minaret might have been included. At tho time

Ibn Jubayr^ visit (1183) the minaret was in good condition (4)

OP*oit.. p.408j. cf; I.A.R. , VII, p.293.
2) Of. Samh., Wafa'. II, pp.54, 56.
(3) Pasha, op.cit.. I, p.325.
(4) Op. cit .7 p. 159.



but the author of K.al-Istibsar recorded that at his time
»

(before 1191 A.D. ) its peak had fallen into ruin (l). An

important renovation had taken place in 1275 A.D. The min¬

aret was rebuilt, and certain additions were made. Nothing
of the original minaret has been left.

4. The mosque of al-Hulayfah

In the mosque of al-Hulayfah, the minaret stood at its

north-western corner. Despite the alterations whioh took

place in the mosque and the minaret, the position of the or¬

iginal mina ret remained unchanged (2).

5. The mosque of al-Rayah

Another minaret also stood in the mosque of al-Royah.

It might have originally been built by «Umar b.tAbd al-Aziz

(3). Undoubtedly, the original minarets of the two latter

mosques followed the type preferred by the Umayyads - the

square.

As a result of this investigation of the minarets in

Medina and Mecca, it appears clear that the Umayyad style -

the square - which prevailed in Syria, had been adopted in

these places of Hijaz. The four pro-Islamic towers of St.

John the Baptist's church served as an example as regards

number, and they very probably affected tho character also,

both for tho Prophet's Mosque as well as for the Sacred

Mosque. The minaret of al-<Arus had an influence as well.

(1) p.33.
(2) Samh., Khulasah, p.226; Maraghi, op,cit.. fol. 87b.

(3) Qutub al-Din, op.cit. . p.427.
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For his remarkable architectural activities, al-Walid might

be considered as responsible for spreading this stylo, es¬

pecially to Hijaz which probably had a role in propo^ating
it to other countries since Mecca and Medina are the centre

of pilgrimage of the Muslims.

What is most striking is that Hijaz never developed a

stylo of its owrl^ The minarets which ore standing there at

the present day ore all in a foreign style, particularly those

favoured by the Momluk and the Turkish typos (l).
®• The successors of al-Walid and their influence in

Syria and'Iraq :

The square type of minaret which has been discovered

above was strongly emphasized by the successors of al-Walid.

All the minarets they built were of square shape following

the example of Damascus.

1. The Great Mosque of Aleppo:

Before becoming caliph, Sulayman b.tAbd al-¥alik built

in 710 A.D. the Great Mosque cf Aleppo (2) on the pattern of

that at Damascus (3), and furnished it with a minaret. This

minaret was no doubt of magnificent appearance and was very

probably similar in shape and embellishments to those of

Ramla and Damascus. Subsequent changes took place in the

mosque, but nothing was mentioned about its original min-

(1) Gf. Samchj. in B.F.E. , C.U. . 1954/5, pp.161, 162.
(2) Ibn Shaddad [A <lag."1/1.p. 31) suggests that the mosque

was built by al-Waltd I.
(3) Gf. I.Sh.,_I/l, pp.30, 31; Ibn al-«Adim, Zubdat al-

halb min tarikh Halab, I,p. 140. "
(*) "But there are characteristic Yemenite styles,both

ancient and of the present-day, as well as local typesof minaret in stone or mud brick. ( Trofessor Sergeant's
c omment)
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aret (l). A now minaret was built in 1190/1 A.D, , acc¬

ording to an inscription on it carrying this dote (2).
2* The Groat Mosque of Ram la:

Suloyman b. <Abd al-Malik also started the building of

the mosque of Ram la, but he was unable to complete it as he

was appointed a caliph in succession to his brother al-Walid

I. <Umqtar b. *Abd al-<iiziz continued the work, and com¬

pleted the mosque (3); its minaret might also have been

completed by him. Its shape must hove been square liko all

the minarets of Syria (4). Moreover, the minarets which

were built by <Umar b. <iibd al-cAziz in Medina and Mecca

were all of the square type. The finely dressed stone

which was commonly used in Syria (5), must have been used

in this minaret. In his account of this mosque Muqaddosi

(985 ii.D. ) soys that: "It (the mosque) has a splendid min¬

aret" (6). This may imply that its mosaic decoration was

similar to that of al-«Arus in the Damascus Mosque.

A violent earthquake severely damaged this mosque in

(1) I.Sh., i/l, pp.31f; Creswell, E.M.A.. I, p.325.
v2; C.I.A. . II, Syrie du nord,__I, 1-2, p. 150, no. 75.
(3) Bal., p.143; Mas., al-Tanbih wa al-ishraf.pp.359f.
(4) Muqad., p.182.

0p» oit. .p. 165.
__

Qp»oit..P.165; he wrongly attributes it to Hisham.



1033 ii.D. (1), and tho original minaret must have boon ser¬

iously effected. The present minaret belongs to tho ro-
(2)

storaticn of al-Zahir Baybars in 718 H/A.D. 1318.

3. Qasr al-Hayr:

In Q,asr al-Hayr, about 60 miles to the north-east of
<k

P/imyra, stands a mosque with a detached squarotower lying in

the south-eastern corner of tho great enclosure of this

place (Figs.58-59).

A slab was found on one of the mosque's piers assigning

tho structure to Hisham b. «Abd al-Malik in 110H (728/29 ii.D.)

(3).

The tower is, however, built of finished limestone loss

regular than that used in the big chateau. and stands indep¬

endently between the west wall of tho mosque and the oast

wall of the lesser enclosure. It is a plain square tower

about 2.94 m. a side; tho existing height is about 10 m.

Its entrance is to the south, oblong in shape, roofed with a

slab of stone and thresholded with a similar one. This

entrance lies higher than the ground level, and might have

been reached by stone steps, the ruins of which can bo seen

near the tower. The upper part is ruined, but the spiral

internal staircase remains intact in the part which is still

standing. The lost part which is estimated as 2 - 3m. high

(1) Ibn al-Iawzi, Muntazam. VIII,p.77; I.A.,IX,p.298.Mujir
al-Din. op. cit. ,I,pp/269f ;Na§ir-i Khusraw.op.cit. ,p.27.

(2) Mukhlis,Mi'dhant al-jqmi< al-abyad fi al-Ramlah,pp.21-24
(3) Clermont-Q-anneau as quoted by Croswoll." S.-A .B.M.-A. .p. 116

Sameh.op. cit. .p. 157.



might have had openings at the top similar to what have been

accustomed to in many of the church- and watch-towers. It

is also probable that it had a parapeted roof, but the gener¬

al condition of the tower suggests the former type.

A dispute has arisen as to whether this tower was a

minaret or not. Gabriel (l) considered that it was a watch-

tower, while Clermont-Ganneau (2) and Creswoll (3) have

suggested that it was a minaret.

It is clear that the outer enclosure as well as the inner

one are well fortified by attached towers at the corners and

in between, and that there was no need for this tower to be

used for watching since the task could be performed on the

former one. Thus the tower migjit have ha d no purpose other

than to serve for the adhan. However, Gabriel suggests that

it is the latest of the buildings of Q,asr al-Hayr (4).
• 0

4. Khirbat a 1-lTaf ,j ar

Hisham built another mosque at the south-eastern corner

of his palace in Khirbat al-Mufjar, but no minaret was erect¬

ed in it. Hamilton, however, suggests that the square tower

which buts out 8 m. from the south wall of the palace -

adjoining the mosque - might have served as a minaret (5).
If this assumption is right, it would be one of the earliest

(1) .Art, "Kasr al-Heir? Syria , XVIII (1927) p.322.
(2) Op.cit.. p.289.
(3) E.M..AT. I, p.339; S.A.E.M.A. . p. 118.
(40 Op.cit.. p.322,
(5) Hamilton, Khirbat al-Maf.iar. pp.9, 10, 34; Harding,

op.cit., p.180.
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minarets, the remains cf which exist to this clay.

5. The Mosque of Harran:

The mosque of Harran is suggested to have been built by

Marwan II (744 - 750 A.D. ). Later, al-Ma'mun, followed by

Salah al-Din introduced some alterations in it (1). This
• •

mosque has a minaret at its northern side, half way between

the northern entrance, and the north-eastern corner (2),

(Fig. 60). It is of square shape, about 5.30 m. a side, and

its height, according to Strzygowski (3), was about 25 m.

The lower part is built of big hewn ashlar blocks up to a

height of 16 m. , above which there is a course of cyma

roversa moulding followed by ashlar blocks to a height of

two of its apertures. .Above this point, the tower is built

of bricks. The staircase starts in the opposite side of the

entrance. -Apertures measuring 50 x 15 cm. sq. illuminate

the staircase. There are fourteen of thorn including the two

mentioned above (4).

The minaret stood at the same level as the wall where

the inscription of Salah al-Din was seen by Sachau in 1879
• •

(5). Whether the minaret belonged to Salah al-DTnTs time
© »

or not is not easy to tell from a photograph.

Strzygowski suggests that it dotes from the pre-Islamic

1) FikrT, op.oit.. pp.225ff; Creswell, E.M.L.,I.p.408f.
2) The direction of the qiblah which was wrongly done in

fig. 489 (in E.M.L.,lT Oroswell corrected it in
(S.-A . E.M.-A . ) fig.29,p.151.

(3) Amida, p.332.
(4) Sa chain. Re is e. p. 221; Van Berchepiand Strzygowski ,Amida,

p.332; Creswell, E.M.lA. .I.e.406. *
(5) 0p« oit.. p.221.
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era, but the proofs he gives are insufficient (l). None of

the examples ha mentioned was a tower, and in spite of the

factthat those architectural examples were built of the same

buildirgmatorials as this tower - stone and brick, the tech¬

nique is quite different. The pillar of Wieranshahr which

he considered to be the nearest to this tower, is constructed

in different manner. Above the seventeenth course of stone

work, rise throe courses of brickwork bedded in thick mortar,

followed alternately by blocks of stone and brick (2). The

alternate technique is not found here. Moreover, examples

similar to the Harran's tower have occurred in Mecca as men-

tioned by Ibn Jubayr, but the brickwork was of a cylindrical

shape. Therefore, this tower could be an Islamic minaret,

very probably built at Salah al-Din's time.

6• The Umayyad Mosque in Mosul:

The first mosque built in Mosul was in the reign of

<Umar b. al-Khattab. It was enlarged later on, and in the
• •

time of Marwan b. Muhammad the mosque was enlarged again,
9

and a minaret as woll as maqsurah were introduced to it.
•

Al-«Umari reports that this construction was in 128H. (7-15

A.D. )(3). This minaret was used for spreading news during

(. pp»332f.
Qp. clt. . p.SSSjj, _

(3) Munyat al-udaba' fi tarikh al-musul al-hadba', pp.35f.
. . .

, , ,
, • ,«



the troubles arose in Mosul in 133 H (V50 A.D. ) (1). The

condition of this minaret has been almost ignored by the

sources, but it seems very likely that it was of square shape

following the Syrian typo which was dominant at that time (2).

However, this minaret was reconstructed by the htabeks (3)
who dressed it the same sha.pe of their time similar to that

of Sinjar, Erbil and Daquq. They are all built in brick,

and having the shape of octagon followed by cylinder.

(1) -Azdi, tlarikh al-Musul, years 133, 146 as quoted by
Dewah-chi. ~~™ ~ ~~~

(2) Gf. Sameh, op,cit.. p.159; Croswell (in B.M..XLVTII
(1926) ,p. 139) suggests that there is Syrian influence
in Raqqa^and Diyarbokr. _ _ _

(3) Dewah-chi .art. Wal-Jami< al-Umawi fi al-Musul", Sumer.
VT/2 (1950) p.216, hl-Musul fi al-«ahd al-htabik±,
pp. 128f. ' ""



CHAPTER V

THE UMAYYAD (WEST) AND THE EARLY ABBASID MINARETS
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•A• The Umayyads and their influence on the minaret in
N.-Africa and Spain:

The Syrian type . as has beon shown, was not confined to

Syria. The Umayyads who were responsible for its adoption

wanted it to become popular in other countries. It has been

discussed above how this type was propogated to many countries

such as Iraq, Egypt, and Hijaz.

The successors of al-WalTd who preserved this typo in

Syria and in Iraq had also introduced it elsewhere, for example

into Ifriqiyah (Tunisia) ; furthermore, it had boon carried

to al-iindelus where it flourished and acquired elegant chara¬

cteristics. The minaret of al-<iirus in the Damascus Mosque

seems to have served as best example to be followed in these

places.

This part of tho thesis will be devoted to a discussion

on the beginnings of tho minaret in these countries, and the

factors which might have influenced its development. Tho

minarets of N..Africa, and those of Spain will be discussed

in turn.

1. The minarot in N.-Africa:

Tho minaret seems to have been started at an early period

in this part of tho Islamic world. The foundation of the

first one was probably laid at tho same time as the foundation

of the city of Qpyrawan and its mosque. It was the minaret

of Qayrawan which became a nucleus for the minaret in the whole

of N.Africa.
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a. The minarat of Sidi <U abates mosque in Q.ayrawan:

The present minaret is the oldest existing one in N»

.Africa. Tho original one stood in the mosque which was

erected at the same time as the city of Qayrawan by <Uqbah

b. Nafi< (55/674). Owing to successive repairs in tho

mosque, nothing remained of the original one with tho excep¬

tion of the mihrab which was enclosed between two walls.

The mosque now retains the features which have been chara¬

cteristic of it since the ninth century J\.D. (1).

1. Description of the present minaret:

The present minaret stands to tho left of the main axis,

dividing the northern arcade of the mosque, almost the same

as that of al-«.Arus in Damascus (Figs. 61-62). It is a mass¬

ive tower consisting of three storeys, tho lowest of which is

a square 10.67 m. a side at the base, and 10.20 m. at tho

top. This part is about 20.06 m. high including the cren-

ellations. The second and the third storeys are square froij.

bottom to top without diminution. Tho former one is 7.63 m.

a side, and 6.16 m. high, including crenellations. The

third storey is 5.48 m. a side, and about 7.5 m. high. The

total height is about 31.37 m. (2).

(1) Cf. Diez, in art. "Masdjid," E.l./l. Ill, p.383;_Cres-
woll, art, ".Architecture", E.'l. /2.I. p.619; Fikri (art.
"Nash'at a.l-fann al-Islami wa al-Jami< al-Kabir bi-
al-Q,ayrawan", al-Muqtataf, IXXX7I, p. 517) suggests that
the joresent wa lis of"the' mos que belong^to the time of
Hisham (105 H.). Hasan (Funun al-Islam. p.42) agrees
with FikriTs suggestion.

(2) These measurements are taken from Creswell, .II.
p.326; cf. Sameh, in B.F.E.O.U.. 1954/5, p.157.



The lower storey- is built cf two kinds of masonry.

Large blocks taken from ancient buildings are used at the

base to a height of seven courses. Higher up, the build¬

ing material changes into small fine masonry very similar to

bricks. The walls 3.30 m. to 3.50 m. thick at the base.

The door which opens to the court is about one metre wide

and 1.85 m. high (Fig.63). It is framed with antique

jambs and the lintel above are very similar to those des¬

cribed by Bakri (l). They ore of carved marble brought

from ancient Roman buildings. Many of the capitals and

columns in the mosque were also collected from various

ancient buildings (2). .Above the lintels' of the door, is

a relieving horse-shoe arch built of masonry similar to that

above the seven courses at the base. This entrance is paved

with old fragments, and opens to a staircase which is 97 cm.

wide and covered with a vault. It winds round a square core

1.97 m. a side, and it is illuminated by throe large windows

in the south side as well as three narrow slits in the north

side, and two in the west. The three windows in the south

are built on the same pattern of the main entrance. The

first window is .,69 m. wide, and 1.63 m. hi^h, crowned by a

horizontal arch; above it is a relieving arch of horse¬

shoe form. 'The second window above is similar to the

(1) Mughrib. p.23.
(2) Hammerton, Tunisia unveiled, p.97; Fikri, op.cit..

p.518.
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previous one except for the dimentions; it is .93 m. wide,

and 1.68 m. high. The third window is .89 m. wide, and 1.77

m. high. In the west side of this shaft, there is a second

doorway giving access to the roof of the arcades; it is

treated similarly to the three windows on the south side. The

top of this storey is surmounted by round-head crenenations

pierced by arrow slits, and each one is 1.19 m. high.

The second storey stands on the platform of the first one.

It opens to the qiblah side by a roctangilar portal set in a

shallow horse-shoe form. On either side of this portal is a

blind horse-shoe niche^ similar to the portal but narrower
than it is. The other sides are decorated with similar blind

niches. The top of this storey is surrounded by crene na¬

tions similar to the previous ones, but smaller in dimentions.

They ore 1.16 m. high.

The staircase continues through the second storey up to

the third one which opens to the four sides by horse-shoe boys

of 3.70 m. high. The arches of the entrances are carried on

columns, and each entrance is flanked by two horse-shoo re¬

cesses similar to those on the second storey. The space

above the openings is decorated with five blind niches except

for the middle one on the qiblah side which penetrates through.

The whole minaret is crowned by a ribbed dome carried on four

squinches. (l)

(1) SeeMarqais, L'Architecture musulmane d'Oooident. p.17,
Oreswell, E.M.A. , I, p.326, fig7 399".
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2, It's dote:

Concerning the history of this minaret, al-BaladhurT
stated vaguely that a minaret was built by «Uqbah b.Nafi*

when he first founded his mosque; he said:

"A group of people from Ifriqiyah told about their
teachers, They said that when <Uqbah b. Nafi« al-
Fihri wanted to build al-Qayrawan, he thought of
the position of the mosque, and it was shown to him
in a vision that a man was calling the adhan from
the position ho chose for his minaret.^When he woke
he built the manabir (sic) (pulpits) (muat1 have meant
al-manar (minaret))in the position of the man and
tEen he built the mosque" (l).
A minaret would not have appeared as strange at the time

of <Uqbah (55/674) since we hear of other minarets built

earlier in Basra and Fus tat. If the statement of BaladhurT
• • •

is right, this minaret might have well boon one block with

openings at the top, following a pattern very similar to those

of Syria during the earliest days of Islam.

According to al-BakrT, all the mosque except the mihrab

was demolished, .and reconstructed by Hassan b. al-Nu<man

in Ramadan 84 H. (Sept.Oct. 705 A.D. ) (2). In this re-

construction, nothing was mentioned about a minaret.

During the reign of Hisham b. «Abd al-Malik, his gov¬

ernor of Q,ayrawan, Bishr b. Safwan, enlarged the mosque, and

built a minaret in the northern enclosure of the mosque.

0P«0it« . pp. 229f. __

0p«oit. . pp. 22f ; K.al-Iatibsar, p. 114.
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Pertaining to this, al-Bakri states:

"He (Bishr) built the minaret in Bir el-Jinan (the well
of the gardens), and founded it on the water, and it
happened to lie in the same northern (.iawfT) wall.
The minaret to-day stands as he built it, 60 cubits in
height, and 24 in width. It has two doors; a western
and eastern one. The jambs of the doors are made of
decorated marble, and so are their lintels." (1).

The two doorways seem to have been opened to two independent

staircases. This appears to have been on innovation since

nothing similar had existed before. Ancient Syrian towers

have two doors opening to only one staircase leading to the

top, while al-Qayrawan,seems to hove had two staircases climb¬

ed in juxtaposition. The question which arises here is

whether Bakri's description fits the present minaret or not.

As to its proportions, Marcais came to the conclusion

that the width of the present minaret is equal to that given

by al-Bakri, and its height is about eight metres more. The

excess in height is almost equal to the height of the third

storey, thus suggesting that the latter might have been added

after the time of al-Bakri (2).
a.

The homogeneous appearance of the whole tower, however,

does not confirm this suggestion. The present minaret seems

(1) Op. oit. . P. 25; Creswoll (S.A.S.M.A. . p. 110) has mis¬
translated the text of Bakri. Rivoira (op.cit.. p.37)
did not understand this text either; ho says "in the
XI centa second entrance was made, as is mentioned
by Bakri".

(2) Marqais, op.cit.. pp,17f; Manuel d'art musulmane. I,
p.27; Creswell, E.MA. I, p.328. ~



to have consisted originally of three storeys as it does now,

and confining the height to two storeys only does not seem to

be logical. The height of the present minaret, therefore,

does not correspond to that mentioned by al-Bakri. More¬

over, the two portals described by al-Bakri are missing here.

They were to the east and to the west sides of tho minaret

while tho present portal opens to the south-east. If al-

Bakri was wrong in guessing tho directions, the second portal

remains missing. Despite all this, Creswoli states: "I am

convinced that the present minaret is that describod by al-

Bakri" (l).

For the above reasons, the present minaret, however,

could not possibly bo attributed to Bishr b. Safwan. Al-

Bakri (1068 A.D. ) who never visited N.Africa but collected

his data in Oordova or Seville depended on verbal information

as well as early and contemporary compilations (2). His

description which does not correspond with tho present min¬

aret might have been quoted from an early compiler who des¬

cribed the minaret of his own days, but not that which exist¬

ed at the time of al-Bakri. This minaret can be attributed

(1) E.M.A. . I, p.328; Thiersch, op.oit.. p.123; Hasan, op.
cit.. pp. 43, 146, art. "Tatawwur al-Ma>adhin", M.K.,
II (1946), pp.718f; Sameh, art. "The Minarets of North
Africa", in B.F.A.O.U.. 1953, p.181; Morgais,
LTArohitocturo ..., p. 17, Manuel. I, p.27, and others
all agree in ascribing it to Eisham. Marcais wrongly
recorded its date as XI cont^ A.D.

(2) Of. Levi-Provinqal, art. "Abu <Ubayd al-Bokri", in
E. 1. /2, I, pp,156f.
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to the reconstruction of Ziyadat Allah I in 221 H./836 A. D.

Al-Bakri" records that all the mosque, except the

mihrab, was demolished, and reconstructed by Yazid b.Hatim
• •

who became governor in 155 H. (771) (1). Al-Bakri went on

to say that in Jumada II, 221 H. (May-June 836 A. D.) all the

mosque was demolished by Ziyadat Allah who did not want to

leave any trace of the previous one in order to establish a

mosque entirely his own. He did so except for the mihrab

which was enclosed between two walls. Al-Bakri continues:

"And down to the present day, the mosque has remained just

as Ziyadat Allah loft it" (2). This statement would seem

to refute any attempt to attribute the present minaret to

Bishr b.-Safwan. More evidence may also be found in the

masonry of the mosque itself, especially in the two massive

buttresses on the qiblah-side (Fig.64). They are built of

small masonry blocks very similar to what we have seen in the

minaret. They have been dated not earlier than 221 H (836)

(3).

Depending on a very small exposed part inside the min-

(!) Op.oit.. p.23; cf. K.al-Istibsar, p.114.
0p»oit.. p.23; cf. K.ai-Istibsffr. p.114.

(3) Creswell, E.M.A. .1. jo.328. Fikri attributes them to the
construction of His ham which seems improbable, see
Mas,j id al-Q.ayrawan. p. 66. Sameh (in B.F.£ , C.U. . 1954/5,
p. 1627" dates the lower colossal part in the time of
Hisham, and the other storeys in 221 H. (736 A.D. ).
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aret, Rivoira (l) concluded that the first and scoond storeys

were built at different times. Thiersch (2) and Dioz (3)

also agreed that the two upper storeys wore built at a time

other than that of the lower one. According to later invest¬

igations, when the structure was more exposed, it appeared that

the first and the second storeys were built with one typo of

masonry, and must have been erected at the same time (4);
there con be no doubt that the uppermost storey is of a later

reconstruction. It has been alloted to the end of the thir¬

teenth century A.D. , when the mosque was restored by the

Hafsids (1294 A. D. ) (5).

3. The origins of its shape:

The shape of the minaret seems to be an innovation as

compared with the early Syrian minarets. It is more com¬

parable with a pyramid of three receding individual storeys

builjfr one above the other, the lowest one of which is higher

than the height of the above ones together. It is very pro¬

bable that the new shape was influenced by the Pharos of Alex¬

andria which was well known at that epoch.

Before proceeding further, it is relevant to examine the

condition of this outstanding tower, the Pharos. There is

(1) Op.cit. , p. 37.
(2) Op,cit.. p.123.
(3) In E.l./l. Ill, p.229. cf.Samch, in B.F.A.C.U.. 1953,

p.181.
(4) Creswell, B.M.A., I, p.328.
(5) Marqais, L'Architocture ...., p.18; Crcswell, S.A.E.M.A.

p. 110; RivoiraTop. cit. . p. 37) dotes it in the 19th
century A.D.
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no doubt that the Pharos was in a dilapidated state whon tho

minaret of Qayrawan was built, but it was still standing thero

and the .Arabs were greatly effected by its characteristics.

Several of tho iirab writers have fully described it as

to have been built of three successive storeys, namely:

squared, octagonal, and cylindrical. It was started by

Ptolemy I, and completed by Ptolemy II in 280 - 279 B.C.(1).
It seems to have been perfect at tho time of tho .Arab con¬

quest, but in al-WalTd's time, it was probably badly damaged

(2). However, in 180 H. (796 A.D. ) the upper part was des¬

troyed by a severe earthquake (3). In 875 A.D. , .Ahmad b.

Tulun: "restorod part of it, and made a simple wooden dome

on it. Tho ascent to this dome from inside is tiresome

without steps" (4). The western corner of this tower fell

into ruins, and was restored by Khumarawayh (5). ill-

Mas <udi in 332H (943) described tho Pharos as to have boon of

threo storeys:

"Approximately half af it is squared in shape, built with
white stone forming about 110 cubits. Beyond that it

(1) Schneider^ Babylon. pp,123f.
(2 Ma s. . Muru ,i. II. dp . 454ff : Q.az. . Xthar.p.98; I.W., p. 30;

IbshihT.op.cit.. II, pp.l93f.
(3) I.Id., I, p.89; I.A., VI, pp.l04f; A.M., II, p.99;

Suy., II, £.196.
(4) Mas., Tanbihf p.48; Maqr., I, p.157.
(5) Mas., p.48; Maqr,, I, p.157.



is octagonal, built with bricks and stucco for more
than 60 cubits, and round it thoro is a space in
which one can rotate. Its top is cylindrical" (l).

This description may refer to the restoration of Ibn Tulun.

However, in Ramadan 344 H. (Dec.955 Jan. 956), a severe

earthquake removed about 30 cubits of its height (2), It

seems to have been restored since Ibn al-Shaykh who died in

605 H. (1208) described it as having had three storeys. The

last two storeys had staircases instead of plain ramp (3).

This tower was again restored in 673 H. (1274), and in 703 H.

(1303) (4). At his second visit to Alexandria, Ibn Battutah
O • •

(1349) records! "It was so badly damaged that it was im¬

possible to enter it or ascend up to its door" (5). This was

not the end of the Pharos, as Creswell explains (6), Al-

Maqrizi rocords that in 777 H. (1375 A.D.), another earth¬

quake removed its upper part (7). This may suggest its

restoration between Ibn Battutah's visit (1349), and the

latter earthquake. The square part, at least, was standing

at the time of Maqrizi (8). (1427).
In his monumental book, the Pharos, Thiersch dealt with

(1) Mas., pp.47f; Nuway. I, p_j_397; Suy., I, p. 54; Maqr.
(I,p.157), who cited Masmdi records the second storey
as to have been built of stone and stucco,

(2) Mas., p.48; Maqr., I, p.157.
(3) De Asin, art. "The Pharos of Alexandria". P.B.A. , XIX

(1933), p.7, ~~
(4) Maqr., I, p.158.
(5) Op. cit. . I, p.30.
(6) 3.M.A., II, p.246.
(7) Khil^at, I, p. 156; Butler, The Arab conquest of Egypt,

p.397.
(8) Op.cit., I, p.158.



all the available material, end made reconstruction of the

tower at different periods throughout the Middle .ages. He

suggested that the total height was 124 m. The square storey

was 60 m. , the octagonal 30 m. , and the cylindrical was 15 m.

(1).

Thiersch noted the influence of the Pharos on this min¬

aret (2), especially in the receding storeys, but his state¬

ment that the stages of the two towers were similar, and that

the upper reconstructed part of theminarot mi^it have had the

same cylindrical shape as that of the Pharos does not seem to

be acceptable (3). There is no similarity in the storeys,

except for the base which was of quadrangular shape. 111

the Mediaeval sources as well as Thiersch himself admit that

the storeys of the Pharos wore: squared, octagonal, and

cylindrical respectively, whilo this minaret is all of one

squared shape. Even if the upper port was cylindrical, the

similarity would still not exist. It seems very likely that

such influence was restricted to the individual storeys as

well as to the huge base. However, Syrian influence can

also bo detected in this minaret. It is a plain tower

similar to most Syrian ones, and the treatment of its entrance

(1) Cf. Creswell, op.cit.. II, p.242; Schneider (op.cit..
p.123) records the height as to have been 370 ft, or
590 ft.

(2) This theory of the Pharos influence on the minaret has
been opposed without satisfactory evidence, cf. Croswell,
E.M.A..I.p.329. Muslim Architecture in Egypt,II.pp.246
ff ; Sameh, op, cit. . p. 181. "

(3) Thiersch, op.cit.. pp.123 - 126.



a lintel surmounted by a relieving arch, the span of which is

blocked, is a feature to be found in numerous examples in pre-

Islamic towers in Syria (l). The inclination which is found

in the lower storey of this minaret may also be due to Syrian

influence, though it also could have come from the Pharos.

This feature can be found in various types of Syrian towers.

The crenellations installed on this minaret may also indicate

Syrian influence (2).

£. The Mosque of al-Zaytunah

Another clumsy minaret reflects Syrian influence stood

in al-Zaytunah mosque in Tunis (Fig.65). It was reconstructed

in the nineteenth century A.D. (3). A photograph in K'dhnel 's

"Maurische Kunst" shows its conditions before reconstruction.

It is of two storeys, the lower one, up to the pavilion sooms

to have belonged to the eighth century (114/732), while the

upperpart, and the lantern-tower are both believed to have

been built in 1653 A.D. (4) .

The original part is plain square structure devoid of any

sort of decoration. It was plastered over, and interrupted

by loop-hole windows which illuminated the staircase. The

plainness, simplicity, and massivoness seem to have been

(1) Butler, II. B. . pp.12, 21, 65f. , 103f. , ill. 8f , 65f. , 122.
Also see Greswell, E.M.A. , I, p.328.

(2) Of. Do Vogue, op.cit.. plates: 107,120,138,140.
(3) Kuhnel, Maurische Kunst, p.71,Taf.103; Sameh. in B.F.E.

O.U. , 1954 /5, pp. 162f.
(4) Diez, in E. 1. /l. Ill, p. 229; Ktihnel, op.cit. .p. 64. and

Taf._VI; Diez and G-liick, Die Kunst des Islam, p.550;
Fikri, art. "Mas ,i id a 1 -Zaytnnah a 1-Jdmi < fi TUnis " . in
M.T.M.. IV (195277 p.69.



remarkable features in the early minarets of this part of the

world. Tho original minaret was very probably built as ono

massive block with a lantern-tower at the top. That of

Qayrawan which was built in the time of Hisham probably had

the same form.

Later minarets show'tendency towards slendorness. The

large proportions have been reduced, and the decoration

started to play important role on their structure,

c. Tho mosque cf al-Qarawivin:

In 245/859, a minaret of small dimentions was erected of

soft stone and pise in the mosque of al-Qarawiyin (1). In

345/956, Ahmad b. Abu Bakr al-Zanati replaced this minaret by

more elegant one (2), but could not match its contemporary

one which was built in Spain by <Abd al-Rohman III (3).

This minaret was built cf finely cut stone. It was square

about 27 spans a side, and its height was probably equal to

its circumference (c. 108 spans). Its entrance opened to tho

qiblah side, and above it was a stucco medallion filled with

Arabic inscriptions containing the date of the construction,
I

and religious verses. Another stucco medajlion, inscribed
>_

with Q,ur anic verses, was made on this minaret. Openings for

the illumination of the staircase were also built. At the

(1) Rawd al-qartas, p.lj Marqais, Manuel. I, p.309.
(2) About the place of the original one see Rawd al-Qartas

pp. If ; Marcais. op.oit.. I, p.309; Sa 1 im, a rt. "A tha r_a1 -
fann al-Khilafi bi-Qurtubah fi al-<imarah al-Masihiyah
bi-Ispanyah wa Faronsa"', al-Ma.jallah.No. 14 (1958) p.74
n. 1.

(3) Marcais, op.cit.. I, p.396.



summit of the minaret, small gilded metal apples were installed

and the sword of Idris H was hung (l). The above dotails

suggest Andalusian influonce which appeared in the metal globes

(2), the dimentions, and very probably in the decoration.

In 788/1376, this minaret was loaded with various decor¬

ations (3). Subsequent changes which took place in the

mosque might have fundamentally affected this minaret (4).

(Fig.66).

d. The manar (watch-tower) of Susa:

.Another tower, which was not a minaret, but was of this

developed form is the watch-tower (manor) of Susa (Fig,67).
It was built (245 H - 254/859-68) at the south-western cor¬

ner of the town walls. It dominates the town, the harbour,

as well as the Gulf cf Gabes. Its surface is plain, built

of cut stone arranged in courses each of which is about 18 cm.

high. The whole tower stands on a plinth about 3.25 m. high,

anc^risos up to a height of about 27 m. Externally, the
tower shows two successive stages, tho ascent of which is from

inside. The interior, however, consists of four chambers one

above the other.

The first stage is about 14.90 m. high. It measures

8.22 m. a side at tho bottom, diminishes gradually, and bo-

(1) Rawd al-Q,artas, pp.2-3; Muqaddimah. p.21.
2) Thibrsch. op', ci t. . p. 128.
3) Rawd al-Qartns, p.3,
(4) Cf. Ibn_2£ydirn, al-Durar al-Fakhirah bi-mathir al-muluk

al-<Alwiyin bi-FUs al-ZTXhirah, p. 138; Sam oh (in B.F.A.
C.U. . 1955) p. 185.



comes 7.71 m. a side at the top. The second stage is 12.16

m. high. The diminution here is less than the lower stage.

It measures 5.40 m. a side at the bottom becoming 5.14 m. at

the top (1).
It has boon proved above that the standing minaret of

Qayrowan was originally executed in three storeys, therefore,

it cannot bo considered as a direct predecessor for this

manor - as Creswell did (2). The style of this minaret,

however, still reflects the Syrian influence which was

carried out to these countries represented by the style of

the minarets of the Damascus Mosque - main square shaft

surmounted by a lantern-tower. But the lantern-tower in

the said minaret, however, is considerably higher.

Nevertheless, the tendency in building minarets con¬

tinued as con be seen in the minaret of Sfax which was built

about 362 H./972 ii.D.

e« The minaret of Sfax:

This minaret is composed of three telescoping storeys,

the lowest of which is the largest and slightly diminished at

the top (Fig.68). This storey has a door opening to the

south and three bands of ornamentation have been cut on its

surface. The first bond is of triangular denticle (dog¬

tooth) and egg elements followed by a plain space then come

the two other bands; the first being composed of oculi

(1) Creswell, E.M.L. , II, pp.274ff.
0p» cit., II, p. 27 6.



(shallow-saucers), and the second of Kufic inscription. fit

the top, this storey is surrounded by cronellations similar

to those in Ibn Tulun^ mosque. The decoration of the second

storey is exactly the same as the first one. The third

storey is formed of a pierced pavilion, the four corners of

which are adorned with four engaged colonettes. It is

crowned by a ribbed sharp dome (l).
It has been suggested that the minaret of Sfax hp/s in¬

fluenced, to a great extent, the two minarets of 9akim(2)
but close investigation of the latter minarets shows tho groat

differences between the throe minarets. Tho shape of this

minaret might have been suggested by that of Qayrawan, though

the proportions are different.

However, at the end of the tenth century, and tho bog-

inning of the eleventh, a foreign influence appears to hove

come to N.Africa. This is clear in the extravagant decor¬

ation on tho surface of the mine.ret, similar to those seen

in the Andalusian minarets.

The minaret of Q,al«ot Bani Hammad seems to be tho first

minaret to have hod Andalusian characteristics (Fig.69).

f. The minaret of Q,ol<at Boni Hammod:

This minaret was built in 323/1001, and destroyed by

(1) Marqais, Manuel. I, pp. 162-65, fig.91, L'Architecture.
pp. 72f, 109; Sameh, (in B.F.E. O.U. . 1954/5, p. 163)
dates the minaret in the XII cent. A.D.

(2) Semeh, op.cit.. p.165.



Almohads in 1152 ii.D. It is of simple design, and the de¬

coration seems to he poorer than that of Cordova, but in

some respect it shows that it is not without analogy with

that of Cordova.

It is about 6 m. square, the remaining height of which

is about 28 m. It is built of irregularly hewn square

blocks of stone - perhaps covered with stucco. The lantern-

tower which has disappeared was very probably square. Re¬

garding its decoration, the side towards the courtyard is

richly decorated while the other sides are completely plain.

The decoration is arranged into three long vertical zones,

the middle one is divided into six arched recessos. The

bottom one forms the entrance, followed by a blind one

above. The three following recesses form balcony openings

which seem to have been divided into geminate arches. The

fifth recess at the top is a blind one. Each of the blind

recesses seems to have had twin arches in relief, the relics

of which can bo seen at the top one. The lateral zones are

symmetric, each containing three blind niches, the lowest one

is elongated, surmounted by a smaller one, followed by a

third which is the smallest. Some of those niches seem to

have had decorations in relief.

The arrangement of three long vertical zones of decora¬

tion on this minaret can .also bo seen on the Giralda minaret

which was built in Seville in the 12th century ii.D. (1), and

(1) Thiersch, op.cit.. p.129; Samoh (in B.F.I.C.U.(1957))
p. 153; Kiihnel, op.oit. . Taf. 18.



both of the two minarets are very likely to have been in¬

fluenced by that of Cordova which was built in 340/951.
The minaret of the Q,al<ah, however, seems to have been the

nucleus of its type in the whole of N. Africa.

In spite of tho fact that the square-type of minaret,

as has boon shown above, was dominant in N. Africa, two

cylindrical examples are still standing in the two ribats
*

of Monastir (VIII A.D. ) and Susa (IX A.D. ). Tho manar of

the latter is the more famous one (l).

g. The ribat fs manar of Susa

According to an inscription on the entrance of this

tower, it was built by Ziyadat Allah b. al-Aghlab in 206/
821. It consists of two storeys ascended by a vaulted

spiral staircase (Fig. 70). The lower storey is circular,

about 4.72 m. diameter, and rises up to about 16 m. includ¬

ing the parapeted wall which surrounds its top. The second

storey is a small square lantern-towor furnished with a dome

at tho top. This tower was used as a minaret, and very

likely as a signal tower (2). Various towers for signal

purposes were extensively erected by the Agh labites (3).

As to the origins of this type of minarets, Marqais is

(1) Marqais, Manuel. I, p.39.
(2) Cf. Sameh, (in B.F.E.C.U.. 1954/5) p.163; Marqais, op.

cit.. I, p.39; Groswell, op.cit. . II, p.170.
(3) Marqais, op.oit.. I, p.49 n.l.



of the view that it was influenced by the prototype of the

Malwiyah. - the TirbcTl of Gur which was a ziqqurat imitation
«

(1). This suggestion sooms to be unroasom ble, and the

groat difference between the two towers is obvious. It is

very difficult to see how the cylindrical tower with its

internal staircase could have boon influenced by the pre¬

decessor of the Malwiyah. Neither the Tirbal nor the

ziqqurat had the pure cylindrical shape or the internal stair¬

case. Moreover, both of them stood apart from the walls of

the sanctuaries while this manar is attached to the ribat.
11 1

*

Its origins might be sought in N. .Africa itself in the watch-

towers which could have been cylindrical.

2. The Minaret in Spain

The Syrian typo of minaret was carriod over to Spain

particularly during the riegn of the Umayyad Dynasty which

was established there in 139/756 by <Abd al-Rahman I
«

(ruled in 756-88).

Spain was won by the Muslims in 92/711. It remained

to be administered by Damascus for 39 years during which timo ~dt

had 22 governors. During this period, no mosque was erected,
but the Muslims at the timo of the conquest divided the old

Visagothic cathedral of St. Vincent into two parts, one for

the Christians and the other for the Muslims themselves (2).

(1) Op. cit.. I, p. 39.
(2) Cf. I.Id., II, p.244; Maqq. II, p.83; I.A., VI, p.76.

This church was previously an ancient temple. See
Thiersch, op.cit.. pp.251f; Hartly, The Cathedrals of
southern Spain, p.47, Moorish cities in Spain, p. 14';'
SHlim, op,oit.. pp.74f.
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The breakdown of the Umayyad regime in Syria caused a

wide diversion of feeling in Spain. *£bd al-Rahman I who

escaped from Damascus was able to travel to Spain in Rabit X,

138 H./755, and win the diversion there. Hence he establish¬
ed himself in Cordova, and was given the title Imir (prince)
in 139/756. «Abd al-Rahman III was tho first to be called

Caliph in I Dhu al-Hijjah 316 H./929 (1).
The study of the minaret in this region is interesting.

Despite the fact that the Muslims/held this country sinco 92/

710, they had no private mosque cf their own neither was a

minaret erected on that part of St. VincentTs church which

they occupied, until the reign of the Umayyads there. They

adopted Cordova as a capital, and established their own mosque

together with the necessary requirements. The minaret

occupied its rightful place.

Our study here will be confined to the minaret of Cor¬

dova. It had such an important influence on tho minarets of

Spain and N.iifrica which in itself renders it obligatory to

study this mimret in detail. Depending on tho material

available, an approximate sketch will bo drawn for this min¬

aret later.

Tho minaret of Cordova

There is no clear information indicating whether the

converted church had a tower or not. In 139/756, al-Maqqari

(1) I. Id. , II, pp. 211f; I.A., VIII, p. 398.



records that:

"When <iibd al-Rahman I (al-Dakhil) freed Cordova from
Yusuf al-Fihri, its governor, ho left it_undor the
control of his representative, £bu—fUthman, and
Mu<awiyah pursued tthe enemies. Yusuf al-Fihri know
that (<iibd al-Rahman left the city). __ He re-entered
Cordova and captured the palace. iibu <Uthman
fortified himself in the minaret of the mosque"(1).

This report may indicate the existence of a tower which con¬

ducted tho duty of a minaret since the early days of the

MuslimTs rule in Spain, It has been suggosted that this

tower was in a palace in the neighbourhood of the church (2).
This church, however, was continuously used for worship by

both Muslims and Christians until tho year 169/785 when the

Christians agreed to leave their section for tho Muslims.

i\ll the building was demolished and reconstructed as a mosque.

tlibd al-Rahman I who negotiated to acquire tho building could
• *

not completely finish the mosque because of his death, and

his successor Hisham completed it (3).

Concerning the minaret of this mosque, Creswell, taking

his reference from Ibn «Idhari, says:

"Tho mosque as left by <Abd al-Rohm~n I—apparently had
no minaret, for wo ore told by Ibn <Idhari that his
successor Hisham added one 40 cubits high and installed
a magnificent basin for abolution " (4).

1) Maqq. , IV, p. 33; cf. I.T., V, pp.378f.
2) Salim, op. cit. . p. 75.
(3) I.Id., II, p.58; Maqq., I, p.308, II, p.83; I.T., VI,

pp.76, lOlf; Shaykh al-Robwah (op,cit.. p.39) records
wrongly^that «.Abd—a 1 -Rahman III completed it. .Also
see <Inan, al-nthar al-Tndalusivah al-baaivah. p.20;
Portrand and Petrie, The history of Spain. pp.68f;
Abu. ol-Fida, Tarikh, II, p.60.

(4) Op.cit.. II, p.140.



In this quotation, Creswell soems to mistranslate the toxt

of Ibn <Idhari who says:

"... and Hisham was ho, who completed the roofs of the
congregational mosque in Cordova, upraised its ancient
minaret, and built the magnificent basin for abolution
..." (l).

Ho also says:

"... then his son Hisham added a minaret whoso height
to the stand of the muezzin was 40 cubits". (2).

Ibn <Idhari's first quotation (3) gives clear evidence that

themosque of </ibd al-Rahman I had a minaret. It soems that

this minaret was not high enough or was not completed in his

time but was raised by Hisham to the height of 40 cubits.

All phenomenons suggest that </ibd al-Rahman must have put

this minaret in his mosque's plan, and its building must have

advanced with the progress of the work which was not finish¬

ed by «/ibd al-Rahman I himself but by his successor.

</ibd al-Rahman I who fled from Syria, the home of the

minaret, must have been influenced by the minarets there,

and applied them in his principal mosque at Cordova which

had special importance when Cordova became the capital of

the Umayyads there. The latter were keen to impose Syrian

tradition in this New Damascus so as to create the same

atmosphere of Syria. The condition of this mosque is more

or less similar to that of Damascus in that they were origin¬

ally churches, and the location of their minarets was at the

(1) Op.cit.. II, p.68.
(2) Op.cit.. II, p.230.
(3) Op» oit. . II, p.68.



nor thorn side of tho mcsque (Fig, 71). Tho latter may show

Syrian influence suggested by <iibd al-Rahman I. It is very

likely, therefore, that the first minaret in this mosque was

started by <i\bd al-Rahman I.

This minaret seems to have been built of stone as this

was the usual building material used at that time (l). It

had one staircase led to the summit (2). Its height is

likely to have exceeded 50 cubits since it was 40 cubits up

to the muezzin's stand. The arches, as well as tho geom¬

etrical and floral elements seem to have played an important

part on its surface. This can be compared with tho Syrian

prototype especially that cf al-<hrus, and with that which

replaced this minaret of Cordova in 340/951, Tho lattor

could not have come suddently, but should have passed other

stages of development which might have been found in tho min¬

aret of al-<£rus in the Damascus Mosque, and probably in that

cf Ramla and .Aleppo, and this minaret of <i\bd al-Rahman I
o

completed by Hisham.

Owing to a defect in this minaret (3), <Abd al-Rahman

III, completely demolished it to its base, and built his

wonderful minaret in 340/951. This minaret in its time was

found as the greatest and most beautiful in Islam. It im¬

pressed many Mediaeval authors who described this incomparable

(1) Muqad. , p.229.
(2) I.Id., IT, p.228; Maqq., II, p.98.
(3) I. Id., II, p.228.
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mire rot. Idrisi (548/1154) gives a vivid description of it.

Ho says:

"On the northern side of the mosque is a strangely
built minaret of beautiful shapes, and towering in tho
sky up to a hundred cubits, eighty cubits of whioh
reach tho place where tho muezzin stands, and from
there to tho summit is twenty cubits (1). The top of
this mine rot is reachod by two stair-casas, one loading
from the western side, and tho other from tho eastern.
If two climbers separated at the bottom of tho minaret
they would not meet uhtil they reached its top. The
surfaco_of this minaret is all covered with soft stone
(kudhdhan) brought from Luk (2), divided into zonos
containing various kinds of crafts, decorations,
scripts, and shades of colour. On the four faces
surrounding the minaret are two rows of arches foiling
on beautiful marble colonottes, and in this minarot,
outside and inside aro 300 colonottes of big and

(1) Different versions have boon recorded about its height,
but_tho number recorded most often is 100 cubits. Sjao
Masalik, I, p.214; 1.7/., p.22; Hbu Hamid al-iindalusi,
d\ .ja ib al-makhluqat. fol. 3a; al-Mahalli, op.oit.. fol.
190b; Maqq. , II, p.95. In another vefsion, he gives the
height as 73 cubits, see II, pp.85, 99; in p.86 ho gives
it as 54 cubits to the stand of the muezzin; Ibn
«Idhari gives 80 cubits up to the stand of the muezzin
(see II, p.228).

(2) It is a city in al-Hndalus. cf. Yaq. , IV, p.365.



small size (1). On the top of the minaret is a lantern-
tower (2) with four closed doers where every night
there sleep two muezzins._ Tho minaret has sixteen
muezzins who call the adhan in turn, two muezzins for
every day. On the very top of the minaret, on the dome
which is on the lantern-tower ore three apples of gold,
and two of silver (3), and leaves of lily. The largest
of the apples could contain sixty rat Is (4) of oil". (5).

Ibn Bashkuwal (d.1183) added thatitwos built of huge well

dressed stone, and each of its staircase had 107 steps. The

width of each of the square sides was 18 cubits, thus making

72 cubits in perimeter (6). The construction of this min¬

aret was started in 340/951, and was completed in 13 months (7).

(1) The whole columns of this mosque which supported its roof
together with those which were joined in its walls, domes,
and the minaret were 1417 columns. Seo I.Id. , II, p.287;
Maqq. II, pp.86f., 88.

(2) This is called here as ba.vt; elsewhere, it is called "al-
qubbah al-mufattafrah(open-domed pavilion) see Maqq.,
II ,_J?i,85.

(3) IdrisT is the only one mentions them as five. All other
authors give tho__numbur as threo surmounted by a snail
one. Ibn <Idhari gives the following description. uAt
the very top of the minaret, there are threo pomegranates
...the first is made of gold, the middle of silver, and
tho third is of gold too. Above this, there is a lily of
pure gold above which is another small pomegranate of gold
followed by spear-head containing tho date of construc¬
tion written in gold ( Il^p. 248) cf .Maqq. ,11,p. 98f ;Lisan
al-Din b.al-Khatib , K.iWmal al-a < lam .p. 58; Callcott,
History of Spain. I, p. 152.

(4) It is about a pint of measure or a pound of weight, cf.
Lane, S.V. Rati.

(5) Wasf al-masjid al-jami< bi-Q,urtubah (Edited and trans¬
lated into French by L.D.Lamure )pp.10-12, notes 155-56;
Masalik.I.p.214;Rivoira.op.cit..p.564. cf.Lambert, Art
Musulman et art Ohrestien. pp.70f.

(6) tfaqq. , II, pp. 86, 98,. 99.
(7) Maqq., II,pp.98,99; I. Id. ,II,£. 228. Creswell (op .cit. .

II,p.141,n.4.) soys "Ibn <Ldhari also mentions the re¬
construction of this minaret by an-Nasir, but without
giving the dato", but in fact he does'. See his book
II, p.228.



Gayangos in his notes on Maqqari says:

"im inscription commemorating the building of this
tower is still preserved on one of the interior walls.
It bears the date of Dhu Hijjah/354 H. , that is four
years after the accession*of al-Hakam"(1).

This date noted here does not correspond with that cf Maqqari

or of Ibn «Idhari. Gayangos's year cannot be accepted here

since all the authorities agreed that this minaret wasbuilt

by al-Nasir, and not by al-Hakam II. Moreover, Ibn <Idhari
• •

tells that the date was inscribed on the spear's head which

surmounted the pomegranates on the peak of the minaret (2).

Gayangos who also translated the date of Maqqari as 330/
945 might have confused his given date with others (3).

The position of this minaret was almost the same as

the minaret of al-«.Arus in the Damascus mosque, except that

Cordova minaret was placed to the west of the main axis

while that of Damascus is situated immediately to the east of

ii (4).
Before the construction of this minaret, <i>bd al-Rahman

III started building his enormous Summer palace of Madinat

al-Zahra outside Cordova in 325/936 (5), The building of

its mosque was completed with 48 days in 23 Shaban 329/941.
It had a minaret cf square shape 10 x 10 cubits and a height

(1) The History of the Muhammadan dynasties in Spain, I,
P.499, n.38.

(2) 0p« cit.. Ii, p.228.
(3) Op.cit., I, p.224. Creswell (in B.M.48(1926).p.159.

and n. 54) reproduced the same error.
(4) Cf. Sordo and Swaan, Moorish Spain, p.45.
(5) Cf. I.Id. , II, p.231.



of 40 cubits (1).

Nothing is specified about its state, but there is no

doubt that it was not loss magnificent than the mosque itself

The minaret of the Great Mosque of Cordova which was built by

the same builder may give an idea as to that of al-Zahra .

Despite the alterations which took place in the Cordova

Mosque, the minaret remained for a long time unaltered (2).
In 1572, Morales visited Cordova. He described the minaret

as having boon in sound condition; it had fourteen windows

seven of which had throe arches resting upon four colonettes

while tho other seven had two arches on three colonottes only

These colonettes were made of red and white jasper. Ho

added that at tho top, above all these windows there was a

frieze of small ornamental arches falling on~to colonettos of

tho same previous workmanship; all were presented in ad¬

mirable aspect. He counted tho colonettes as 100, and said

that the tower was built of stone, about 60 ft. square at the
jfU"

bottom, dimijbhed gradually towards the top (5).
Due to a storm in 1589 A.D., this minarot was badly

damaged. Later on in 1593, it was restored, and a new

campanile was erected on its top. Owing to tho successive

alterations, the original minaret was completely altered.(4)

According to recent investigations, relics of tho original

(1) Maqq. ,11,p. 100 .A z har al-riyad.II.pp.265f :I.Id. ,11,
pp.23If. •

(2) I.Id.,II,pp.233f,237f,240f.250,387;Croswell.D.M.A. .II
pp.141-145. ~

(3) Margeis .Manuel. I,pp.394f .L^rohitooture musulmane d T
Occident .p. 170.

__ .

(4) Creswell. op, olt. ,11, p.-145; <Inan.op. cit. ,p.28;Sameh,
(B.F.A . C.U. 1953 )p. 182 ;Sordo and Swann.op. cit. .p. 45.
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minaret was proved to have bean existed in the lower part of

the present tower (l).
The above description of Idrisi completed by Morales

shows the high grade of development which had boon imposed on

this minaret. This kind of embellishment really started with

the Umayyads in al-Andalus, and it proves that this creative

skill was developed in Spain. The double stair-case which

this minaret had, was not an innovation. The minaret of

Q,ayrawan Mosque which was built by Bishr b. Safwan seems to

have had double staircases too.

a. A suggested re cons true tion

The description of Idrisi - Morales well oxplains tho

minaret's condition, and makes it easy to form an approx¬

imate reconstruction of this minaret. A description for

some of the still standing minarets, especially those of

the Giro Ida, Kutubiyah and Hassan, is of importance. They

seem to have been inspired by that of Cordova.

The Giralda of Seville:

This minaret was started by the architect .Ahmad b.Basah

in 567/1172, but the work was interrupted in 580/1184.
.Another architect, <Ali al-Ghumari resumed the work, but he

did not finish it either. A third architect Abu al-Layth

(1) Marqais, L'Architecture .... p.170; Diez, Pie Kunst der
islamischen Volker. p.48; Basset et Terrasse, Sanotuairos
et Fortresses Almohados. p.Ill; Hartly, op.cit., p.54;
art "al-Abniyah al-Ispanqyaal-Islamiynh" translated by
A.I. <Anani, in R.I.E.B.I. . I (1953) pp.104-107.



ql-SiqillT completed it in Rabi II, 594/Fob. 1198 (1). The

building was started with stone (2), then the whole towor was

executed in bricks. It is about 45 ft. square rising in

right angle to a height of about 185 fn The ascent to its

top is by a spiral ramp consists cf 55 slopes. Thiersch has

suggested that building ramps instead of staircases was in¬

fluenced by the Pharos, and that the influence passed from

the Giralda minaret to the minarets of N. iifrica (3).

The decoration of this minaret is different on the four

sides, but it is generally arranged in vertical order. Each

face is divided into three vertical zones, the middle of which

is occupied by bays framed with arches. The middlo zone

of one of the faces consists of single and geminate bays,

arched with various arches. The upper half of tho lateral

zones is dividod into two largo panels each consisting of gem¬

inate arches in relief, surmounted by lozenge patterns all

cut in strong relief (4). This minarot used to have a

lantern-tower on which three metal hollowed glnfoes were in¬

stalled for a big official ceremony (5) (Fig.72).

(1) Mayer, Islamic architects, pp.38f.,42,51;Jabir and other
architects are thought to have boen whom who built tho
Giralda.^cf. May er. op, c it. . p.29; Meakin, Moorish Empire
p. 80; Gluck and Diez .op« cit. . p.55.Kuhnel.op.cit. .p. 66,
n. 27 ; <Inan,op. cit. ,pp.47f; Bevan .History of Spanish
architecture .p. 97.

(2) Cf. islnirn. op. oit. .pp.48f ;Thiersch, op, cit. .p. 150 ;Iiartly .

op. ci t. ,p.~69. _

(3) Op.cit..p.151; cf. <Inan, op.cit. . pp.51-4.
(4) Marqais, Manuel, I,pp.399f; Flecher, History of

architecture, p. 947. _ _ _ __

(5) Ibn SHhib al-Salat, K.tarikh al-mann bi-al-imamah <al'a
al-mCistad <af in, fols. 168b - 170b.



It seems very unlikely that this tower was influenced by

those of N. Africa, since this minaret was started earlier than

the others, and the minaret of Cordova which was in a sound

condition could have provided as a better prototype for it.

The record that the Giralda minaret, and those of the KutubTyah
in Marrokzsh, and Hassan in Ribat were built by one architect,

Jabir, seems to be legendary. The architects of Giralda as

have boon mentioned by Mayer as well as the building material

used in each one (l), and the arrangement of decorations, all

refute this suggestion.

The minaret of al-KutubTyah: (2)

This minaret was completed in 1193 A.D. (3). It is

about 12.50 m. square, and its height is 67.50 m. , including

the lantern-tower on the top which is about 6.80 m. square.

It is built of rubble, and its surface is divided into many

storeys ornamented with different kinds of arches. The de¬

coration on those arches changes from one side to another, both

in elements and distribution. The balconies are dominant on

this tower, and the toothed merlons have parapeted its main

and inferior ports (4). This minaret has no staircase;

(1) Marqais, art. "Bins'", E.1./2. I, p.1226.
(2) It has been suggested that its name was derived from the

bookshops which surrounded the mosque at a time. (Moakin,
Lands of the Moors .p. 505). Harris's suggestion sooms more
logical when he says that the name was dorived"from its
having contained at one period a vast collection of man¬
uscripts1' See Tafilt. p.38.

(3) Rawd al-Qartas, pp.163,193.
(4) Marcels. Manuel. I, pp.335f.
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instead, it has a ramp which goes spirally round a nucleus

which having six chambers in different directions of the

tower's faces. The ramp is illuminated by the openings of

balconies as well as by narrow loop-hole windows splayed in¬

side. The lantern-tower is provided with openings on tho

four sides, and is covered with a ribbed dome of the kind
)

which prevailed in Ifriqiyah in the ninth century A.D. (1).
Three globes, decreasing in size, arranged one above the othor,

are fixed on a rod which is installed at the top of this

dome (2) (Fig. 73).

The Minaret of Hassan:
•

It was built in 593/1195 (3), but was not completed.

In its present state, it measures about 44 m. high, and its

surface is divided into five storeys. It would hove mea¬

sured more than 60 cubits hi^i , and the storeys mounted to

seven or oight had it been completed. Its fretted sides are

of beautiful designs in weather-beaten stone. A ramp sim¬

ilar to that of the Giralda, and Kutubiyah minarets leads to

its upper point (4) (Fig. 74).

According to Ibn Bashkuwal, Cordova minaret was about

18 cubits square, and its height referred to by many author¬

ities as about 100 cubits. Therefore, its proportions were

Ob. cit. .1. pp.335 f; Meakin, op, cit. . pp.304f.
(2) Marqais, op.cit.. I, p.336. _ _

(3) Rawdal-QartlTs ,pp. 165,193 ; Marrakushi, op. cit. .p. 266;
Sameh (in B.F.A.C.U.. 1953) p.183.

(4) Marqais, op. oit. . I, p.536.
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approximately 1 :5. The super-structure which is described

as bayt (l), or qubbah mufattahah (2) was about 20 cubits high.

Morales counted fourteen windows on the surface of this min¬

aret, seven with three openings each, the others having two

only.

Two bas-reliefs at the entrance of Santa Catalina Cath¬

edral in Cordova is shown by Basset and Terrasse to represent

the original minaret of Cordova, except for the lantern-tower

which appears to have been a Christian addition. These rel¬

iefs are believed to show the minaret from the N.E. side and

the S.W. side (3).
On one of the two roliefs, the entrance is visible at the

corner of the main body, while half of the body in the other

relief is covered with a wall. This seems not to reproscnt

the reality of the tower since Idrisi has described the two

entrances as having been to the east and west sides of tho

minaret. If Idrisi was wrong in pointing out the directions,

the other door should have appeared in the second illustration.

Lb regards the arrangement cf the bays, they seem to

have been more suitably arranged vertically, one above the

other and not in tho way that Basset and Terrasse arranged .

This arrangement seems to have been a common practice very

(1) Idrisi, op. cit.. pp.llf.
$2) rfeqq. , II, p.85.
(3) Basset and Terrasso, op.cit.. p.Ill, and Plate XVTI.



likely to have started in this minarot, and used in tho Giralda

minaret which soems to be a copy of tho Cordova!s one which

was well preserved at the construction time of tho former.

This system of arrangement is also to be seen on earlier min¬

aret - that of Q,al<at BanT Hammad in N. Africa.

The problem which is to be solved here, is how to arrango

the fcurtoon windows, since half of them hod threo openings

while the rest had two only.

It seems quite possible that tho windows with th^ oe open¬

ings were grouped on two opposite sides, and those with two

on the sides at right angles. Basset and Terrasse have

suggested that the triple open windows were six in number,

while tho geminate ones were eight. The doorways are more

likely to have been placed in the centre of tho faces which

contained the triple windows.

The lantern-tower which Basset and Terrasse have sketched

show a single opening on two opposite sides, and geminate

ones on tho others. With regard to these openings, tho two

authors suggested an arcading similar to that edging the top

of tho four faces of tho main tower (1), but they did not

draw it on their sketch. The Idrisi^s report that "on the

four faces surrounding the minaret are two rows of archos

foiling on beautiful marble columns", might bo interpreted

either that this ornamental arcading was confined only to two

(1) Op.cit.. p.113.



faces of the minaret, or that each face, including the main

and the inferior parts of the minaret ted two arcadings, one

at the top of each part. The latter suggestion sounds more

likely. Crenollations surrounding tho top of each part are

very suitable. Unfortunately, the Q,al<ah and the Giralda

minarets have lost their lantern-towers; that of Hassan was

not completed. The Kutubiyah is still firmly standing with

its lantern-tower, but the upper part of its two styes are

decorated with faience mosaic instead of arcading. By ana¬

logy, it seems not impossible that there was arcading on the

two parts of Cordova minaret,
<51

Morales counted hundred/colonettes on the four faces of

this minaret. The fourteen windows ho referred to, have had

forty-eight colonettes, the rest of these colonettes, there¬

fore, were fifty-two. They were distributed on the four

faces of the main body and the lantern-tower, thus each face

of the former might have hod eight colonettes, and the latter

five colonettes only, all with arches falling on them. The

shape of these arches seems to hove been similar to that of

the Giralda minaret, the main part of which still exists.

Similar arcading is to be found on the "Door of tho Sun" (1)

in Toledo.

The openings of the lantern-tower are likoly to have been

arranged in coupled boys similar to that of the KutubXyah

(1) Calvert, Morrish remains in Spain, p.409.
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minaret, and the G-iralda one before alteration (1). As to

the roof of this inferior tower, it was a domed one; this is

specified by Idrisi. At the top, four hollowed metal globes

were installed one above the other (Fig.75).

Various sculpted, as well as painted or studdoncl decoration
were executed on it. The glass mosaic seems to have ployed

an important role as well. Idrisi notes that the minaret

contained various kinds of crafts, decorations, scripts and

shades of colour. To the same effect Maqqari states that

"the different types of the accurate paintjs and crafts which

the minaret contains can not be described" (2).

The floral motifs as well as geometrical decoration soom^
to have played the major role in the painted decoration;

such oan bo seen on the Kutubiyah. A largo number of geom¬

etrical motifs are found in the pointing, much rarer epigraphy,

and most of all floral formations (3). Idrisr also saw

epigraphical decoration on the Cordova mi loret.

The colours cf this minaret were very striking and attract

ive, and this brilliance made it visible from a distance, and

first attract the gaze of the viewer. The polychrome colour

of the bare stone gave the tower a special effect. Such

colour was generally applied to all the exteriors of build¬

ings in the time of the caliphate (4).

(1) Bevan, op.cit.. Fig.40.
(2) Op.cit.. II. p.95.
(3) Basset and Terrasse, op,cit. . pp.124-127.
(4) Op.cit. . pp. 113,117.



The openwork decoration, as well as the stalactites

might have been applied on this minaret of Cordova (l).
b. The influence of the Cordova minaret

The above suggestions should serve to clarify the imp¬

ortance of the effect that this minaret exercised on those

of al-hndalus and N.hfrica, and the reconstruction which has

been suggested above shows the relationship between these

minarets.

Despite the similarity in craftsmanship of those min¬

arets, it seems likely that both Cordova and Seville were

mora closely related than the others. This is not unusual

since the two minarets were built on the same soil at a time

when the minaret of Cordova was in a very sound condition.

Moreoever, Seville which gradually became important and took

the place of Cordova (2), accepted Cordovan characteristics

in the course of time. It seems very likely that the Gir-

alda minaret was copied from that of Cordova with differ¬

ences in details owing to the brick which helped to produce

patterns which wore difficult to be produced on stone (3).
There is no doubt that artists as well as architects loft

Cordova for Seville to fulfil the requirement of this grow¬

ing city.

The ornamental a reading at tho top had the same rolo to

play on the two minarets, namely to emphasize the end of tho

i1) Op.oit.. p.128.
(2) Bovan, op.cit.. p.97.
(3) Marqais, Manuel. I, p.337.



main, as wall as tho inferior parts of each minaret, while on

the Kutubiyah the faience is used on the two parts. Many

other ornamental elements are likely to have been common to

the two towers. The major difference seems to bo that the

minaret at Cordova had two entrances opening on to two stair¬

cases, while the G-iralda minaret had one entrance giving access

to a plain ramp leading to the top.

Due to the above facts, it seems wrong not to recognize

the relationship between the two towers as did Schack (1).
3. General conclusion

Tho above discussion shows the rolo which was played by

the square typo of minaret in N. hfrica and Spaing But des¬

pite the superiority of this type - except for that of Susa

and Monastir, somo other irregular examples have boon des¬

cribed in literary sources. These examples are:

1. hl-Bakri records that a cylindrical minaret existod

in tho city of <hbbasiyah which was built by Ibrahim b, al-

iighlab to tho north of Qayrawan in 800 ii.D. He says:

r'It is built of bricks, and the colonettes are seven
storeys tho like of which has never been built either
in firmness or in beauty" (2).
2. hl-Shaykh al-Tijani (1306-1309) referred to another

typo which was orected in the mosque of Tripoli in 300/912.

(1) Kunst und Poeaie dor hraber in Spaihion und Sizilien,
p.243 as quotod by Thiersch, op.cit.. p.127.

(2) Op. cit. . p. 28; Yaq. , IV, p. 119.
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It consisted of a cylindrical lower storey surmounted by an

octagon (l).

3. In iijdabiyah at Barqa, al-Bakri refers to an octagonal

minaret which was built at the beginning of the Fatimid period.

He records:

"... and in it, there, stands a well-built mosque
erected by Lbu al-Q,asim having an octagonal minaret
magnif icontly done" (2).

This statement shows the inaccuracy of Dioz when ho says: "It

is only later in the XVI century that wo find the octagonal

tower appearing in Tunis..."(3).
The Lnda lusian typo of minaret flourished in N. iifrica

after the example of that of Q,al<at Bani Hammad. Later on,

it found a suitable home in Morocco where it progressed and

spread to other neighbouring countries. The geographical

position of Morocco distinguishes it from the other N.Lfrioan

countries. It was the nearest to al-Lndalus, and therefore

a bridge to the peninsula to whoso influence it was sus¬

ceptible. Moreover, the travelling of architects from one

place to another increased the duration of the now stylo.

The Lndalusian form of minaret spread to a large ex-

i*i/
tent in the XIII century A.D., particular/when the Muslims
lost Cordova (1239), and Seville (1248). Thousands of

(1) Rihla as quoted by Thiersch, op.cit. . p.126 =

(2) Op. cit. , jd. 5.
(3) Art. "Manara", E. 1. /l. Ill, p.230.
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Muslims loft the Peninsula and resettled in Morocoo and other

parts of N. Africa (1). Hence those emigrants started their

activities in the now home.

Despite the fact that political affairs played an import¬

ant role in the development of the minaret form in Egypt, it

seems that the contrary is the truth with regard to N.Africa

and Spain; the political circumstances seem to have exorcised

no offect. The square type had been preserved by the succ¬

essive governments (2), and its continuous use gavo it the

sanction of custom, not to be violated by the rulers what¬

ever their policy was. It is more interesting that the horse-

shoo arch and the square form of minaret became an official

form for the Ma likite 's mosques of the Maghrib (3). A

glance at that part cf the Islamic world shows how far succ¬

essive generations preserved this typo of minaret. The

Ottomans, who encouraged the Hanafite rite in Tunisia and
•

.Algeria, maintained the octagonal shape of minaret which bo-

came a characteristic feature of the Hanafito rite thero (4).

(1) Thiersch, op, cit. . p^l.30; Croswell, M.A.B. ,II.pp.228f;
Salim, art. "al-Taj^thirat al-AndalusTyah fT nizam al-
mi'dhanah al-misriyah", al-Rnbitah, XIII (I960) pp,160ff;
Gayangos, op, cit. . II ,pp'. 262,323f. , 328 , 335,337f.

(2) Marqais, Manuel. I, pp.293ff; Sameh,(in B.F.A.C.U..
1953) p.184; cf. Rivoira, op.cit.. p.173.

(3) Dipz, Die Kunst der islamischon Volker. p.47.
(4) Ktihnel, op.cit. . p. 71; Sameh, op. cit. . p. 187.
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Ls to the characteristics of this typo of ciinarot, it

generally consists of a main square section surmounted by a

small square lantern-tower called hzri, usually roofed by a

ribbed dome (l), above which were installed gilded or silver¬

ed metal globes. These globes seem to characterize the min¬

arets of these countries (2). Those minarets are mostly

built of stone although brick has been used. Combined mat¬

erials cf stone and brick are also found (3). Ps far as the

proportions are concerned the minarets of this region were

generally built according to a certain rule. The height of

the minaret up to the platform is mostly built four times

higher than the measurement of the width (4).

The above survey shows that these minarets are the most

embellished and decorated typo. Various lozongod designs

in network, called Per,i or Ktef were carved on the surface.

The glass-mosaic and paints were also used. The scallops

and horse-shoe arches were frequently executed on than (5).
In the Sahara region, the characteristics of the min-

• •

aret is quite different from that of the towns. The build¬

ing materials are poorer, and it is mostly built of unbaked

(1) Sameh (in B.F.S.C.U. .1954/5)p. 164: Kuhnel.Dio islamische
Kunstg e schichte. pp,128f. """

(2) Moakin (Lands of the Moors, p.268)interprets these
globes as to have been talisman to shield the place from
evil.

(3) Marquis, op.cit.. I,p.338; Sameh, op. cit. . p.186.
(4) Cf. Sameh. op. c it. . p. 185: Shafi'i (art.:'Mi 'dhant masjid

Ibn Tulun", in B.F.h.C.U.XIV/l (1952),pp.193fJ considers
the proportions as 1:3.

(5) Sameh.op.cit..p.184: Muqad.,pp.227,231.



bricks which are little able to resist the weather. This

change in the material brought with it as alteration to the

external form of these towers. The pyramidal shape is

characteristic, and they are mostly plain and without decor¬

ation (l).

In Sicily, which the Muslims held for about three cen¬

turies, nothing has been loft of the Islamic architecture,

except for two profane buildings: Lazziza and La Kuba.

The type of minaret which one would expect to find in this

island is represented by the N.Africang - Andalusian ones.

Traces of these minarets, no longer in existence, might be

observed in the general features of the church-towers (2)

(Fig.76).

(1) Diez., op,cit., p.143; Thiersch, op.cit., pp,158f.
(2) I.J., p.331; cf. Thiersch, op.olt.. pp,139f.



B. The advent of the Abbasids

In 145/762, al-Mansur, the second Abbasid caliph built

Baghdad as the capital of the new dynasty. The architectural

atmosphere in the new region was quite different from that of

Syria, since Iraq at that time was more influenced by Persia,

Unfortunately, we have no knowledge of the early Abbasid min¬

arets nor even have any description survived from the Med¬

iaeval sources. All we have are vague hints that minarets

were built by certain people without specifications. We have

not been able to find any particulars about the minaret which

was built by al4Jansur. Although Herzfeld in his sketch of

the mosque (Fig.77) has indicated a square minaret, we have

no sources confirming the shape of the minaret. Al-Khatib

al-Baghdadi (d.1058 A.D, ) seems to be the only writer who men¬

tions this minaret, and that only accidentally. Ho says:

"The area of the first mosque is about 200 x 200/ and
the wooden columns in the mosque, each of which con¬
sists of two parts bounded with sinews, glue, and
ferrule of iron, except five or six by the minaret.
In the latter, each column contains rounded pieces
joined together, and made from wood of the columns"(1).

But at any rate descriptions of the beauty of Baghdad com¬

piled by Mediaeval authorities in addition to the accounts in

the Arabian Nights - some of which are no doubt near to the

truth - indicate that magnificent minarets can hardly have

been lacking.

(!) Tarikh Baghdad. I, p.107.
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Humayd b. «Abd al-Hamid al-Tusi (813) who possessed the
• •

Palace of Humayd on the Tigris bank, had built a minaret in

Baghdad near the four markets (1).

Al-Ya<qubi refers to other minarets that were built in

Baghdad. A green minaret was attached to the mosque of al-

Bukhariyah in the qati<ah of Salamah b. Sam«an al-Bukhari (2).
The statement suggests that the minaret was covered with green

or blue tiles a kind of decoration which is hardly to be soon

on the eastern Umayyad square minarets.

The tile decoration was known in Iraq centuries before

Islam. The upper parts of the Babylonian ziqqurats were

covered with blue tiles and the blue colour was considered

sacred being the same colour as that of the sky which was known

as the abode of the dieties worshipped at that time (3).
In the qatl<ah of al-Musayyad b. Zuhayr al-Dabbi, al-

Ya<qubi also records that a minaret was built in the mosque of al

Musa^yyab. He called it a "tall minaret" (4).
In Wasit, Ibn al-Iawzi records that a magnificent minaret

was built in 304/916. He reports:

"The minaret of Wasit fell down in 23 Muharram 497/
1103^ It was built for the Muqtadir by Hamid b. al-
<Abbas in 304/916. The people of Wasit ftere very
proud of it and of the Dome of al-Hajjaj" (5).

(1) Le Strange, Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate, p. 137,
Buldan. (Brill), P»l9> of* Le Strange, op .oft. .p. 154.

(3) Al-AmTn,art. "Sarh Babil al-mudarra jn, B. C.A.B.U.
II (1960), p.227!

(4) Op * oit. . p.15; Le Strange, op. cit.. p.59.
(5) Al-Muntazam. VIII, p. 137.
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The above hints suggest that the Abbasid minarets be¬

longed to a new arid distinct type, but they ware certainly

not akin to the very special minarets of Samarra. There

the Malwiyah which is still standing shows an independent

style which had no connection with the Syrian stylo whatso¬

ever. The Malwiyah of Samarra and that of Abu Dulaf were

imitated in Egypt, and the three minarets would seem to have

been unique in their foim in the whole of the Islamic world.

This section of the chapter is concerned with a dis¬

cussion of the three above examples with special attention to

their origins.

The Malwiyah of Samarra:

Most of the sources agree that al-Mu<tasim built the

city of Samarra (in 221 H/836 ) primarily to accomodate his

misbehaved Turkish soldiers ard to satisfy his passionate

desire of having a capital of his own (l). He built the

city with its congregational mosque, but no mention was made

of any minaret. Al-Mutawakkil who enlarged the mosque in

234-7/848-52 attached the Malwiyah to it (2) (Figs. 78-79).

This minaret was built high so that the adh"n could be

spread to a vast area, and the minaret could be seen from a

great distance acting as a sign-post of the mosque (3).

(1) Mas., VII, p.120; I.A. VT, £.319£ Yaq. , III, j?£. 15ff;
Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, al-Fakhrr fi al-adab al-Sultaniyah,
pp.319f. - -

(2) Creswell, art. "Architecture*, E. 1, /2. I, p. 620.
(3) Yaq. Ill, p.17; Bal., p.298; of. Muqad. p.122.
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Herzfeld observed it from as far away as <Uzaym, Balad, and

Himiin on the way from Kirkuk to Dour (1). It is called

Malwiyah because of its spiral ramp which climbs externally

up to the summit (2).
It stands completely independent, about 27.30 m. from

the north wall of the mosque exactly on the middle axis (Fig.

80). This location, in some way, reminds us of the situation

of the ziqqurat in relation to the Assyrian and Babylonian

temples (3). The internal walls of the mosque and the

Malwiyah were surrounded by another enclosure (ziyadah)on the

east, west, and north. This stylo was followed in the Abu

Dulaf mosquo, abcut 15 km. to the north of Samarra, as well

as in that of Ibn Tulun in Egypt. The practice of having

ziyadahs has been explained by the increasing number of wor¬

shippers. This explanation seems unlikely, since the mosque

of Abu Dulaf which was used just for a few months only had

such enclosure. It is probably that it was planned with the

mosque at the same time in order to provide the mosque with

a quiet place away from the noises of the markets which were

usually built in its neighbourhood. It is also probable

that they were built to provide a suitable place for the

animals of those who came from places far away from the

TT7~~~
Erster vorl'aufiger Berichb uber die Ausgrabungon von Samarra,

p. 12. '
(2) Of. Tab., Ann. ,11, p. 2648.
(3) Cf. Diez and G-luck, op. cit. . p. 25; Creswell, E.M.A. .

II, p.259.
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congregational mosques.

Both the minaret and the mosque were built of light-

yellow coloured bricks laid in gypsum.
This minaret rises about 50 m. above the socle, the socle

being 4.20 m. high (1). The socle consists of two square

sections one above the other (Fig.81). The lower one is

about 51.80 x 31.60 x 2.60, while the upper one is about

30.60 x 30.40 x 1.60 m. (2). The south side of the socle is

decorated with six recessed niches while the other sides each

has nine niches (Fig, 82). All are different from those on

Abu Dulaf*s minaret. A sloping ramp, the foundations of

which still exist was used to join the minaret to the mosque.

It was about 26 m. long and 12.80 m. wide (3). This ramp

cuts two cf the blind niches on the south side, one on either

side, and it seems that there was a small bridge about one

metre in span leading to the lower section of the socle, then

to the commencement of the spiral ramp on the second section(4).

(1) See Herzfeld . op. cit. .pp. llf ; Oreswell refers to the pages
as 12-13 (E.M.A..II.p.261)In_Archaologisohe Reise im
Euphrat - und Tigris - Geblet.I.p.96. Horzfeld records
the complete height as 53.675 m. The exact height of
the socle according to my measure is about 4,20 m.
Thiersch (op.cit.. p.140) gives_the total height as about
60 m: MustawfT, (Nuz'hat al-qulub.p.42) refers to its
height as 170 cubits, while al-Tha<alibi (Lafr a'if al¬
ma <arif .p. 161) gives it as 99 cubits.

(2) Oreswell, (in E. 1. /2. I, p. 620) refers to tho measure*-
ments as 33 m. a side and 3 m. high. Herzfeld records
the length as 32 m. (Erster. p.11)

(3) Creswell's measure is 25 m. long and 12 m. wide. See
S.A.E.M.A.. p.278.

(4) Herzfe]d , Erster. p. 11.



The ramp and the bridge seem to have been well preserved at

the time of al-Tha talibT (350-429) who records:

"Al-Mutawakkil used to climb the minaret of Samarra
on a Marisian donkey, and the steps of that minaret
are from the outside, and its foundations on a .jarib
(60 cubitystfyjof ground and its height is 99 cubits" (1) •

The sloping-ramp is very likely to have had niches similar

to those on the socle.

The spiral ramp starts in the middle of the south side

of the socle, and consists of 401 steps. The beginning of

the first step measures about 1.92 m. wide; this width de¬

creases gradually and becomes about 1.25 m. in the last one

(2). It winds round for five complete revolutions in an

anti-clockwise direction. Each revolution is about 6.10m.

(3) high, and its approximate slope is about 11° (4).
Herzfeld suggests that a wooden balustrade may have surrounded

this ramp but it is difficult to judge whether it had a wooden

threshold or not (5).

At the top of the present minaret is a cylinder of about

6 m. diameter (6). Its external wall Is decorated with eight

recesses of pointed arches (Fig.83), the southern one of

which forms its doorway, where the spiral ramp ends its re¬

volutions. Twenty steps of varying width are set spirally

(1) Op,oit..p.161: cf. Ibn Khurdadhbah, al-Masalik wa al-
mamHlik, pp,114f. ~ "

(2) Creswell, (E,1,/2.p.620) records the width as 2.30 m.
0p» cit.. p.620.

(4) Herzfeld, Samarra. p.23.
(5) Op.cit. . pp.12f.
(6) Herzfeld, op.cit. . p.23.



inside this cylinder. They climb first at a straight angle,

and up to the eleventh step, the stairoase turns to the left

round a half cylindrical pier joined in the body of the min¬

aret. At the fourteenth step to the right of the climber,

there is a niche large enough to accommodate one man standing.

The pier discontinues at the seventeenth step, and the stair¬

case continues at a right angle up to the top platform. All

these twonty steps are covered with a pointed vault. At the

top, above the blind niches, the cylinder has boon takon a

little inwards forming a cylinder of about 1.30 m. high. The

niches on this cylinder are very shallow, and each of them is

about 1.10 m. wide at the bottom. It consists of two re-

cossos similar in shape. The arch of the outer rocoss rests

on half cylindrical piers projecting from the body of tho

minaret. According to his investigation, Herzfeld found eight

holes on the uppermost platform. He suggests that these holes

might have belonged to wooden columns which carried a wooden

cupola (1). No sign of these holes can be traced nowadays.

A decision as to whether or not such a cupola existed

on the Malwiyah must depend to some extend on the nature of

the uppermost storey of Ibn Tulun's minaret. This is import¬

ant since Ibn Tulun's minaret was built after tho style of tho

Malwiyah, al-Qudewi states (2).

(1) Herzfold, Erstor. pp.llf.
(2) I.D. IV, p. 123; kaqr, II, p.266 (numbered 267).



Many authorities suggest that the octagonal storeys of

the present minaret of Ibn Tulun1s mosque was built later

than the rest of the minaret. They mostly refer to it as

having been built at the beginning of the Mamluk period (l).
The shape of the original one is not certain, and it is

difficult to judge whether it was like the Malwiyah recon¬

struction by Herzfeld or not. Q,uda<Tfs statement suggests

that the original storey was of two parts, the lower one had

an internal staircase similar to that of the Malwiyah. The

top part is very likely to have been in the form of a chamber

provided with openings on its sides. LachTn who did restore

the mosque probably added some modifications, which suited the

style of his age, to the pattern of the original one. It is

therefore most probable that the original part was octagonal

too (2). This is not impossible since the idea of an oct¬

agonal form exists in its prototype, the Malwiyah, in the

eight recesses on the cylindrical part, and in the eight holes

which were found by Herzfeld on the uppermost platform.

In the light of the above suggestions, the reconstruction

of the uppermost storey of the Malwiyah which was made by

Herzfeld seems to be questionable. This finial of the Mal¬

wiyah is very likely to hove been of octagonal shape and the

(1) Thiersch, op.clt.. p.112; Hassid , The Sultanfs turrets,
p.58; Croswell, B.M.A..II.pp.352ff; Rivoira, op.cit..
p. 144; Franz-Pasoha'~Top.oit. .p. 11) attributes it to the
Fatimids. Of. Hautecoeur and Wiet, op.oit. .I.p.216;
Corbet, op.cit..pp.545.552: Herzfeld, Samarra, p.31.

(21 Gf. Herzfeld, op.clt.. p.32.
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holes found by Herzfeld might perhaps have belonged to marble

and not to wooden columns attached to the corners of this oct¬

agonal superstructure. The idea of attaching marble columns

to a brick structure was practiced in the mosque of Samarra

itself. The roof of the sanctuary was held up by brick piers

decorated with marble colonettes joined to the corners of each

pier (1) (Fig.84). The fate of these suggested columns on

the minaret is similar to that of the piers of the mosque;

none of which has been found.

The body of this minaret is plain. Its only decoration

is the blind windows on the socle and those on the upper cyl¬

indrical part. The custom of decorating outer walls with

niches was common in the arts of the Asyrians and the Sasan-

ians. They are purely decorative elements (2). We do not

know whether this minaret bore other kinds of decoration such

as the mina (enameled tiles) which was abundantly used in the

mosque itself (3). The fire which destroyed part of the

mosque in 407 H. (4) (A.D.1016) seems to have had no effect

on this minaret at all.

2. The minaret of Abu Dulaf:

In Abu Dulaf, a miniature Malwiyah (Figs.85-86) was

built between 860 and 861 A.D. by the builder of al-Mahwiyah(5).

(1) See its sketch in Herzfeld .Brster , quoted in Creswell,
E.M.A.,II,p.257,fig,203.

(2) Of.Bell.Palaoo and mosque at Ukhaidir,p.156;Oreswell.op.
oit. .II.p.261.

(3) Cf. Qaz..Athar.p.258;Muqad.,p.122;Ya <qubi,Buldan,pp.32,39.
(4) I.A. ,IX,p.209;I. Jaw. ,VH,p.283 ;I.K. ,XII,p. 5.The wood of

the mosque was carried to Baghdad in 485/1092,See I.Jaw.,
IX,p.60.

(5) Creswell, op. oit. .II.p.282.



It was built on the north south axis of the mosque about

9.60 m. away from its northern wall (Fig.87). It has a

square socle, measuring 10.60 m. in the north and south, and

10.90 m. on the east and west; its height is about 2.70 m. (1).
On each face of the socle, there is a row of 15 niches ex¬

cept for the southern face which, due to the opening of the

staircase, has ten niches only. These niches consist of

double-recessed frames very similar to those on the piers

facing the courtyard of this mosque (Fig.88). The height of

these niches is about 1.59 m. (2), their internal width about

20 cm. while the outer width is about 63 cm. The total

depth of each niche is approximately 27 cm. These niches

were covered with gypsum, and teimineted with pointed arches

(3). (Figs. 89-90). The blind niches, as a decorative element,

were extensively used in early Abbasid architecture. They

are arranged in lines on the surface of the monuments. In

spite of the fact that this arrangement was extensively em¬

ployed in Assyrian and Babylonian monuments, it seems that

there is no spontaneous connection between the niches on the

socle of those minaret and the Babylonian Assyrian fluted

decoration on the ziqqurats. Above the niches, there are two

friezes of brick decoration, one slantly pro jects about 12 cm.

(1) Rivoira , (op.cit. .p. 147 ) gives the measurements as 12.50
x 10.80, while Creswell, (E.1./2.1.p.621) measures it as
11.20 m. square.

(2) Sarre and Herzfeld (Archaologische Reise.I.p.77) record
its height as that of the socle.

(3) Rivoira (op.cit..p.147 ) describes the terminations as
horse-shoe arches.



outside, while the other goes 15 cm. inside.

The southern side of the socle is of special interest.

The length of its wall, where it is supposed to be of the

same length as the northern one, exceeds the south-eastern

corner by about 77 cm. , and the south-western corner by

about 40 cm. These latter increments were joined by other

standing walls of the same height as the socle, and about

1.22 m. long to the east, and 1.69 m. to the west. Those

last two walls meet two other standing walls from the east

and the west to form a little hall with four piers in it.

All these additions seem to have been built at a later date

and were not part of the original building, because two of

the four piers in this little hall touch the socle in an un¬

tidy manner, a niche and a half being obscured by each pier,

The entrance of the minaret was built slightly above the

ground level in the middle of the southern side of the socle.

It is about 1.17 m. wide. In the entrance, there are three

steps ascending at a right angle, followed by another three

steps facing eastwards and leading to the top of the socle

(Figs. 91-93).
Above the socle to the loft of the entrance, remains of

brick and stucco building combined with the spiral body of

the minaret. It has been suggested that these relics might

belong to a building erected on the two sides of the en¬

trance in order to fill the space between the minaret



and the two piers which were built after the minaret (1). A

personal investigation showed that these remains must have

been built at the same time as the minaret for there is no

break in the bond of the bricks. It probably consisted of

an arch or a vault which covered this entrance, and had no

connection with the piers. Following the stepped entrance,

a plain ramp of about 1.5 m. wide spreads over the socle,

then followed by steps leading to the top of the minaret.

Those steps are about 1.5 m. wide decreasing in width as they

ascend upwards (2). Above the socle, the ramp winds for

four revolutions in an anti-clockwise direction leading to the

summit which was entirely absent until the Antiquity Depart¬

ment of the Republic of Iraq reconstructed it on the stylo of

Samarra minaret. It is very likely that this ramp had a

wooden balustrade similar to that suggested for the MalwTyah
of Samarra. At the present, the minaret rises about 20 m.

above the socle, while before restoration its height exceeded

that of the socle by only about 16 m.

3. The origins of the MalwTvah:

Most authorities suggest that the Malwiyah was built in

imitation to the ziqqurat which was common in Mesopotamia (3).

(1) Fransis and <Ali? art. "Tami< Abi Dulaf fi Bamarra''",
Sumer. Ill (1947) p.69.

(2) Sarre and Herzfeld.op.cit..I.p.77 records the width as
90 cm.

(3) Oreswell.E.M.A.,II.p.261ff.Diez.Die Kuhst der islamischen
Volker,p.40;Hautecoeur and Wiet.op.cit..I.p.2^8;Cook.
Zeus,II,p.128.The ziqqurat is connected with a verb means
"to rise up high" (Beek.Atlas of Mesopotamia.p.142). It
also means "Hill of Heavens" or fountain of God" (Dioz,
The ancient words of Asia,p, 29 . )
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Others however believe that the influence of the ziqqurat

came to Samarra indirectly through the Tirbal of Gur near

Firuzabad in Persia, This was suggested by Herzfeld (l).

His later investigations of the Tirbal,however, showed that

it had an internal staircase, and the shaft was merely the

core of the original tower (2). His conclusion regarding

the origin of the Malwiyah thus cannot be relied on, and I

prefer to stick to the construction of Dieulafoy which treated

it as a tower with an external staircase (3).

Although all investigations prove that the ziqqurats were

staged towers (4), Herzfeld (5), followed by Thiersch (6)

suggest that the ziqqurats were not staged-towers, but ramp-

towers. However, their true shape will be shown below.

Whatever the purpose of these towers might have been,(7)

they were common in Mesopotamia. They were generally built

of mud-brick covered with baked-brick. Because of the nature

of their core, it was difficult to provide such colossal

structures with an internal staircase, and all the ziqqurats

1) Samarra, pp.26f., 30f., cf. Marquis, Manuel. I, p.39.
2) Art. "Reisebericht", Z. P.M. G. . N.F.5 (1926), pp.254f.
(3) See chapter 17 of this thesis.
(4) Cf. Gottheil, op.cit. . pp. 141 -145.
(5) Samarra. pp.26ff.
(6) 0p» cit.. p.144f,
(7) Cf. Beck, op.cit.. p.143; Parrot, Sumer, p.98; Saggs,

The Greatness that was Babylon, pp. 33, 355f; Hooke,
Babylonian and Assyrian religion, p.90; Champdor,
Babylon, p.170,



had external ascents while some of them rose spirally round

its stages.

These ziqqurats consisted of 3 - 7 storeys (1), the size

differing from one locality to another, but mostly were wider

at the base than that at the top, more like hills than towers

(2). These towers remind us of the stepped pyramids of

Egypt especially that of Saqqara, but it is only a super¬

ficial similarity since the purpose of the two is quite

different. The pyramids are merely tombs while the ziqqurats

were built for a completely different purpose.

It is relevant to our question to know whether a ziqqurat

existed during the time of construction of the Malwiyah, and

whether or not such a ziqqurat had a continuous external stair¬

case.

The most famous ziqqurat in Mesopotamia was the "Tower

of Babil" which is mentioned in the Bible (3). Herodotus

(458 B.C.) visited Babylon, and among the monuments he des¬

cribed was the abovo tower. He records:

"In the middle of the precinct, there was a tower of
solid masonry, a furlong (220 yards) in length and
breadth upon which was raised a second tower, and
on that, a third, and so on up to eight. The ascent
to the top is on the outside by a path which winds
round all the towers. When one is about half way
up, one finds a resting place, and seats where persons

(1) Saggs, op.cit.. p.355; Rawlinson, Five great monarchies.
Ill, pp.378 f.

(2) Schneider, op.cit.. p.70; cf. Saggs, op.cit.. p.355.
(3) Genesis, XI.



are wont to sit sometimes on their way to the summit.
On the topmost tower is a spacious temple ... " (1).

On the evidence/of an ancient tablet (2), it has been con¬

cluded that this tower consisted only of seven storeys, the

last one of which foimed the temple ^3).
The reconstruction of this tower in "Der babylonische

Turm" (4) may have well represented the reality of the towerfs

shape which Herodotus seems to have failed to explain. The

first and second storeys are represented to have been reached

by a flight of steps running straight from the ground at a

right angle to the structure. The spiral path starts at the

third storey, and runs continuously up to the top. The land¬

ing of the straight path may represent the break which was

mentioned by Herodotus as the place where one could have had

a rest.

This tower seems to have fallen into ruins after the

visit cf Herodotus. It was a heap of rubble when Alexander

the Great proposed to reconstruct it in 331 B.C. He ass¬

igned 20,000 of his soldiers to clear up the ruins, but the

(1) History of Herodotus. I, p.255.
(2) It" was transcribed by G. Smith, whose transcription was

the only source of information until the tablet was found
by Scheil owned as a private property. It was fully ed¬
ited ^by Scheil and M. Dieulafoy. See "Esagil on le temple
de Bel-Marduk a Baby lone:t in the Memoires del'Aoad&nie
des Inscriptions et Belles-letteres.Paris.Picard,1913,
as quoted by Koldewey.The Excavations at Babylon,p.527 ;
cf. Creswell.E.M.A. .II.pp. 262f. *" " -----

(3) Cf.Koldewey .op. cit. ,p. 195 .n;Lethaby .Architecture nature
and Magic.p.45;Schneider.op.cit.,pp.70f;Macqueen.Baby¬
lon ,pp.174f.

(4) Dombart, art. "Der babylonische Turm", Alt.O. , XXIX
(1931), Taf. 1-4.



work was never started (l). Subsequently, the tower be¬

came a featureless mound, and no traces of its terraces were

visible (2). But for its fame, many travellers who visited

Babylon described in details what they believed it to have

been the same tower of Babel.

Harpocration (Ty cent. A.D. ), and Cosmas Indicoleustes

(VI cent. A.D. ) also described what they assumed to be the

tower of Babel (5), while Benjamin of Tudela (XII cent.A.D. )

gave an account of it. He says: "At every cubit's distance,

there are slopes which go round the tower by which one can

ascent to the top" (4).

The ziqqurat of Borsippa (Birs-Nimrud) which arose above

the plain to a considerable height might well have been gen¬

erally mistaken for that of Babylon (5).
Whether or not the tower mentioned by the above authorities

was that of Babylon, may however prove the existence of a

staged-tower having an external spiral staircase.

The best example of this type of ziqqurat was that of

Khursabad. Four of its stages were well preserved at the

time of Palace who exposed it. Its staircase started at the

south corner of its square base, and rose gently by steps

(1) Schneider .op. cit. . pp,79f; al-Amin, op. cit.. p. 220.
(2) Contenau, Everyday life in Babylon and Assyria.p.279;

Herzfeld, Samarra,p.29. per(3) Born, art."Spiral towers in Europe", in G.B.A.6
XXIV,(1943),p.235.

(4) The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela,pp. 65f.
(5) Ghampdor.op,cit..pp.127f: Bereshith Rabba, as quoted in

the Ifcinirary cf Benjamin. p.66,n.3.



about 5 cm. high. It wound round all the corners in an anti¬

clockwise direction, and reached the starting point at a

height of 6.10 m. This staircase continued round the other

storeys. Owing to the width of the staircase running round

this ziqqurat, each side of the storey became four metres

less than the side of the storey below it. Palace found

relics of a parapet round this staircase. He also assumed

that this tower consisted of seven stages (l).

Other staged ziqqurats may well have been preserved at

that time, such as those in Borsippa (2), Ur (3), and

fAqarquf (4), but we know nothing of a continuous spiral ramp

on them, except for that of Borsippa which very probably

had such a staircase.

The best preserved ziqqurat in Persia is that of Choga-

Zambil, near Susa, but does not have a spiral staircase (5).

Despite the ruinious conditions of the ziqqurats which

have been preserved, there is sufficient evidence to show that

this kind cf tower was recognizable at the time that the Mal-

wiyah was constructed. The statement of Hamd Allah Mustawfi
o

(1340 A.D. ) that:

/ "He (al-Mutawakkil) built a minaret for the mosque
170 ells in height with a ganway outside, and no

6

(1) Palace, Njneve. I, pp.137-48 as quoted by Creswell, E.M.A.
II, p. 262; Gottheil, op. cit. . p. 141; Dombart, op. cit..
pp.25f; Gontenau, op,cit.. p.277. —

(2) Rawlinson,art. "On the Birs of Nimrud, or the great
temple of Borsippa", in J. R.A.S. . XVIII (1861), pp.
18-24; Rich, Observations. pp,16f.

(3) Diez, The ancient worlds of Asia, p. 50; Saggs .op. cit. .p. 56
(4) Parrot.op.cit. . p.314.
(5) Beek, op. cit. .p. 145: Parrot, op. cit. .p.522.



minaret after this fashion was ever built by any
one before his time" (l).

cannot be explained as meaning that no ziqqurat with such a

ramp could have been seen at his time, as Herzfeld suggests

(2). Mustawfi's statement is confined to the shape of the

minarets only and does not refer to other structures.

Herzfeld's denial of the existence of any ziqqurat in

the ninth century A.D, (3) therefore cannot be accepted as

we have shown that ziqqurats actually did exist when al-

Mutawakkil built his minaret, but the question as to whether

a ziqqurat could have served as the prototype for the Mal-

wiyah is di^stinct. The similarity between the two con¬

sisted in the fact that both had staged storeys and external

spiral staircase, in addition to their being situated in the

same way in relation to the boundaries of the sanctuary.

Despite this similarity, differences also existed especially

in the proportions as well as in the shape of the storeys.

The ziqqurats were wider than they were high while the height

of the Malwiyah is as twice as the length of the socle.

Moreover, the quadrangular shape was dominant in the style of

the ziqqurat while the ciroular shape is the dominant one in

al-Malwiyah. The example used by Thiersch to support the

existence of the circular ziqqurats seem to be unconvincing

(1) Op.cit. . p.42.
(2) Op.cit., p.28.
(3) Samarra, pp. 28ff; cf. Reuther, op.cit.. p. 576.
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to convey such an Impression (l).

Although cylindrical seals suggest the round shape for

some ziqqurats, none of this type has been discovered. The

building of al-Hibba (c. 3000 - 2500 B.C.) which had a ramp

rising on one circular side was probably the stepped super¬

structure of a tomb (2). Yet, a glance at the represent¬

ation of ziqqurats on Sumerian and Assyrian Babylonian seals

shows the great similarity between them and the minarets

(Fig. 94-95).

Another structure which might have influenced the nature

of the Malwiyah is that of Gur near Firuzabad which was

supposed to have been a fire-temple. This tower was re¬

constructed by Dieulafoy in a manner which bears a very great

resemblance to the Malwiyah. The proportions as well as the

continuous external spiral staircase are much the same in the

two. The difference exists only in the shape of the stages
( ^ 1\ «-» / •

Ye thus have two possible prototypes for the MalwTyah:
the ziqqurats and the Tirbal of Gur but it is not easy to

decide which may have been the actual pre¬

decessor (Figs. 96-98).

According to histC(^-ial facts, the starting point of

(1) 0p« cit.. p.144.
(2) Born, op.cit.. p.236. Strabo (The Geography of Strabo.

VIII, p.41) refers to the sanctuary of Paneium near
Alexandria that "It has the shape of a fire-cone
resembles a rock hill, and is ascended by a spiral road,
and from the summit one can see the whole of the city
lying below it on all sides".

(3) See lagzin, Media. Babylon, and Persia, pp.151,153, and
Chaper IV, A. of this thesis.



this type was in Samarra which was mainly built to accommodate

non-Arab soliders. When Ibn Tulun, who was brought up in

Samarra, built his mosque in Egypt, he was naturally influenced

by the Malwiyah cf Samarra.

The fact that this type of minaret was confined to the

above places, where the Turkish race had an influence, tends

to suggest that the Malwiyah idea was copied from the tower

of Gur rather than from the ziqqurat, even though the Tirbal

was perhaps itself derived from the ziqqurat. The idea

might have been brought to Ira-q by Turkish people passing

through Persia. The great similarity between the entrance

of the Tirbal and that of Abu Dulaf's minaret may suggest

the influence of the foimer, and not the ziqqurat.

The rareness of this type might be due to the view of

the people who regard it as a heathen building, and therefore

not to be imitated.

4• The Dome of the Donkey

It is recorded that al-Muktafi (902 A.D. ) constructed

a certain building in Baghdad known as the Dome of the Don¬

key. This building is believed to have had a shape similar

to that of Malwiyah. Le Strange describes it as a tower.

Thus he records:

"This being a tower ascended by a spiral stair of
such an easy gradient that the caliph could ride
to the summit on a donkey trained to an ambling
gait. Thus without vatigue, he could enjoy the
view over the surrounding country, for the height
of this tower is described as very long, and in
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plan it was semi-circular" (l).
Yaqut on the other hand describes it as a seat (dar) in the

House of the Caliphate. He records:

"And the Dome of the Ass was a seat (dar) in the
House of the__Caliphate in Baghdad. It was built
by al-Muktafi Billah b. al-Mu<tadid (289-95 H/A,D.
902-8). It was called so because he used to ascend
it on a humble donkey. It looks on its surround¬
ings and it had aha If circular shape. In the days
of al-Muqtafi Billah (1136 A.D. ...), it was struck
by lightening" (2).

Thus, the statement of Yaqut is evident that qubbat al-himar

is a dar in bayt al-khilafah. and not a tower. That dar

seems to have been ascended on a ramp rising in a right angle

by the caliph riding a donkey (3), similar to that used in

ascending the Palace of al-Ukhaydir in Iraq. The half cir¬

cular shape of qubbat al-himar makes it difficult to believe

that it was a tower ascended by a spiral ramp. It seems

very likely that it was only a pavilion set on the roof of

the palace, andhad no resemblance whatsoever with the Mal-

wiyah.

5. The minaret of Ibn Tulun

a• Its construction and description:

A 1-Malwiyahrs type was imitated in the Tulunid mosque

in Egypt (Figs. 99-100). This mosque and its minaret were

built at the same time by Ahmad b. Tulun in Ramadan 256 H." * a »

(1) Baghdad during the Abbasid Calipha te.p. 254. cf. Creswell,
E.M.A. , II, p.264, Herzfeld, Samarra. p.36: Thiersch,
op.cit., p.144.

(2) Yaq., IV, p.34.
(3) I. Mujaw*, pp. 75f.



(April - May, 879 A.D. ) (l). Pertaining to its building, al-

MaqrTzi records:
"
... and when he intended to build the mosque he

estimatedthat it needed 300 columns. He was told
that he would not find them unless he went to the
churches in the countryside, and ruined properties
and carried away what he wanted. He refused this
and did not choose it. He became worried of this
matter. The Christian who had built the aquiduct
and who had once provoked the wrath of Ibn Tulun,
and thereby imprisoned, heard of the matter'and wrote
to Ibn Tulun: "I can build it for you the way you
wish and choose without columns except the qiblah
columns which he himself brought to Ibn Tulun who
told him: "Behold, what did you say about building
the mosque?" and the Christian said: "I shall draw
it to the Prince so that he could see it for himself
without columns except the qiblah ones". And he
ordered for the skins which were brought. He drew
it to the Prince who liked it and consequently fre,ed
the Christian and allowed him hundred thousand dinars
to spend on the mosque ... and the Christian started
building it in the place in which it still stands -
Yashkur hill, from which he used to cut the stone and
make gypsum and build until he completed it. Then
he plastered it ..." (2).

The whole minaret is built of blocks of hard limestone

while the mosque itself is built cf bricks. The use of brick

in the mosque building, and the stone in its minaret were not

an innovation. The same combination is recorded to have been

used in the mosque of Basra about two centuries earlier.

(1) This date is recorded on the foundation stone, and corr
esponds with that given by Maqrizi, Khitat, II, p.266.
For other versions of the date see Kind.," p.219; I.D.,
IV, pp.122,123; Q,alq. Ill, p.344, Creswell, E.M.A. .

II, p.335.
(2) Op. cit. , II, p.265.



Later, this practice was followed by al-Hakim (990-1003) in

his mosque in Cairo. In general, this minaret is similar to

those of Samarra and Abu Dulaf. According to Arabic sources

it appears that its fom was agreed upon haphazardly by

Ahmad b. Tulun. A legend tells us that when he was trifling

with a roll of paper, the roll changed shape into a spiral

form, and he thus ordered the architect to build him a minaret

after the new shape of the roll. (l). Some dispute has

arisen as to whether the architect of the minaret was an

Iraqi or not. Corbet suggests that the architect was a Copt

(2), while Wiet proposed that he was a Christian whom Ibn

Tulun brought with him from Mesopotamia (3). It is not im¬

possible that a Copt should have built such a minaret here.

The piers of this mosque are very similar to those of

Samarra, and for this reason, Creswell considers the above

statement of Maqrizi , concerning the columns to be a legend

(4). While it is true that piers of bricks were used in

Samarra as they were in this mosque, the difference lies in

that in Samarra each pier had four small marble columns., one

(1) I.D. , IV, p.l24_^Maqr. , II, p.267 (numbered 268); Qalq. ,
III, p. 344; Mubarak, op. cit. IV, p.47; cf. Corbet, op.
cit. . p.547,n.l; Lane-Poole, Cairo, p.24. The shape of
the minaret will be discussed later.

(2) Op.cit.. p.532; cf. Devonshire, Moslem builders of Cairo,
pp. 12ff. __

(3) Mosquee du Gaire. I, pp.122,210. cf. <Abd al-Wahhab,
Tarlkh al-masg.jid al-athariyah. I, p. 144; <Akkush, al-
Jami t al-TniTInT, pp.27f; Diez7 Die Kunst der islamischen
VSlker. p.42.

(4) Op.cit.. II, pp.332,333.



at each, corner, whereas in Ibn Tulun's mosque the marble col-

umns on the piers are replaced by counterfeit columns of

brick. Ibn Tulun might have been worried about the columns

which the architect drew on the skins and not by the main

columns replaced by the piers. Keeping the story of the

columns in mind, the story of the roll may offer an explanation

as to how Ibn Tulun managed to explain his idea generated by

the shape of Samarra's minaret to the architect who was not an

Iraqi, and who knew nothing about a tower with a spiral ex¬

ternal staircase.

The present minaret is about 40.44m. high (l). It stands

in the north ziyadah but is not parallel with the wall of the

mosque proper (Fig. 101). It is built of blocks of hard lime¬

stone (2) and consists of four storeys, namely: one quad¬

rangular, one cylindrical, and two octagonals one above the

other. A ribbed cupola crowns them all.

The base is a cube about 13.19 x 12.93 x 21.35 m. square

size. It has two doorways, one a little above the ground at

the south side of the base, and the second is at the roof of

the mosque. The former is about 1.05 m. wide crowned by a

horse-shoe arch, the span of which is 91 cm. at its springing

and 1.17 m. at the maximum (3). The archway is surmounted

(l) Sameh ,art.''Evolution of mina rets__in Egypt" .B.F.S. G.U. ,
1955/6,p.167,al-<Imarah al-IslSmiyah fi Mi§r,p.43.

(2/ The ashlar came into use in the Fatimid period 4-6 cent.
H., see Marpaise.art."Bina>".E.1./2. I, p.1228.

(3) Creswell, E.M.A. . II, p.227.



by a frame in relief (Fig.102). This portal leads to two

flights of stairs the first has 13 stairs, and the second

twenty-nine. Two slightly pointed arches are built on the

landing of the second flight. One of these arches forms an

archway leading to the top of the minaret and the other one

forms the archway of the bridge which joins the mosque with

the minaret at this landing.

The bridge is about 3.85 m. wide, carried on two horse¬

shoe arches placed about 2.40 m. apart, and they are about

4.20 m. in span (l). These arches rest on stone piers att¬

ached to the body of the minaret and to the wall of the mosque

cutting across the middle of two of its windows. The two

arches are communicated by a barrel-vault carried on corbels

of stone called in French modillons a copeaux (2). Each of

these corbels consists of five lobes divided into couples by

a string carved in relief. In the half corbels at the sides

of the barrel, this string is joined to the arches without

dividing the lobes. Each of the corbels is carried on a

square column of stone joined to the minaret or to the wall

of the mosque (Figs. 103-104). Corbet suggests that the

bridge is a later addition to the present structure, "and

that some care was token to keep them in harmony with the

original portion" (3), but the investigations which I made on

1) Craswell, 3.M.A. , II, p.227. _ __

2) Op. cit.. II, pp.350f; Corbet, op. cit. , pp.545f; Shafici,
op.cit.. p.177.

(3) Qp» cit. . p.546.



this minaret showed the uniformity of the bridge with the

whole structure cf this minaret.

The arched way opposite the bridge opens onto three

flights of steps followed by two little steps leading to

the platform of the socle. Two moulded lines about 1.30m.

apart, project on the sides of the base. This base is also

decorated with pairs of horse-shoe arches, one pair on each

face except for the southern side which has two pairs one

above the other. In the middle cf each pair, the arches rest

on a spirally fluted cononette, probably brought from some

ancient building. Each unit of these arches is surmounted

by a frame except for the upper one on the southern face

which has no frame whatsoever (Figs. 105-106). The arches

on the eastern side of the base are surrounded by scooping

and seems to have been covered by stucco later than its time,..J-
building. Parts of this scooping is visible at the present

day.

The second storey is a cylinder standing on the socle,

and is surrounded by its platfoim on the west, north, and

south sides. This storey is about 8.82 m. high. Its dia¬

meter being reduced about 92 cm. by the width of the stair¬

case. This staircase consists of 44 steps winding half a

circle round this storey in the same direction as that of the

socle - an anti-clockwise direction. The minaret has a

stepped parapet of stone up to the top of the second storey,

most of it not being original. On the evidence of what

remains near the bridge, the parapet seems to have had a
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fluted edge up to the top of the second storey.

On the top of the cylindrical storey, ther^is an oct¬
agonal shaft of two strreys, 5,05 m. and 5,70 m. high res¬

pectively (l). The lower octagon has four poly lobbed open¬

ings alternating with the other four solid sides cf the oct¬

agon. ^ staircase of 15 steps running internally round an

octagonal pier up to the second octagon, the floor of which

is built of wood covered with smooth plates of stone. This

second octagon is smaller than the one below it. Its lower

part has plain external surface with four quadrangular open¬

ings of the same arrangement as in the first octagon. These

openings lead to a platform carried on stalactites, and un¬

doubtedly surrounded by a parapet the holes for which are to

be seen on the eight angles of this platform. The upper part

of this second octagon is decorated with eight colonettes

joined at the corners, forming eight niches each having an

opening cf three lobbs. Above the colonettes there is a

belt of stone surmounted by stalactites carrying a ribbed dome.

Internally, the dome is carried on shallow squinches.

The original minaret had a mshari (boat) installed on

its top. This was claimed to have been found in a treasure

discovered by Ibn Tulun (2). The boat was thrown down by a

(1) Creswell states the height of the former storey as 4.40.
see E.M.A. . II, fig.247 opposite p.342.

(2) I.D., IV, p.123; Maqr., II, p.268; cf. I, pp.476, II,
pp.462f; <Akkush, op.cit.. pp.82f; <Abd al-Wahhab,
op.cit.. I, pp.112f.
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violent gale in 1105 H. (l) (1694 a.e, ), but seems to have been

set up again (2). In 1892, the boat was replaced by a cres¬

cent (3).

b* The date of this minaret:

The date of the present minaret is still questionable.

Some believe that the present minaret is the original one

built by Ahmad b. Tulun, except for the octagonal shaft.

Diex states:

"the oldest manara in Egypt is the tower of the
Djarni* b. Tulun. .... The two upper octagonal storeys
are later in date having been erected by the Mamluk
Sultan Ladjin" (4).

Sameh considers the square part as the storey restored by

Lachin and the cylindrical storey as the original work of

Ahmad b. Tulun.

He states:

"The lowest square part dated from the restoration of
Sultan Lajin 696 H - 1296 A.D. The round second
storey was part of an original helicoidal mjnaret,
with outside staircase copied from the Malwiyah tower.
It formed a core running to the ground, and then its
lower part had becomeruined, and the present square
storey attributed to Lajin, was merely a new casing
built by him, and the bridge joining it to the mosque
proper was built at the same date. Above this storey

(1) A1-JaTb.arti, <A,ja ib al-athar fi al-tara,ium wa al-
akhbar. I, p.25.

(2) Creswell, E.M.A. , II, pp.351f.
(3) <Akkush. op. cit. . p. 103.
(4) Art. !fManara" , E. 1. /l. Ill,p. 229, Die Kunst der islamisohen

Volker, pp.44f; cf. Dieulafoy, op.cit.. IV. p.64;
Eranz-Pascha, "Kairo . p. 11; Herzfeld, Samarra. p. 32;
Thiersch, op. cit. . pp.lllf, n.l; Hassid, op, cit. . p. 29.
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is another one, circular in plan with a staircase on
the outside which makes a little more than half a turn
ro und it ... " (1).

Corbet however attributes it to the Fatimid period except for

its octagonal storeys. He writes:

"On the whole, while I should myself incline to
believe that the minaret must date/from a later -

that is Fatimy - period, it would'seem that the
only attitude to be safely taken in the present
state of our knowledge is one of suspended judge¬
ment" (2).

Many other scholars assign it to the reconstruction which was

carried out by liachin in 696/1296. Creswell has summarized

his view as follows J

"
... Can it date from the period of LajTn? Two dis¬

tinctive features at once present themselves as a basis
for argument, viz. the two round horse-shoe arches of
the bridge, and the five pairs of blind horse-shoe
arches set in the faces of the minaret. Such arches
appear in Egypt for the first time in the Madrasa-
Mausleum of Sultan Qa^a'un 683-4H. {1284-5)_and a few
years later in the Madrasa-Mausoleum of Salar and Sanjar
al-Gawli, 703 H. (1303/4). Thus we can assume that
extensive alterations to the minaret formed part of
the works known to have been carried out in the mosque
by Lajln in 696H /1296) (3).

On the other hand, Rivoira attributes the whole present

minaret to a restoration which took place in 1389/90. He

say s:

"The two polygonal storeys with internal staircase,
which now crown the building, are a later alteration.

(1) In B.F.E.O.U.. 1955/6, p.167; also see his article in
3.F.E. C.U. . 1954/5, p. 164, and his book al-.-Imarah
al-Islamiyah fi Migr, p. 181. ~

2) Op.cit.. p. 548. *~
3) S.A.E.M.A. , p. 315.
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The anomaly now to be seen of ranges of two light
openings with pronounced horse-shoe arches, instead
of pointed horse-shoe arches, is due to the fact that
they are a later insertionae is shown in the materials
used in them. To the period of this alteration will
belong the communication now existing between the
minaret and the roof of the cloister. It may all be
connected with the work carried out in this part cf
the mosque in 1389-90"(l).

In considering this problem, the historcial records will be

arranged chronologically and the architectural elements dis¬

cussed in order.

Muqaddasi (985 A.D. ) described the Tulunid mosque as

follows:

"And the upper mosque which is a Banu Tavlun building
is large, and more elegent than the lower one, on
broad plastered columns (asatin) with high ceiling.
In its centre is a__dome on the pattern of Zamzam Dome,
and in it is a siqayah ... it has additions, and behind
it stands a nice house, and its minaret of stone is
small with stairs from the outside" (2).

This is the earliest record that exists regarding this min¬

aret, and it no doubt concerns the original one built by

Ahmad b. Tulun. It seems that this minaret was damaged

in al-Hakim's reign (386-411/996-1020). Nasir-i Khus^au
• •

who visited Cairo in 436/1046-7 referred to an attempt of

demolishing the minaret by the descendants of Ibn Tulun.

Thus, he records:

"Tulun's mosque was built by an Abbasid Amir who was
once the governor of Egypt.. At the time of al-Hakim
... the descendants of Tulun sold him the mosque'for

(1) 0p.cit.. p.144.
(2) Op.cit.. p.199.
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30,000 dinars maghribi. After a while, the des¬
cendants of Tulun started to take the minaret from
the mosque because they thought that it_had not been
sold with the mosque. Amir bi-Amr Allah sent a
person to say as they had sold him the mosque how
could they deface it. The descendants of Tulun
answered that they have sold the mosque notHhe min¬
aret. Al-Hakim, paid them five thousand dinars more
for the minaret, and so he bought it^ The Sultan
used to pray in this mosque in Ramadan and on Fridays"

(1).

The statement of Nasir-i Khusrau is of great importance,

and it seems reasonable to believe that this minaret stood

completely detached from the mosque proper. Its situation

indeed encourage the descendants of Ibn Tulun to claim it as

an independent property. Their attempt at demolition may

have affected the minaret seriously. Despite the silence of

the sources about restorations carried out in this mosque by

al-Hakim, it seems very likely that this minaret was recon-

structed and joined with the mosque in Hakim's time. The

attempt of the Tulunids might also have been a mere threatening,

but the contents of Nasir-i Khusrau's storey, and the junction

of the minaret with the mosque/ may suggest that it was a work

constructed by al-Hakim. Moreover, this minaret had an

(1) 3afarnamah. pp.70f; of. Hautecoeur and Wiet, op.cit.. I,
pp.215f; Creswell who depended on Schofer's edition (text
p,49, translation, pp,145f) translated the text in a way
which seems illogical, and which does not correspond with
the original text; he records: "Nasir-i Khusrau - states
that under the reign of al-Hakim, tfie descendants of Ibn
Tulun sold him the mosque for 30,000 dinars. and then
shortly after, began to demolish the minaret ... when
asked for an explanation, they replied that they had
not sold the minaret. The Khalif__thereupon made them
repurchase the minaret for 5.000 dinars ... ** S.M.A. ,

II, p.354.
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important role in the Fatimid festivities. In 461 H.

(A.D. 1068), the minaret appears to have been in excellent

condition^ up to the summit. Al-Maqrizi reports that in

this year (461) the said minaret played a part in the act¬

ivities on the occasion of Wafa al-Nil (Faithfulness of

the Nile); he says:

"From the top of the, minaret, from the place of the
copper boat (<ushari). is tied a long rope, its end
placed in the road ... and one in the dress of a
knight on a horse-like, a spear in his hand, and a
shield on his shoulder, and he rolls down on a wheel
... and he turns in the air anteriorly and posteriorly
until he reaches the ground" (l).
The most trusted authority among the Egyptian Mediavel

historians, al-Q,uda«i (d. 464 H. /A. D. 1062) records that:

"He (Ibn Tulun) built it (the mosque) on the pattern of
0

Samarra, and so was the minaret" (2). This indication is

of great importance since differences exist between the two

minarets, and it seems that al-Q,uda«i was referring to the

general characteristics of the two mosques and their minarets,

not to their details.

It seems strange, however, that Creswell, depending on

al-Qudafi's statement, could deduce that Ibn Tulunts minaret
• •

"was originally a spiral circular in plan, with a staircase

outside, a type derived from Samarra" (2) while he rejected

the statement as far as the mosque is concerned (4). At any

(1) Maqr., I, p.477.
(2) I.D. , IV, p.123; Maqr., II, p.266 (numbered 277);

Suy. , II, pp.181.
(3) M.A.E. , II, p.247.
(4) Art. "Architecture", E.1./2. I, pp.622ff., S.M.A. . II,

pp. 353,355.



rate, this statement seems to have been almost correct in

connection with both the mosque and the minaret, but the local

traditions of Egypt may have played a role in the differences.

The Pharos of -Alexandria seems to have exercised some

influence on this minaret. The colossal rectangular base,

with regard to other storeys as well as the building materials

are similar with that of the Pharos. In spite of the fact

that the mosque of Ibn lulun is to some extent an imitation

of that of Samarra in decoration, building materials, and in

plan, the case is different with respect to the minaret. The

materials and detailed proportions of the two minarets are

quite different. The restorations which were executed on the

Pharos by Ahmad b. Tulun may show the impression which that

tower had on the builder. The influence is reflected in the

building materials of his minaret as well as in the huge

square base which is completely different from that of the

Malwiyah; it is elongated here to match that of the Pharos.

The cylindrical part in addition to the external helical

ramp are certainly of Mesopotamian origins. The latter in¬

fluence might be explained by the life of Ibn Tulun. He

was bom in Baghdad and brought up in Samarra, where from he

was posted to Egypt. The artistic atmosphere of that city

must have influenced him. Aspects of that influence can be

seen in the building material of the mosque, stucco decoration,

brick piers, the ziyadas, as well as the general appearance

of the minaret, and in its location in the northern ziyadah.
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In spite cf the alterations which took place in this

mosque, the sources do not comment on the condition of the

minaret until the reign of al-Kamil (615-635/1218-1238). It

is recorded that al-Kamil ordered this minaret to be illumin¬

ated on the occasions of the Nighty of the Middle of Sha<ban
month (l). This suggests that the minaret must have been in

good condition. The practice however was discontinued

shortly after its introduction (2), very probably because of

the disuse of the mosque andnot owing to the state cf the

minaret. The destruction of the mosque continued, but the

minaret seems to have been in good condition even in the time

of al-Mansur Lachin who took refuge in it before he restored

the mosque in 696 H (1296). To this effect, al-Maqrizi

records in his Suluk:

"... hnd the Sultan asked the Prince__«Alam al-Din
Sanjar al-Dawadari to renovate the Tulunid Mosque
... The reason for this request being that when the
Sultan escaped in the Battle of Baydara in the vie~co«^
iaiiy of Giza, he disappeared in the minaret of the
Tulunid mosque which vvas_then deserted, no light in
it at night, but the adhan being called by someone
standing at its door, and where he stayed for some
time no one knowing his -whereabouts. ^nd he wonted
to thank God for his help by reconstructing the mosqueSJ

(3)

(1) Maqr. , II, p.268.
(2) Op.cit.. II,p.268.
(3) 1/3, p.827; Khitat, II, p.268 (numbered 269). The

minaret.is not mentioned in the latter.



The question which arises here is whether or not La chin

had reconstructed the minaret during his restorations of the

mosque? - except for the octagonal part, most certainly he

did not. -All events which have been surveyed above prove

that the minaret was in good conditions up to Lachin's time,

and there was no need to reconstruct or even to restore it.

Without giving references, Creswell records, "considerable
'

\

works were carried out, e.g. : the great mida a (so-called),

and a stucco mihrab both of which bear inscriptions in his

name, the minaret, ..." (1).

However, this minaret has few architectural elements

which are alien to Egypt.

The Modillons a copeaux under the bridge is a foreign

element. It is the practice of Western Islam, and has not

been found in Egypt in any other monument except for this

minaret (2). In al-Andalus, it is found in the Mosque of

Cordova in the part belonging to 346 (958) (Figs.107 - 108).

They were possibly used in the early Umayyad period in al~

.Andalus, but owing to the continuous wars and troubles, it

seems that these elements were lost or carried elsewhere to

other Spanish cities and to Morocco (3). Monuments other

than the Mosque cf Cordova, such as St. Millan at Segovia

(1) M.A.E.. II, pp.223f.
(2) Shafi<T, op.pit.. p.177.
(3) Marqais , LTArchitecture musulmane dtOccident. p. 165.



(10 57 ) are furnished with such elements (l).

The geminate horse-shoe arches on the base are of Andal-

usian character since numerous earlier examples can be seen

in that part of the world (2) (Figs. 109-110). Although

poupled windows were used in Egypt on other monuments, but

they were not the same as this, and their date was very late.

The first dated example appeared in the Mausoleum of Fatimah

Khatun (682/3/1283/4) (3).

Another element which seems to be strange is the single

horse-shoe arch of the entrance, and those under the bridge.

The first known example of this type is to be found in Syria

in the Baptistry of Mar Ya<qub (359 A.D.) at Nisibin. Many

other pre-Islamic examples were discovered in Syria. In

Muslim architecture, this type of arch was first used in the

Damascus mosque, but was not found again in Syria, Cul¬

mination of this arch is seen in N.Africa and Spain where it

flourished and became a distinctive feature of that part of

the world (4). (Figs. 111-112). In Egypt, the earlist monu¬

ment having this type of arch is the tomb of Q,alawun

(1) Marqais, op.oit.. pp.105,164; Creswell, M.A.E.. II,
pp,. 152, 227, fig. 13 opposit_e p.230, and plate 30c;
Salim, art. "Bajtd al-ta'thirst a 1-Andalusiyah fi al-
<imarah al-Misriyah al-Islamiyah", al-Ma.jallah, No. 12
(1957 jj. p. 97. *

(2) 3hafi<i, op.cit.. p.177; cf. Creswell, E.M.A. . II,
p.354._

(3) Shafi/i, op. cit. . p. 177; cf. Creswell, E.M.A. . II,
p.354.

(4) Creswell, E.M.A. . I, pp.139, 410.
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(683-4/1284-5), but not in the ampleness of Ibn Tulun's (l).

These Andalusian and N. African influences seem to have

started in Egypt early, approximately by the Fatimid con¬

quest (2). This is shown as follows:

A section of Cordova rebels who were exiled by al-Hakam

b. Hisham from al-Andalus migrated to Alexandria. Their

artistic influence is doubtful because they stayed there

only a short time and were finally exiled from the country.

Some of them settled in the city of Fez, and there they es¬

tablished their mosque, known as "the mosque of the Andal-

usians", which was no doubt greatly influenced by Andalusian

architecture (3). In describing Cairo, Ibn Sa<id al-

Maghribi says:

"Its buildings are quite different from what I have
seen, for it is a city built by al-Mu«izz, the great¬
est caliph of al-AJbaydiyin who has seen the build¬
ings of his father in the city of Mansurah besides
al-Q,ayrawan. He has also sejan al-Mahdiyah, the city
of his grandfather <Ubayd Allah al-Mahdi" (4).

Moreover, Nasir-i Khusrau records:
dt

"On that day (the day of the_opening of the Gulf),
the entire army of the Sultan will appear regiment
by regiment, and brigade by brigade. Every group
has^a name and metonymy. _ A regiment called "al-
"Kitamiyin" from al-Q,ayrawan, who came in the service
of al-Mueizz, and it was said that they were twenty
thousand knights. And a regiment called "al-Batiliyin"

$1) Shafiti, op.cit. . p.176. Creswell records_that the first
example__in the Madrasa - Mausoleum of Salar and Sanjar
al-Gawl! (703/1303), E.M.A. . II, p.354.

(2) Cf. Shafi<T, op.cit. , p. 176; Marpais, Manuel, I, pp.
145f., 149.

(3) Salim, op. cit. , pp.88f, quoting Ibn al-Q,awtiyoh, al-
QurtubT, TgrTkh iftita^ al-Andalus (Madrid'1868)p.51.

.(4) Maqq., III, p.108.



- men from al-Maghrib. They entered Egypt "before the
Saltan came to it, and it was said that they were
fifteen thousand knigit s" (l).

General observations :

1. This minaret, except for its octagonal storeys was

built of blocks of different sizes, generally large blocks

alternating with small ones.

2. The stone blocks cf the octagonal storeys are of

smoother surface than of the other storeys, and the coating

between its layers is very thin. The stucco cover on it is

hardly recognizable. Moreover, the alteration is not seen

here. Only in this storey, is wood used for the lintels of

the openings of the lower octagon, and as an internal belt

separating the upper octagon from the lower one. It is also

used as a floor for the second octagon, and as an internal

belt between the second octagon and the cupola.

2. On the south side, the bridge of the minaret cuts

across the middle of two windows of the mosque's wall. This

phenomenon gives decisive evidence that this bridge was of a

later time than the mosque building.

4. Part of the wall which joins the eastern -arch of

the bridge with the minaret is not an original part of the

wall of the minaret.

5. The northern wall of the socle is rough as compared

with the other sides. This may be due to its being con-

(1) Op.cit.. p.66; See Dawadari, op,cit.. pp.140, 143, 256f;
cf. p.298.
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structed later than the ziyadah.

6. The whole minaret, except for the octagonal part has

unified masonry internally and externally. To ensure this

uniformity, Singor Patricolo examined the minaret by cutting

a horizontal shaft through the western coupled horse-shoe

arches (Pig.113). This shaft h^s w#Tl reached the core

under the cylindrical part. According to this examination,

it appeared that all the shaft was of one kind of masonry

with no break between the inside and the outside; no sign of

any earlier building was found (l).
7. The square and the cylindrical storeys are covered

with two layers of stucco one above the other, the lower of

which is thicker. This may suggest two periods of work.

The lowest very probably belongs to al-Hakim, while the second

might belong to Lachin.

8. The coupled arches on the eastern side of the base

have scooping covered with stucco. Parts of this scooping

is visible at the present day. This shows that this cover

is of later .time than the scooping.

9. Resemblance in various aspects exists between Ibn

Tulun's mosque and that of al-Hakim. The building materials

are the same. The piers, arches, and stucco decoration all

bear a great resemblance. As to the minarets of the two

(1) Hautecoeur and Wiet, op.cit.. I, p.215; Comite de
Coservation, C.R. des exercises (1915-1919), p.21 as
quoted by Creswell, E.M.A., II, p.354.
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mosques, they are all built of stone while the mosque it¬

self is built of brick. The archways at the second landing

of the staircase of Ibn Tulunfs minaret very much resemble

that of the doorway of the bridge which connects the minaret

with the mosque of al-Hakim. Moreover, the method of build¬

ing - i.e. the attention, is also similar. Four openings
have been built in the second octagonal storey of the west¬

ern minaret of al-Hakim's mosque. This style has also been

used in Ibn Tulun's.

10. The mida'ah (a fountain for ritual abj&lution) in
the middle of the courtyard of Ibn Tulun's mosque was built

by Lachin with blocks of stone bigger than those of the

minaret. The alteration is hardly observable here.

As a result of these architectural and historical invest¬

igations it appears,as Corbet says, that:

"We have thus a minaret which by its inorganic
connection with the mosque, by its materials, by
the form of its arches - by every particular which
we can note - seems to proclaim itself as foreign
to the building and certainly not the work of the
same age" (1).

It certainly does not belong to the age of Ibn Tulun

since the elements which we have discussed appear to have

entered Egypt not before the Fatimids.

The horse-shoe arches were very probably carried out of

Spain by those Cordoviens who were expelled to Morocco after

a short stay in Alexandria. They built in Fez their mosque

(l) Op. cit. , p. 546.
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which was very probably a copy of the Cordova Mosque where

such elements were used extensively. Several examples of

horse-shoe arches are known in the Mosque of Qayrawan (Fig.

114) as well as on the monuments of Mahdiyah (Fig. 115) which

was built by the Fatimids before invading Egypt. Al-Mu«izz

who fully observed these buildings very probably applied such

elements in Cairo. Moreover, thousands of knights who

entered Egypt had certainly influenced the architecture there.

In view of the above discussion, it seems reasonable to

attribute this minaret to the Fatimid period - i.e. Al-Hakim's

age. Nasir-i Khusraufs story gives every reason to suggest

that al-Hakim has joined it to the mosque. The excellent

condition of the minaret up to the top during the activities

of 461 H, may also confirm this suggestion. The new elements

in it may suggest that architects of Moroccan or Andalusian

origins were anployed in this reconstruction.

The octagonal storeys, however, are of different chara¬

cteristics from the rest of the minaret and it is very pro¬

bably that they were built at a later date. Lachin who did

considerable work in this mosque may have reconstructed it.

The second stucco covering on this minaret is also likely to

be attributed to this builder. Moreover, the rebuilding in

the wall which joins the eastern arch of the bridge with the

minaret seems likely to have been done by him.

Two other small minarets used to stand at the southern

corners of the mosque. The southern minaret survived until
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1933 (l). Their builder is not known. Corbet suggests that

they were built around the time of Lachin(2). This seems

unlikely since al-Maqrizi records that Karim al-Din al-Kabir

renewed the two minarets in the reign of al-Nasir Muhammad
• •

(1293-1343) (3). Neither of them stands there at the present

time.

(1) <Abd al-Wahhab, op.cit.. I, p.45.
(2) Op. cit. . pp. 553f.

_

(3) Khitat, II. p.269; Muba rak, op.cit, , IV. p.47; <Abd
al-Wahhabj, (Op. cit. .1. p.45) misunderstood the text__
of Macjrizi and suggested that their builder was Karim
al-Din.
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In the early days of Islam, adhan was called from any

suitable place - from an open place on the ground, from the

roof of the highest house in the neighbourhood of the; mosque,
mm*

from the fortifications of Medina, from the Zawra or from the

top of the Ka<bah.

The custom of selecting a high place gradually developed.

The most likely sources for the idea of the minaret would have

been the towers that stood in various parts of the world which

had been converted to Islam, the most important being those of

Syria.

There is no record proving the existence of the minaret

before the Umayyad period. The first known minarets were

those of Basra, Fustat, and the Haram a1-Sharif in Jerusalem.
• 9 0 9

The minaret gradually became associated with the masques,

but at the same time adhan was called from places other than

the minaret.

While calling adhan was the main purpose in building the

minaret, the latter also played important other religious,

political, social, and educational roles.

A 1-Walid I was an innovator in the building of the min¬

aret. The minarets of his Mosque of Damascus, especially

that of al-<Arus, served as examples for many other minarets.

.A 1-7alid fs successors emphasized the square type of

minaret. In N.Africa, the oldest still standihg minaret is

that of Sidi NJqbah mosque in QayraWan which should be

attributed to Ziyadat Allah (221/835/6), rather than to

Hisham as has generally been suggested. When the Umayyads
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established thdr new state in al-Andalus, they introduced the

Syrian style of minaret, as represented by that of al-<Arus.

The most famous minaret in al-Andalus is that of the Cordova

mosque, a minaret of which nothing now remains except relics

incorporated in a Christian tower.

The Syrian square form was dominant in N.Africa and Spain.

Documents, proving the existence of minarets of a different

shape, are known. This square type had been preserved by

successive governments, and its continuous use gave it the

sanction of custom which remained unviolated by mlers irr¬

espective of their policy.

The Abbasids who replaced the Umayyads created an indep¬

endent style which had no relationship with the Syrian style

whatsoever. The Malwiyah of Samarra, those of Abu Dulaf and

Ibn Tulun seem to have been unique in their form in the whole

of the Islamic world. Their type was probably influenced by

the Tirbal of Gur near Firuzabad. The minarets of Samarra

and Abu Dulaf are original ones recently restored, while that

of Ibn Tulun seems to have been rebuilt by al-Hakim, except

for the upper octagonal storeys, which might have been built

by Lachin (1296 A.D.)
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